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Chapter 1

Artificial intelligence in process
systems engineering

Tao Shia, Ao Yanga, Yuanzhi Jina, Jingzheng Rena, Weifeng Shenb,
Lichun Dongb, and Yi Mana
aDepartment of Industrial and Systems Engineering, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University,

Hong Kong SAR, People’s Republic of China, bSchool of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering,

Chongqing University, Chongqing, People’s Republic of China

1 What is process system engineering

1.1 Background

In 1961, process system engineering (PSE) was first proposed in a special vol-

ume of AIChE Symposium Series. The term PSE was not widely accepted,

however, until 1982 when the first international symposium on this topic took

place in Kyoto, Japan. The first journal devoted to the PSE-related research was

“Computers and Chemical Engineering” born in 1997. PSE is considered under

the banner of chemical engineering process, which was developed from the con-

cept of unit operation, mathematical models, and computer visualization. Of

note is that chemical engineering differs so much from chemistry research since

engineers have to take the responsibility for transferring the natural theory or

microscale matters into the macroscale products. Therefore, in some sense,

PSE is a multiscale systematical process beneficial for us humanity and a whole

multiscale concept is shown in Fig. 1. The widely accepted definition of PSE is

that an interdisciplinary research filed concerned with the development of the

systematic procedures with the aid of mathematics and computer for the smart

design, effective control, schedule distribution of product manufacture system,

which is characterized by multiple scale [2].

Up to now, the PSE research deeply influenced by the engineering achieve-

ment and scientific theory is closely tied to mathematics, computer science, and

software engineering. Much bigger data and high-performance computer

greatly boost the investigation of PSE meanwhile connect the commercial

enterprise and research institutions more closely. With the aid of real industrial

data from the enterprise, the design of process model and simulation in

advanced computer can be further improved by researchers. The improved
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design could be continuously applied into the industrial adjustment and upgrad-

ing leading to an interesting cycle and feedback. As shown in Fig. 1, the major

concerns in the PSE research are divided into the following sections like the

modeling, simulation, optimization, and control, which are in multiscale

process.

1.2 Challenges

Among these concerns there are many accomplishments in the past and a full

review can be obtained by Klatt et al. [3]. It can be summarized that PSE strives

to create representations and models to generate reasonable alternatives ranging

from molecules to process superstructures and select the optimal solution from

these candidates. Developing computationally efficient methods, accurate

models, and simulation tools are all attributions in PSE area. PSE is relatively

a young area from the viewpoint of discipline development, in which tough

challenges stand there under the pressure of global competition and environ-

mental protection. Overcoming these challenges eventually is rooted by inno-

vative technology which is so closely to the improvement of manufacture

efficiency, product yield, payback period, energy utilization, and so on [4].

First, the product design on molecular scale has received much more atten-

tion than ever before [5] in addition to the process design aiming to a more

energy-efficient structure. During the product design, it is needed to make prop-

erty predictions of pure components or mixtures involving thermodynamics,

environment, health, safety, and so on. For example, evaluating the health-

related and environmental property of new chemicals is so important in phar-

maceutical engineering that researchers make great efforts to find out a green

synthetic route with the aid of huge database and efficient computer [6]. More-

over, people pay more attention to the sustainability and safety during the prod-

uct and process design.

FIG. 1 Multiscale research flowsheet of PSE [1].
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How to deal with the coupling problem in the control structure of a process

system in which multiinput and multioutput exist is also a big challenge. Tra-

ditionally, the proportion integral derivative (PID) control theory was the most

classical and has been widely applied in most of the chemical and petrochemical

industry embedded in the distributed control system. PID controllers take

actions based on the linear combination of current and past deviations of the

dynamic variables. As the process becomes more complex characterized by

nonlinearity, multiple variables, and strong coupled function, classic control

theory usually tends to a poor control quality [7]. Advanced control method

is called for a solution in achieving the efficient control of such chemical

processes.

Third, a big challenge lies in the process optimization which is of necessity

not only to evaluate the impact of different factors but also manage the optimal

design when considering the benefits of stakeholders. The high-level nonlinear-

ity in chemical processes greatly increases the optimization solver difficulty as

one added variable often represents more than 100,000 algebraic equations have

to be calculated [3]. Multivariable problems combined with single-objective or

multiobjective (e.g., economic, environmental, and safety indicators) optimiza-

tion must be solved within a process design. Fortunately, the huge improvement

in numerical modeling and process simulation has presented an effective

method to solve such problem partially. Challenging requirements on efficient

optimization algorithm to deal with nonlinearity, integer discrete variables, and

constraints displayed by the model still exist [8, 9].

When the research area of PSE is expanded into the macroscale supply chain

as shown in the Fig. 1, managers and investors have to consider the downstream

logistics and product distribution activities meanwhile saving transportation

cost and making more profit, which can be easily understood under the popu-

larity of electrical commercial trade today. Each transaction online represents

the logistics transportations and environmental influences offline. Therefore, it

is necessary to introduce the life-cycle concept and carry out the supply chain

optimization and inventory control in the integration of research, development,

control, and operation at the business level [10, 11]. The life-cycle assessment

integrated with the supply chain is an interesting topic in the PSE field. In sum-

mary, there is some challenges of multicriterion decision making in the PSE for

enterprise and managers including the production schedule or plan if the indus-

try itself wants to sell the products with little waste.

2 What is artificial intelligence?

2.1 Background

In 1956, the first artificial intelligence meeting in history, named Dartmouth

Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence (AI), was initiated by John

McCarthy and other experts in this area [12]. The meeting lasted for a month

Artificial intelligence in process systems engineering Chapter 1 3



having a big wish for intelligent machines that could work perfectly like human

beings. It is still a long way to go to achieve the big wish. However, some AI

technologies specialized at one special skill have improved a lot since 2015

when parallel computing became much faster and more efficient with the aid

of high-performance CPU and GPU. Those special skills in the AI machines

like image identification, classification, logical calculation is obtained by learn-

ing and is more professional than human beings. One of the most important and

popular ways to achieve the professional skills for AI is machine learning (ML).

Basically, once the relative data is collected, next ML algorithms are applied to

make feature extraction, model training, and evaluation. After the above learn-

ing procedure, effective models can be produced to make predictions and

instruct the decision-making in the real world. It is summarized that the biggest

advantage by ML is that trained AI models actively has some special skills and

replaces the millions of lines of code lines to do us a favor in real world [13].

There are lots of different methods targeting on different problem solutions

in the content of ML, which are generally divided into supervised learning,

unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning (RL) according to the label

information in the training dataset and the dynamic decision-making process

[14]. Of note is that the RL, a typical learning method with no prior label data-

set, actively choose the next step (e.g., decision-making) to maximize long-term

benefits according to the “good” or “bad” feedback in a dynamic environment

with uncertainty. During the sequential decision-making process, reward and

penalty are crucial elements to instruct the optimization [15]. Besides, ML

methods branching of support vector machine based on the statistical learning

theory and artificial neural network (ANN) based on the biological neural cells’

connection have gain intensive attention in handling different problems, respec-

tively. ANN architecture which looks like a thinking process of the human

brain. The ANNmodel is composed of a large number of neural cells. Each node

connects with each other and represents a specific output function which is

called an activation function, and each connection between two nodes repre-

sents a weighted value for signal passing or calculations [16].

2.2 Deep learning

The first-generation ANN can only make some linear classification while can-

not effectively finish the logical function classification [17]. The second-

generation ANN was developed by Geoffrey Hinton who used multiple hidden

layers to replace the feature layer in the ANN model and calculate the interme-

diate parameters by back-propagation algorithm [18]. As the number of hidden

layers increases, the optimization function is more prone to local optimal solu-

tions and the training of deep network are difficult to achieve. To overcome

such problem, the method of hierarchical feature extraction and unsupervised

pretraining are proposed by Hinton et al. [19]. Then, the third-generation

ANN technology represented by deep learning was developed and recognized

4 Applications of artificial intelligence in process systems engineering



as a breakthrough with regards to handling the training of multilayer networks

where “deep” referred to the number of layers in the network. Different archi-

tectures like deep neural network (DNN), recurrent neural network, and convo-

lutional neural network are used in the deep learning study targeting on different

applications in life [20]. The development of hardware and the explosion of

datasets, the demand of image and text handling, greatly provide additional

boosts to the effectiveness of training of DNN. Deep learning provides an effi-

cient approach to obtain the intelligent model after training from the big data,

which can be integrated into PSE to solve complex problems [15].

3 The AI-based application in PSE

As well-known, the application of AI could be extended in the PSE to achieve

more intelligent computer-aided tools for chemical engineering. The investiga-

tion of AI in PSE is remarkable by some researchers in the late 1960s and early

1970s and then AI methods for chemical engineering problems have vigorously

developed in the early 1980s [21]. The Adaptive Initial Design Synthesizer sys-

tem for the chemical process synthesis is developed [22], which was arguably

the first time to systematically describe the application of AI methods in chem-

ical engineering including means-and-ends analysis, symbolic manipulation,

and linked data structures. Afterwards, the AI technology has been widely

extended in physics properties prediction, process modeling and simulation,

dynamic control, process optimization, and fault detection and diagnosis, etc.

3.1 Physical properties prediction and product design

Physical properties (e.g., critical properties) and prediction models play an

important role in chemical process and product design [23]. To improve the

accuracy of prediction, an intelligent and automated quantitative structure prop-

erty relationships (QSPR) model based on deep learning models is developed

[24]. The DNN by using the combination of tree-long short-term memory net-

work and back-propagation neural network (BPNN) can be used to model the

proposed QSPR, and the results demonstrated that the proposed approach could

well predict the critical temperature, pressure, and volume [24]. Furthermore,

the proposed model could be extended to predict environmental properties such

as octanol-water partition coefficients [25] and Henry’s law constant [26]. Sim-

ilarly, the hazardous property such as toxicity and flashpoint could be forecasted

via ensemble neural network models. The investigation of physical properties

prediction can realize high-throughput screening and further promote the devel-

opment of product design based on the AI technique [27]. At the early stage,

the BatchDesign-Kit system based on the state-transition network is used to find

a new batch reaction process with lower health, safety, environmental impact

and cost, which is explored by Linninger et al. [28]. Subsequently, Zhang

et al. [13] develop a machine learning and computer-aided molecular design

Artificial intelligence in process systems engineering Chapter 1 5



(ML-CAMD) to establish and screen suitable fragrance molecules, which are

widely used in modern industries. The results illustrated that the obtained mol-

ecule C9H18O2 has the higher odor pleasantness compared with the existing

product. Chai [29] extended the ML-CAMD to design crystallization solvent

for an industrial crystallization process. A hybrid model is established for the

determination of new food products [30]. In summary, the expanding of AI

in physics properties prediction could effectively promote the development

of product design and process synthesis.

3.2 Process modeling

Actually, the bottleneck of the chemical process requires a lot of time to perform

the necessary detailed analyses (e.g., feed and product) in high-frequency opti-

mization and process control. Such issues could be resolved via ANN models.

Plehiers et al. [31] developed an ANN to model and simulate a steam-cracking

process with a naphtha feedstock and a detailed composition of the steam

cracker effluent and the computational illustrated that the presented method

is applicable to any type of reactor without loss of performance. According

to the study of George-Ufot [32], the forecasting of electric load could improve

the energy efficiency and reduce the production cost. A hybrid framework

including genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization, and BPNN is

established, which displays good reliability and high accuracy in terms of elec-

tric load forecasting [33]. In addition, the prediction model based on the various

neural network techniques could be used to forecast the energy consumption

[34], chemical oxygen demand content [35], and throughput [36], respectively.

The black-box model based on neural network can be employed to process opti-

mization and control achieving, energy saving, emission reduction, and cleaner

production.

3.3 Fault detection and diagnosis

Fault detection and diagnosis are very important in process control and moni-

toring because it could ensure the process safety and reliability (i.e., product

quality) in chemical engineering processes [37, 38]. A back-propagation neural

network-based methodology is proposed by Venkatasubramanian and Chan

[39] to handle the fault diagnosis of the fluidized catalytic cracking process

in oil refinery. Similarly, the proposed model could be used to fault diagnosis

and process control [40]. The results illustrated that the established approach

could diagnose novel fault combinations (not explicitly trained upon) and han-

dle incomplete and uncertain data. Then, the neural network method is used to

fault detection for reactor [41] and a fatty acid fractionation precut column pres-

sure/temperature [42] sensors fault. An extended Deep Belief Networks is

developed, which could avoid the valuable information in the raw data lost

in the layer-wise feature compression in traditional deep networks [43].

6 Applications of artificial intelligence in process systems engineering



3.4 Process optimization and scheduling

AImethod for process optimization and scheduling has been attracted because it

could increase the speed, reduce the time consumption of optimization, and

achieve optimal matching. For instance, Qiu et al. [44] developed a data-driven

model based on the radial basis function neural network combined with GA to

solve the mixed integer nonlinear programing problem of distillation process.

The separation of propylene/propane by using the externally heat-integrated

distillation columns is employed to illustrate the proposed approach and the

optimal solution could be quickly found in a wide space. A hybrid model via

the combination of artificial neural network and GA is investigated by Khezri

et al. [45], and the capability of the hybrid model is illustrated by means of a gas

to liquids process. The hybrid model shows significant advantage because the

computational time for optimization is greatly reduced from multiple days to

just a few seconds and the relative error is in an accepted range. In addition,

the flow shop scheduling [46, 47] optimization of cooling water system [48],

dynamic vehicle routing scheduling [49] could be effectively solved via neural

network models.

4 Summary

The application of AI in the above fields of PSE may be just one tip of the ice-

berg. With the continuous development and penetration of AI technology, we

believe that AI could be applied more extensively in the future. In short term,

maintaining AI’s influence on society is conducive to the study of its deep appli-

cations in many fields such as logical reasoning and proof, natural language pro-

cessing, intelligent information retrieval technology and expert systems, etc. In

the long run, achieving the general AI machine better than human at most cog-

nitive tasks is the final goal of scientists and engineers. Novel materials and

high-performance computer have crucial influences on the process.
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Chapter 2

Deep learning in QSPR
modeling for the prediction
of critical properties

Yang Su and Weifeng Shen
School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Chongqing University, Chongqing,

People’s Republic of China

1 Introduction

The chemical process and product design rely heavily on physical properties

(e.g., critical properties) and prediction models [1, 2]. To investigate relation-

ships between molecular structures and properties, plenty of mathematical

models have been developed [3]. Most prediction models are based on semi-

empirical quantitative structure property relationships (QSPRs) including group

contribution (GC) methods and topological indices (TIs).

In GC methods, any compound can be divided into fragments (e.g., atoms,

bonds, groups of both atoms, and bonds). Each fragment has a partial value

called a contribution, and the final property value is given by summing the frag-

mental contributions. A large variety of these models has been designed differ-

ing in the field of their applicability and in the set of experimental data. For

example, GC methods reported by Lydersen [4], Klincewicz and Reid [5],

Joback and Reid [6], Constantinou and Gani [7], and Marrero and Gani [8]

are generally suitable to obtain values of physical properties, because these

methods provide the advantage of quick estimation without substantial compu-

tational work. As alternative approaches, topological indices (TIs) are used to

estimate properties similar to the way of GCmethods. In TI methods, molecular

topology is characterized depending on standard molecular graph properties

such as vertex degrees, connectivity, atomic types, etc. Additionally, one of

the main advantages is that TI methods can make a distinction between two

similar structures from a more holistic perspective than GC methods [9].

Another method named ‘signature molecular descriptor’ combining the

advantages of GC and TI methods is developed by Faulon et al. [10, 11] Similar

to TI methods, chemical structures is conceived of as chemical graphs. The
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signature descriptor retains all the structural and connectivity information of

every atom in a molecule, rather than ascribe various numerical values to a com-

plete molecular graph [9]. Meanwhile, the signature descriptor has the ability to

represent molecular substructures similar to GC methods. Faulon et al. [12] also

introduced a canonical form ofmolecular signatures to solvemolecular graph iso-

morphism which provides a holistic picture depicting molecular graphs and also

holds the sub-structural information of a molecule. Nevertheless, we found that

the previous researches have few attempts to use the canonical molecular signa-

ture for QSPRmodeling. To the best of our knowledge, the main reason is that the

canonical molecular signature is not represented in a numeric form, and it cannot

be employed within the common-used mathematical models for QSPRs.

For the property estimation, most above-mentioned QSPR models, based on

the specific rules such as a certain set of molecular substructures or an array of

molecular graph-theoretic properties, are often formulated by multiple linear

regressions (MLRs). Facts proved the MLR techniques have strong ability to

correlate QSPRs; however, their encoding rules and mapping functions are

defined a priori (i.e., mathematical formulations are not adaptive to the different

regression tasks). Moreover, the MLRs cannot be applied with the canonical

molecular signatures for QSPR modeling. On the other hand, an alternative

technique, the neural network, has been used to learn molecular structures

and correlate physical properties or activities [13]. A variety of molecular

descriptors (e.g., topological characteristics, frequency of molecule substruc-

tures, and microscopic data of molecules) are fed to artificial neural networks

(ANNs). With the limitation of the computing capability and development plat-

form at that period, most researchers adopted feedforward neural networks

(FNNs) with static computing graphs in their studies [14–32].
Although these methods are well-used or precise in properties prediction,

the molecular features are chosen manually as the input for above-mentioned

models. For example, the splitting rules of molecular groups are pre-determined

manually in the GC methods, or the well-chosen descriptors are input the

ANNs. With the number of various properties and product designs has been

increasing, some properties/activities may need to be correlated with more

molecular features or calculated by more complex mathematical models. It is

therefore a challenge to pick out relevant features of molecules from massive

data in the classical QSPR modeling.

Recently, many researchers were encouraged to study deep learning in arti-

ficial intelligence with improvements of computing performance. The deep

learning is a much more intelligent technique that can capture the valuable fea-

tures automatically. This advantage enables deep neural networks (DNNs) to

formulate models from a great variety of Big Data. As such, some new infor-

mation carriers (e.g., graphs, images, text, and 3Dmodels) could be used to rep-

resent molecular structures in the QSPR modeling with DNNs. Lusci et al. [33]

utilized the recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to present a molecular graph by

considering molecules as undirected graphs (UGs) and proposed an approach
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for mapping aqueous solubility to molecular structures. Goh et al. [34] devel-

oped a deep RNN “SMILES2vec” that automatically learns features from sim-

plified molecular-input line-entry system [35] (SMILES) to correlate properties

without the aid of additional explicit feature engineering. Goh et al. [36] also

developed a deep CNN for the prediction of chemical properties, using just

the images of 2D drawings of molecules without providing any additional

explicit chemistry knowledge such as periodicity, molecular descriptors, and

fingerprints. These creative works [34, 36] demonstrate the plausibility of using

DNNs to assist in computational chemistry researches. The neural networks

based on the long short-term memory (LSTM) units suggested by Hochreiter

et al. [37] also have been adopted in the quantitative structure–activity relation-
ship (QSAR) researches. Altae-Tran et al. [38] proposed a new deep learning

architecture based on the iterative refinement LSTM to improve learning of

meaningful distance metrics over small-molecules. The Tree-LSTM introduced

by Tai et al. [39] is able to capture the syntactic properties of natural languages

and two natural extensions were proposed depending on the basic LSTM archi-

tecture, which outperform other RNNs in their experiments. We noticed that the

new neural network Tree-LSTM might be possible to depict the canonical

molecular signature.

Motivated by the preceding researches, in this contribution, we focus on

developing a deep learning approach that can learn QSPRs automatically and

cover a wider range of substances for better predictive capabilities. A

Python-based implementation with Faulon’s algorithm [12] is achieved to con-

vert molecules into canonical signatures for depicting molecular graphs and an

in-house encoding approach is developed to parse the signatures into tree data-

structures conveniently. The Tree-LSTM network and BPNN are incorporated

into the DNN for modeling QSPR, among which, the Tree-LSTM mimics the

tree structures of canonical signatures and outputs a feature vector that is used to

correlate properties within a BPNN. As such, there is no need to convert mol-

ecules to bitmap images for training CNNs and to treat molecules as linear lan-

guages for training RNNs. Then, the novelty of the proposed approach is that the

canonical molecular signatures are used as templates to generate the topological

structures of Tree-LSTM networks. In this sense, the contribution of this work is

to propose an intelligent strategy of QSPRmodeling based on deep learning that

can extract the valuable features from molecular structures automatically. An

important type of properties in process and product designs, critical properties,

is used as a case study to clarify the main details of the deep learning architec-

ture, which highlights the outperformance of the implemented QSPR modeling

strategies within the proposed DNN.

2 Methodology

In this section, the technical details respected to the deep learning architecture

for modeling QSPRwill be introduced. The proposed deep learning architecture
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incorporates multiple techniques that including canonical molecular signatures,

word embedding, Tree-LSTM network, BPNN, etc. The proposed architecture

consisting of eight steps is illustrated in Fig. 1. Step 1 mainly involves the data

acquisition of molecular structures, where the SMILES expressions are cap-

tured from open access databases. The second step is the embedding stage,

where the vectors representing the substrings of chemical bonds are generated

and collected into a dictionary with a widely used word-embedding algorithm.

The third step is focused on the canonization of a molecule, where the molecular

structures are transformed into the canonical molecular signatures as the tem-

plates for formulating the Tree-LSTM network. Step 4 refers to the mapping

stage, where the adaptive structure of the Tree-LSTM network is obtained by

the recursive algorithm from the canonical signature. In other words, the

Tree-LSTM network is self-adaptive to a molecule. Step 5 involves the input-

ting vectors of each substrings corresponding to each node. The Tree-LSTM
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FIG. 1 Schematic diagram of technical architecture for deep learning in the prediction of physical

properties.
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network will be calculated from the lowest leaf node to the root node in this step.

Finally, a vector representing a molecule is given from the root node. Step 6 is

focused on the correlation stage of a property, where the vector representing a

molecule is input into a BPNN to compute a scalar output for the property pre-

diction. Step 7 is the comparison stage, where the tolerance between the pre-

dicted value and the experimental value is calculated. Step 8 is the feedback

stage, where the adjustable parameters in the Tree-LSTM network and the

BPNN are corrected for reducing the tolerance in step 7. The training process

of the proposed DNN is the iterative loop within steps 5, 6, 7, and 8.

2.1 The signature molecular descriptor

The canonical molecular signature is employed to depict molecules in this

work. One reason is that a computer program can generate signatures automat-

ically. Another important reason is that the canonical molecular signature pro-

vides a method to distinguish molecular structures for isomorphism. This also

transforms the molecules with a uniform form for mapping to the neural

network model.

To introduce canonical molecular signatures, atomic and molecular signa-

tures have to be defined. An atomic signature is a subgraph originated at a spe-

cific root atom and includes all atoms/bonds extending out to the predefined

distance, without backtracking. The predefined distance is a user-specified

parameter called the signature height h, and it determines the size of the local

neighborhood of atoms in a molecule. It means that specified a certain root atom

in a chemical graph, its atomic signature represents all of the atoms that are

within a certain distance h, from the root. The atomic signature of atom x in

height h given as hσG(x), is a representation of the subgraph of the 2D graph

G¼ (V, E) containing all atoms that are at distance h from x. It is noted that

V, E corresponds to the vertex (atom) set and edge (bond) set, respectively.

Acetaldoxime (CAS No. 107-29-9) is taken as an example to provide atomic

signatures shown in Fig. 2. The carbon atom numbered by 0 (C0) is given as

the root atom, and it is single-bonded to three hydrogen atoms and another car-

bon atom numbered by 1 (C1). Thus, the atomic signature for this root atom at

height 1 is [C]([C][H][H][H]), the other atomic signatures is shown in Fig. 2B.

In Faulon’s theory [8], the molecular signature shown in Fig. 2C is a linear

combination of all the atomic signatures and is defined as Eq. (1).

hσ Gð Þ¼
X
x�V

hσG Xð Þ (1)

In a given compound, any atomic signature can appear more than once. For

example, the atomic signature [H]([C]) occurs four times in acetaldoxime.

When the height of atomic signatures reaches the maximum value, the

molecular graph can be reconstructed from any of the atomic signatures. Con-

sequently, as long as graph canonization is concerned, there is no need to record
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all atomic signatures. The lexicographically largest atomic signature suffices to

represent the graph in a unique manner [10]. For example, acetaldoxime has

nine atomic signatures at the maximum height as shown in Fig. 2D, and each

of them is able to describe the complete molecular structure. If these nine sig-

natures are sorted in decreasing lexicographic order (a canonical order), the lex-

icographically largest one can be defined as the canonical molecular signature

that could be encoded and then mapped to the Tree-LSTM network.

2.2 Data preparation: Molecules encoding and canonizing

In this work, SMILES expressions that used for depicting molecular structures

are gathered from PubChem database [40]. We developed a program based on

RDKit [41] for parsing and preserving the canonical molecular signature. The

program implements Faulon’s algorithm to generate and canonize atomic sig-

natures, which can translate SMILES expressions to molecular graphs before

canonizing molecular structures. There exist two rules for coding molecular

structures in this program, one is the canonical string encoding a canonical

FIG. 2 Signature descriptors generating from the molecule of acetaldoxime. (Note: C0 is the root.

An atomic signature begins from this root atom numbered by 0, steps forward a predetermined

height, and records all the atoms encountered on the path are connected to the root atom. The process

is repeated for all atoms in the molecule at a certain height, and then the molecular signature will be

achieved by a linear combination of all the atomic signatures. Acetaldoxime is used as an example,

we present the heights from the root atom in: (A) the molecular structure; (B) tree form and atomic

signatures of different heights from a certain atom; (C) the molecular signatures from height¼0 to

height¼1; (D) the canonical molecular signature in the red rectangle is the lexicographically largest

atomic signature. The atoms found further down the tree of a branch point atom aremarked by nested

parenthesis. Single bonds between atoms are omitted in atomic signatures. In addition, other bond-

types are presented as follows (“¼“is double bond; “#” is a triple bond; “:” is an aromatic bond).)
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molecular signature, and the other is the developed in-house coding method.

The canonical molecular signature is used to determine the root atom in differ-

ent molecules. However, it is difficult to reproduce the molecular structures and

feed into the neural network from amolecular signature represented by a canon-

ical string. When training the neural networks, one needs a more straightfor-

ward and simpler expression for parsing a molecule as a tree data-structure.

As such, a specified in-house coding method is proposed. Again, taking

acetaldoxime as an example, the codes of atomic signatures from height

0 to 4 are demonstrated in Table 1, which is started from the C0 in Fig. 2B.

The substring shown in Fig. 3 represents the atom carbon in the atomic sig-

nature of height 1. The first character in the code involves the layer position

(height) of this atom in the tree form of a molecule, and the character “S” refers

to the layer position equals 0. The second character “0” is the initial position

index of the atom in a molecule. The third and fourth characters represent

the number of neighbor atoms and children atoms, respectively. The next char-

acter “C” is the SMILES expression of an atom. The sixth character is the initial

position index of parent atom. When an atom is a root atom of a signature struc-

ture, the sixth character “S” represents the atom has no superior atom. The

seventh character is the valence of this atom. The eighth character represents

TABLE 1 Atomic signatures coding started from C0 in Fig. 2B.

Height

Start

index Code

0 0 S,0,4,4,C,S,4,S,N j
1 0 S,0,4,4,C,S,4,S,N j1,1,3,2,C,0,4,1,N j1,4,1,0,[H],0,1,1,

N j1,5,1,0,[H],0,1,1,N j1,6,1,0,[H],0,1,1,N j
2 0 S,0,4,4,C,S,4,S,N j1,1,3,2,C,0,4,1,N j1,4,1,0,[H],0,1,1,

N j1,5,1,0,[H],0,1,1,N j1,6,1,0,[H],0,1,1,N j2,2,2,1,N,1,3,2,
E j2,7,1,0,[H],1,1,1,N j

3 0 S,0,4,4,C,S,4,S,N j1,1,3,2,C,0,4,1,N j1,4,1,0,[H],0,1,1,
N j1,5,1,0,[H],0,1,1,N j1,6,1,0,[H],0,1,1,N j2,2,2,1,N,1,3,2,
E j2,7,1,0,[H],1,1,1,N j3,3,2,1,O,2,2,1,N j

4 0 S,0,4,4,C,S,4,S,N j1,1,3,2,C,0,4,1,N j1,4,1,0,[H],0,1,1,
N j1,5,1,0,[H],0,1,1,N j1,6,1,0,[H],0,1,1,N j2,2,2,1,N,1,3,2,
E j2,7,1,0,[H],1,1,1,N j3,3,2,1,O,2,2,1,N j4,8,1,0,[H],3,1,1,
N j

Note: The atomic signature only contains one atom that expressed by a short string when its height is
zero. If the height of an atomic signature is greater than zero, the atomic signature consists of more than
one atom. Every atom and the information are represented by a substring between two vertical bars in
a line of code.
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the type of bond between this atom and its parent atom. The last character

indicates isomeric type of the bond between this atom and its parent atom.

2.3 Data preparation: Atom embedding from chemical bonds

As the input of Tree-LSTM networks, atoms and bonds need to be translated and

represented in form of vectors. Word embedding has been widely applied in

natural language processing, several known program in the field has been devel-

oped, such as “Word2vec” [40]. Inspired by this method, we proposed a simple

approach to generate vector representations of atoms (see Fig. 4) by breaking a

chemical bond string into two smaller particles.

As we all know, chemical bonds are frequently represented in form of

“A-B”, “A” and “B” represent atoms, and “-” represents chemical bond types

between two atoms. The strings as “A-B” are extracted from a data set of molec-

ular structures, and then it is split into two part, “A” and “-B”, as the samples to

train the embedding neural network. For this application, the skip-gram algo-

rithm [42] is employed. As such, the substrings “A” and “-B” can be mapped

into vectors for expressing each node in the Tree-LSTM network. In other

FIG. 3 Signature coding for the molecule of acetaldoxime when height is one.
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FIG. 4 The procedure of the embedding neural network for vectorizing the bond-strings.
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words, a molecule is considered as a sentence in the embedding algorithm, and

“A” or “-B” is equivalent to a word.

Here, the methane molecule including five atoms is taken as an example

shown in Fig. 4. Every atom is considered as the starting point to record its con-

nected bonds and atoms. A dictionary is extracted from the samples of chemical

bonds. The substrings “A” and “-B” are represented by some initial vectors, for

example, one-hot codes. Each initial vector is employed to train the embedding

neural network. Based on these training samples, the neural network will output

probabilities representing that each substring of the dictionary is the next sub-

string. After training completed, the weights of neurons in the embedding

network are formed into target vectors.

2.4 Deep neural network

ADNN combining Tree-LSTM and BPNN is developed in this work. The Tree-

LSTM neural network is employed for depicting molecular tree data-structures

with the canonical molecular signatures while the BPNN is used to correlate

properties.

The Child-sum Tree-LSTM can be used to the dependency tree while the N-

ary Tree-LSTM is applied to the constituency tree [39], and the mathematical

models of these two Tree-LSTM models are listed in Table 2. The gating vec-

tors and memory cell updates of the Tree-LSTM are dependent on the states of

child units, which is different from the standard LSTM. Additionally, instead of

a single forget gate, the Tree-LSTM unit contains one forget gate fjk for each
child k. This allows the Tree-LSTM to incorporate information selectively from

each child. Since the components of the Child-Sum Tree-LSTM unit are calcu-

lated from the sum of child hidden states hk, the Child-Sum Tree-LSTM is well

suited for trees with high branching factor or whose children are unordered. The

vector hj
� is the sum of the hidden states of all sub nodes under the current node

j in the Child-sum Tree-LSTMmodel. The N-ary Tree-LSTMmodel can be uti-

lized in the tree structure where the branching factor is at most N and where

children are ordered from 1 to N. For any node j, the hidden state and memory

cell of its kth child are written as hjk and cjk, respectively. The introduction of

separate parameter matrices for each child k allows the N-ary Tree-LSTM

model to learn more fine-grained conditioning on the states of a unit’s children

than those of Child-Sum Tree-LSTM.

The performance evaluation of two Tree-LSTM models on semantic classi-

fication indicated that both Tree-LSTM models are superior to the sequential

LSTM model and is able to provide better classification capability [36]. There-

fore, the N-ary Tree-LSTM network is employed in this work to depict mole-

cules, and the input variables are vectors converted by the embedding

algorithm. In the QSPR model, the variable xj is the input vector representing
a substring of a bond (“A” or “-B”), and the vector hj is the output vector repre-
senting a molecular structure. The vector hj is finally associated with the
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properties by the BPNN. The BPNN involves an input layer, a hidden layer and

an output layer. For other variables and functions in Table 2, W(i,o,u,f), U(i,o,u,f),
b(i,o,u,f) are parameters that need to be learned, and σ represents the activation

function sigmoid. For example, the model can learn parameters W(i) such that

the components of the input gate ij have values close to 1 (i.e., “open”) when an
important atom is given as input, and values close to 0 (i.e., “closed”) when the

input is a less important atom. Taking acetaldoxime as an example again, the

computing graph of the neural network is presented in Fig. 5. It can be observed

that the Tree-LSTM network mimics the topological structure of the acetaldox-

ime molecule. That is, if other molecular structures are learned, the Tree-LSTM

network can vary the computing graph automatically. The BPNN accepts the

output vectors from the Tree-LSTM network and correlates them with the prop-

erty values. In this way, a DNN is built based on the Tree-LSTM network

and BPNN.

Moreover, in this work, the aim of the DNN is to predict a numeric value

instead of classification. Hereby, there is no need to employ the activation func-

tion “softmax” [43]. The regularization technique “dropout” [44] is introduced

to the BPNN for reducing overfitting. Huber loss [45] is adopted as the loss

function in the training process, which is different from the frequently used clas-

sification scheme of Tree-LSTM network. The information about the DNN is

provided in Tables 3 and 4.

TABLE 2 The transition equations of Child-sum Tree-LSTM and N-ary

Tree-LSTM [36].

Child-sum Tree-LSTM N-ary Tree-LSTM

hj
�¼P

k�C jð Þhk
(2) –a

ij ¼ σ W ið Þxj +U ið Þh
�
j +b ið Þ

� �
(3)

ij ¼ σ W ið Þxj +
PN
l¼1

U
ið Þ
l hjl +b ið Þ

� �
(9)

fjk¼σ(W(f )xj+U
(f )hk+b

(f )) (4)
fjk ¼ σ W fð Þxj +

PN
l¼1

U
fð Þ

kl hjl +b fð Þ
� �

(10)

oj ¼ σ W oð Þxj +U oð Þh
�
j +b oð Þ

� �
(5)

oj ¼ σ W oð Þxj +
PN
l¼1

U
oð Þ
l hjl +b oð Þ

� �
(11)

uj ¼ tanh W uð Þxj +U uð Þh
�
j +b uð Þ

� �
(6)

uj ¼ tanh W uð Þxj +
PN
l¼1

U
uð Þ
l hjl +b uð Þ

� �
(12)

cj ¼ ij �uj +
P

k�C jð Þ fjk � ck (7)
cj ¼ ij �uj +

PN
l¼1

fjl � cjl
(13)

hj¼oj � tanh(cj) (8) hj¼oj � tanh(cj) (14)

aNote: “–” represents null since hj
�

is not involved in the N-ary Tree-LSTM unit.
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The regularization technique “dropout” is used to reduce overfitting in the

proposed DNN. The “dropout” is easily implemented by randomly selecting

nodes of a neural network to be dropped-out with a given probability (e.g.,

20%) in each weight update cycle. With the cross validation, the expected

probability is located between 5% and 25%.

2.5 Model training and evaluation

The Tree-LSTM network has a dynamic computational graph that is a mutable

directed graph with operations as vertices and data as edges. Hence, this neural

network is implemented and trained in the deep learning framework PyTorch

[46]. The Adam algorithm [47] is employed to train the DNN with a learning

rate of 0.02 for the first 200 epochs, and subsequent epochs with 0.0001 in learn-

ing rate. Early stopping and batch normalization are utilized to decrease over-

fitting. The training process proceeded by monitoring the loss of test set and it

will not finish until there is no improvement in the testing loss within continuous

FIG. 5 The computational graph of the neural network describing the molecule acetaldoxime and

predicting properties.

TABLE 3 The structural parameters of the DNN.

Names of the DNN structural parameters Values

Shape of embedding vectors (50,1)

Shape of parameters of Tree-LSTM (128,128)

Shape of output vectors of Tree-LSTM (128,1)

Layer number of the BPNN 3
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50 epochs. Finally, the model with the lowest testing loss will be saved as the

final model. To evaluate the correlative and predictive capacities of proposed

deep learning architecture, the critical properties of pure compounds are

adopted as case studies. It is acceptable that critical properties play vital roles

in predicting phase behavior; however, the experimental measurements of

critical properties are time-consuming, costly, and tough especially for large

molecules that are easily decomposed. Moreover, several frequently used

methods for the estimation of critical properties can be employed to compare

with the learned DNNmodel. The values of critical properties are sourced from

the Yaws’ handbook [48] and the molecular structures of the relevant

substances are gathered from PubChem database [40].

The following statistical metrics will be employed to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the learned DNN models. Standard deviation (s), used to measure

the amount of variation or dispersion of a data set, is given by Eq. (15).

s¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XN
i¼1

xi� xð Þ2

N

vuuuut
(15)

Average absolute error (AAE) is the measure of deviation of predicted prop-

erty values from the experimentally measured property values, and it is obtained

via Eq. (16).

AAE¼

XN
i¼1

|xexpi � xprepi |

N
(16)

Average relative error (ARE) provides an average of relative error calculated
with respect to the experimentally measured property values, and it is expressed

as Eq. (17).

ARE¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

xexpi � xprepi

�� ��
xexpi

�100 (17)

TABLE 4 The hyper parameters of training the DNN.

Names of the hyper parameters Values

Learning rate 0.02 (the first 200 epochs); 0.0001 (others)

L2 weight decay 0.00001

Batch size of training set 200

Batch size of testing set 200
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3 Results and discussion

The embedding vectors representing the bond-substrings are presented at first.

The DNN’s capability of correlation and prediction on the data set of critical

properties is evaluated in the section, and it is compared with two classical

GC methods involving Joback and Reid (JR) method, Constantinou and Gani

(CG) method.

3.1 Embedding of bond substrings

The input vectors of the Tree-LSTM network are translated from the substrings

of the chemical bonds by the embedding neural network. After training, 106

substrings are extracted from the chemical bonds of 11,052 molecules, and then

they are converted to 50-dimensional real-valued vectors as the input data repre-

senting substring of every node in the Tree-LSTM network. This is contrasted to

the more dimensions required for sparse word representations, such as a one-hot

encoding. These 50-dimensional vectors have been reduced to two dimensions

by t-SNE algorithm [49] (see Fig. 6) for understanding easily.

The approach generates vector representing bond-substrings by the embed-

ding neural network [50, 51] as shown in Fig. 7. The input vectors of the Tree-

LSTM network are translated from the substrings of the chemical bonds by the

embedding algorithm. In the training process, 106 substrings shown in Table 5

are extracted from the chemical bonds of 11,052 molecules, and then they are

converted to 106 vectors by the embedding algorithm. These 50-dimensional

vectors will be used as input data for every node of the Tree-LSTM network.

3.2 The DNN performance

The key idea behind the new deep learning architecture is to distinguish molec-

ular structures by signature descriptors and to simulate molecular structures by a

Tree-LSTM network. The QSPR models are obtained by training the DNN. The

substances in the training and test sets are not screened carefully, which con-

tains several small molecules and inorganic acids. Actually, these substances

should be excluded from the modeling of the group contribution method,

because they may cause deviation in the prediction. Finally, they are kept as

some noise to the DNN. The predicting capabilities of the learned models

are validated by a test set including independent compounds never used in train-

ing. The results of training and testing demonstrate that the Tree-LSTM network

is capable of correlating physical properties and molecular structures

(see Table 6).

The distributions of the standard deviation, average absolute error and aver-

age relative error are presented in Table 6 for three critical properties of training

and test sets, respectively. The number of data points for the average relative

error that is<5% and>10% are also presented. The residuals (xexp-xpred) of data
points are plotted in the form of residual distribution plots in Fig. 8. Also, the
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FIG. 6 The two-dimensional vectors resulting from the dimension reduction of 50-dimensional

embedding vectors.

FIG. 7 The embedding neural network for vectorizing the bond-strings.
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predicted values of these compounds by the proposed DNN in comparison with

the experimental data are shown in Fig. 9.

3.3 Comparisons with two existing methods

Taken as examples, two existing GCmethods for the estimation of critical prop-

erties are compared with the proposed DNNmethod, which involves JR method

and CG method. The available performance data are provided by Poling et al.

[52] We have to admit that the completely equitable comparison with other

existing methods of property predictions is impossible since every method

might be regressed from different data sources.

For the critical temperature (see Table 7), the JR method based on the exper-

imental boiling points exhibits more accuracy than other GCmethods; however,

TABLE 5 The list of substrings captured from chemical bonds.

[c |r] -[Cl] [Si] -[B] -[Al] [Tl]

-[H] [Br] [As] [N+] [Al] -[P]

:[c jr] -[Br] -[As] ¼[N+] :[n jr] [Cl]

[H] ¼[C] -[Hg] -[N+] [n jr] #[Si+]

-[c jr] #[C] [Hg] ¼[Se] -[n jr] [S j r]
[C] #[N] -[Ni] ¼[Sn] -[In] -[Si]

-[C] ¼[O] [Ni] [Sn] [In] [Si+]

[F] [B] -[Pb] ¼[Ti] -[Ga] [Cl+]

-[F] #[B] [Pb] [Ti] [Ga] -[O-]

[I] [C jr] ¼[Pb] -[Zn] :[o jr] -[O+]

-[I] -[C j r] ¼[C j r] [Zn] [o jr] [O+]

[N] ¼[S] [Se] ¼[Zr] ¼[B] #[C-]

-[N] ¼[N] -[Se] [Zr] -[Cl+2] ¼[O+]

[O] -[O j r] /¼\[C] #[N+] [Cl+2] /¼\[N]

-[O] [O jr] /¼/[C] [Xe] -[S-] ¼[P]

[S] -[N j r] /¼/[N] -[Xe] [S-] -[Tl]

-[S] [N j r] [O-] [C-] :[s jr] [s jr]
[P] -[S jr] -[Cl+] #[O+]
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TABLE 6 Global comparison of critical properties between training and test sets.

Properties

Data points s AAE ARE (%) # Err<5% # Err>10%

Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test

Tc (K) 1432 360 145.89 166.09 22.48 23.77 4.23 5.29 1104 266 109 36

Pc (�105Pa) 1380 346 161.80 139.55 1.34 3.18 3.81 8.29 1104 177 98 89

Vc (�10�6 m3/mol) 1440 361 199.18 169.73 7.10 19.92 1.97 6.15 1361 245 19 59

Note: s, standard deviation; AAE, average absolute error; ARE, average relative error.



FIG. 8 Residual distribution plots for the training and test sets of: (A) Tc; (B) Pc; (C) Vc.

FIG. 9 Plots of estimated vs experimental values for training and test sets of: (A) Tc; (B)Pc; (C)Vc.
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the accuracy of the JR method based on the estimated boiling points shows a

marked decline [52]. To make the comparison as fair as possible, the substances

from the same list provided by Poling et al. [52] are chosen to predict the critical

temperature (Tc) using the proposed DNN. It can be seen from Table 7 that the

DNN shows higher performance than JR method (Est. Tb). It is noticed that the

CG method involves groups in two orders, and the second order partially over-

comes the limitation of the single order that cannot distinguish special molec-

ular structures. Hereby, the number of substances estimated by the CG (2nd)

method shown in Table 7 is actually apart from the substances estimated by

the CG (1st) method. Although the list of 335 compounds within the CGmethod

is not ascertained, it can be concluded that the accuracy of the learned DNN

TABLE 7 The comparisons among DNN and GC methods in predicting

critical temperature.

Methods Substances AAEa AREa
#

Err<5%b

#

Err>10%c

JR [48] (Exp.
Tb)

d
352e 6.65 1.15 345 0

290f 6.68 1.10 286 0

JR [48] (Est. Tb)
g 352e 25.01 4.97 248 46

290f 20.19 3.49 229 18

DNNh 352e 15.39 2.92 299 15

290f 13.92 2.31 265 7

CG (1st) [48] 335e 18.48 3.74 273 28

286f 13.34 2.25 254 4

CG (2nd) [48] 108e 17.69 13.61 274 29

104f 12.49 2.12 254 6

DNNi 452e 26.59 5.87 343 51

335f 15.98 2.62 294 11

Note:
aAAE is average absolute error; ARE is average relative error.
bThe number of substances for which the ARE was <5% (# Err<5%).
cThe number of substances for which the ARE was >10% (# Err>10%).
dThe values of estimation is based on the experimental values of normal boiling point.
eThe number of substances in the list provided by Poling et al. [50] with data that could be tested with
the method in the current line.
fThe number of substances in the list provided by Poling et al. [50] having three or more carbon atoms
with data that could be tested with the method in the current line.
gThe values of estimation is based on the estimation values of normal boiling point.
hThe number of substances is kept consistent with the JR method.
iThe number of all the substances that could be predicted by DNN.
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model is close to the CG method. When the learned DNN model is evaluated

with all substances in the list provided by Poling et al. [52], a decline in preci-

sion can be observed but the resulting ARE is still close to the others. Hereby,

the DNN method can predict some substances that these GC methods cannot

estimate, and the accuracy is close to the CGmethod for the critical temperature

when the amount of substances engaged in the comparison is approximate.

Moreover, the DNNmethod also provides better precision when only predicting

molecules with more than three carbon atoms.

For critical pressure (see Table 8), the estimations with the learned DNN

model are more accurate than all other methods. It also proves that the method

can correlate properties with more substances and has better accuracy for pre-

dicting the critical pressure (Pc). Furthermore, for the estimation of the critical

volume (Vc), as indicated in Table 9, the estimation of the critical volume with

the DNN method reaches precision close to other methods.

Actually, in total 468 substances are provided by Poling et al. [52] It can be

observed that the number of substances estimated by the CG method and JR

TABLE 8 The comparisons among DNN and GC methods in predicting

critical pressure.

Methods Substances AAEa AREa # Err<5%b # Err>10%c

JR [48] 328d 2.19 5.94 196 59

266e 1.39 4.59 180 30

DNNf 328d 1.46 4.03 248 23

266e 1.21 3.94 206 19

CG (1st) [48] 316d 2.88 7.37 182 52

263e 1.80 5.50 156 32

CG (2nd) [48] 99d 2.88 7.37 187 56

96e 1.80 5.50 160 36

DNNg 450d 2.66 5.43 314 58

335e 1.33 4.40 241 26

Note:
aAAE is average absolute error; ARE is average relative error.
bThe number of substances for which the ARE was less than 5% (# Err<5%).
cThe number of substances for which the ARE was greater than 10% (# Err>10%).
dThe number of substances in the list provided by Poling et al. [50] with data that could be tested with
the method in the current line.
eThe number of substances in the list provided by Poling et al. [50] having 3 ormore carbon atomswith
data that could be tested with the method in the current line.
fThe number of substances is kept consistent with the JR method.
gThe number of all the substances could be predicted by DNN.
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method is less than the learned DNN model. In other words, the critical prop-

erties of some substances cannot be predicted using these two existing GC

methods. The reason is that the GC methods are limited by the types and seg-

mentation rules of groups while the DNNmethod is not subject to them. Hereby,

the DNN can predict more compounds and achieve a decent precision while it

performs the acceptable precision on the substances provided by Poling

et al. [52]

Another important fact has also to be considered is the compounds exempli-

fied in Tables 7–9 has been involved more or less in the regression samples of

the JR method, the CG method, and the DNN. Although the above-mentioned

comparison can evaluate the predictive capability of the DNN differed from

those two existing GC methods, the extrapolation ability is also necessary to

be evaluated. There is no program available to us to estimate properties by

the CG method, Fig. 10 only shows the comparison of extrapolation abilities

TABLE 9 The comparisons among DNN and GC methods in predicting

critical volume.

Methods Substances AAEa AREa # Err<5%b # Err>10%c

JR [48] 236d 12.53 3.37 189 13

185e 13.98 3.11 148 9

DNNf 236d 10.07 2.99 197 13

185e 11.20 2.69 157 10

CG (1st) [48] 220d 15.99 4.38 160 18

180e 16.68 4.57 159 22

CG (2nd) [48] 76d 16.5 3.49 136 10

72e 17.4 3.70 134 15

DNNg 402d 15.05 4.84 301 56

230e 17.38 4.20 236 31

Note:
aAAE is average absolute error; ARE is average relative error.
bThe number of substances for which the ARE was <5% (# Err<5%).
cThe number of substances for which the ARE was >10% (# Err>10%).
dThe number of substances in the list provided by Poling et al. [50] with data that could be tested with
the method in the current line.
eThe number of substances in the list provided by Poling et al. [50] having three or more carbon atoms
with data that could be tested with the method in the current line.
fThe number of substances is kept consistent with the JR method.
gThe number of all the substances could be predicted by DNN.
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between the JR method and the DNN according to the substances of test sets

shown in Table 7.

Some works based on other artificial intelligence methods for optimization

still used the manually selected molecular features. The completely fair com-

parisons are not practical among different approaches of QSPR modeling,

because of the different data, properties, and training theories. The statistical

evaluations between DNN and other methods are provided in Table 10. Joback

and Reid [6] developed a useful group-contribution method to estimate critical

properties. Lee and Chen [53] used twoANNs and the Jobackmodel to correlate

critical properties.

The number of substances employed in this work (i.e., 1767–1784 com-

pounds sourced from DIPPR database [54]) is larger than those of the other

two studies (i.e., 321–421 compounds), thus it is more difficult for DNN to pro-

vide better training results than other works may attribute to the data set includ-

ing more inaccurate experimental and predictive values than the other two

methods. Another reason is that the anti-overfitting techniques involving batch

normalization and early stopping are employed in DNN. However, of note is

that the DNNmodels can provide the better test results. On the other hand, some

substances could not be estimated in group contributions when molecular

groups are not encountered.

FIG. 10 Plots of estimated vs experimental values of critical properties (the DNN vs the JR

method) of: (A) Tc; (B) Pc; (C) Vc.
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3.4 Distinction of isomers

Signature descriptors have the ability to distinguish isomers. Table 11 exhibits

the estimations through the DNNmethod as opposed to experimental values and

other GC methods. Apparently, the JR method cannot recognize isomers,

although it is able to predict more accurate according to the experimental boil-

ing point. The CG method with the second order of groups can obtain decent

prediction for isomers, and the DNN method can achieve similar results.

4 Conclusions

In this work, a deep learning architecture is developed and the prediction of

physical properties from the holistic molecular structure is achieved in

TABLE 10 The comparison among this work and the other two methods in

predicting critical properties.

Methods Properties

Substances

Correlation

coefficient

Average

relative error

(%)

Train Test Train Test Train Test

This work
(DNN)

Critical
temperature

1427 357 0.957 0.967 3.85 3.31

Critical
pressure

1424 357 0.969 0.977 6.26 5.43

Critical
volume

1413 354 0.993 0.991 5.41 4.01

Joback
[4, 5]
(based on
Est. Tb)

Critical
temperaturea

409 352 – – 0.8 4.97

Critical
pressurea

392 328 – – 5.2 5.94

Critical
volumea

310 236 – – 2.3 3.37

Lee and
Chen [6]

Critical
temperature

292 29 – – 3.1 7.7

Critical
pressure

292 29 – – 3.4 7.1

Critical
volume

292 29 – – 6.4 14.1

aThe train set cited from the original literature of Joback while the test set is cited from Poling et al.
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TABLE 11 Experimental and estimated critical temperature values of isomeric trimethylpentane and methyl propanol.

Compounds CAS no. Exp. value (K)

JR method (Est. Tb)

Est. value (K)

JR method (Exp. Tb)

Est. value (K)

CG method

Est. value (K)

DNN

Est. value (K)

2,2,3-Trimethylpentane 564-02-3 563.40 557.09 563.31 562.10 563.42

2,2,4-Trimethylpentane 540-84-1 543.90 557.09 547.71 540.33 544.98

2,3,3-Trimethylpentane 560-21-4 573.50 557.09 570.55 577.45 576.88

2,3,4-Trimethylpentane 560-21-4 566.30 556.23 564.26 581.37 565.84

2-Methyl-1-propanol 78-83-1 547.78 548.34 546.11 543.32 552.96

2-Methyl-2-propanol 75-65-0 506.20 548.34 509.38 497.46 500.57



following four steps. First, an embedding neural network is used to generate the

vector representations of bond-substrings. Then, a canonization algorithm is

employed to convert the molecules to uniform data-structures for providing

templates to the Tree-LSTM neural network. Next, the computational graph

of the Tree-LSTM network accepts a vector of bond-string on its each node,

which is self-adaptive to various molecular structures. Finally, a vector output-

ting from the root node of the Tree-LSTM network is introduced to a BPNN to

generate predictive property values. The proposed DNN does not rely on the

well-chosen descriptors to correlate properties, it could learn some valuable

features of molecule and achieve an acceptable precision of a specific property

for more substances with less human effort.

The proposed approach neither counts the frequencies of molecular

substructures nor calculates any TIs, instead, provides a way to build the

QSPRmodels from the text-type descriptor, the canonical signature represent-

ing molecular graphs. Hence, the strategy has a capability to capture the

relevant molecular features for QSPR modeling automatically. Furthermore,

those parameters involved in the learned DNN model are not the contribution

value of each group in GC methods but tensors containing potential

information.

For validating the effectiveness of the proposed deep learning architecture,

critical properties are taken as case studies to train and test the QSPR models

built from the proposed DNN combining Tree-LSTM and back-propagation

neural network (BPNN). It has been proven that these QSPR models provide

more accurate prediction and cover more diverse molecular structures. More-

over, the DNN behaves a better ability in distinguishing isomers. We admit that

the data used to train the model is still far from enough. This signifies that there

needs to be more data to capture the delicate relationships that may exist

between molecular structures and physical properties.

In a word, the wide applicability of the proposed architecture highlights the

significance of deep learning providing an intelligent tool to predict properties

in the design or synthesis of chemical, pharmaceutical, bio-chemical products,

and processes. It is worth mentioning that the proposed strategy could be

widely applied for the estimation of other properties of pure compounds, such

as environment-related properties and safety-related properties.
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Chapter 3

Predictive deep learning models
for environmental properties

Zihao Wang and Weifeng Shen
School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Chongqing University, Chongqing, People’s

Republic of China

1 Introduction

As one of the cornerstones for the sustainable development [1], environmental

benefit drives chemical process technology and environmental science toward

environmentally friendly technology [2–7]. The environmental impact is an

indispensable factor that should be considered in the molecular design, chem-

ical synthesis, and solvent selection [8–12]. As an essential environmental prop-

erty, the lipophilicity refers to the affinity of a compound for lipids and provides

valuable information about the absorption, distribution, and metabolism of

compounds [13–15].
Usually, the lipophilicity of a compound is measured as its partition coeffi-

cient between lipid and aqueous phases. Octanol has been widely accepted as a

token representing cell membranes, tissue, and lipids [13] and the partition coef-

ficient between octanol and aqueous phases is frequently adopted as a measure

for the lipophilicity of organic chemicals [15–17] as well as a physicochemical

criterion for solvent selection [18–20]. This partition coefficient could be fur-

ther employed to predict various indicators of toxicity [e.g., 50% effective con-

centration (EC50) and 50% lethal concentration (LC50)] [21,22].

The octanol-water partition coefficient (KOW) describes the distribution of a

substance between the octanol and aqueous phases in a two-phase octanol-water

system at equilibrium [23]. It can be ideally measured by experiments, but the

existing database is not enough for many compounds of interest. Additionally,

the experimental determinations are not always feasible for those compounds

with low water solubility. In this context, various methods that rely on property

estimation were developed and continue to be proposed to solve the problems of

generality and accuracy.

Many researchers reviewed the existing models on predicting log KOW and

they highlighted the frontiers and prospects of developing prediction
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approaches in this respect [24–26]. Additionally, some investigators elaborated

the state-of-the-art and assessed the performances of the representative logKOW

predictive models [27,28]. A large number of studies have focused on develop-

ing empirical relationship models in which KOW is described as a function of

molecular physicochemical properties [14,29–33]. These empirical methods

can be efficient in the computation but heavily rely on correlated properties

which are not always available. In contrast, the quantity structure-property rela-

tionship (QSPR) methods, such as group contribution (GC) methods and topo-

logical methods, are more readily implemented since only structural

information needs to be provided [34].

Prior to the GC methods, atom and fragment contribution methods laid a

solid foundation for the prediction of properties [16,35,36]. A molecule can

be divided into atoms and fragments without any ambiguity and as such these

methods achieved success in property estimation. However, molecules are

much more than a collection of atoms [28]. In this regard, as extensions of atom

and fragment contribution methods, modified GC methods have been put for-

ward with the purpose of predicting properties for organic chemicals [37–40]. In
the GC methods, various groups (e.g., substructures containing atoms and

bonds) can be defined, and the target property value of a compound is given

by summarizing the contributions of groups. A typical example is the three-

level GC method proposed by Marrero and Gani [15,39] and it was applied

to estimate KOW. This method showed a better predictive accuracy regarding

a large quantity of organic compounds. On the other hand, topology is an unam-

biguous feature and topological properties can be directly derived from molec-

ular structures [28]. Therefore, different topological characteristics have been

extensively adopted as descriptors to develop QSPR models and correlate prop-

erties [41–44].
Although the GC and topological methods have revealed satisfactory perfor-

mance in property estimation, a few shortcomings have limited their extensive

applications, such as the limited discriminative power in isomers and the inad-

equate consideration in the holistic molecular structures [45]. To overcome

these shortcomings, signature molecular descriptors were introduced which

could capture a whole picture with connectivity information of each atom for

a molecule [46,47]. This signature descriptor was developed specifically for

molecular structures and it could be a potential tool for QSPR modeling without

the need for calculation and selection of other numerical descriptors [45]. More-

over, it was further detailed and applied in QSPR researches [48,49].

Meanwhile, a major expansion has appeared in the field of QSPR due to the

advent of artificial intelligence (AI). Artificial neural networks have been

extensively employed to determine the correlations between molecular struc-

tures and properties [41,50–54]. In this respect, based on the long short-term

memory (LSTM) [55], the traditional LSTM network is usually structured as

a linear chain and this exhibited the superior representational power and effec-

tiveness. However, some types of data (such as text) are better represented as the
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tree structures. In this context, an advanced Tree-structured LSTM (Tree-

LSTM) network was put forward as a variant of the LSTM network to capture

the syntactic properties of natural languages [56]. With regard to the complex

and various molecular structures, the Tree-LSTM network is supposed as an

attractive option in representing the relationships of the atoms or groups.

Recently, a deep learning approach for predicting the properties of chemical

compounds was proposed, in which the Tree-LSTM network was successfully

implemented with the purpose of expressing and processing chemical structures

[57]. Additionally, taking the critical properties as examples, it proved that the

proposed deep learning approach is suitable for a more diverse range of molec-

ular structures and enables users to achieve more accurate predictions.

Based on the state-of-the-art, there are still three issues to be solved in KOW

estimation for organic compounds, and they are:

(i) Human intervention was involved in the feature selection of the molecular

structures during the model development, which caused the omission of

the important molecular information.

(ii) Too many topological features or physicochemical descriptors have been

adopted, increasing the complexity of models and decreasing the compu-

tational efficiency.

(iii) The ability of differentiating structural isomers and stereoisomers is lim-

ited in the reported QSPR models, which constrains the application scope

of the predictive model.

In order to overcome the three challenges and motivated by the successful deep

learning approach in property estimation, a QSPR model was developed in this

research to accurately predict KOW values for organic compounds and provide

the valuable environmental information for guiding the selection and develop-

ment of the important chemicals including green solvents. In this model, the

automatic feature selection for molecules was achieved by coupling the canon-

ical molecular signature and deep neural network (DNN).

2 Methodology

A DNN model, which couples the Tree-LSTM network and back-propagation

neural network (BPNN), was developed in this study based on the deep learning

approach. It was built to specialize in the determination of the correlation

between molecular structures and log KOW values of organic compounds.

The process of developing a reliable QSPR model with the DNN model is com-

prised of the following five basic steps, as illustrated in the Fig. 1.

Step 1: Data collection. The experimentally measured log KOW values and

simplified molecular-input line-entry system (SMILES) strings of com-

pounds were collected since they are necessary for developing a QSPR
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model. Herein, the SMILES strings sufficed for representing the basic

molecular structural information.

Step 2: Feature extraction. The SMILES strings of compounds were uti-

lized to generate a list of numeric vectors based on a proposed atom embed-

ding algorithm which was implemented with the atomic signatures. The

vectors are able to describe molecular structures and represent their features.

Step 3: Information processing. The SMILES strings were converted to

canonical molecular signatures with the theory of the canonizing molecular

graph [58]. On this basis, these signatures were mapped on the Tree-LSTM

networks with the aim of creating vectors as inputs for the BPNN.

Step 4: Model training. After receiving the inputs from the Tree-LSTM

networks, the BPNN supported the correlation process, and it was repeatedly

run to learn a satisfactory QSPR model. In the training process, parameters

were updated to optimize the parameters of the DNN model and finally the

QSPR model with better performance was preserved for log KOW

estimation.

Step 5: Performance evaluation. Based on the developed QSPRmodel, the

generalization ability was assessed by the predictive performance of an

external dataset. And the external competitiveness of the QSPR model

was evaluated by comparing to an authoritative predictive model.

All the above steps for obtaining the QSPR model to predict the KOW were

achieved with a series of programs which were written in the Python language

and successfully tested on Windows platforms.

FIG. 1 The schematic diagram of the process for developing a QSPRmodel with the deep learning

approach.
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2.1 Data acquisition and processing

The dimensionless KOW values span over 10 orders of magnitude and therefore

the decimal logarithm of KOW (log KOW) was frequently adopted in property

estimation. A large number of experimentally measured log KOW values of

chemical compounds were collected [59], and all the experimental values were

originated from references to guarantee the reasonability of the predictive

model. To investigate the QSPR model for organic compounds, a number of

irrelevant compounds were eliminated. The excluded irrelevant compounds

involve the inorganic compounds (e.g., carbon dioxide, sulfur hexafluoride,

and hydrazine), metal-organic compounds (i.e., the organic compounds con-

taining metal atoms such as sodium, chromium or/and stannum) and mixtures

consisting two or more compounds. Hence, the remaining 10,754 pure organic

compounds were assembled for the model development.

As a large dataset was collected, the data cleaning is essential to be carried

out by detecting and removing outliers, which contain gross errors. Accord-

ingly, the Pauta criterion [60], also referred to as the three-sigma rule, was

applied for the cleaning process. It describes that 99.73% of all values of a nor-

mally distributed parameter fall within three times the standard deviation (σ) of
the average (μ). Any error beyond this interval is not a random error but a gross

error. Accordingly, data points which include gross error are regarded as out-

liers and should be excluded from the sample data. The data cleaning process

with Pauta criterion is graphically illustrated in the Fig. 2.

As a result, 86 out of 10,754 organic compounds (about 0.8% of the dataset)

were detected as outliers based on their experimental values and they were

FIG. 2 The distribution of experimental data of 10,754 organic compounds.
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removed from the dataset. The remaining 10,668 organic compounds were pre-

served as the final dataset for developing a QSPRmodel to predict logKOW. The

dataset of compounds spans a wide class of molecular structures including

aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons, alcohols, and phenols, heterocyclic

compounds, amines, acids, ketones, esters, aldehydes, ethers, and so on. In order

to demonstrate the chemical diversity of the dataset, the corresponding counts

of different types were detailed in Table 1, and their distributions in the training,

test, and external sets were also provided. Since the subsets were divided with a

random selection routine, proportions of different types of compounds in each

subset approximate corresponding proportions for the compounds of subset in

the entire dataset.

In addition to the experimental values, the information of molecular struc-

tures is also indispensable in developing a QSPR model. SMILES [61] is a

chemical language representing structural information in the text form and it

is widely applied in the chemo-informatics software because it can be employed

to build molecular two-dimensional or three-dimensional structures. Moreover,

one can manually provide the SMILES string of any compound after simply

learned the encoding rules.

The open chemistry database, PubChem [62], contains the largest collection

of publicly available chemical information and provides two types of SMILES

TABLE 1 The detailed analysis for the types of compounds in the entire

dataset and three disjoint subsets.

Training

set

Test

set

External

set

Entire

dataset

Aliphatic and aromatic
hydrocarbons

731 80 114 925

Alcohols and phenols 523 67 67 657

Heterocyclic compounds 2074 275 243 2592

Amines 1596 188 192 1976

Acids 988 104 110 1202

Ketones 782 100 116 998

Esters 521 64 61 646

Aldehydes 49 7 11 67

Ethers 134 21 13 168

Others 1136 161 140 1437

Total 8534 1067 1067 10,668
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strings (i.e., canonical SMILES and isomeric SMILES) for tens of millions of

compounds. The canonical SMILES strings are available for all the compounds,

whereas the isomeric SMILES strings which contain isomeric information are

only provided for isomers. With respect to the dataset applied in this study, the

SMILES string of each compound was derived from the PubChem according to

its chemical abstracts service registry number (CASRN). During the SMILES

acquisition, the isomeric SMILES string was collected if available. Otherwise,

the canonical SMILES string was adopted. Eventually, the experimental values

and SMILES strings of 10,668 organic compounds were adopted as the inputs

for developing the QSPR model.

2.2 Tree structures in information processing

The signature molecular descriptor was introduced specifically for describing

molecular structures, and all the connectivity information for every atom in a

molecule was retained. Additionally, it can be theoretically applied to represent

any organic compound which means that it is able to cover various molecular

structures without limitation.

Herein, taking 1-propanol (CASRN: 71-23-8; SMILES: CCCO) as an exam-

ple. When a root atom was specified in the molecule, a tree spanning all atoms

and bonds of the molecule was constructed (refer to Fig. 3A), and the signatures

were generated relying on the theory of canonizing molecular graph [58].

Up to a point, the syntactic property of natural languages is analogous to the

connectivity information for atoms in a molecule. The former one is able to be

captured by the Tree-LSTM network while the later one can be expressed with a

signature. In addition, the tree structure of Tree-LSTM network (refer to

Fig. 3B) is similar to the signature tree displayed in the Fig. 3A. Therefore,

it was assumed that the molecular structural information can be processed

and transmitted by coupling the signatures and Tree-LSTM network, and this

was proven to be practical [47].

FIG. 3 The tree structures in expressing information of (A) the signature tree for the 1-propanol

molecule and (B) the Tree-LSTM network.
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2.3 Signature molecular descriptor and encoding rules

The structural information of molecules was extracted from the SMILES strings

and expressed by atomic and molecular signatures with text form in this study.

The atomic signatures can represent the substructure of a molecule while the

molecular signatures describe the whole molecular structure. To specify atomic

features, atoms were converted to strings relying on encoding rules which refer

the regulations defined in SMARTS [63] (a straightforward extension of

SMILES for describing molecular substructures). In order to be well applied

in this task, some new definitions were made as a complement of the encoding

rules. Herein, RDKit [64] was adopted as an auxiliary tool for implementing the

encoding rules by identifying the element symbols of atoms, the types of chem-

ical bonds, the types of chirality centers and so forth.

Atomic signature of height 1, also called 1-signature, contains only the root

atom and its chemical bonds along with connected atoms (refer to Fig. 4) [47].

The 1-signature of each atom in molecules were generated with encoding rules,

and subsequently a series of substrings representing molecular features were

extracted with adopting the atom embedding program [57]. During the embed-

ding process, each substring was assigned a numeric vector for distinction and

adopted as the label for this vector. In spite of that these vectors were only used

to represent molecular features. The structural information of molecules and

atom connectivity will be totally preserved with the aid of the combination

of signatures and the Tree-LSTM networks. For illustrative purpose, all the

symbols involving in the labels of molecular features are listed and explained

in Table 2.

The molecular signature was defined as the linear combination of atomic

signatures covering all the atoms and bonds [47]. However, the molecular sig-

natures involve redundant and duplicated information. Accordingly, canonical

molecular signature, the lexicographically largest atomic signature, which suf-

fices to represent the molecular graph, was introduced to simplify the molecular

signature [58]. Herein, to be used in conjunction with the Tree-LSTM network,

the canonical molecular signature of each compound was generated in a unique

manner for describing the molecular structure. For instance, the canonical

molecular signature for 1-propanol (CASRN: 71-23-8; SMILES: CCCO) is

FIG. 4 The signature descriptors generated from the 1-propanol molecule.
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represented as [C](-[C](-[C](-[H]-[H]-[H])-[H]-[H])-[H]-[H]-[O](-[H])) rely-

ing on the canonizing algorithm [47] and proposed encoding rules.

The molecular features chosen in the QSPR model rely on the molecular

structure of the compound (refer to Fig. 5). First, the canonical molecular sig-

nature was generated for a compound, and then the Tree-LSTM network for this

compound was built according to the signature tree for mapping the molecular

structure. Afterwards, the numeric vectors representing molecular features were

fed to the nodes of the Tree-LSTM network. Finally, a vector generated in the

Tree-LSTM network was introduced to the BPNN for training the

predictive model.

TABLE 2 The explanations and examples for symbols involved in the labels

of molecular features.

Symbol Explanation Example

[A] Atom in aliphatic
compound

[C]—carbon atom in an aliphatic
compound

[a] Atom in aromatic
compound

[c]—carbon atom in an aromatic
compound

jr Atom in a ring [C j r]—carbon atom in a ring

+ (inside []) Atom with a positive
charge

[N+]—nitrogen atom with a positive
charge

� (inside []) Atom with a negative
charge

[N-]—nitrogen atomwith a negative charge

� (outside []) Single bond -[C]—carbon atom with a single bond

¼ Double bond ¼[C]—carbon atom with a double bond

# Triple bond #[C]—carbon atom with a triple bond

: Aromatic bond :[c]—carbon atom with an aromatic bond

/¼\ Atoms in same side /¼\[C]—carbon atom in same side of
connected atom

/¼/ Atoms in opposite
side

/¼/[C]—carbon atom in opposite side of
connected atom

* Atom is a r-chirality
center

[C*]—carbon atom is a r-chirality center

** Atom is a s-chirality
center

[C**]—carbon atom is a s-chirality center
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2.4 Structural features and parameters of DNN

In the DNNmodel, the Tree-LSTMnetwork was utilized in conjunction with the

BPNN to develop a QSPR model for predicting log KOW. The Tree-LSTM net-

work was employed to describe molecular tree structures with canonical molec-

ular signatures while the BPNN was used to correlate structures and properties.

Back-propagation (BP) algorithm is a supervised learning procedure in the

machine learning process, and it was commonly used to train the DNN

[65–67]. In this study, the BPNNwas built with three layers including one input

layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer. The topological structure of the

fully connected three-layer neural network is graphically presented in Fig. 6.

The input layer receives the vectors produced by Tree-LSTM network and the

output layer gives the predicted log KOW values. As single layers of linear neu-

rons, the hidden layer take in a set of weighted inputs from the input layer and

produce an output for the output layer.

FIG. 5 The way of selecting molecular features for presenting the compound during predictions.

FIG. 6 The structure of the fully connected BPNN model for log KOW prediction.
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As an open-source deep learning library for Python, PyTorch [68] mainly

supported the development of the DNN model in this research. Huber loss is

a common loss function which is characterized by rapid convergence and inclu-

siveness to outliers because it combines the advantages of two basic loss func-

tions, that is, the mean square error and the mean absolute error. Therefore, the

Huber loss [69] was adopted as the loss function in this research to evaluate the

model performance during the training process. Additionally, Adam algorithm

[70] was employed for optimizing the predictive model by minimizing the loss

function due to the attractive benefits that it is computationally efficient and

suitable for tasks with a large dataset.

A machine learning model is parameterized, and it refers to numerous vari-

ables that can be classified into two types: model parameters and model hyper-

parameters. The model parameters, such as weights and biases, are learned from

the given dataset and updated with the BP algorithm by calculating the gradient

of the loss function during the model training. In contrast, with the purpose of

controlling the learning process efficiently, model hyper-parameters were spec-

ified before the training activates.

In order to achieve the better performance as well as make the DNN model

specialize in the prediction of log KOW, hyper-parameters were specified and

detailed as follows:

(i) The hidden layer of the BPNN has 32 neurons.

(ii) The batch size of the set for training, the number of training examples uti-

lized in one iteration, is set as 250.

(iii) The Learning rate is set as 1.00E-03 to control the rate of convergence.

(iv) The weight decay rate is set as 1.00E-06 to alleviate the problem of the

over-fitting.

The algorithm of model development with the Tree-LSTM network and BPNN

is illustrated in Fig. 7. For supporting the development of the predictive model,

molecular features were firstly extracted from the molecules of the collected

dataset. Afterwards, the signature trees of compounds were generated for fur-

ther mapping to the Tree-LSTM networks. Therefore, the vectors of molecular

features can be inputted into the Tree-LSTM networks, and a vector was gen-

erated as an input for the BPNN. Within the BPNN, the properties were corre-

lated to the molecular structures, and the QSPR model was obtained after

massive training and testing. Afterwards, the QSPR model was evaluated with

an external set, discussed on its Applicability Domain and compared with the

reported model to investigate its performance. As such, an accurate and reliable

QSPR model was generated for predicting the log KOW of organic compounds.

The algorithm of the proposed model for predicting with the Tree-LSTM

network and BPNN is illustrated in Fig. 8. During predicting with the developed

QSPRmodel, the molecular structure of a new compound is used to generate the

signature tree which can be mapped to the Tree-LSTM network. Afterwards,

using the vectors which were generated during the model development, the
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FIG. 7 The algorithm of model development with the Tree-LSTM network and BPNN.

FIG. 8 The algorithm of the model for predicting with the Tree-LSTM network and BPNN.



Tree-LSTM network outputs a vector integrated the features of the molecular

structure for the BPNN. Relying on the parameters and hyper-parameters of

the BPNN determined during model development, the BPNN makes a numeric

prediction and outputs a predicted value for the log KOW of the compound.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 List of molecular features

To ensure that molecular structures can be introduced to the Tree-LSTM net-

work, all the atoms and bonds of a molecule need to be expressed in the form

of numerical vectors. Initially, the 1-signatures of every atom in the 10,668

chemical compounds were obtained relying on the aforementioned encoding

rules and signature descriptors. Subsequently, 1-signatures were taken as sam-

ples to produce substring vectors with the atom embedding program. Finally, as

exhibited in Table 3, 87 types of molecular features were extracted and assem-

bled as a list for representing molecular structures in the Tree-LSTM networks.

The detailed count for the number of compounds in the training set present-

ing each molecular feature is shown in Table 4. Such information is important

for the future use of the predictive model to estimate the level of confidence on

individual predictions considering the number of training compounds associ-

ated to each molecular feature.

3.2 Training process

A network is said to generalize when it appropriately predicts the properties of

compounds which are not in the set for training [71]. To measure the general-

ization ability of a QSPR model, an external dataset which is not used for train-

ing the QSPR model should be employed to evaluate the model performance.

Consequently, the entire dataset containing 10,668 organic compounds was

divided into three disjoint subsets (i.e., a training set, a test set, and an external

set) by a random selection routine according to their corresponding proportions

(80%, 10%, and 10%). The training set (8534 compounds), test set (1067 com-

pounds), and external set (1067 compounds) were used to build and optimize the

QSPRmodel, determine the timing for stopping training, and measure the exter-

nal predictive performance of the final model, respectively.

In the DNN model, the canonical molecular signatures were fed into the

Tree-LSTM networks to describe molecular tree structures, and subsequently

the BPNN was used to correlate molecular structures and log KOW values. In

the training process, the Huber loss function was minimized with the Adam

algorithm to receive a better QSPRmodel which can provide more accurate pre-

dictions. The learning process proceeded epoch by epoch, and the losses on

training set and test set were calculated at the end of each epoch to evaluate

the model performance and determine the timing for stopping training. Once
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TABLE 3 The labels of molecular features classified by the chemical

elements for representing molecular structures.

Chemical

elements Labels of molecular features

Carbon (C) [C]; -[C]; ¼[C]; #[C]; [C j r]; -[C j r]; ¼[C jr]; [C*]; -[C*]; [C jr*]; -
[C j r*]; [C**]; -[C**]; [C j r**]; -[C j r**]; [c jr]; -[c jr]; ¼[c jr];: [c jr]; /
¼\[C]; /¼/[C]; /¼\[C j r]; /¼/[C j r]; /¼/[c jr]

Oxygen (O) [O]; -[O]; ¼[O]; [O j r]; -[O j r]; [o j r];: [o jr]; [O-]; -[O-]

Nitrogen (N) [N]; -[N]; ¼[N]; #[N]; [N j r]; -[N j r]; ¼[N jr]; [n jr]; -[n jr];: [n jr]; [N
+]; -[N+]; ¼[N+]; #[N+]; [N-]; ¼[N-]; [N+jr]; -[N+jr]; ¼[N+jr]; [n
+jr]; -[n+jr]; ¼[n+jr];: [n+jr]; /¼\[N]; /¼/[N]; /¼\[N+]

Phosphorus (P) [P]; -[P]; ¼[P]; [P j r]; -[P j r]; ¼[P j r]; [P+]; -[P+]; [P+jr]; -[P+jr]
Sulfur (S) [S]; -[S]; ¼[S]; [S j r]; -[S j r]; ¼[S j r]; [s jr];: [s jr]
Others [H]; -[H]; [F]; -[F]; [Cl]; -[Cl]; [Br]; -[Br]; [I]; -[I]

TABLE 4 The frequencies of compounds presenting each molecular feature in

model training.

Molecular

feature Frequency

Molecular

feature Frequency

Molecular

feature Frequency

[C] 5628 -[C] 6303 ¼[C] 381

#[C] 46 [C j r] 190 -[C jr] 2211

¼[C jr] 526 [C*] 75 -[C*] 93

[C jr*] 5 -[C j r*] 638 [C**] 279

-[C**] 130 [C j r**] 22 -[C jr**] 618

[c jr] 541 -[c j r] 6201 ¼[c jr] 9

:[c jr] 6950 /¼\[C] 102 /¼/[C] 176

/¼\[C jr] 15 /¼/[C j r] 20 [O] 5

-[O] 4466 ¼[O] 5753 -[O jr] 677

[o jr] 3 :[o j r] 300 -[O-] 819

-[N] 3920 ¼[N] 153 #[N] 306

-[N jr] 1232 ¼[N j r] 217 -[n jr] 597

:[n jr] 2238 -[N+] 753 ¼[N+] 17

#[N+] 3 ¼[N-] 8 ¼[N+jr] 1
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the training process is activated, it does not terminate until there is no decrease

in the loss on the test set within 20 consecutive epochs. Furthermore, early stop-

ping was used to prevent the problem of the over-fitting and improve the per-

formance of model on data outside of the training set. The QSPR model was

preserved by storing the topological structure of the DNN on each epoch during

the training process, and the final QSPR model can be rebuilt with its corre-

sponding structural parameters of the DNN.

The training was terminated at the 130th epoch for the model developed

based on isomeric SMILES (represented as ISO-DNNmodel), and the tendency

in losses on training and test sets is displayed in the Fig. 9. Since the 110th

epoch, the loss on the training set significantly decreased while the loss on

the test set kept at the same level in 20 consecutive epochs which means that

the model was over-fitting during these epochs. Accordingly, the QSPR model

obtained in the 110th epoch was considered to be the global optimummodel and

it was saved as the final model for log KOW prediction to prevent an over-

fitting model.

A comprehensive investigation found that 1663 out of the 10,668 com-

pounds contain isomeric features in developing the QSPR model and they were

described with the isomeric features, while the remaining 9005 compounds

described with the canonical SMILES strings contain no isomeric features.

In order to evaluate the impact of isomeric features on the predictive accu-

racy of the model, we replace all the isomeric SMILES strings with the canon-

ical SMILES strings, and on this basis a new QSPR model was developed with

TABLE 4 The frequencies of compounds presenting each molecular feature in

model training—cont’d

Molecular

feature Frequency

Molecular

feature Frequency

Molecular

feature Frequency

-[n+jr] 2 :[n+jr] 60 /¼\[N] 42

/¼/[N] 50 /¼\[N+] 2 -[P] 186

-[P jr] 13 -[P+] 12 -[P+jr] 1

-[S] 866 ¼[S] 221 -[S jr] 291

[s jr] 1 :[s j r] 265 [H] 23

-[H] 8510 -[F] 662 [Cl] 1417

-[Cl] 705 [Br] 345 -[Br] 64

-[I] 112
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the same training, test and external sets used for developing the ISO-DNN

model. The QSPR model obtained in the 100th epoch was considered to be

the global optimum model (refer to Fig. 10) and it was saved as the final model

(represented as CAN-DNN model) for log KOW prediction.

Furthermore, as summarized in Table 5, the predictive accuracy of the two

model was quantified using three evaluation indexes, the root mean squared

error (RMSE), average absolute error (AAE), and determination coefficient

(R2), according to the research of Chirico et al. [72] These evaluation indexes

FIG. 9 The tendency in losses on training and test sets during training for the ISO-DNN model.

FIG. 10 The tendency in losses on the training and test sets during training for the

CAN-DNN model.
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are related to the experimental values (xexp), predicted values (xpre) and the

number of data points (N). The results show that the predictive accuracy of

the CAN-DNN model is lower than that of the ISO-DNN model. It proves that

the isomeric features involving in model development are conducive to improve

the accuracy of the predictive model.

Additionally, the impact of isomeric features on the predictive accuracy of

the model was investigated by comparing the predictive accuracy of the KOW-

WIN model [59] and the developed ISO-DNN model performing on the 1663

isomeric compounds and the remaining 9005 compounds. As displayed in

Table 6, the predictive accuracy on the 1663 isomeric compounds is much lower

than that on the other 9005 compounds with the KOWWIN model. However,

using the ISO-DNN model, the predictive accuracy on the 1663 isomeric com-

pounds is close to that on the other 9005 compounds. Meanwhile, comparing

with the KOWWIN model, the improvement in the predictive accuracy for

TABLE 5 The statistics results for the ISO-DNN andCAN-DNNmodels in log

KOW prediction.

Na RMSEb MAEc R2d

ISO-DNN 10,668 0.3386 0.2376 0.9606

CAN-DNN 10,668 0.3707 0.2634 0.9552

aThe number of data points.

bRMSD¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
n¼1

x
exp
n �x

pre
n

� �2
=N

s
.

cMAE ¼ 1
N

PN
n¼1

x
exp
n �x

pre
n

�� ��.
dR2 ¼ 1� PN

n¼1
x
exp
n �x

pre
n

� �2
=
PN
n¼1

x
exp
n �μ

� �2� �
(where μ¼ 1

N

PN
n¼1

x
exp
n ).

TABLE 6 The statistics results for the KOWWIN and ISO-DNNmodels in log

KOW prediction for isomeric compounds and other compounds.

Isomeric compounds Other compounds

KOWWIN ISO-DNN KOWWIN ISO-DNN

N 1663 1663 9005 9005

RMSE 0.5563 0.3957 0.3928 0.3269

MAE 0.4060 0.2546 0.2857 0.2345

R2 0.9352 0.9619 0.9480 0.9603
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the 1663 isomer compounds is markedly higher than the other 9005 compounds

using the ISO-DNN model. It also demonstrated that the predictive accuracy on

log KOW is significantly improved with the participation of the isomeric fea-

tures. Therefore, the isomeric features are considered beneficial to improve

the predictive accuracy of the model.

3.3 Generalization ability

The generalization ability acts as an important indicator to evaluate the predic-

tive performance of a model in machine learning. The problem of over-fitting in

the DNN model is bound to cause the loss of generalization ability and low

external prediction accuracy [73]. The traditional models for property predic-

tion were developed with the entire dataset for training, and therefore the gen-

eralization ability was unable to be guaranteed around two decades ago.

However, efforts have been made to avoid the publication of models without

external validations and the generalization ability of predictive models has been

highly improved in the last decade [74,75].

As stated, early stopping was used in this study to avoid over-fitting and

ensure that the final QSPR model has satisfactory generalization ability. In

addition, the external set was employed to measure the generalization ability

of the final QSPRmodel. The training and external sets were applied in the final

QSPR model, and the predicted values were compared against the original

experimental values. The predictive performance is visualized in the Fig. 11

with the scatter graphs of predicted values versus experimental values. It is

observed that the distribution and predictive accuracy of the external set are

similar to those of the training set. It demonstrated that the developed QSPR

model has the satisfactory generalization ability in predicting log KOW values

for organic compounds.

Apart from the training and test sets, an external set was adopted as the addi-

tional test set to evaluate the predictivity of the final model in this research. The

external validation indices (i.e., RMSE, MAE, and R2) have been calculated to

measure the performance of the predictive model as summarized in Table 7.
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FIG. 11 The scatter plots of predicted—experimental value with DNN model for (A) training set

and (B) external set.
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As it turns out, the RMSE andMAE of the training set is lower than those of

the external set, and the R2 of the training set is closer to 1.0000. It indicated that

the developed QSPRmodel can make more accurate predictions for the training

set. In view of that the similar results of these external validation indices

between the training and external sets, the developed predictive model is

acceptable, and it has satisfactory applicability.

3.4 Applicability domain

The predictions can be considered reliable for the compounds which fall in the

applicability domain (AD) of the predictive model. The Williams plot is a

recommended leverage approach for AD investigation which provides a graph-

ical detection of both the response outliers and the structurally influential out-

liers in a predictive model. In this research, the AD of the developed predictive

model is visualized with the Williams plot which is displayed with the plot of

standardized residuals versus hat values as exhibited in Fig. 12. Moreover, the

TABLE 7 The statistics results for the ISO-DNN model on the training, test,

and external sets.

N RMSE MAE R2

Training set 8534 0.2836 0.2101 0.9741

Test set 1067 0.5349 0.3596 0.9091

External set 1067 0.4656 0.3355 0.9285

FIG. 12 The Applicability Domain of the developed QSPR model.
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way for calculating the standardized residual, hat value, and critical hat value

can be found in the published works [14, 76].

In theWilliams plot, the compounds with standardized residuals greater than

3 standard deviation units are identified as response outliers. Part of the response

outliers of the developed predictive model were marked with numbers and

detailed as follows: cephaloridine (1), methyl 3-[5-acetyl-2-[2-[[3-ethyl-5-

[(3-ethyl-4-methyl-5-oxopyrrol-2-yl) methylidene]-4-methylpyrrol-2-ylidene]

methyl]-3-methyl-4-oxo-1H-cyclopenta[b]pyrrol-6-ylidene]-4-methyl-3,4-

dihydropyrrol-3-yl]propanoate (2), sarmoxicillin (3), (4aR,6R,7R,7aS)-6-

[3,2-d][1,3,2] dioxaphosphinin-7-ol (4), prolylphenylalanine (5), thienylglycine

(6), 8-thiomethyl cyclic AMP (7), 1-bromo-4-[2-[2-(4-methoxyphenoxy)eth-

oxy]ethoxy]-2,5-dimethylbenzene (8), N,N-diethyl-3-methoxy-4-(2-hydroxy-

5-s-butylphenylazo)benzenesulfonamide (9), 1-butyl-5-[[3-[(2-chlorophenyl)

methyl]-4-oxo-2-sulfanylidene-1,3-thiazolidin-5-ylidene]methyl]-4-methyl-2-

oxo-6-(4-phenylpiperazin-1-yl)pyridine-3-carbonitrile (10), (E)-4-(dimethyla-

mino)- 4-oxobut-2-enoic acid (11), (E)-2-cyano-3-amino-3-(isopropylamino)

propenoic acid methyl ester (12) and [4-[2-(diaminomethylidene)hydrazinyl]

phenyl]iminourea (13). Moreover, the hat value of a compound greater than

the critical hat value indicates the compound is outside of the model’s structural

ADand it could lead tounreliable predictions.As it turns out, 22 compoundswere

detected as structurally influential outliers and part of them were marked with

numbers and exhibited as follows: mellitic acid (14), perfluoromethylcyclohex-

ylpiperidine (15), 2-nitrostrychnidin-10-one (16), strychnine (17), and perfluor-

ocyclohexane (18). The way for calculating the standardized residual, hat value,

and critical hat value can be found in the published works [14,76].

3.5 External competitiveness

The satisfactory predictive capability of a new QSPR model needs to be proven

by its external competitiveness. As an authoritative log KOW prediction tool

relying on an atom and fragment contribution method, the KOWWIN program

was developed and maintained by the United State Environmental Protection

Agency and the Syracuse Research Corporation [77]. In this research, a com-

parison between the KOWWIN and developed QSPR model (represented as

ISO-DNN model) was conducted to measure their predictive capabilities. It

should be noted that it is not always possible to compare the performance of

different models unless they are evaluated using the same dataset. Therefore,

a dataset of KOWWIN predicted values was collected [59]. For a fair compar-

ison, the samples in this dataset are consistent with the whole dataset adopted in

this study. The overall predictive capabilities of the ISO-DNN and KOWWIN

models were further assessed and compared in the form of scatter graphs (refer

to Fig. 13). Overall, the data points in the Fig. 13B were closer to the diagonal

line (predicted value equals experimental value) when compared to the data
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points in Fig. 13A. This suggests that the ISO-DNN model has better predictive

accuracy in log KOW estimation, although some data points still exhibited rel-

atively large deviations.

The scatter plots can only appear to indicate a better predictive accuracy of

the ISO-DNNmodel. It is more persuasive if the external competitiveness of the

developed QSPRmodel can be demonstrated from perspective of statistics. The

residual (experimental value minus predicted value) of each compound in the

dataset was calculated using the KOWWIN and ISO-DNNmodels. The residual

distributions in Fig. 14 show that the residuals produced by the ISO-DNNmodel

are more densely gathered around the zero value in contrast with those obtained

using the KOWWIN model. This indicates that the residual distribution of the

ISO-DNN model has a lower standard deviation. According to the analysis, it

was further proven that the develop QSPR model enables a more accurate pre-

diction for log KOW from a statistical point of view.
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FIG. 13 The scatter plots of predicted—experimental value with (A) KOWWIN model and

(B) ISO-DNN model.

FIG. 14 The residual distributions of log KOW estimation with KOWWIN and ISO-DNN models.
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Furthermore, the model performance was also quantified using the evalua-

tion indexes. From Table 8, it can be observed that both RMSD and AAE pre-

sent lower values in the ISO-DNN model for the investigated compounds, and

the R2 for the ISO-DNN model is closer to 1.0000. The results demonstrate that

the developed QSPR model has a better agreement between the experimental

and predicted log KOW values for organic compounds.

3.6 Discriminative power in isomers

In chemistry, isomers are these molecules with identical formulae, but distinct

structures and they do not necessarily have similar properties. The isomers

include structural isomers whose atoms and functional groups are joined

together in different ways and stereoisomers that differ in three-dimensional

orientations of their atoms and functional groups in space.

Although the KOWWIN program exhibits the strong ability in the log KOW

prediction, it is found that, under most circumstances, structural isomers can be

differentiated but stereoisomers cannot. Because the KOWWIN program was

developed relying on an atom and fragment contribution method, its discrimi-

native power was limited in isomers. In contrast, the developed DNN-based

QSPR model is able to differentiate the structural isomers and stereoisomers

and account for stereochemistry due to the interaction between the canonical

molecular signatures and Tree-LSTM networks in the processing and transmit-

ting structural information for molecules.

Two pairs of structural isomers and two pairs of stereoisomers were

extracted from the investigated dataset and they were taken as examples for

illustrating the capabilities of two models in discriminating isomers. The exper-

imental values, KOWWIN predicted values, and ISO-DNN predicted values of

these structural isomers and stereoisomers are summarized in Tables 9 and 10,

respectively.

Regarding the isomers as shown in Tables 9 and 10, both compounds in each

pair of isomers have different experimental values, while they were given the

same KOWWIN predicted value since the predictive model does not have obvi-

ous advantages over differentiating isomers. In contrast, the ISO-DNN model

has greater discriminative power, and the predicted values were assigned

TABLE 8 The statistical results of the KOWWIN and ISO-DNNmodels in log

KOW prediction.

Predictive model N RMSE MAE R2

KOWWIN 10,668 0.4224 0.3045 0.9451

ISO-DNN 10,668 0.3386 0.2376 0.9606
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depending on the distinct structures of structural isomers and stereoisomers.

Meanwhile, the predictive accuracy was guaranteed. As it turns out, the strong

discriminative power of the developed ISO-DNNmodel can be attributed to the

interaction between the canonical molecular signatures and Tree-LSTM

networks.

TABLE 9 The capabilities of the KOWWIN and ISO-DNN models in

distinguishing the structural isomers.

Chemical name CASRN xexpa xpre-Kb xpre-Dc ΔxKd ΔxDe

Pyridazine-4-
carboxamide

88511-
47-1

�0.96 �1.31 �0.75 0.35 0.21

Pyrimidine-5-
carboxamide

40929-
49-5

�0.92 �1.31 �0.63 0.39 0.29

Thiophene-2-
carboxylic acid

527-72-
0

1.57 1.69 1.61 0.12 0.04

Thiophene-3-
carboxylic acid

88-13-1 1.50 1.69 1.49 0.19 0.01

aExperimental value.
bKOWWIN predicted value.
cISO-DNN predicted value.
dΔxK¼jxexp � xpre-K j.
eΔxD¼jxexp � xpre-D j.

TABLE 10 The capabilities of the KOWWIN and ISO-DNN models in

distinguishing the stereoisomers.

Chemical name CASRN xexp xpre-K xpre-D ΔxK ΔxD

(2R,6R)-
2,6-dimethylcyclohexan-
1-ol

39170-
83-7

2.10 2.47 2.55 0.37 0.45

(2R,6S)-
2,6-dimethylcyclohexan-
1-ol

39170-
84-8

2.37 2.47 2.38 0.10 0.01

(1R)-cis-(alphaS)-
cypermethrin

65731-
84-2

6.05 6.38 5.78 0.33 0.27

(1R)-trans-(alphaS)-
cypermethrin

65732-
07-2

6.06 6.38 6.05 0.32 0.01
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4 Conclusions

In this study, a QSPR model under the deep learning approach was developed

for accurately and reliably predicting the octanol-water partition coefficients for

organic compounds and providing valuable environmental information for

guiding selection and development of important chemicals including green sol-

vents. Prior to the learning process, molecular features were extracted to

describe structural information and connectivity. The canonical molecular sig-

natures were produced relying on the theory of canonizing molecular graph and

mapped on the Tree-LSTM networks to generate input parameters in prepara-

tion for obtaining a QSPR model. Afterwards, the learning process was per-

formed by the built DNN model combining the Tree-LSTM network and the

BPNN, and the final QSPR model for the log KOW estimation was determined

after the massive training and test. The evaluations were finally carried out for

exhibiting better predictive accuracy and external competitiveness of the DNN-

based QSPR model in contrast with an authoritative log KOW prediction tool.

Moreover, the developed QSPR model revealed greater discriminative power

in the structural isomers and stereoisomers.

Differing from the traditional property prediction models, the developed

deep-learning-assisted model avoids the human intervention in the feature

selection of molecular structures. Meanwhile, by coupling the canonical molec-

ular signatures and Tree-LSTM networks, the molecular features were automat-

ically extracted from chemical structures which circumvents numerous

topological features and physicochemical descriptors. Therefore, the deep

learning approach was successfully implemented to develop a QSPR model

for predicting the log KOW for the organic compounds which provide valuable

information in the absorption, distribution, and metabolism of chemicals and

could be further employed to predict various indicators of toxicity. It proved

that the deep learning approach can serve as a promising and intelligent

approach to develop property prediction models with high predictive accuracy

and a wide application scope. The established deep learning-based models can

be further used in the computer-aided molecular design framework. Although

this research focused on predicting the log KOW for measuring the lipophilicity

of organic chemicals, the proposed approach can be further popularized to some

other environmentally important properties such as water solubility and biocon-

centration factor, which exhibits its vital potentials in the development of green

chemistry and engineering.
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Republic of China

1 Introduction

Environmental properties of compounds play a crucial role in many fields such

as sustainable chemistry [1–3], process design [4, 5], environmental remedia-

tion, and evaluation of chemicals’ environmental behaviors [6–8]. Environmen-

tal benefits drive the development of green solvents, chemical synthesis, and

molecular design toward eco-friendly technology [9–11], because environmen-

tal properties provide valuable information on the absorption, distribution, and

metabolism of compounds and direct the treatment of organic pollutants which

may pose serious threats to humans and wildlife [12]. However, reliably mea-

suring the environmental properties for compounds is a costly task and some-

times tedious, especially for those compounds with very low vapor pressure,

low aqueous solubility, or high risk. Therefore, different approaches have been

proposed in the open literature to predict properties for various types of chem-

ical compounds.

Empirical relationship method is one of the popular approaches for property

estimation, in which different physicochemical properties (e.g., critical temper-

ature, vapor pressure, and aqueous solubility) serve as input parameters to cal-

culate target properties of compounds [7, 13, 14]. For instance, Gharagheizi

et al. [14] developed a fairly accurate empirical model to predict Henry’s

law constant values of organic compounds relying on several basic properties

(e.g., normal boiling point temperature and critical pressure). This model can be

easily applied for rapid estimation and it exhibits an absolute average deviation

of about 10% with respect to 1816 organic compounds. However, empirical
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relationship approaches heavily depend on the availability and accuracy of the

required input properties. Thus, it is not practical to use if one of the inputs is

unavailable (or cannot be estimated).

Another popular type of the predictive tools has focused on the application

of quantitative structure-property relationship (QSPR) models, in which the

physicochemical properties are supposed to be related to molecular

structures. A number of studies have made great contributions in this regard

[15–21]. In addition, several QSPR models were put forward based on group

contribution (GC) methods [6, 12, 22, 23]. In such models, molecules of interest

are divided into various groups (e.g., atoms and substructures containing atoms

and chemical bonds), and each group is assigned a specific contribution value.

Afterwards, the target property of a compound can be given by summarizing the

contributions of groups. The GCmethods therefore are regarded as multiple lin-

ear mathematical models. Whereas the same groups in different GC methods

have distinct contribution values and the definitions of groups are not entirely

the same. Thus, different GC methods work in a similar way though exhibit dif-

ferent results. A classic GC method is the three-level GC estimation approach

proposed byMarrero and Gani [24], in which a total of 370 kinds of groups were

defined for recognizing molecular structures. Attributed to its superior perfor-

mance, the three-level GC method has been extensively applied for estimating

various physicochemical properties such as critical properties, standard

enthalpy of vaporization, and the octanol-water partition coefficient [25–27].
GC methods are characterized by simple models, quick and fairly reliable

estimations. Based on a comprehensive literature review, three typical short-

comings of the traditional GC methods have often emerged in applications:

(a) Difficulties in understanding the definitions and structures of complex

groups;

(b) Computational error and time consumption due to complexities in recog-

nizing groups and calculating the property;

(c) Multiple predicted values for compounds resulting from different feasible

strategies in the structure recognition.

With the rapid development of artificial intelligence and computational power,

many QSPR models have been investigated with the aid of artificial neural net-

works (ANNs) and have gained popularity for estimating physicochemical

properties [28–35]. Because of their ability to model and reproduce nonlinear

processes, ANN-GC hybrid models have presented accurate predictive tools

mainly with the aim of alleviation of the problems in the traditional GCmethods

[36–38]. As such, the assistance of computer-aided technologies enables the

ANN-GC models to readily correct these shortcomings (a) and (b). Meanwhile,

the shortcoming (c) can also be removed by predefining the priority rules of

available strategies or developing new GCmethods. However, the priority rules

or the defined groups need to be updated when new chemicals and chemical

structures are introduced.
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In this research, a novel strategy is proposed to rapidly recognize molecular

structures, extract molecular features, and transfer features into identifiers

according to encoding rules. The feature extraction algorithm for accomplishing

these works is developed and is introduced in detail. Moreover, using the pro-

posed strategy, a QSPR model is developed to predict property values for

organic compounds in water, based on their experimental data, and molecular

structures. For this, adopting machine learning algorithms, a simple four-layer

ANN is constructed to generate a predictive model which is expected to exhibit

the following features:

(a) Using fewer molecular descriptors to achieve more accurate predictions

compared to the available models in the literature;

(b) Avoiding various feasible strategies in structure recognition to prevent the

multiple predicted values for compounds;

(c) Enhancing the generality of the model with respect to the types of the

organic compounds.

2 Methodology

Herein, a strategy is proposed to rapidly recognize molecular structures and to

extract molecular features without ambiguity followed by a neural network spe-

cially built for producing a predictive model to estimate physicochemical prop-

erties of the compounds of interest. Henry’s law constant (HLC) for compounds

in water is employed as a case study in this research. It is the air-water partition

coefficient which describes the equilibrium distribution of a chemical between

air and water, and it can be expressed as the ratio of partial pressure above water

to the amount of dissolved gas in water [39, 40]. The HLC is an indicator of the

chemical’s volatility. It is important in describing the distribution and transport

of chemicals between aquatic ecosystems and the atmosphere, which deter-

mines the fate of chemicals in environment. Compounds displaying higher

HLC values, especially the lower molecular weight compounds, are more likely

to volatilize from aqueous solutions, they must be handled carefully to improve

air quality and avoid short-term and long-term adverse health effects. Fig. 1

illustrates the procedure of model development as follows:

Stage 1: Data collection. The experimental data [41] of organic compounds

is essential for the development of a QSPR model. In addition, simplified

molecular-input line-entry system (SMILES) string is also treated as a

key parameter to the presented model, which expresses fundamental infor-

mation of molecular structures.

Stage 2: Feature extraction. To ensure that the information of molecular

structures can be processed by the neural network, molecular features are

extracted with the proposed strategy and later converted to numeric vectors

which are generated in a unique manner relying on built-in encoding rules.
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In this way, the molecular information can be introduced to the neural net-

work and be correlated to the value of the target property.

Stage 3: Neural network design. On the basis of the experimental data and

molecular feature vectors, a fully connected neural network is constructed to

develop the predictive model. The structural parameters required in the

design of neural network are optimized using cross-validation and grid

search in order to provide stability and reliability in model training.

Stage 4: Model training. Having received the feature vectors describing

molecular structures, the neural network establishes a complex mathemat-

ical model and then produces the estimated property values. The training

process runs repeatedly aiming to obtain a better predictive model, which

could provide more accurate predictions for HLC values of organic com-

pounds in water.

All the above steps are achieved with a series of programs written in Python.

The program has been run successfully on a desktop computer with Intel Core

i3-8100 processor under Windows 10 operating system.

2.1 Data collection

To ensure the reliability of the predictive model, the experimental HLC values

at 298.15K are gathered from one of the most reliable and comprehensive data-

bases [41]. The HLC is commonly reported in units of atm�m3/mol (mole frac-

tion basis) but here it is represented as its decimal logarithmic form (logHLC)

because it spans over many orders of magnitude with regard to the collected

FIG. 1 The procedure for developing a predictive model to predict the logHLC values of organic

compounds.
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massive samples. In this research, a number of irrelevant compounds (e.g., inor-

ganic compounds and ionic compounds) and the compounds provided with esti-

mated HLC values have been discarded. Therefore, the model is applicable only

to organic compounds and its reliability is significantly improved. As a conse-

quence, the HLC values of 2566 diverse organic compounds in water are kept

and assembled as the dataset for developing the predictive model. The com-

pounds span a wide class of molecular structures including aliphatic and aro-

matic hydrocarbons, alcohols and phenols, heterocyclic compounds, amines,

acids, ketones, esters, aldehydes, ethers, and so on. The distribution of the trea-

ted logHLC values is displayed in Fig. 2.

The other input for the development of the QSPRmodel is the information of

molecular structures. The SMILES is a specification in the form of a line nota-

tion for describing the structure of chemical species, and it can be used to build

two- or three-dimensional structure of a molecule [42, 43]. As a chemical lan-

guage, the SMILES string is sufficient to provide structural information for

molecules required in model development. Thus, SMILES strings have been

widely employed in the literature for developing QSPR-based models and che-

minformatics software. Additionally, having learned the simple encoding rules

of the SMILES strings, one can readily and correctly give the SMILES string of

a compound from its molecular structure.

PubChem [44] is a massive open repository which provides over 200 million

kinds of compounds with chemical information such as molecular formula,

SMILES string, and so forth. It should be noted that there are two types of

SMILES strings, canonical SMILES, and isomeric SMILES. The former one

FIG. 2 The distribution of the collected experimental logHLC values for 2566 organic

compounds.
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is available for all the existing compounds, whereas the latter one is only pro-

vided for isomers since the isomeric SMILES strings contain isomeric informa-

tion of molecules.

The SMILES strings for these investigated compounds have been collected

from the PubChem database. In order to preserve the isomeric information, the

isomeric SMILES string has been adopted if it is available for a given com-

pound; otherwise, the canonical SMILES string is employed. Therefore, the

experimental data and SMILES strings of the investigated 2566 organic com-

pounds have been prepared for the correlation of molecular structures and

properties.

2.2 Feature extraction

To be provided to the neural network, all types of data need to be translated into

the numeric form contained in vectors. Accordingly, the molecular information

of each compound needs to be converted and included in a numeric vector. For

this purpose, an unambiguous strategy is proposed and programed to rapidly

recognize molecular structures and extract molecular features. In the proposed

strategy, each molecular feature represents a molecular substructure that only

contains single nonhydrogen atom accompanied with its connected hydrogen

atoms and chemical bonds. Therefore, only one strategy is feasible in subdivid-

ing a molecule into several substructures, and it avoids scattered predicted

values. These features are created with built-in encoding rules in which various

traditional chemical information (such as type of the non-hydrogen atom, num-

ber of hydrogen atoms, and formal charge [45]) of substructures is taken into

consideration. In addition, the types of chemical bonds between the substructure

and its connected substructures in the molecule are considered in the encoding

rules for creating molecular features, and meanwhile, stereoisomers are also

identified by the encoding rules and the stereo-centers are recorded in the

molecular features. In this way, molecular features are extracted with the encod-

ing rules and similar substructures can be distinguished to the greatest extent.

On this basis, molecular structures have been converted to numeric vectors

according to the frequency of each feature. Therefore, similar to GC-based

methods, the proposed strategy is characterized by high interpretability as mol-

ecule are the combination of fragments.

In order to preserve molecular information and specify distinct molecular

features, the RDKit cheminformatics tool has been adopted for implementing

the encoding rules to present the features with identifiers. The extraction algo-

rithm of molecular features is developed to automatically encode features using

character strings and generate feature vectors based on SMILES strings. The

definitions of the characters incorporated in identifiers are provided in Table 1.

The procedure for the feature extraction and vectorization of molecular

structures is comprised of the following three steps as depicted in Fig. 3.
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Step 1: The molecular features are extracted from the molecular structures

of organic compounds of interest which have been already expressed with

identifiers using the predefined encoding rules. The process covers all the

atoms and chemical bonds in a molecule to acquire the information of

molecular structures without omissions.

Step 2: The molecular features represented with identifiers are assembled

into a list and the duplicates are removed to ensure that each feature only

TABLE 1 The explanations and examples for the characters involved

in identifiers.

Symbol Explanation Example

A Atom in aliphatic
compound

“[C]” Carbon atom in aliphatic compound

a Atom in aromatic
compound

“[c]” Carbon atom in aromatic compound

Hn Atom with n hydrogen
atoms

“[CH3]” Carbon atomwith three hydrogen
atoms

+ (inside [ ]) Atom with a positive
charge

“[N+]” Nitrogen atom with a positive
charge

� (inside [ ]) Atom with a negative
charge

“[N-]” Nitrogen atom with a negative
charge

� (outside [ ]) Single bond not in
rings

“[C]-” Carbon atom with a single bond
not in rings

. Single bond within
rings

“[C].” Carbon atom with a single bond
within rings

¼ Double bond not in
rings

“[C]¼” Carbon atom with a double bond
not in rings

: Double bond within
rings

“[C]:” Carbon atom with a double bond
within rings

# Triple bond not in rings “[C]#” Carbon atom with a triple bond
not in rings

* Aromatic bond “[c]*” Carbon atom with an aromatic
bond

@ Atom is a R-chirality
center

“[C@]” Carbon atom is a R-chirality
center

@@ Atom is a S-chirality
center

“[C@@]” Carbon atom is a S-chirality
center

j Separator –
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appears once in the list. Then, all the remaining molecular features in the list

are sorted in increasing lexicographic order (according to the Python func-

tion of “sorted”) to fix the location of every feature in the list.

Step 3: For any individual compound, the feature extraction is performed

again following step 1. Afterwards, the frequency of each feature in the mol-

ecule is assigned to the numeric vector according to its corresponding loca-

tion in the feature list. Therefore, the final vectors include the required

molecular information for all of the compounds presented in the database.

In this way, molecular features are extracted and molecular vectors are gener-

ated. Attributed to the chemical information incorporated in molecular features,

the proposed strategy is able to differentiate isomers, and whereas, part of struc-

tural isomers cannot be distinguished. Therefore, plane of best fit (PBF) [46], a

rapid and amenable method for describing the 3D character of molecules is

employed to retain the molecular information omitted in the proposed feature

extraction strategy. The proposed strategy is improved with the introduction of

PBF, and both structural and geometric isomers are well identified.

2.3 Neural network design

The input parameters to the developed predictive model are transferred from the

first layer of neural network (the input layer) to its last layer (the output layer)

through specific mathematical relations (neurons) and, accordingly, results in

the predicted HLC values.

FIG. 3 The procedure of the feature extraction and vectorization for molecular structures.
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Layer is the basis to determine the architecture of a neural network. In this

research, the neural network has been built with four layers including one input

layer, two hidden layers and one output layer. The number of neurons in the

input layer matches the number of numeric values in the input vector so that

all extracted molecular features are completely loaded. In addition, the output

layer only contains one neuron for producing predicted values for the target

property. The network is fully connected which means that each neuron in a

layer is connected to all neurons in the previous layer, as shown in Fig. 4.

The four-layer neural network has been developed using Python as follows:

(i) PyTorch is an open-source machine learning library for Python which is

rising in popularity, and it is used to build different structures of the neural

network in a flexible way [47];

(ii) Root mean square error measures the differences between predicted and

experimental values, and it is adopted as the loss function to quantify

the performance of the developed model;

(iii) Adam algorithm [48] is an optimization method to update the weights and

biases of the neural network, and it is applied to optimize the predictive

model because of its high computational efficiency;

(iv) Back-propagation algorithm, a supervised learning procedure commonly

used to train neural networks, is employed to update the weights and

biases of neurons by calculating the gradient of the loss function.

The parameters of the neural networks are generally divided into two catego-

ries: model parameters and hyperparameters. Model parameters (e.g., weights

and biases) are automatically tuned or optimized by calculating the gradient of

the loss function during training. On the other hand, model hyperparameters

are commonly set by the operators in advance before the neural network is

functional. With the aim of efficiently controlling the training process and

FIG. 4 The structure of the four-layer neural network.
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generating a robust model, the hyperparameters are herein optimized using

the approaches of cross-validation and grid search. Learning rate is set to

1.00E-03 to control the rate of convergence for the neural network. Activation

functions map inputs to outputs and enhance the ability of neural networks in

handling complex tasks. Two types of activation functions, “sigmoid” and

“softplus” (corresponding equations are provided in Table 2), are introduced

to hidden layers 1 and 2, respectively.

The application of the developed tool in making predictions for new com-

pounds is illustrated in Fig. 5. The molecular structure (SMILES notation) of a

new compound is used to generate the molecular feature vector. Relying on the

parameters and hyperparameters of the ANN framework determined in the

model development, the predictive model (predictive tool) makes a numeric

prediction and outputs a predicted value for the logHLC of the compound.

2.4 Model training

During iterative training of the neural network, one epoch represents one for-

ward pass (regression process from input layer to output layer) and one back-

ward pass (back-propagation process from output layer to input layer) for all the

data of a dataset. As per the batch size of training set, an epoch is divided into

several iterations. The weights and biases of neurons are updated after every

iteration completed so that the model can be optimized multiple times during

one epoch.

The predictability of the neural network is generally verified with an exter-

nal dataset which is not involved in the training of neural network. Herein, the

collected dataset (including the HLC values measured in water for 2566 com-

pounds) has been divided into two subsets: a modeling set and a test set, hold-

ing 80% and 20% of the whole dataset by using a random selection routine or

k-means clustering method (i.e., random sampling and cluster sampling). Data

points might be distributed very nonuniformly in the input space, and there-

fore, adopting the k-means clustering in the data partitioning would lead to

better training, validation, and test sets than simply using randomization.

The modeling and test sets are employed to, respectively, build the predictive

model and evaluate the predictability of the developed model. The best set of

TABLE 2 The equations for activation functions in the ANN model.

Activation function Equation

Sigmoid f xð Þ¼ 1
1+ e�x

Softplus f(x)¼ ln(1+e�x)
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hyperparameters are determined by the fivefold cross-validation. In the five-

fold cross-validation, the dataset is equally partitioned into five subsets and

the model training is carried out five times. During each training process,

one of the five subsets is regarded as the validation set and the remaining four

subsets are assigned to the training set. Therefore, each subset is used for train-

ing four times and for validation once. After training five times, the model

performance is finally evaluated with the results from five independent

validation sets.

During training the neural network, the error in the validation set is com-

pared with that in the training set. Usually where both learning curves meet

the tolerance is the point at which training should stop. The error is measured

with the adopted loss function, and the tolerance is set to 1.00E�03.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Feature vector

58 Types of molecular features have been extracted from the molecular struc-

tures relying on the proposed strategy, and they are summarized in Table 3.

These features are represented by identifiers involving various chemical infor-

mation. For instance, the molecular feature “[CH0]-#” indicates an aliphatic car-

bon atom attached with zero hydrogen atoms, a single bond, and a triple bond.

Afterwards, the extracted molecular features are sorted in increasing lexico-

graphic order as mentioned earlier. On this basis, the frequency of each feature

appeared in a molecule is computed. Integers represented the frequencies of fea-

tures are assigned in the corresponding locations of a numeric vector. In this

way, the numeric vector containing 58 nonnegative integers is generated to

describe the structural information of the molecule. Three small molecules (eth-

ane, propane, and 1-propanol) are taken as examples to illustrate the production

of vectors as shown in the Fig. 3. Once the numeric vectors have been prepared,

they act as input parameters for the neural network to correlate the relationship

between structures and properties.

Input

Output

Feature
extraction

A feature vector for
the ANN framework

The molecular structure
of  a compound (SMILES)

The predicted value

ANN framework

FIG. 5 The application of the developed tool in making predictions for new compounds.
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3.2 Training process

The numeric vectors characterizing molecular information are introduced as

input parameters to the neural network. The number of neurons in the input

layer is equivalent to the number of numeric values in the feature vector, and

thus, all the molecular information can be completely loaded to the neural net-

work. During training of the model presented in this research, the loss function

of training set has been minimized by the optimizer to search for a fairly accu-

rate predictive model to describe the relationship between the molecular struc-

tures and the target property. Once a batch passes through the neural network,

the molecular information traverses all the neurons from the first to last layer,

and the neural network produces predicted values for this batch. Subsequently,

the deviations between experimental and predicted values are calculated, and

then the weights and biases of the neurons are updated from the output layer

to the input layer with the back-propagation algorithm.

In order to improve the robustness of the neural network, the numbers of

neurons in two hidden layers are optimized using the fivefold cross-validation

and grid search method. Four models are investigated considering two different

input vectors (i.e., feature vector and feature vector supplemented with PBF)

and two different sampling methods (random sampling and cluster sampling).

As highlighted in Fig. 6, the optimal set of structural parameters for each model

TABLE 3 The molecular features represented by identifiers for describing

molecular structures.

Chemical

element Molecular features expressed with identifiers

Carbon (C) [CH0]-#; [CH0]----; [CH0]--..; [CH0]--¼; [CH0]-...; [CH0]-.:;
[CH0]¼ ..; [CH0 j]¼ ..; [CH0]¼¼; [CH0 j@]- -..; [CH0 j@]-...;
[CH1]#; [CH1]---; [CH1]-..; [CH1]-¼; [CH1]...; [CH1].:;
[CH1 j@@]-- -; [CH1 j@@]-..; [CH1 j@]-- -; [CH1 j@]-..; [CH1 j@]...;
[CH2]--; [CH2]..; [CH2 j]¼; [CH3]-; [CH4]; [cH0]***; [cH0]**.;
[cH0]-**; [cH0]¼**; [cH1]**

Oxygen (O) [OH0 j-]-; [OH0]--; [OH0]..; [OH0]¼; [OH1]-; [oH0]**

Nitrogen (N) [NH0 j+]--¼; [NH0]#; [NH0]---; [NH0]-¼; [NH1]--; [NH1]..;
[NH2]-; [nH0 j]**; [nH1]**

Phosphorus (P) [PH0]---¼
Sulfur (S) [SH0]--; [SH0]--¼¼; [SH0]..; [SH0]¼; [SH1]-; [sH0]**

Halogen [FH0]-; [ClH0]-; [BrH0]-; [IH0]-
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is determined by the lowest loss function value, and for four discussed schemes,

the numbers of neurons in hidden layers are 7 and 10, 13 and 12, 10 and 7, and

15 and 6, respectively.

The learning curves of these models with optimal sets of structural param-

eters are provided in Fig. 7, which compare the errors in the training and val-

idation sets for predictive models trained with different input vectors and

dataset dividing methods.

It is worth mentioning that the number of cluster centers in cluster sampling

is optimized by calculating Calinski-Harabasz (CH) index [49], and the results

show that the clustering is better when four cluster centers are given, as shown

in Fig. 8.

In order to directly compare model performance with the number of clusters,

different numbers of cluster centers are adopted in the cluster sampling of model

development based on Scheme 4. Analogously, the structures of these predic-

tive models are optimized with the fivefold cross-validation as shown in Fig. 9.
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FIG. 6 The optimization and determination for the numbers of neurons in two hidden layers (n1

and n2) trained using (A) feature vector under random sampling (Scheme 1); (B) feature vector

under cluster sampling (Scheme 2); (C) feature vector supplemented with PBF under random sam-

pling (Scheme 3); (D) feature vector supplemented with PBF under cluster sampling (Scheme 4).
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FIG. 7 The learning curves for training model using (A) feature vector under random sampling

(Scheme 1); (B) feature vector under cluster sampling (Scheme 2); (C) feature vector supplemented

with PBF under random sampling (Scheme 3); (D) feature vector supplemented with PBF under

cluster sampling (Scheme 4).

FIG. 8 The optimization for the number of cluster centers in cluster sampling and the effect of

cluster centers on model performance.
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FIG. 9 The optimization and determination for the numbers of neurons in two hidden layers (n1

and n2) based on Scheme 4 trained with different numbers of cluster centers: (A) two; (B) three;

(C) five; (D) six; (E) seven; (F) eight; (G) nine; (H) ten.
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Relying on the optimized ANN structures, the predictive models are devel-

oped using different number of clusters in sampling for data partitioning, and

the model performance is provided in Table 4. The statistical analysis is carried

out with three indicators based on the experiment value (xexp), predicted value

(xpre), and number of data points (N). The first is the root mean squared error

(RMSE) which measures the standard deviation of differences between esti-

mated and experimental values. The second is mean absolute error (MAE)
which indicates the magnitude of differences between estimated and experi-

mental values. Another is coefficient of determination (R2) which provides

information about the quality of the model fit.

Moreover, the predictive performance (indicated with RMSE and MAE) is
directly compared with the number of clusters as shown in Fig. 8, along with

the CH index which is used to measure the performance of clustering. It is

observed that the cluster performance is better (indicated with a greater CH

index) when four cluster centers are assigned in sampling.Meanwhile, themodel

accuracy is also better (indicated with a smaller RMSE or MAE) in the case of

four cluster centers. As the number of cluster increases, the variation of CH index

is basically contrary to that of RMSE orMAE, demonstrating that the optimiza-

tion criterion (CH index) used is also optimal for the model performance.

TABLE 4 The statistical analysis for the whole dataset in logHLC

prediction adopting different numbers of clusters in Scheme 4.

Number of clusters Na RMSEb MAEc R2d

2 2566 0.4009 0.2000 0.9740

3 2566 0.3952 0.2167 0.9747

4 2566 0.2981 0.1544 0.9856

5 2566 0.4274 0.2360 0.9704

6 2566 0.4016 0.2182 0.9739

7 2566 0.4465 0.2297 0.9677

8 2566 0.4576 0.2331 0.9661

9 2566 0.4454 0.2334 0.9679

10 2566 0.4470 0.2329 0.9676

aThe number of data points.

bRMSD¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
n¼1
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3.3 Model performance

The problem of overfitting in the neural network eventually leads to the loss of

the model’s predictability. In the traditional methods for property prediction,

the whole dataset is employed to train and test the predictive models. Thus,

these traditional prediction models may have weak predictability in predicting

properties for new compounds of interest.

The four-layer fully connected neural network with given parameters is in

fact a correlation between molecular structures and logHLC values. Based on

the modeling and test sets, the predictability of the developed predictive model

is measured by estimating logHLC values from the molecular structures. The

numeric vectors of structure features of the independent compounds (not used

in training and validation steps) are fed into the neural network and the esti-

mated values are given based on the developed model.

The statistical parameters for four predictive models in Table 5 reveal that

these models have satisfactory predictability and can make accurate prediction

on the new data. In comparison, the model trained using feature vector supple-

mented with PBF under cluster sampling (i.e., Scheme 4) is significantly better

than others, which indicates that introducing PBF descriptor as input and adopt-

ing k-means clustering in sampling lead to better predictive performance. The

TABLE 5 The statistical analysis for the subsets and whole dataset in logHLC

prediction using different input vectors and sampling methods.

Predictive model Dataset N RMSE MAE R2

Scheme 1 Modeling set 2052 0.3197 0.1686 0.9824

Test set 514 0.6469 0.2553 0.9453

Whole dataset 2566 0.4069 0.1860 0.9732

Scheme 2 Modeling set 2052 0.2886 0.1579 0.9866

Test set 514 0.5683 0.2558 0.9467

Whole dataset 2566 0.3623 0.1775 0.9787

Scheme 3 Modeling set 2052 0.2875 0.1535 0.9858

Test set 514 0.5619 0.2410 0.9587

Whole dataset 2566 0.3596 0.1710 0.9791

Scheme 4 Modeling set 2052 0.2592 0.1399 0.9888

Test set 514 0.4188 0.2121 0.9741

Whole dataset 2566 0.2981 0.1544 0.9856
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logHLC values calculated with Scheme 4 versus the corresponding experimen-

tal data is illustrated in Fig. 10.

3.4 Comparison with reported models

The ultimate objective of developing the predictive model is to accurately esti-

mate logHLC values in water for organic compounds. Although a number of

predictive models have been reported in the literature for this purpose, different

models need be compared using the same experimental dataset.

Herein, the performance of the developed neural-network-assisted predic-

tive model based on feature vector supplemented with PBF under cluster sam-

pling (i.e., Scheme 4) in this research (represented as NN model) is compared

with a few of available models in the literature. An empirical relationship

method [14] (represented as ER model) is picked in contrast with the NNmodel

to measure the predictive power of the developed model. A comprehensive

comparison shows that over 80% compounds (1475 out of 1816) used in the

ER model are included in the development of the NN model, which proves that

both models have employed similar datasets.

As far as the 1475 organic compounds are concerned, both models exhibit

satisfactory predictive accuracy. As displayed in Fig. 11, it is clear that the NN

model produced relatively small deviations. In other words, the NNmodel has a

better agreement between the predicted and experimental values in terms of the

overlapped 1475 organic compounds.

From the view of statistics, residual (experimental value minus estimated

value) of each compound is calculated to compare the residual distribution plots

of both ER and NNmodels, as illustrated in Fig. 12. With respect to the residual

FIG. 10 The scatter plot of experimental and predicted logHLC values for the modeling and

test sets.
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distribution, the residuals produced by the NNmodel are more densely gathered

around the zero value which indicates that the proposed NN model perfectly

estimated the logHLC values for more compounds than the conventional

ER model.

On the other hand, several statistical indicators such as RMSE, MAE, and
R2 are analyzed based on the same data subset as shown in Table 6. For the over-

lapped 1475 organic compounds, the RMSE andMAE of the NN model are sig-

nificantly lower than those of the ER model which means that the NN model

generated smaller errors in predicting logHLC. Meanwhile, the R2 of the NN

model is closer to 1.0000 which donates that the predicted values given by

the NNmodel are better fitted with the experimental values. All these statistical

results further confirmed the conclusion drew with the residual distribution, and

it demonstrated the stronger predictive capability of the NN model.

Except for the empirical relationship method, a hybrid method coupling the

GC method and the neural network was proposed to develop a predictive model

(represented as GNmodel) for estimating logHLC values of organic compounds

[36]. In the GN model, 107 functional groups are extracted from 1940 com-

pounds, and on this basis, a four-layer neural network was built to produce a
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nonlinear model for property estimation. In comparison with previous studies, it

covered a lager dataset and showed a lower RMSE value.

Although different approaches for structure representation are used in the

GN and NN models, the neural network is adopted as a tool to develop predic-

tive models for estimating logHLC. Accordingly, it is necessary to evaluate the

predictive performance of NNmodel in contrast with the GNmodel. A thorough

comparison reveals that over 80% organic compounds (1567 out of 1940)

employed in the GN model are used to develop the predictive model in this

research. In terms of the overlapped 1567 compounds, the predictive capabil-

ities of both GN and NN models are visualized in Fig. 13 with the scatter plots

of estimated values versus experimental values.

From the scatter plots, it is observed that both models exhibit satisfactory

predictive accuracy although some data points represent relatively large devi-

ations. In this regard, it is hard to conclude that which model is better in esti-

mating logHLC for organic compounds. Thus, analysis is carried out in the

statistical perspective to evaluate the predictive performance of both models.

From the residual distribution plots displayed in Fig. 14, almost all the residuals

produced by GN and NN models are within �0.5 log units from the zero value.

Accordingly, with respect to the overlapped 1567 compounds, both models

made accurate estimation for logHLC. However, there are no obvious differ-

ences between the distributions of the residuals produced by the GN and NN

TABLE 6 The comparison for statistical results of the ER and NN models in

logHLC prediction.

Predictive model N RMSE MAE R2

ER model (Gharagheizi et al. [14]) 1475 0.4400 0.2898 0.9660

NN model (this research) 1475 0.2124 0.1069 0.9921
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FIG. 13 The scatter plots of experimental and predicted logHLC values for (A) GN model and

(B) NN model.
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models. Thus, their predictive performances are further quantified with several

statistical indicators as shown in Table 7.

The consistency of these indicators for both models suggested that they

have similar predictive performance in this task. Diving into this situation,

NN model has a slightly lower RMSE and MAE together with a bit higher

R2. These subtle differences in statistical results prove that the NN method

is slightly better than GN method in predictive accuracy for the (overlapped

1567) organic compounds.

From the above, the developed neural-network-assisted predictive model

based on feature vector supplemented with PBF under cluster sampling (i.e.,

the NN model) exhibits a distinct advantage over the empirical model (i.e.,

the ER model) in the predictive accuracy and application scope. On the other

hand, the NN model is slightly better than the GC-based neural network model

(i.e., the GN model) with the aid of the proposed feature extraction algorithm.

Nevertheless, the GNmodel extracted 107 functional groups to develop the pre-

dictive model, whereas the NN model only adopted 58 molecular features. In

other words, the NN model achieved a higher predictive accuracy with fewer

molecular descriptors.

Moreover, the predictability of the developed model is further evaluated

with compounds outside the adopted dataset. Totally, 373 compounds that

are not included in the employed dataset are gathered from the literature [14]
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FIG. 14 The residual distributions of logHLC values estimated with (A) GN model and

(B) NN model.

TABLE 7 The comparison for statistical results of the GN and NN models in

logHLC prediction.

Predictive model N RMSE MAE R2

GN model (Gharagheizi et al. [36]) 1567 0.3283 0.1356 0.9822

NN model (this research) 1567 0.2187 0.1123 0.9921
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to validate the performance of the predictive model. Despite experimental HLC

values and chemical names are provided, the necessary SMILES notations of

compounds are unavailable. Therefore, we acquire the SMILES notations in

the PubChem database by recognizing the names of compounds, and finally,

a total of 233 compounds are assigned with correct SMILES notations and they

are used to evaluate the performance of the predictive model. Hereinto, 89 com-

pounds contain no less than 10 carbon atoms (C10–C17) and 144 compounds

contain less than 10 carbon atoms (C3–C9). The predictive model in Scheme 4

is used to perform predictions on these compounds, and the predictive perfor-

mance is presented in Fig. 15. It is observed that the predictions on relatively

complex compounds (C10–C17) present a bit larger deviations than those on

relatively simple compounds (C3–C9). Overall, the predictive model reveals

decent and acceptable accuracy on these compounds outside the employed data-

set in the model development, demonstrating the satisfactory predictability of

the developed predictive model.

Another point is worth mentioning that the proposed neural-network-

assisted predictivemodel is developed relying on a large dataset of 2566 organic

compounds with a R2 of 0.9856. In the available predictive models, the largest

dataset for model development contains 1954 pure compounds and the model

exhibits an R2 of 0.9828 [16]. Therefore, the developed predictive model is con-

sidered to be the most comprehensive model for predicting logHLC. Accord-

ingly, using the neural network and the proposed algorithm for extracting

molecular features, the developed predictive model is able to provide accurate

and reliable prediction for logHLC of organic compounds.

FIG. 15 The scatter plot of experimental and predicted logHLC values for the collected

compounds.
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4 Conclusions

This research proposes an unambiguous feature extraction strategy to avoid dif-

ferent feasible strategies in the characterization of molecular structures. It there-

fore can overcome some shortcomings of GC-based methods, such as the

multiple predicted values for compounds. A four-layer neural network is then

constructed to correlate the molecule structures with target property values for

organic compounds. With the frequencies of molecular features as inputs, the

neural network is trained with the acquired experimental data and evaluated

with a test set which is not involved in the training process. During the training

process, the numbers of neurons in the neural network are optimized to achieve

a robust model using the fivefold cross-validation and grid search. As such, a

hybrid predictive model is obtained with the combination of the proposed strat-

egy and machine learning algorithm.

With respect to the logHLC values of pure organic compounds in water, the

predictive model is built based on the experimental values of 2566 organic com-

pounds in water. Moreover, the introduction of the PBF descriptor and two data-

set dividing methods are investigated in regard to the model performance. As it

turns out, four predictive models are characterized by good predictability and

predictive accuracy. The statistical analysis indicates that the predictive model

developed with feature vector supplemented with PBF under cluster sampling

shows significantly better predictive ability. It proves that the introduction of

the PBF descriptor and adopting k-means clustering in sampling enhanced

the model performance.

In contrast with the reported predictive models in the literature, the devel-

oped predictive model demonstrates higher predictive accuracy although fewer

molecular descriptors were used in its development. Moreover, it exhibits

enhanced generality and covers more diverse organic compounds than reported

models with respect to the employed comprehensive database. Therefore, the

proposed strategy and model development methods can serve as a promising

and effective approach to develop property predictive models, directing the

reduction of pollutants in environment and the development of greener solvents.

The established machine learning based models can be further used in the

computer-aided molecular design framework. In addition, we can reasonably

expect them to be further popularized to use for some other important environ-

mental properties such as water solubility and the bioconcentration factor,

which reveals their vital potential in the development of green chemistry and

engineering.
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1 Introduction

Traditional process control technology relies on indirect quality control of pro-

cess measurable variables related to product quality. It has been difficult to meet

the requirements of modern production processes. Instead, advanced control

technologies such as predictive control and fuzzy control that take product qual-

ity as the direct control objective have received more and more attention [1].

Real-time online measurement of key physical and chemical parameters has

become the main difficulty in process control and optimization. These param-

eters have a profound impact on the efficiency of the production processes and

the quality of the products, such as the Kappa value in the pulping and cooking

process; the quality of oil in the refining process, the concentration of bacteria in

biological fermentation tanks, the crystal size in the crystallization process, etc.

[2–5]. Accurate and real-time measurement of these key physical and chemical

parameters is the basis for process control and optimization. However, due to

technical limitations or economic reasons, they cannot be detected online by

conventional sensors. Generally, the method used in the production process

is an offline manual analysis method of these process variables. Because the

manual laboratory analysis makes the sampling period of process variables lon-

ger, online real-time detection of process variables cannot be achieved [6].

Using soft measurement technology is one of the ways to solve this kind of

variable prediction problem. Soft-sensing technology is to use auxiliary
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variables that are closely related to the dominant variable and easy to measure

and realize the prediction of the dominant variable by constructing a certain

mathematical relationship [7, 8]. Soft measurement technology can obtain

some very important process parameters that cannot be directly measured

by traditional instruments, which is of great significance to the monitoring

of operating conditions and the optimization of the production process. The

soft sensor modeling methods commonly used in industrial processes are

mainly divided into two categories: mechanism modeling method and data-

driven modeling method [9]. The mechanism model is based on the mass

and energy conservation law, dynamics, and other basic laws involved in

the production process. Compared with other models, the mechanism model

has good explanatory properties and is the most ideal soft sensor model. For

example, the continuous stirred tank reactor model proposed by Meng and Li

based on the reaction mechanism, and the simplified model of 160MW oil

drum boiler proposed by Balko and Rosinová are all very classic mechanism

models [10, 11].

However, mechanism modeling methods has the following shortcomings:

(1) It requires a more comprehensive and in-depth understanding of the mech-

anism of the process and an accurate theoretical basis. The model is only

suitable for the description of simple and stable process objects. In fact, the

actual industrial process objects are often very complicated, the mechanism

of the process is not very clear, and the production conditions are usually

affected by the environment and the controller and change dynamically, so it

is difficult to accurately describe the mechanism; (2) When the model is com-

plex, a large number of differential equations are needed to characterize the

mechanism process, and it is very difficult to obtain accurate numerical

solutions; (3) When using the mechanism method to model the production pro-

cess, it is generally necessary to simplify the object, and based onmany assump-

tions, so that there is a big error between the model and the actual process.

Therefore, it takes a lot of effort to establish an accurate mechanism model.

After the model is built, it needs to be continuously improved to adapt to process

changes. The above factors greatly limit the applicable scope of mechanism

model. For processes with unclear mechanisms, data-driven method based on

machine learning can be used to establish soft sensor model, also known as

black box models [12]. This type of method treats the entire system as a black

box and constructs the mathematical relationship between auxiliary variables

and dominant variables [13]. Since this method does not require detailed knowl-

edge of the internal mechanism of the process, it has become a commonly used

soft sensor modeling method. Statistical methods such as Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) and Partial Least Squares (PLS) and machine learning such as

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) have

provided an important theoretical basis for data-driven modeling method [14].

Papermaking is a resource-intensive basic raw material industry, accounting

for 7% of global industrial energy consumption [15]. As the world’s largest

paper and paperboard producer, China’s output in 2019 reached
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107.65 million tons, accounting for about a quarter of the world. Papermaking

is a complex process involving multiple variables. Beating degree is a key

parameter of the pulp, which represents the drainage performance of the pulp

[16]. The higher the beating degree, the lower the filtration rate, which reflects

the tighter bonding between the fibers. Beating degree should not be too low or

too high. If it is too low, the paper strength is not good, and if it is too high, it will

be more difficult to dehydrate, that is, drying energy consumption will increase.

Therefore, besting degree is closely related to the quality of paper and produc-

tion energy consumption. In actual production, the measurement of beating

degree mainly includes offline manual measurement and online equipment

measurement methods. Offline manual measurement method takes a long time,

generally more than 2h. The measurement accuracy and timeliness cannot be

guaranteed. The delayed measurement results cannot be fed back to the produc-

tion process and the real-time optimization of the production process cannot be

realized. The DRT-5500 beating degree meter developed by BTG can realize

online beating degree measurement, but its equipment investment and mainte-

nance are expensive, and frequent maintenance requirements have become the

biggest obstacle to real-time control of the refining process [17].

Tissue paper is one of the most important products in the papermaking

industry [18]. This work takes the online detection of the beating degree of tis-

sue paper as an example. Taking the production line of a tissue papermaking

mill as the research object, the data of pulp board characteristics, and the his-

torical operation data of the refining process are collected and preprocessed.

Based on the gradient boost decision tree (GBDT) algorithm, a prediction

model of the beating degree of tissue paper is established. The model is verified

by industrial operation data and compared with the support vector machine

model. The prediction model proposed in this work can detect the beating

degree in real time and accurately, which provides a basis for real-time control

of the refining process.

2 Literature review

Mechanism model is an accurate mathematical model based on the internal

mechanism of object process. Babu et al. proposed amodel of water loss in fresh

leaves for cooking and medicinal purposes based on the principle of drying

kinetics, and the application of the model provided guidance for the preserva-

tion methods of fresh leaves [19]. Kim et al. proposed an atomic-level solvent

extraction desalination model based on the principle of molecular dynamics. It

was found that a higher surface polarity facilitates more water absorption. Par-

tial recovery of the salt ions was attributed to the surface polarity of the organic

solvent clusters [20]. Zhang et al. proposed a numerical computational frame-

work that combines a phase field model and cohesive element for modeling pro-

gressive failure in composite material. This model can capture cracks in

individual materials and interfaces separately [21]. Niu et al. proposed a tree

structure method to characterize the structure of the mechanism, and two
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generalized models are proposed for planar compliant mechanisms. These two

models can be used for dynamic analysis and parameter optimization of flexible

mechanisms [22]. Liu et al. proposed a model based on the ratio of minimum

necessary time for uniformly dispersing carbon nanotube to flattening time of

composite powders. Using the model, the effect of milling speed on the distri-

bution of carbon nanotube was analyzed, showing that both low milling speed

and high milling speed were not conducive to carbon nanotube [23].

Compared with the mechanism model, the data-driven model is established

based on statistical methods or machine learning methods and does not require

the modeler to have a deep understanding of the internal process mechanism.

Zafra et al. used autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model

to predict the PM10 concentration in the air in Bogotá. Through model analysis,

it was found that the persistence of PM10 pollution is higher when vegetation

increases [24]. Yao et al. applied the random forest (RF) algorithm to the hail

forecast in Shandong Peninsula. After cross-validation, the model can effec-

tively identify the hail area and the time of hail disaster. [25]. Alameer et al.

established a gold price fluctuation prediction model based on whale optimiza-

tion algorithm (WOA) and neural network algorithm [26]. Ma et al. used the

gray model (GM) to accurately predict China’s carbon emissions in the next

5 years and found that energy consumption, economic growth, industrial struc-

ture, foreign direct investment, and urbanization are the five main factors that

lead to increased carbon emissions [27]. Wu et al. combined the variational

modal decomposition (VMD) algorithm, sample entropy (SE) algorithm, and

long-term short-term memory network (LSTM) established a VMD-SE-LSTM

hybrid model for air index prediction in Beijing and Baoding the comparison

shows that the prediction accuracy of the mixed model is higher [28]. Man

et al. proposed a hybrid model based on autoregressive moving average

(ARMA) and vector autoregressive (VAR) algorithm to achieve accurate pre-

diction of urban sewage influent chemical oxygen demand (COD) indicators.

The application of the model can reduce the COD treatment cost of sewage

treatment plants [29]. Hu et al. established a hybrid forecasting model of power

load in the papermaking process based on particle swarm optimization (PSO)

algorithm, genetic algorithm (GA), and feedforward neural network (BPNN)

algorithm. In this research, the auxiliary algorithm is used to optimize the

connection weight of the BPNN algorithm [30].

The hybrid model based on mechanism and data driven modeling method

combines the advantages of both methods and has become a hot research. Sun

et al. proposed a mechanism and data-driven prediction method. In this novel

approach, blast furnace operational events are considered when predicting blast

furnace gas generation, thus making predictions more accurate by integrating a

priori mechanism knowledge associated with the blast furnace ironmaking pro-

cess [31, 32]. By combining the mechanism with a data-driven model, Meng

et al. accurately predicted the crystal content and major crystal size distribution

parameters during the sucrose crystallization process. Based on the hybrid
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model, an intelligent integrated measurement and control system for the

sucrose crystallization process has been developed and successfully applied

in sugar production [33]. Sun et al. proposed a hybrid cooling control strategy

based on a simplified nonlinear mechanical model and a data-driven model.

The simulation results show that, compared with the traditional proportional

integral (PI) method and active disturbance rejection method, the hybrid

method has stronger robustness and lower noise sensitivity [31, 32].

Based on the above researches these conclusions can be drawn: (1) the appli-

cation fields of mechanism models are limited, and most of them are targeted at

simple process objects, while model prediction methods based on intelligent

algorithms are widely used in the prediction of key indicators in various fields.

(2) The mixed prediction model based on mechanism and data-drive has better

performance than the single model. However, in some traditional process indus-

tries, such as papermaking, cement manufacturing, and glass manufacturing,

relevant researches are rare. The production process of these industries is very

rough. The reason is that the production process is not transparent enough,

which is unfavorable to the control of product quality and the reduction of pro-

duction energy consumption. Establishing the prediction model of key param-

eters in the production process can avoid the expensive purchase and

maintenance of sensor equipment to achieve accurate prediction of key

parameters.

3 Intelligent prediction method

Data-driven predictive modeling is a multiple function regression problem, so

most regression methods can be used in modeling. In recent years, machine

learning techniques such as artificial neural network (ANN), SVM, and ensem-

ble learning have been widely used because of their good nonlinear approxima-

tion ability [34].

3.1 ANN

Artificial neural network is one of the main methods of machine learning. It is a

complex network computing system composed of many highly interconnected

neurons and realizes the storage and processing of network information through

the interaction between neurons. Rumelhart et al. proposed Back Propagation

(BP) algorithm, which triggered the climax of ANN research [35]. Many

scholars proposed various improved algorithms based on BP algorithm to

improve the performance of the model. ANN has strong nonlinear function

approximation ability, which provides a new way for the modeling of nonlinear

problems and has been widely used in industrial processes.

When using ANN for modeling, it is necessary to determine the structure of

the model in advance, but there is no effective criterion to determine the optimal

number of hidden layers and the number of nodes at each layer. Furthermore,
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ANN is based on the principle of experiential risk minimization, and the model

is established on the assumption that the training samples tend to be infinite.

However, the actual training samples are limited, so the model tends to be

too complex during training and overfitting phenomenon occurs. Especially

in the case of small samples, the performance deterioration will be more

obvious.

3.2 SVM

Support vector machine (SVM), proposed by Cherkassky, is a new learning

method based on statistical learning theory [36]. Its basic idea is to transform

the input space into a high-dimensional feature space through nonlinear ker-

nel functions, and to find a linear relationship between input and output in

the feature space. Different from ANN, SVM take structural risk minimiza-

tion as the principle, not only considering the approximation accuracy of

training samples, but also considering the complexity of the model. There-

fore, it can effectively suppress the overfitting phenomenon, and has better

generalization performance than the traditional machine learning methods

such as ANN [37].

However, traditional optimization algorithms eventually reduce the problem

solved to a problem of Quadratic Programming (QP), and the complexity of the

algorithm depends on the number of training samples, so the process of solving

could be time consuming as training samples increase. Van Gestel et al. pro-

posed the least squares support vector machine (LSSVM) algorithm and used

equality constraints to replace inequality constraints in traditional SVM [38].

At the same time, the sum of squares of errors is used as the empirical loss

of training samples, so the QP problem is transformed into linear equations

to solve, which reduces the complexity of calculation.

3.3 Ensemble learning

Ensemble learning mainly consists of three parts: generating different individ-

uals, individual training, and individual synthesis. It originally originated from

the neural network ensemble idea proposed by Hansen and Salamon, which sig-

nificantly improves the generalization ability of the model by training multiple

neural networks and integrating all the results [39]. Ensemble learning con-

structs multiple learners and then synthesizes them according to a certain strat-

egy to obtain the final model output. These learners are called individuals or

submodels, and can be implemented by any regression method, such as tradi-

tional multiple linear regression or intelligent algorithms such as decision trees,

ANN, and SVM. Ensemble learning obtains a composite global model with

higher prediction accuracy and greater universality through the combination

of multiple models, so that the prediction of unknown samples is more accurate

[40]. In addition, the use of integrated learning “divide and conquer” idea to
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divide large-scale data into multiple subdata sets can greatly reduce the time for

model training. Because ensemble learning can effectively improve the gener-

alization ability of a single model, it has become a research hotspot in machine

learning. Ensemble Learning is considered by authoritative experts to be the top

research direction of machine learning.

4 Beating degree prediction model of tissue paper

This work takes the production line of a tissue paper enterprise as the research

object. The process flow chart of the production line is shown in Fig. 1. The

production line mainly produces low-gram tissue paper, including napkins, soft

draws, toilet rolls, facial tissues, and other different types of paper 17 kinds of

products. The production line is mainly divided into two stages: pulping and

papermaking. In the pulping stage, the original pulp board is mainly subjected

to the processes of pulping, deslagging, and refining to make a fiber suspension.

The main equipment of the pulping system includes the following: medium-

consistency hydraulic pulper, high-concentration desander, and double-disc

refiner. In the papermaking stage, after pressing, drying, and other processes,

the paper is finally scraped off the cylinder by the scraper.

The technical route of this research is shown in Fig. 2, including the follow-

ing aspects: (1) Collect historical data of the refining process. Including: the

feed weight of each pulp board and its ratio, pulp board fiber shape data, and

refining process parameters. The fiber shape data of pulp board includes, aver-

age fiber length, fiber number, twisted fiber content, fine fiber content, average

fiber thickness, average fiber width, fiber content of broken tail, and pulp beat-

ing degree before refining. The parameters of the refining process include,

(1) Specific energy consumption and pulp flow. (2) Data preprocessing. Refin-

ing is a mixing process of various pulp board, so it is necessary to calculate the

fiber shape data of the mixed pulp. Because the collection frequency of each
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FIG. 1 Process flow chart of tissue production line.
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type of data is different, the data needs to be matched in time sequence.

(3) Modeling and comparison. Correlation analysis is carried out on the prepro-

cessed pulp fiber shape data, and the appropriate data-driven algorithm is

selected according to the correlation analysis result to establish the beating

degree prediction model. The GBDT and SVM algorithms are selected in this

study. Use preprocessed historical data as a training set for model training and

parameter tuning and compare the performance of GBDT and SVM algorithm

models. (4) Industrial verification and importance ranking. Use industrial oper-

ating data to verify the accuracy of the established beating degree prediction

model and analyze the GBDT model to get the relative importance of each

modeling variable.

4.1 Data collection and preprocessing

4.1.1 Data collection

The production line uses commercial pulp boards as raw materials. According

to the production plan, the pulp boards that need to be used are put in proportion.

The quality of the raw materials is relatively stable for, which can eliminate the

Data
collection

Data
preprocessing

Modeling

Industrial verification Feature importance ranking

Correlation analysis GBDT modeling SVR modeling

Mixed fiber morphology data Time sequence matching

Pulp board weight and
ratio data

Fiber shape data of pulp
board

Refining process
parameters

FIG. 2 Overall technology roadmap.
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interference caused by raw material fluctuations. The collected data includes:

the feed weight of each pulp board and its ratio, pulp board fiber shape data

(11 kinds of short fiber pulp board, 7 kinds of long fiber pulp board) and refining

process parameters. The fiber shape data of pulp board includes, average fiber

length, fiber number, twisted fiber content, fine fiber content, average fiber

thickness, average fiber width, fiber content of broken tail, and pulp beating

degree before refining. The characteristic variables and definitions of fiber

shape are shown in Table 1. The parameters of the refining process include, spe-

cific energy consumption of refining and pulp flow. The location of sensors is

shown in Fig. 3.

4.1.2 Data preprocessing

Pulping is the process of pulp mixing, does not change the pulp properties. The

properties of the pulp before refining are determined by the properties of various

pulp boards and feeding ratio. By collecting the initial beating degree and fiber

shape data and combining with the feeding ratio, the beating degree and fiber

shape of the mixed slurry before refining can be calculated. The calculation

method of initial beating degree of mixed pulp is shown in Eq. (1) [41]:

ln SRmixð Þ¼
Xn
i¼1

qi ln SRið Þ (1)

TABLE 1 Characteristic variables and definitions of fiber shape.

Name Unit description

Fiber number million/
g

The total number of fibers per gram of absolute dry
fiber

Average fiber
length

mm The sum of fiber length divided by the total number of
fibers

Average fiber
width

μm The total fiber width divided by the total number of
fibers

Average fiber
thickness

mg/m The mass of the absolute dry fiber per 1m length

Twisted fiber
content

% Two or more fibers are kinked together

Fiber content of
broken tail

% The number of cut fibers accounted for the target
proportion of the total number of fibers

Fine fiber
content

% The total length of fine fibers less than 0.2mm in length
divided by the total length of all fibers
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where qi represents the feeding weight of the ith type of pulp board; SRi repre-

sents the initial beating degree of the ith type of pulp board, SRmix represents the

beating degree of mixed pulp before refining. The fiber shape of the mixed pulp

can be calculated by Eq. (2) [42]:

Lm ¼ L

N
¼
Xn
i¼1

qiLi=
Xn
i¼1

qiNi ¼
Xn
i¼1

qiliNi=
Xn
i¼1

qiNi

dm ¼D

N
¼
Xn
i¼1

qiDi=
Xn
i¼1

qiNi ¼
Xn
i¼1

qidiNi=
Xn
i¼1

qiNi

cm ¼ Lc

L
¼
Xn
i¼1

qiciLi=
Xn
i¼1

qiLi ¼
Xn
i¼1

qiciNili=
Xn
i¼1

qiNili

rm ¼
Xn
i¼1

qiMi=
Xn
i¼1

qiLi ¼
Xn
i¼1

qiriLi=
Xn
i¼1

qiLi ¼
Xn
i¼1

qiriNili=
Xn
i¼1

qiNili

wm ¼W

N
¼
Xn
i¼1

qiWi=
Xn
i¼1

qiNi ¼
Xn
i¼1

qiwiNi=
Xn
i¼1

qiNi

bm ¼ B

N
¼
Xn
i¼1

qiBi=
Xn
i¼1

qiNi ¼
Xn
i¼1

qibiNi=
Xn
i¼1

qiNi

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(2)

where Lm represents the average fiber length of the mixed pulp; dm repre-

sents the twisted fiber content of the mixed pulp; cm represents the fine fiber

content of the mixed pulp; rm represents the average fiber thickness of the mixed

pulp; wm represents the average fiber width of the mixed pulp; bm represents the

fiber content of broken tails of the mixed pulp; L represents the total fiber length
of the mixed pulp;N represents the fiber number of the mixed pulp;D represents

the twisted fiber number of the mixed pulp; Lc represents the total length of

fibers with a length of less than 0.2mm in the mixed pulp;W represents the total

width of the fiber of the mixed pulp, B represents the number of broken tail

fibers of the mixed pulp. i represents pulp board category, i¼{1,2,…,n}. There
are n kinds of pulp boards. qi represents the feeding weight of the type i pulp
board; Li represents the total length of fiber of the type i pulp board; li represents
the average length of fiber of the type i pulp board; Ni represents the number of

fiber of the type i pulp board; Di represents the number of twisted fibers of the

type i pulp board; di represents the twisted fiber content of the type i pulp board;
ci represents the fine fiber content of the type i pulp board;Mi represents the dry

Pulp Desanding Pulp pool Grinding Pulp pool

White water Flow and 
concentration detector

Raw 
material

Beater

FIG. 3 Flow chart of pulp preparation unit.
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fiber mass of the type i pulp board; ri represents the average fiber thickness of
the type i pulp board;Wi represents the sum of the fiber width of the type i pulp
board; wi represents the average fiber width of the fiber width of the type i pulp
board; Bi represents the number of broken tail fibers of the type i pulp board; bi
is the broken tail fiber content of the type i pulp board. Brooming rate is also an

important fiber shape parameter, which indicates the ratio of the degree of fiber

brooming to the number of fiber ends measured. The calculation of the broom-

ing rate is very complicated. It is necessary to know the unblooming fiber rate

and the 1, 2, and 3 fiber brooming rates, and calculate the weighted average with

the number of fiber breaks. It cannot be calculated directly according to the

mathematical definition. This study uses the method shown in Eq. (3) to calcu-

late brooming rate [43]:

ln fm ¼
Xn
i¼1

qi ln fi=
Xn
i¼1

qi (3)

where fi represents the brooming rate of the type i pulp board; qi represents the
feeding weight of the type i pulp board; fm represents the brooming rate of the

mixed pulp.

In the pulp preparation unit, due to limitations such as the liquid level of the

pulp pool and the speed of the papermaking machine, the refiner works inter-

mittently, and only the data on the period of time when the refiner is on is

retained. Therefore, it is necessary to take a one-to-one correspondence between

the refining process parameters and the beating degree data in a period of 5min.

In addition, the collection of pulp board weight and ratio data and pulp board

fiber shape data are all performed offline. Therefore, it is also necessary to

match these data with the refining process parameters and beating degree data.

As shown in Fig. 4, it is the unprocessed raw data during the start-stop cycle of a

certain refiner, and Fig. 5 is the processed data.

FIG. 4 Raw data of online beating degree and refining process.
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4.2 Modeling the beating degree of tissue paper

4.2.1 Correlation analysis

The choice of algorithm is the most important work to establish a predictive

model, and the understanding of data characteristics is the basis for choosing

a suitable algorithm for modeling. Therefore, this work first analyzed the linear

correlation of the pulp fiber shape data before modeling. The Pearson correla-

tion coefficient is a quantity that studies the degree of linear correlation between

variables, and the calculation method is shown in Eq. (4) [44]:

ρX,Y ¼
cov X, Yð Þ
σXσY

¼E X�μXð Þ Y�μYð Þð Þ
σXσY

¼E XYð Þ�E Xð ÞE Yð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E X2ð Þp ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

E Y2ð Þp (4)

where cov(X,Y) represents the covariance between random variables X and Y;
σX represents the standard deviation ofX; σY represents the standard deviation of
Y; E represents the expectation, μX is the mean value of X, μY is the mean value

of Y. The Pearson correlation coefficient matrix between fiber shape parameters

is shown in Fig. 6, where the serial numbers 0–8 indicate in turn: mixing beating

degree, long fiber content, average fiber length, brooming rate, twisted fiber

content, fine fiber content, average fiber thickness, average fiber width, fiber

content of broken tail.

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the correlation coefficients between the

brooming rate and all other parameters are very small (the absolute value is less

than 0.2). The correlation coefficient between the long fiber content and the

brooming rate is very small, and the linear correlation with the twisted fiber con-

tent and the beating degree is medium (the absolute value is about 0.6). The long

fiber content has a strong linear correlation with the average fiber length, fine

FIG. 5 Online beating degree and refining process data after processing.
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fiber content, average fiber thickness, average fiber width, and fiber content of

broken tail (absolute value higher than 0.9). The average fiber length has a high

correlation with the average fiber thickness, the average fiber width, and the

fiber content of the broken tail (absolute value is higher than 0.9). The average

fiber thickness, average fiber width, fiber content of broken tail, and fine fiber

content are highly correlated. It shows that there is a multicollinear relationship

between the pulp shape parameters. Such data samples are not suitable for con-

structing a multiple linear regression model, and a nonlinear model needs to

be established. In this work, GBDT algorithm and SVM algorithm are selected

to establish the prediction model of beating degree. The variables used for

modeling and the mean and minimum-maximum values of each variable are

shown in Table 2.

4.2.2 Algorithm description

GBDT algorithm. The basic idea of GBDT is that the decision tree is taken as a

weak learner, and each learner learns on the basis of the prediction bias of the

previous learner, and the weighted sum of the simple model is established to

replace the single strong learner [45]. The research shows that GBDT provides

good prediction performance and robustness for the prediction space, and the

modification of tree structure can have lower model complexity and better gen-

eralization ability. GBDT is well adapted and interpreted for both linear and

nonlinear data sets and can be used for regression or classification problems

as well as dealing with different types of response variables (numeric and non-

numeric). The prediction problem of beating degree in this work belongs to

supervisory regression problem. GBDT uses classification and regression tree

FIG. 6 Pearson correlation coefficient between pulp shape parameters.
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(CART) as a weak learner superposition to replace a single strong learner, as

shown in Eq. (5) [46]:

T x; c, Rð Þ¼
XM
m¼1

cmI x�Rmð Þ (5)

where R¼{R1,R2,…,RM} represents the subspace finally formed by the input

space through the segmentation rules, also known as the leaf;M is the number of

TABLE 2 Modeling characteristics of beating degree.

Sign Name

Mean, Min-

max Unit Category

f Pulp flow 78.28, 21.97–
101.17

m3/h Refining process
parameters

SEC Specific energy
consumption

0.3503,
0.0725–0.8035

kW/T

SRmix Beating degree
before refining

15.23, 13.4–
16.0

° Fiber shape
before refining

rSW High/low long fiber
content

0.44, 0–1 –

Lm Average fiber length 0.8003,
0.6892–1.0210

mm

dm Twisted fiber
content

0.3716,
0.3539–0.3925

%

cm Fine fiber content 24.67, 21.34–
16.83

%

rm Average fiber
thickness

0.0806,
0.06861–
0.1045

mg/m

wm Average fiber width 20.43, 18.62–
24.30

μm

bm Broken tail fiber
content

28.45, 25.85–
33.60

%

fm Brooming rate 0.3716,
0.3539–0.3925

%

Δy Increment of
beating degree

25.13, 20–
32.23

° Output
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leaves; c¼{c1,c2,…,cm}, cm¼mean(yi jxi�Rm) is a constant, that is, the aver-

age value of the output features in each leaf space; I¼ 0, x62Rm

1, x�Rm

�
is a discrim-

inant function. When the combination {c,R} is determined, the equation of

CART is as follows:

F xð Þ¼
XN
i¼0

Ti x; ci, Rið Þ (6)

where Ti represents the ith tree (i¼1, 2,…,N). When GBDT is constructed, one

CART Tm is added for each iteration, and the Tm added for each iteration is

based on the minimum loss function of the sum of the former CART trees

and the actual value, as shown in Eq. (7) [47]:

Tm ¼ arg min
T

Xn
k¼1

L yk,
Xm�1

j¼1

Tj xkð Þ+ T xkð Þ
 !

(7)

CART uses least squares loss as the loss function, and each iteration builds

themth tree on the residual of the sum of CART generated by the previousm�1

times. The GBDT generated at the mth time is shown in Eq. (8) [47]:

Fm xð Þ¼Fm�1 xð Þ + arg min
T

Xn
i¼1

L yi, Fm�1 xið Þ+ T xið Þð Þ (8)

GBDT uses the gradient descent method to find the minimum value. The

maximum descent gradient direction is the negative gradient direction of the

loss function under the current model Fm�1, as shown in Eq. (9) [48]:

Fm xð Þ¼Fm�1 xð Þ+ γm
Xn
i¼1

rFm�1
L yi, Fm�1 xið Þð Þ (9)

where the calculation method of γm is shown in Eq. (10) [49]:

γm ¼ arg min
γ

Xn
i¼1

L yi, Fm�1 xið Þ� γ
∂L yi, Fm�1 xið Þð Þ

∂Fm�1 xið Þ
� �

(10)

In GBDT modeling, to obtain good model performance and prevent over-

fitting, the usual approach is to limit the improvement effect of each tree on

the accuracy of the algorithm, and set the shrinkage coefficient, also known

as the learning rate n, as shown in Eq. (11):

Fm xð Þ¼Fm�1 xð Þ+ νγmTm xð Þ (11)

where 0<ν<1, choosing a small learning rate will help improve the accuracy

and fitness of the model, but it requires more iterations. To improve the effi-

ciency of the solution, some samples are randomly selected for training during
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each iteration. The proportion of the selected samples in the training set is called

the subsampling rate [50]. The structure of the GBDT model is shown in Fig. 7.

The implementation process of GBDT algorithm can be described as:

(1) Model initialization F0 ¼ arg minγL yi, γð Þ. Set model parameters, includ-

ing, iteration number M, learning rate ν, subsampling rate σ, etc.
(2) Iteration process.

(a) Calculate the current residual rim ¼
� ∂L yi, F xið Þð Þ

∂F xið Þ
� �

F¼Fm�1

, i¼ 1,2,…,N0, where, N0 ¼σ ∙N;

(b) Train the CART tree Tm with the current residual set {(xi, rim)}i¼1
N0

;

(c) Calculation step γm ¼ arg minγ
Pn
i¼1

L yi, Fm�1 xið Þ� γTmð Þ;
(d) Update model Fm(x)¼Fm�1(x)+νγmTm(x);

(3) Output Fm.

SVM algorithm. SVM can transform nonlinear problems into linear problems

by mapping nonlinear problems to high-dimensional space in the form of kernel

functions and has good nonlinear processing capabilities. SVM is suitable for

small sample research, while retaining the generalization ability of the algo-

rithm. The algorithm steps are as follows [51]:

(1) Determine the input variable X5 [x1,…xp]n�p and output variable Y. To
eliminate the difference in dimensions of each variable and improve the

efficiency of the algorithm, the data needs to be standardized, as shown

in Eq. (12):

x∗ij ¼
xij� xj
Sj

Sj
2 ¼ 1

n

Xn
i¼1

xij� xj
� 	2

8>><
>>:

(12)

X

Tree=T1(X; c1, R1) T2(X; c2, R2) TN(X; cN, RN)

∑

F(X)

FIG. 7 GBDT structure diagram.
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where X represents the independent variable, X¼ [x1,…xp]n�p; Y represents the

dependent variable, Y¼ [y1,…yq]n�q; i represents the number of samples, i¼ 1,

2,…,n; j represents the sample dimension, j¼ 1, 2,…,p. xj represents the mean

value of the sample in the j dimension; xij represents the j-dimensional value of

the ith sample; xij
∗ represents the j-dimensional standardized value of the ith

sample; Sj represents the standard deviation of the sample in the j dimension;

Sj
2 represents the variance of the sample in dimension j.

(2) Based on the principle of structural risk minimization, the slack variables

{ξi}i¼1
l and ξi∗f gli¼1 are introduced, and the Lagrangian multipliers αi, αi

∗,
ηi, ηi

∗ are introduced to obtain the SVM model, as shown in Eq. (13):

ŷ¼ωTx+ b¼
Xl
i¼1

α∗i �αi
� 	

K xi, xj
� 	

+ b (13)

where ω represents the weight coefficient, b represents the bias term, and

K(xi,xj) represents the kernel function.

The kernel function can map the linear inseparable low-dimensional feature

data to the high-dimensional space, thereby converting the nonlinear problem

into a linear problem. Commonly used kernel functions include linear kernel

function, polynomial kernel function, radial basis kernel function, and sigmoid

kernel function, as shown in Eqs. (14)–(17), respectively [52]:

K xi, xð Þ¼ xix
T (14)

K xi, xð Þ¼ γxix
T + r

� 	p
,γ> 0 (15)

K xi, xð Þ¼ exp �γ xi� xk k2

 �

,γ> 0 (16)

K xi, xð Þ¼ tanh γxix
T + r

� 	
,γ> 0 (17)

where γ, r, and p are the parameters of each kernel function.

4.2.3 Parameter adjustment

Adjust appropriate model parameters to make the model achieve good accuracy

while preventing overfitting. Overlearning on the training set will lead to an

overcomplex model structure, which is the main cause of overfitting. Overfit-

ting is manifested in insufficient interpretation of new samples and poor accu-

racy, which is what data-driven modeling needs to avoid. The GBDT model

has four main parameters that need to be adjusted: learning rate η, tree depth

d, number of iterations N, and subsampling ratio σ. The adjustment range of

each parameter set in this study is shown in Table 3. Cross-validation is an

effective method to prevent abnormal accuracy due to unbalanced training set

segmentation [53]. The method is to evenly divide the data set into k subsets,
select one of the subsets as the test set each time, and use the remaining k � 1
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subsets as the training set, and repeat the verification k times. In this work, a

set of parameters with the smallest cross-validation RMSEk is selected as the

optimal combination. The calculation method of RMSEk is shown in

Eqs. (18), (19) [54]:

RMSEk ¼ 1

k

Xk
j¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MSEj

p
(18)

MSE¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

yi� ŷið Þ2 (19)

The depth of the tree determines the complexity of the model, that is, the

deeper the tree, the more complex the model, but if the model is too complex,

overfitting will occur. Choose a larger number of iterations N¼400 and set

η¼0.1 to observe the changing trend of the residual curve at different depths

d. As shown in Fig. 8, when d¼7, 9, 10, the error first drops rapidly, and as

the number of iterations increases, the error increases instead, which indicates

that the model has overfitting. Therefore, d¼3, 4, and 5 are more appropriate.

When d is 4 or 5, the error curve is basically the same, so choose 3 and 4 with

small depth. When d¼3 or 4, examine the influence of different learning rates

on the residual curve. As shown in Fig. 9, comparing the left and right sub-

graphs, it can be found that compared with d¼3, the error curve under all learn-

ing rates drops faster and the convergence error is smaller when d¼4.

Therefore, choose d¼4. When η¼0.2, 0.4, 0.9, the error curve will first

decline and then rise, which indicates that a smaller η needs to be selected.

When η¼0.01, the error of each iteration decreases very little, and the error

curve still has a downward trend after 400 iterations. At this time, the training

efficiency of the model is low, and more iterations are required. When

η¼0.02, the convergence error is higher than a¼0.05. In summary, choose

d¼4 and η¼0.05.

TABLE 3 GBDT model parameter adjustment table.

Parameter

name

Parameter

name Parameter range

Learning rate η {0.01,0.02,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.4,0.9}

Tree depth d {3,4,5,7,9,10}

Number of
iterations

N {10,20,…,400}

Subsampling
ratio

σ {0.001,0.005,0.01,0.05,0.1,0.15,0.5}
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FIG. 8 Tree depth and iterative residual curve.

FIG. 9 Learning rate and iterative residual curve.
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Observe the influence of the size of σ on the iteration error. When the var-

iance of the data set is very small, choosing a smaller subsampling rate can

ensure the randomness of the training data subset in each iteration. As shown

in Fig. 10, when σ¼0.001, the error is relatively large due to insufficient sample

size for model learning. When σ increases to 0.005, the error decreases by half

and the error curve fluctuates slightly during the iteration. When σ¼0.05, 0.1,

0.15, 0.5, the error curve is stable and basically coincides, increasing a conver-

gence error does not decrease, but increases the training time of each iteration.

So, choose σ¼0.05.

After d, η and σ are determined, an appropriate N needs to be selected. When

the slope s of the error curve fluctuates within a small range of 0 <s< ε, it is
considered that the residual error will no longer decrease, and the number of

iterations N¼60. After adjustment, a set of parameters {η¼0.05,d¼4,

N¼60,σ¼0.005} is finally selected.

4.3 Industrial verification and feature importance ranking

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the model, the mean squared error (MSE),

the mean absolute error (MAE), and the explained variance (EV) are selected as

evaluation indicators. The calculation method is shown in Eqs. (19)–(21) [55]:

MAE¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

yi� ŷij j (20)

EV¼ 1�Var y� ŷf g
Var yf g (21)

where yi represents the actual value and ŷi represents the predicted value.

FIG. 10 Iterative error curve under different σ when d¼4 and the η¼0.05.
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Using k¼5 as the number of folds for cross-validation, 80% of the data in

each cross-validation is used as the training set and 20% of the data as the test

set. The result of five-time cross validation of GBDTmodel is RMSEk¼0.9948.

Adjust the parameters of the SVM model so that the RMSEk errors of SVM and

GBDT are similar. The test results are shown in Fig. 11, and the cross-check

results are shown in Table 4. The RMSEk errors of SVM and GBDT are similar,

indicating that the accuracy of the two algorithms is similar. The data set is ran-

domly divided into the test set by 20%. The accuracy and time complexity of the

two algorithms are shown in Table 5. At approximately the same level of accu-

racy, the time complexity of the GBDT algorithm is about one-fifth of that of

the SVM.

The tree structure of GBDT algorithm has good interpretability. When

obtaining a precise quantitative relationship between the independent variable

and the dependent variable, the qualitative relationship with the dependent var-

iable can also be determined. The structure of the GBDT model established in

this study is a superposition of 60 regression trees, and the depth of each tree is

3. In the regression tree model, the relative importance of a variable is
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FIG. 11 Comparison of GBDT and SVM test results.

TABLE 4 Comparison of cross-check results.

1 2 3 4 5 RMSEk

GBDT 0.9039 1.0560 1.0173 1.0463 0.8404 0.9848

SVM 0.8756 1.3589 0.8683 0.9773 0.8280 0.9864
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determined based on all the split points of the tree. Specifically, the more a

variable is used as a split point, the greater the impact of this variable on the

result, that is, the greater the relative importance of this variable. In the

GBDT model, the mean value of the relative importance of all regression tree

variables can be used to express the relative importance of the GBDT model

variables. The calculation method of the global importance of feature j is
shown in Eqs. (22), (23) [56]:

Ĵ2g ¼
1

M

XM
m¼1

Ĵ2s Tmð Þ (22)

Ĵ2s Tð Þ¼
XL�1

t¼1

î
2

t � I vt ¼ jð Þ (23)

where M represents the number of trees; Ĵ2s Tð Þ represents the importance of a

feature j in a single tree; L�1 is the number of nonleaf nodes of the tree; vt is the
feature associated with node t, î2t represents the reduction value of the square

loss after node t is split.
It can be seen from Fig. 12 that specific energy consumption and pulp flow

are the variables that have higher influence on the beating degree. The twisted

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Long fiber content
Average fiber thickness

Average fiber width
Fiber content of broken tail

Average fiber length
Pulp beating degree before refining

Brooming rate
Fine fiber content

Twisted fiber content
Pulp flow

Specific energy consumption

Relative importance of each feature

FIG. 12 Histogram of relative importance of input features of GBDT model.

TABLE 5 Comparison of accuracy and time complexity.

EV MSE MAE Time (ms)

GBDT 0.8188 0.9637 0.7627 1.494

SVM 0.8181 0.9659 0.7442 85.337
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fiber content, fine fiber content, and brooming rate have medium influence, and

the remaining variables matter less.

5 Conclusion

With the continuous development of Internet of things, the data of process sys-

tem is more andmore easy to obtain. The data-driven artificial intelligence tech-

nology has gradually attracted the attention of researchers in various fields. At

present, the main popular data-driven methods include ANN, SVM, and ensem-

ble learning. The prediction method based on data-driven model is widely used

in the prediction of key variables of process system. On the basis of avoiding

expensive sensor equipment and maintenance investment, the disadvantages

of mechanismmodel modeling, such as difficulty and narrow application range,

are further overcome. In the process of industrial production, accurate and real-

time measurement of key physical and chemical parameters is the basis of pro-

cess control and optimization. However, due to the influence of sensing tech-

nology and economy and other factors, many key physical and chemical

parameters cannot be accurately and real-time measured, which leads to the

opacity of the production process and becomes the biggest obstacle to the trans-

formation of industrial production to information and intelligence.

In this work, based on historical production data and intelligent algorithm, a

prediction model of the beating degree of tissue paper is established, which can

realize real-time and accurate prediction of the beating degree in the pulping

unit. The model overcomes the problems of long manual measuring cycle of

beating degree, expensive on-line monitoring equipment, and easy damage.

The model uses cross validation to evaluate the accuracy and compare the per-

formance of GBDT model and SVM model. The verification results show that

the MSE of the GBDT model is 0.9637 SR° and the MAE is 0.7627 SR°. The
operation time is one-fiftieth of that of SVMmodel. The GBDTmodel has good

adaptability to high autocorrelation data sets and high precision for small and

medium-sized data samples, which makes GBDT model have a better applica-

tion prospect in the prediction of beating degree. Using the characteristics of

GBDT model tree structure, this work studies the relative importance of 11

model input variables and finds that specific energy consumption and pulp flow

are the variables that have higher influence on the beating degree. The twisted

fiber content, fine fiber content, and brooming rate have medium influence, and

the remaining variables matter less.
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Chapter 6

Machine learning-based energy
consumption forecasting model
for process industry—Hybrid
PSO-LSSVM algorithm
electricity consumption
forecasting model for
papermaking process

Yi Man, Yusha Hu, Jigeng Li, and Mengna Hong
State Key Laboratory of Pulp and Paper Engineering, School of Light Industry and Engineering,

South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, People’s Republic of China

1 Introduction

The total energy consumption of China increased from 2.31�103Mtce in 2006

to 4.36�103Mtce in 2016. The energy consumption goes up by nearly 90% in

the past decade [1]. Meanwhile, the production capacity of the paper mills has

increased drastically in China. From 2011 to 2017, the paper and paperboard

output has increased from 32.33 to 111.3Mt. Its energy consumption has risen

from 33.6Mtce in 2000 to 52.1Mtce in 2017 [2]. The exponential growth of the

paper industry has given rise to great pressure on power reservation and emis-

sion reduction goals. However, nowadays, the paper mills insist on the tradi-

tional operation mode due to the technology gap. There is no suitable

intelligent method to optimize the process and manage energy consumption,

resulting in a great amount of energy wastage.

The papermaking process devours a huge amount of electricity by about

15%–20% of the total energy usage [3]. It is necessary to cut down the power

usage of the production process for energy conservation in paper mills.

Forecasting future electric loads could help the papermaking process opti-

mize the electricity consumption structure and which could enhance energy
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efficiency and cut down the production expense [3]. Thus, developing a STELF

model is the tide of future development for paper mills.

The electricity load for paper mills is influenced by many different types of

elements, such as policy, economy, external environment, and many random

elements in the production process (such as the disturbance between diverse

electrical equipment) [4]. Hence, there is a complex nonlinear relationship

between the electricity load and the real production process. It is hard to develop

a STELF model for paper mills without the help of artificial intelligence

methods. In the last few years, the study on electric load forecasting has

achieved important progress. The STELF models have been applied to many

different industries. For instance, forecasting the electricity load for steel pro-

cesses in the mining and metallurgical industry [5], the electricity production

forecasting for wind and photovoltaic power [6], and also the electricity load

for electricity grids [7], etc. Papermaking process includes the preprocessing,

postprocessing, and other related utilities such as cogeneration and wastewater

treatment. The preprocessing has characteristics of process industries, which the

production process is sequential and steady. The postprocessing has character-

istics of discrete manufacturing industry, which is not sequential and contains a

large amount of processing shifting. There are a lot of intermittent electric

devices such as refiner and pulper in the preprocessing. The startup and

shutdown of this intermittent electric devices are almost randomly scheduled

conforming to the engineers’ experience. Additionally, the unplanned paper-

machine downtime often takes place because of paper break. Thus, the features

of electricity load in the papermaking process shows aperiodicity, instability,

and high fluctuation frequency. To forecast the future electric load for paper

mills is more complicated compared with the above-mentioned works. To

develop an accurate electric load forecasting is a difficult and urgent task for

the papermaking process.

1.1 Literature review

In recent years, there are four main research directions for STELF: (a) linear

approaches; (b) nonlinear approaches; (c) hybrid intelligent approaches;

(d) deep learning.

(1) Linear approaches

Linear approaches mainly include linear regression (LR) method, exponential

smoothing method, auto regression moving average (ARMA), and improved

ARMA method, etc. [8]. The forecasting model based on linear approaches

has the advantages of strong adaptability, stability, simple mathematical struc-

ture, and can deal with seasonal and nonstationary problems. However, accord-

ing to the nonlinear characteristics of power demand time series, those mature

forecasting model based on linear approaches cannot fully consider the multi-

dimensional critical factors affecting electricity loads, which leads to low pre-

cision and cannot express the nonlinear characteristics of electricity load.
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(2) Intelligent algorithms

To the above problems, forecasting models based on intelligent algorithms have

been proposed. Based on intelligent algorithms, the forecasting model could

learn the complexity of load sequences more accurately. The SVM algorithm

and the ANN algorithm are two extensively used algorithms in the field of

STELF [9].

(3) Hybrid intelligent algorithms

There are some disadvantages in intelligent algorithms, such as the results

obtained from BPNN are closer to local optimized results rather than global

optimum results [3]. The SVM algorithm increases the computational complex-

ity of the forecasting model when the sample size is too large, and decrease the

accuracy of the forecasting model when the sample size is too small [10].

Hence, the optimization algorithms are applied in the single algorithms, which

are used to overcome disadvantages in the single approaches. The classic opti-

mization algorithms include genetic algorithm (GA) [11], particle swarm opti-

mization (PSO) [12], fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA) [13], etc. Those

above optimization algorithms not only alleviate the limitations of the intelli-

gent algorithms, but also further improve the accuracy of the forecasting results.

(4) Deep learning algorithms

The deep learning algorithms are widely used in electric load forecasting

because they have the ability to capture nonlinear time series features. In recent

years, the most widely studied deep neural networks in electric load forecasting

are recurrent neural network (RNN) [14], convolutional neural network (CNN)

[15], and long short-term memory (LSTM) [16]. Although the deep learning

approaches have the advantages of high precision and fast convergence, they

are complicated to construct and slow in calculation [17]. The current research

on deep learning for STELF is mainly aimed at process industries with rela-

tively stable electricity consumption [18, 19]. There is still a lack of research

for the process industries like the paper mills with large fluctuation. Hence, this

study uses the mature intelligence hybrid algorithm to develop the

STELF model.

1.2 Algorithm selection

Compared with the ANN algorithm, the SVM algorithm can avoid problems of

data overfitting and local minimum.Moreover, SVM can efficiently address the

practical problems of high dimension [20]. However, when addressing large

sample problems, the SVM algorithm is prone to the quadratic programming

problem [10]. In order to design a highly accurate forecasting model for the

papermaking process, huge amounts of data are used in the forecasting model.

As an alternative to the SVM algorithm, the LSSVM algorithm is superior to the

SVM algorithm in the convenient calculation by transforming quadratic optimi-

zation problems into linear equations [21].
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The LSSVM algorithm is one of the most widely used algorithms for solving

forecasting problems. Zhu et al. [22] proposed the EMD-LSSVM algorithm to

forecast carbon price. Zhang et al. [23] proposed an LSSVM-DBN-SSA-LSH-

based combination forecasting model to forecast the wind power. All these

state-of-the-art works achieved very good performance by the LSSVM

algorithm-based forecasting models.

However, single LSSVM-based forecasting model fails to get better

forecasting results for paper mills, because it is fairly random and uncertain

for the choosing of the parameters in an LSSVM algorithm. There still is a lack

of systemic approach for the parameters selected for the algorithm optimization.

Therefore, many algorithms are utilized to find best-fit parameters of LSSVM

[24]. Among the optimization algorithms of LSSVM parameters selection, PSO

can fast convergence and find best-fit parameters of the LSSVM model very

efficiently [25].

In the previous work, our team has designed a STELF model based on

GA-PSO-BPNN algorithm for paper mills [3]. Based on the model and the

results, the input variables that would highly influence the precision of the fore-

casting model are further discussed to improve the forecasting performance. For

the purpose of facilitating the precision of the forecasting model and avoiding

the possibility of the data overfitting problem, this study develops a new data-

driven STELF model based on the hybrid PSO-LSSVM algorithm. The model

adopts the global search advantage of the PSO algorithm to avoid the disadvan-

tage of the LSSVM algorithm. The lag autocorrelation function is used for input

variables selection. The performance of the developed model is tested by the

practical electricity loads from two diverse paper mills. Since the electricity

loads saving energy has the features of tremendous fluctuation ranges and fre-

quency and irregular variation, the developed STELF model will have wider

applications.

2 Methodology

The technical route for this study is shown in Fig. 1. The description of the

modelling procedure is as below: (1) Input variable selection: select the input

variables for the forecasting model using correlation function and lag autocor-

relation function respectively. (2) Model verification: Test the performance of

the proposed STELF model. More specifically, there are four sections in the

modelling process:

Step 1: Data acquisition and preprocessing. Collecting the electric load data

from the database. During the data acquisition of the production process,

data outliers often take place because of the disturbance of transmission

in the dynamic acquisition, the disturbance between the electric devices,

etc. Establishing the forecasting model with the data including the outliers

could cause serious consequences, such as increasing the uncertainty of
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system analysis results, leading to unreliable outputs, and reducing the pre-

cision of the STELF model. Hence, it is necessary to preprocess the abnor-

mal data before modelling.

Step 2: Input variables selection. The input variables are chosen by corre-

lation function and lag autocorrelation function. The electricity load of the

electric devices is regarded as input variables if the absolute correlation

coefficient goes beyond 0.6. The historical total electricity loads are also

regarded as input variables when the absolute lag autocorrelation coefficient

goes beyond 0.9. For the purpose of simplifying the computational complex-

ity of the STELF model, this study chooses the historical total electricity

loads with the top 10 highest lag autocorrelation coefficient as the input

variable.

Step 3: Kernel algorithm structuring. The hybrid PSO-LSSVM algorithm is

structured as the kernel algorithm of the STELF model. The PSO algorithm

is utilized to find best-fit the parameters of the LSSVM algorithm. Besides,

the GA-BPNN-based forecasting model and PSO-BPNN-based forecasting

model are also analyzed as contrastive cases to test the precision and con-

vergence speed of the developed PSO-LSSVM-based model.

Step 4: Forecasting performance evaluation. The forecasting results of the

STELF models based on different kernel algorithms are verified by the real-

time data from two diverse paper mills.

2.1 Data preprocessing

Two diverse paper mills are chosen as the test case study in this research. All the

electricity load data are acquired from two paper mills. Due to the disturbance of

transmission, the disturbance between the electric devices, and other

Data acquisition and 
preprocessing

Training 
PSO-BPNN

Training 
PSO-LSSVM

Training 
GA-BPNN

Historical database

Correlation 
coefficient

Lag 
autocorrelation

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4
Forecasting and 

evaluation

FIG. 1 Design and modelling of forecast framework.
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disturbance, the acquired data could occasionally go beyond the practical range.

To increase the precision of the model, the low-quality data needs to be iden-

tified and removed by data preprocessing.

Data preprocessing generally includes removing outliers, missing values

imputation, and noising filtering. The details of data processing are shown in

Appendix A.

2.2 Input variables selection methods

2.2.1 Correlation function

In order to find the influence of the electrical equipment on the total effective

electric power, a statistical indicator, the correlation function, is used to analyze

the correlation between the electric equipment and the total effective electric

power. The correlation between the two sequences is stronger when the absolute

correlation coefficient gets closer to 1. The electricity load of electric devices is

regarded as the input variables if absolute correlation coefficients go beyond

0.6. The correlation function is defined by Eq. (1) [3]:

rx,y ¼
Xn

i¼1
xi� xð Þ yi� yð ÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

i¼1
xi� xð Þ2

q
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

i¼1
yi� yð Þ2

q (1)

where x and y are two diverse data series, x and y are the average of two diverse
data sequences, and n is the length of the sequence.

2.2.2 Lag autocorrelation function

The papermaking process is a continuous process. The present effective power

is affected by past effective electric load. In order to find the influence of past

effective electric load on the present effective power, the autocorrelation func-

tion (ACF) is used to guide the selection of information feature subsets. The lag

autocorrelation function is used to choose the input variables. The historical

total electricity loads are regarded as the input variables if the absolute lag auto-

correlation coefficients go beyond 0.9. The lag k autocorrelation coefficient rk is
defined by Eq. (2) [26]:

rk ¼ r Xt, Xt�kð Þ¼
Xn

t¼k + 1
xt� xð Þ� xt�k� xð ÞXn

t¼1
xt� xð Þ2

(2)

where X is a data set based on time series, X¼{Xt: t�T}.
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2.3 The algorithm descriptions

2.3.1 LSSVM algorithm

The least squares linear system is used by the LSSVM algorithm as a loss func-

tion instead of the quadratic programming method used by the conventional

SVM algorithm. The basic principle of LSSVM is to construct an optimal deci-

sion function in the selected nonlinear mapping space. The theory of structural

risk minimization will be used when constructing an optimal decision function.

The kernel function of the original scope is used instead of the algorithm of

point multiplication in the high dimensional feature space. The detail of

LSSVM algorithm is shown in Appendix B.

The performance of LSSVMmodel largely hinges on the input variables and

the parameters. The determination of these two parameters, regularization

parameter c and kernel parameter σ are usually selected by experience, which

readily decreases the accuracy of LSSVM. Therefore, the PSO is used to find

the best-fit parameters of the LSSVM.

2.3.2 PSO algorithm

The elementary theory of the PSO algorithm has been generated from studying

the social life of the fishes and birds that live in groups [25]. Instead of perform-

ing function operations on individuals, it treats each individual as a particle

(no volume) in the search space (N-dimensional), flying at a certain speed

(the speed is controlled by its own experience and social experience) in the

search field. Where the position of the ith particle is donated as si, and si is
substituted into the fitness function F(si) to obtain the fitness value, the best

place that each individual has experienced is denoted as pbesti. The best place
that all particles in the group have experienced is regarded as gbesti. The veloc-
ity of the particle i is regarded as Vi. Generally, the range of positional variation

in the nth (1�n�N) dimension is limited to [Smin,n, Smax,n], and the range of

speed variation is limited to [�Vmax,n, Vmax,n]. For each generation, its velocity

and positional variation of the nth dimension (1�n�N) is updated using

Eqs. (3), (4) [25]:

vkin ¼ω� vk�1
in + c1� randðÞ� pbestin� sk�1

in

� �
+ c2� randðÞ� gbestn� sk�1

in

� �
(3)

skin ¼ sk�1
in + vk�1

in (4)

where sin
k is the nth segment of the position vector of the particle i at the kth

iteration, vin
k is the nth component of the velocity of the granule i at the kth iter-

ation, c1, c2 are personal learning element and social learning element respec-

tively, rand() is random function, ω is the inertia factor.
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2.3.3 The hybrid PSO-LSSVM algorithm

The flowchart of the PSO-LSSVM is shown in Fig. 2. The specific description

of the PSO-BPNN algorithm is shown as below.

(1) Initialize the parameters for the PSO, containing population size (M), the

location and velocity of the particles.

(2) Compute the fitness value of each particle.

(3) Comparing the fitness value obtained by each particle with the fitness value

in the best local location it has experienced, the location corresponding to

the smallest fitness value is selected as pbest. Comparing the fitness value

of each particle and fitness value in the best location that the group has

experienced, the location corresponding to the smallest fitness value is

selected as gbest.
(4) Update the speed and location of each particle based on Eqs. (3), (4);

(5) Evaluate whether the end condition is met (the end condition judgment is

that whether the number of iterations exceeds 200), and If the answer is no,

the number of iterations will plus 1 and return to Step (2). Otherwise, per-

forming the next steps.

Initialize the parameters of LSSVM

Initialize the parameters of the PSO

Input the input variables of the 
training set into the LSSVM

Calculation fitness

Calculate parameters of LSSVM

Whether the number of iterations is 
exceeded

iterations i=1

i=i+1

Update parameters of LSSVM

Train LSSVM model

Forecast

Output forecasting results

End
Start

Input training set

Input the input variables of the test set

FIG. 2 Flowchart of the developed PSO-LSSVM-based forecasting model.
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(6) Input the best-fit parameters (regularization parameter c and kernel coef-

ficient σ) into the LSSVM model.

(7) Train the LSSVM model and forecast.

3 Results and discussion

The difference of input variables could influence the precision of the model. For

the lack of research on the selection methods for input variables of the STELF

model, the lag autocorrelation function is used to choose input variables for the

forecasting model, and the correlation function is used as the comparative

method to analyze the influence of different input variables on the precision

of the forecasting model. To avoid the particularity of the experiment and to

broaden the usage of the developed model, the study uses the data from two

diverse paper mills producing different products to establish and test the same

forecasting model. The GA-BPNN-based forecasting model and the

PSO-BPNN-based forecasting model are applied as comparing analyze cases

to validate the performances of the developed STELF model.

The mean absolute percent error (MAPE), root mean square error (RMSE),

and relative error percentage (REP) are applied to assess the performance of all

those forecasting models, the detail of those evaluation indexes are shown in

Appendix C.

3.1 Input variables selection

3.1.1 Case 1

The electricity load data is derived from a practical papermaking enterprise in

Guangdong, China in Case 1, and reserved for 60days. The acquisition fre-

quency is every 30min. The acquired data is processed according to the

approaches given in Appendix A. Fig. 3 shows the comparation of the processed

total electric load data and the collected original data. According to Fig. 3, the

features of the electricity consumption in the paper mill are aperiodicity and
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instability. The correlation function and the lag autocorrelation function

described in Section 2.2 are used to choose input variables. The details of input

variables selection are shown in Appendix D. The input variables chosen by the

two different approaches are presented in Tables D.1 and D.2, respectively.

The initial parameters of PSO-LSSVM are set as follows: acceleration con-

stants (c1, c2), that is, (2,2); maximum particle velocity (vmax), that is, 0.5; pop-

ulation scale (N), that is, 30; maximum number of iteration, that is, 100. The

forecasting results are presented in Fig. 4. Fig. 4A is the contrast of the

(a) Forecast trend chart

(b) Error 
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FIG. 4 Forecasting results contrast of the forecasting models used two different input variables

selection function for Case 1.
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forecasting capability between the forecasting model with two diverse input

variable sets, and Fig. 4B is the error. In Fig. 4, the “equipment” represents

the forecasting results of choosing the input variables using the correlation func-

tion. The “past time” represents the forecasting results of choosing the input

variables using lag autocorrelation function.

To evaluate which input section method outperforms the other models,

RMSE, and MAPE are applied to analyze the results of the forecasting models

with diverse input variables in Case 1. The forecasting results are shown in

Table 1.

The forecasting result shows that using correlation function to choose input

variables for the STELF model is not suitable for Case 1. On the contrary, using

the lag autocorrelation function to select input variables for the STELF model

shows the great precision of the forecasting result. The errors of the forecasting

model using the input variables chosen by lag autocorrelation function are

between [�100, 100], and the REP is between [�2%, 2%], which satisfies

the industrial requirements between [�5%, 5%]. The MAPE of the forecasting

model using the input variables chosen by lag autocorrelation function is 35

times less than that of the forecasting model using the input variables chosen

by correlation function.

3.1.2 Case 2

The real-time load data is derived from a practical papermaking enterprise in

Hubei, China, and reserved for 60days. The acquisition frequency is every

30min. Data preprocessing functions described in Appendix A are used to pro-

cess the original data. The processed electric load data is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The input variables chosen by the same methods as Case 1 are shown in

Tables D.3 and D.4, respectively.

The initial parameters for PSO-LSSVM are set as the same as that of Case 1.

The forecasting results are illustrated in Fig. 6. Fig. 6A is the contrast of the

forecasting performance between the forecasting model with two diverse input

variable sets, and Fig. 6B is the error. In Fig. 6, the “equipment” and “past time”

are described as the same meaning as in Case 1.

To evaluate which input section method outperforms the other models,

RMSE andMAPE are used to analyze the results of the forecasting models with

diverse input variables in Case 2. The results are presented in Table 2.

TABLE 1 Evaluation indicator of diverse situations.

Evaluate index RMSE (kWh) MAPE (%)

Equipment 303.87 6.95

Past time 9.252 0.17
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The forecasting result shows that selecting input variables for the electric

load forecasting model by using correlation function and the lag autocorrelation

function both show the high precision of the forecasting result for Case 2. The

errors of the two forecasting model are both between [�100, 100], the REP is

between [�2%, 2%], which satisfies the industrial requirements between

[�5%, 5%]. However, the MAPE of the forecasting model using the input vari-

ables chosen by lag autocorrelation function is 1 time less than that of the fore-

casting model using the input variables chosen by correlation function.

According to the comparative analysis of the two cases, using the lag auto-

correlation function to select input variables for the electric load forecasting

model achieves wider application and higher accuracy. Therefore, this study

uses the lag autocorrelation function to select input variables.

3.2 Model verification

The forecasting results of the three different STELF model for the two cases are

illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. The contrast of the forecasting performance between

three different models are shown in Figs. 7A and 8A. The REP between the fore-

casting data and the original data are illustrated in Figs. 7B and 8B.

In Figs. 7B and 8B, a benchmark of [�0.5%, 0.5%] of the error range is set to

show the accuracy of the three forecasting models more intuitively. In Case 1,

the forecasting models based on PSO-LSSVM, PSO-BPNN, GA-BPNN has 93,

81, and 66 times points from the total 96 times points respectively, which lie

within the forecasting error [�0.5%, 0.5%]. In Case 2, the forecasting models

based on PSO-LSSVM, PSO-BPNN, GA-BPNN has 87, 80, and 30 times points

from the total 96 times points respectively, which lie within the forecasting error
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[�0.5%, 0.5%]. This explicitly shows that the PSO-LSSVM-based forecasting

model has the best constant capability among all the adopted models.

Table 3 is the evaluation results of the three models in the two cases. The

MAPE of the PSO-LSSVM-based forecasting model in Case 1 is reduced by

182% lower than that of the GA- BPNN-based forecasting model and 70%

lesser than that of the PSO-BPNN-based forecasting model. The MAPE of

the PSO-LSSVM-based forecasting model in Case 1 is reduced by 287% lower

than that of the GA-BPNN-based forecasting model and 22% lesser than that of

the PSO-BPNN-based forecasting model. The test results imply that the
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TABLE 2 Evaluation indicator of diverse situations.

Evaluate index RMSE MAPE

Equipment 33.27 0.54

Past 15.14 0.23
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developed PSO-LSSVM-based model has higher precision than the contrast

models in all cases.

Moreover, as shown in Figs. 7B and 8B, when three models use input vari-

ables chosen by the lag autocorrelation function, the MAPE of the three models

are within [�3%, 3%], which fully satisfies the accuracy requirements of the

papermaking process industry. Thus, selecting the input variables by the lag

autocorrelation function for the STELF model has universal applicability.

For the purpose of demonstrating the advantages of the developed model in

recent studies, this study makes a comparison of the developed model with
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respect to the precision of the forecasted targets in different input variables

selections. The results presented in Table 4. Table 4 reveals that contrasted with

recent studies, the developed model in this study has a wider application range

and higher precision.

4 Conclusions

STELF is of great importance to the energy management system (EMS). It is

significant for developing an efficient STELFmodel to cut down the production

expense and energy consumption of the papermaking process.

TABLE 3 The forecasting performance analysis.

Study

cases

PSO-LSSVM GA-BPNN PSO-BPNN

MAPE
(%)

RMSE
(kWh)

MAPE
(%)

RMSE
(kWh)

MAPE
(%)

RMSE
(kWh)

Case 1 0.17 9.252 0.48 23.76 0.29 14.63

Case 2 0.23 15.14 0.98 63.25 0.28 17.85

TABLE 4 Synopsis of researches on load forecasting for diverse utilization

cases via AI-based.

Core algorithms Input variables MAPE (%) References

PSO-LSSVM 3 0.17 This study

WLSSVM 3 3.14 [18]

AS-GCLSSVM 3 0.77 [22]

DMD 2 1.19 [27]

EEMD-ARIMA+CPSO-ENN 2 0.998 [28]

SARIMAX 1 and 2 0.9 [29]

GOA-SVM 1 and 2 1.39 [30]

GA-PSO-BPNN 1 0.77 [3]

VMD-LSTM 1 0.61 [31]

Note: “1” represents using the factors that have a great influence on the electric loads as input variables
of the forecasting model, “2” represents using the periodicity of time series to select electric loads at
the corresponding points in the past few cycles as the input variables, “3” represents using the
historical electric loads as the input variables.
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This paper develops a data-driven STELF model based on the PSO-LSSVM

algorithm for the paper mills. The lag autocorrelation function is used to choose

input variables. To widen the utilization of the developed model, the real-time

data from two diverse paper mills are chosen to test the performance of the

forecasting model.

Compared with the correlation function, the forecasting performance shows

that the lag autocorrelation function to select input variables for the STELF

model has higher precision. TheMAPE of the forecasting model using the input

variables chosen by lag autocorrelation function is 135% lesser than that of the

forecasting model using the correlation function.

To testify the forecasting performance of the developed PSO-LSSVM-based

model, the GA-BPNN-based forecasting model and the PSO-BPNN-based fore-

casting model are employed as the contrast study cases. The forecasting perfor-

mance implies that the developed PSO-LSSVM-based forecasting model

possesses the highest precision. The MAPE of the PSO-LSSVM-based model

is merely 0.17%. Compared with recent studies, the developed forecasting

model also demonstrates excellent reliability and high precision. According

to the forecasting performance of the three hybrid models, using the lag auto-

correlation function to choose input variables for the STELF model achieves

better precise forecasting results, all the range of REP are between

[�5%, 5%]. Selecting the input variables by the lag autocorrelation function

for the STELF model has universal applicability.

Appendix A

Two diverse paper mills are chosen as the test case study in this research. All the

electricity load data are acquired from two paper mills. Due to the disturbance of

transmission, the disturbance between the electric devices, and other distur-

bance, the acquired data could occasionally go beyond the practical range.

To increase the precision of the model, the low-quality data needs to be iden-

tified and removed by data preprocessing.

Data preprocessing generally includes removing outliers, missing values

imputation, and noising filtering. There are a lot of elements that lead to huge

fluctuation of electricity consumption in the papermaking process, such as the

unscheduled downs, and the switching of paper products, etc. These types of

data reveal the practical electricity loads and cannot be considered as an abnor-

mal value. Hence, for the production process, the operational environment

should be separated before the data preprocessing. After then, data preproces-

sing is used to distinguish invalid data from the real data.

The approach of removing outliers adopted extensively is the 3σ criterion.

The principle of the 3σ criterion is as follows: when the distance between a

value in a sequence and its average value exceeds three times the standard devi-

ation, the probability is less than 0.3% [32]. So the value out of the distance is

considered as an abnormal value and need to be removed.
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Missing values in time series come from abnormal data removed. The pre-

cision of the STELF model will be diminished by the incomplete data sets. The

missing data raise the uncertainty of the system analysis results, which directly

leads to misjudgment of the STELF model, and then making the forecasting

result deviate from the expectation and reducing the precision of the STELF

model. The linear interpolation approach is applied to fill the missing data.

The principle of the linear interpolation is as follows: assuming that the missing

value exists in a straight line, its formula is defined by Eq. (A.1):

f xð Þ¼ a� x+ b (A.1)

where x is the location of the missing data in a sequence, a, b are parameters of

the linear function.

The two points closest to the missing data are used to establish the linear

function, and then calculating the corresponding value of the missing data.

A large amount of data, extra data, and gauged noise are inevitable to be

generated in the production process when transforming electrical signals of

energy expenditure device into digital signals. These types of data also have

a powerful impact on the precision of the forecasting models. Hence, after fill-

ing the missing data, the time series need to be filtered.

The moving average filtering method filters the data which have been pre-

processed. It is determined by Eq. (A.2) [33]:

f kð Þ¼
Xt+ n

i¼k
y ið Þ
,

n

(A.2)

where, f(k) is the filtering output when the time is k, y(i) is a sequence that needs
to be filtered, n is the length of the sequence.

Appendix B

First, the sample (Ψ (X)) is mapped from the initial space (Rn) to the feature

space (Ψ (X)¼ (φ(x1),φ(x2),…,φ(xi))) by the nonlinear map. Constructing the

optimal decision function in the process of the nonlinear mapping, as shown

in Eq. (B.1) [34]:

y xð Þ¼wT �φ xð Þ+ b (B.1)

where w is the weight coefficients of the samples in the feature space, and wT is

the transposed matrix of w, φ(x) is a nonlinear function and b is the bias.

On the basis of structural risk minimization theory, constrained optimization

is defined by Eq. (B.2) [34]:

R¼ 1

2
� wk k2 + c�Remp (B.2)
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where kwk2 dominates the complexity of the function, and c is the penalty coef-
ficient. Remp is the error control function, also called the insensitive loss

function.

Widely used loss functions contain linear loss functions, quadratic loss

functions, and hinge loss functions. The variation in the loss function makes

the form of the SVM different. As the optimization objective, the loss func-

tion of the least squares linear system is the quadratic term of the error (εi).
The resulting optimization problem of LSSVM can be formulated by

Eq. (B.3) [34]:

min
w,b,ε

J w, εð Þ¼ 1

2
�wT �w + c

Xl

i¼1
ε2i (B.3)

where, yi¼φ(xi)�wT+b+εi, i¼1, …, l.
The Lagrangian function is represented by Eq. (B.4) [34]:

L w, b, ε; að Þ¼ 1

2
�wT �w + c�

Xl

i¼1
ε2i �

Xl

i¼1
ai� wT �φ xið Þ+ b + εi� yi

� �
(B.4)

where ai, i¼1, …, l, is a Lagrangian multiplier.

According to the Lagrangian function, the optimization conditions are by

Eq. (B.5):

∂L

∂w
¼ 0,

∂L

∂b
¼ 0,

∂L

∂a
¼ 0 (B.5)

Based on Eq. (B.5), the solution is found by dealing with the system of linear

equations expressed in matrix form by Eq. (B.6) [34]:

0 IT

I Ω+ I=y

� �
b
a

� �
¼ 0

y

� �
(B.6)

where, Ωij¼φ(xi)
T�φ(xj)¼K(xi,xj), a¼ [a1,a2,…,ai]

T, y¼ [y1,y2,…,yi]
T, I,

j¼1, 2, …, l; I; is the identity matrix, the kernel function can be described

as K(xi,xj)¼φ(xi)�φ(xj), K(xi,xj) is a symmetric function conforming to the

Mercer’s condition.

The regression coefficients ai and b are gained by the least squares method.

The LSSVM regression model is defined by Eq. (B.7) [34]:

f xð Þ¼
Xl

i¼1
ai�K xi, xj

� �
+ b (B.7)

Since the RBF is more widely applicable kernel function, and it does not

require a priori knowledge of the data set. Therefore, this paper uses the
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RBF as the kernel function of LSSVM algorithm. The RBF is defined by

Eq. (B.8) [34]:

K xi, xj
� �¼ exp � xi� xj

�� ��2
2�σ2

 !
(B.8)

where, σ is the kernel parameter. If σ is large, it is easy to classify all sample

points into the same class; otherwise, it will cause the overfitting problem.

Appendix C

The mean absolute percent error (MAPE), root mean square error (RMSE), and

relative error percentage (REP) are applied to assess the performance of the

developed STELF model [35–37]. RMSE, REP, and MAPE are separately

defined by Eqs. (C.1), (C.2), and (C.3):

RMSE¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

i¼1
ypi� yoi
� �2,

n

vuut (C.1)

MAPE¼
Xn

i¼i

yPi� yoi
yoi

����
����,

n

�100% (C.2)

REPi ¼ ypi�ŷpið Þ.
yoi
�100% (C.3)

where ypi is the forecasting value, ŷpi is the average of forecasting value, yoi is
the real-time value, and n is the step size.

Appendix D

(1) Case 1

The correlation function and the lag autocorrelation function described in

Section 2.2 are used to choose input variables, where the electric loads of elec-

tric devices are regarded as the input variables when their absolute correlation

coefficient goes beyond 0.6, and the top 10 historical electric loads are regarded

as the input variables when their absolute lag autocorrelation coefficient goes

beyond 0.9. The input variables chosen by the two different approaches are pre-

sented in Tables D.1 and D.2, respectively.

(2) Case 2

The input variables of Case 2 chosen by the same methods as Case 1 are shown

in Tables D.3 and D.4, respectively.
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TABLE D.1 Input Variables selected by the correlation function.

Order Input variables Unit

1 Refining power kWh

2 Slurry power kWh

3 Fan power kWh

4 Transmission power kWh

5 Vacuum pump power kWh

6 Production Plan t

TABLE D.2 Input variables selected by the lag autocorrelation function.

Case Input variables Unit

Case 1 It-1,1, It-2,1, It-3,1, It-4,1, It-5,1, It-6,1, It-7,1, It-8,1, It-9,1, It-10,1 kWh

Note: I t-i, j is the electricity load of the past ith sample point at the tth sample point of the jth
reconstruction sequence.

TABLE D.3 Input variables chosen by the correlation function.

No. Input variables Unit

1 Refining power kWh

2 pulping power kWh

3 Vacuum pump power kWh

4 drive side power kWh

5 Lightning power kWh

6 Total pulp production power kWh

7 Total paper production power kWh

8 Production planning T

TABLE D.4 Input variables selected by the lag autocorrelation function.

Case Input variables Unit

Case 2 It-1,1, It-2,1, It-3,1, It-4,1, It-5,1, It-6,1, It-7,1, It-8,1, It-9,1, It-10,1 kWh

Note: It-i, j is the electricity load of the past ith sample point at the tth sample point of the jth
reconstruction sequence.
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Chapter 7

Artificial intelligence algorithm
application in wastewater
treatment plants: Case study for
COD load prediction

Zifei Wang and Yi Man
State Key Laboratory of Pulp and Paper Engineering, School of Light Industry and Engineering,

South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, People’s Republic of China

1 Introduction

Urban sewage is a mixture of domestic and industrial sewage that also contains

a portion of natural precipitation [1]. Due to the variety of industrial products

and the different production technologies, there are a variety of pollutants in

industrial sewage, and their concentrations fluctuate greatly. Although the num-

ber of pollutants in domestic sewage is not as high as that in industrial sewage,

the concentration of pollutants in domestic sewage also varies. Therefore, the

sources of urban sewage are wide and uncertain, which causes fluctuations

in the inflow and quality of urban sewage [2]. The goal of sewage treatment

has evolved over the years. It started with the need for sanitation and then

moved on to environmental protection [3]. Currently, most mainstream urban

sewage treatment plants adopt an activated sludge process, including secondary

treatment. The A2O process (also known as the AAO process) is short for

“anaerobic-anoxic-oxic process” and is a commonly used sewage treatment

process. The synchronous removal of phosphorus and nitrogen by the A2O pro-

cess consists of two parts. First, phosphorus is removed. The phosphorus-

accumulating bacteria in the sewage are released in an anaerobic state and then

absorbed in the aerobic state and discharged with the remaining sludge. Second,

denitrification occurs. Dissolved oxygen, <0.5mg/L, facultative oxygen, and

nitrogen-removing bacteria use the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) in

the water as a hydrogen (organic carbon source) supply, and the nitrate and

nitrite in the mixture reflux of the aerobic pool are reduced to nitrogen and

released into the atmosphere, so as to carry out denitrification. The energy
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consumption of the A2O process occurs mainly in the inlet pump room, which

lifts sewage, and the blower room, which provides oxygen for the secondary

biological treatment. These areas account for approximately 70% of the plant’s

energy consumption. The power consumption of the aeration system accounts

for approximately 40%–50% of the power consumption for the entire plant.

This unit is the largest power consumer in the secondary sewage treatment

system and the key to energy savings in sewage treatment. Because the water

quality fluctuates greatly and the discharge standard is increasingly strict, to

ensure that the sewage quality after treatment meets the standard, many sewage

treatment plants will increase the chemical input and aeration. Although such a

practice can ensure that the effluent quality reaches the standard, it will also

cause energy waste and, potentially, chemical pollution. With the increasingly

strict discharge standards and the increase in sewage treatment capacity, such a

practice will obviously bring a substantial cost pressure to the sewage treatment

plant. For example, China is both a populous and industrial country, discharging

a huge amount of domestic sewage and industrial wastewater every year. In

addition, with the acceleration of China’s urbanization and industrialization,

cities are becoming larger, and the urban population is increasing rapidly. At

the same time, large industrial projects are increasing every year, resulting in

an annual increase of 5% in the discharge of urban sewage [4]. In 2017, China’s

urban sewage discharge was 6.99�109m3, its treatment capacity was

6.21�109m3 [5], and the average power consumption by sewage treatment

plants was 0.29kWh/m3. Sewage treatment has a significant impact on China’s

energy consumption and economic growth. Other countries also face the same

problems as does China. Some scholars have conducted studies aimed at

improving the sewage treatment efficiency. For example, Pan et al. [6] studied

and analyzed the treatment efficiency of urban sewage in the Yangtze River

Basin cities of China. They found that the average sewage treatment efficiency

of 0.51 is still far from a perfect efficiency of 1. Analysis of sewage treatment

efficiency is certainly helpful in reducing the high treatment cost resulting from

excessive aeration in sewage treatment plants. However, to truly solve this

problem and achieve an effective management, it is necessary to obtain accurate

data on sewage parameters to accurately control the addition of chemicals and

aeration. The water inflow, inlet temperature, inlet pH, inlet ammonia nitrogen,

inlet COD, inlet BOD, and total inlet solid suspendedmatter are commonly used

in sewage treatment. The water inflow and inlet temperature are relatively easy

to measure and can be measured online. Although the water inlet pH value can

also be measured online, the result is not very stable. If a laboratory measure-

ment method is adopted, more accurate results can be obtained; however, due to

hysteresis, laboratory results cannot be used as the basis for controlling the aer-

ation. Currently, indexes such as water inlet COD, water inlet BOD, water inlet

ammonia nitrogen, and total water inlet solid suspended matter can only be

measured in the laboratory and cannot be measured online. Therefore, one

way to accurately measure these parameters is to develop more advanced
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measurement sensors that meet the requirements; another way is to study the

mechanism of the sewage treatment process, establish the mechanism model,

and derive the corresponding parameter values. The corresponding parameter

values could also be predicted through an intelligent algorithm. Manufacturing

the corresponding sensor is the most direct way; however, the research on and

development of a sensor cannot be done quickly and requires the investment of a

great amount of manpower, material resources, and time. Therefore, it is not

practical wait for sensors to be developed. It is also not feasible to calculate

the corresponding index values through mechanism derivations in sewage treat-

ment. For example, although the COD can be calculated using a formula, it is

based on the premise that the exact chemical formula is known. In the process of

sewage treatment, there are many kinds of pollutants, and the concentration of

the pollutants fluctuates greatly; thus, it is impossible to calculate the COD

value of sewage. An AI algorithm can predict the required parameters based

on historical data and the potential relationships among the data, which can

solve the problem of hysteresis quality and guarantee prediction accuracy. In

this study, the application of artificial intelligence algorithms in sewage treat-

ment plants is reviewed, and it is found that they play an important role in the

prediction of key water quality parameters in sewage treatment plants. There-

fore, this study takes a sewage treatment plant in Guangzhou, China as a case

and uses an artificial intelligence algorithm to predict the water inlet COD load.

2 Literature review

If we know the inlet water quality of the sewage treatment plant in advance, we

can adjust the chemical dosage and aeration time to avoid energy wastage. To

help wastewater treatment plants reduce energy consumption by controlling

aeration and chemical use more accurately while ensuring effluent water qual-

ity, many prediction models based on artificial intelligence algorithms have

been applied to predict water quality parameters. Two types of prediction

models are used for sewage water quality parameters: intelligent algorithm-

based and neural network-based models.

Prediction models based on intelligent algorithms: Niu et al. [7] proposed a

prediction model based on a genetic algorithm-deep belief network (GA-DBN)

for two important water quality indexes of papermaking wastewater COD and

suspended solids (SS). The results show that the GA-DBNmodel can be used to

describe the complex papermaking wastewater treatment process with fewer

variables or sample construction models, and better model performance and

a higher prediction accuracy can be achieved. Hvala et al. [8] predicted two

water quality indicators (total nitrogen and phosphorus) by combining mecha-

nism and data-driven models, namely, an activated sludge model, and a

machine learning method based on a Gaussian process (GP) model. This

method maintains physical transparency and achieves a high prediction accu-

racy. Lotfi et al. [9] used a linear stochastic model (ARIMA) and nonlinear
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outlier robust limit learning machine (ORELM) to model sewage quality

parameters. The model successfully predicted the BOD, COD, total dissolved

solids (TDS), TSS, and other indexes. To realize online monitoring of the COD

and total phosphorus (TP), Wang et al. [10] performed principal component

analysis (PCA) to determine the important variables for predicting COD and

TP. The multiple regression method uses variables recommended by the prin-

cipal component analysis to predict COD and TP. Chen et al. [11] proposed a

gray dynamic model combined with a GA to establish a prediction model for the

effluent quality at an industrial wastewater treatment plant in southern Taiwan.

Nadiri et al. [12] proposed a fuzzy logic (FL) and supervised committee fuzzy

logic (SCFL) model to predict water quality parameters. The BOD, COD, and

TSS prediction results show that the SCFL model performs better than does the

FL model. Zeng et al. [13] proposed an explicit model predictive control

(EMPC) method to predict and control the water quality and economic costs

for sewage treatment plants. Lee et al. [14] proposed a robust adaptive partial

least squares regression (PLS) model to detect and predict the sewage treatment

process, and the results showed that the model performed well on the prediction

and detection of complex sewage treatment processes. Vasilaki et al. [15] used

dense-based clustering, support vector machine (SVM), and support vector

regression (SVR) models to estimate the dissolved N2O concentration at differ-

ent stages of the SBR system. This method accurately predicts the N2O emission

as a potential parameter. Tomperi et al. [16] used a genetic algorithm to select

the optimal subsets of input variables such as SS, BOD, COD, total nitrogen,

and total phosphorus in sewage and then predicted these water quality indicators

using a method that combines linear regression with optical monitoring. Lin

et al. [17] established a prediction model based on a cluster extension using

the concepts of matter element and correlation functions and applied the model

to the prediction of wastewater discharge. The application results show that the

method is scientific and reliable. Verma et al. [18] used a multilayer perceptron,

k-nearest neighbor, multivariable adaptive regression spline, SVM, and random

forest to construct a time series prediction model of TSS. Historical TSS values

are used as input parameters to predict the current and future values of the TSS.

The sliding window method is adopted to improve the prediction results. The

results show that TSS can be predicted up to 7days in advance. Ilter et al.

[19] established a MIMO (multiinput multioutput) fuzzy logic model. The vol-

ume organic load rate (OLR), volume chemical oxygen demand (TCOD)

removal rate (RV), inlet alkalinity, inlet pH value, and outlet pH value were

used as inputs to predict the methane production rate of a 90-L medium-

temperature upflow anaerobic sludge bed reactor (UASB) for molasses waste-

water treatment. The results show that the model has a good prediction effect,

and the determination coefficient reaches 0.98. Liu et al. [20] proposed a

dynamic nuclear extremum learning machine (DKELM) method to predict

the key quality indexes of sewage COD. A delay coefficient is introduced,

and the kernel function is embedded in the extremum learning machine
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(ELM) to extract dynamic information and obtain a better prediction accuracy.

Chan [21] used multiple regression, first-order dynamic, and mass balance ana-

lyses to predict the removal rate of ammonia nitrogen from sewage treatment

systems and established a prediction model. Chen et al. [22] proposed a

least-squares SVMmodel to predict the COD in effluent. Themultiscale chaotic

search algorithm is applied to optimize the model parameters, and the genetic

algorithm is included to accelerate the search. The simulation results show that

this method has a higher precision and stronger generalization ability and

requires less computation. The RMSE is reduced from 21.43 to 6.83. Huang

et al. [23] proposed an improved least-squares support vector machine

(LS-SVR). A benchmark simulation model 1 (BSM1) was used to generate

input and output data, and prediction models for effluent parameters COD,

BOD, TN, NH3, and TSSwere established. The parameters of the LS-SVRwere

optimized via particle swarm optimization (PSO), and a more accurate model

was obtained. Yang et al. [24] proposed a COD prediction model of sewage

effluent based on a LS-SVR. The model converts inequality constraints into

equality constraints and quadratic programming into solving a set of linear

equations, which simplifies the learning process and improves the computa-

tional efficiency. Compared with the BP neural network, the experimental

results verify the effectiveness of the LS-SVM method in the prediction of

the COD in effluent.

Prediction models based on neural networks: Zhao et al. [25] used a cas-

cade forward back propagation neural network and feedforward back propa-

gation neural network to predict the total organic carbon concentration (TOC)

in sewage, and the experimental results showed that the performance of the

FFBPNN model was significantly better than that of the CFBPNN model.

Schmitt et al. [26] established an artificial neural network (ANN) to predict

the transmembrane pressure of an anoxic membrane bioreactor for domestic

sewage treatment. The results show that the ANN is an effective method for

predicting the transmembrane pressure of domestic sewage systems. Luo et al.

[27] artificially described the process of activated sludge circulation and

established a fuzzy neural network model to predict the circulation flow of

activated sludge. The simulation results show that the activated sludge circu-

lation model based on this network has a strong adaptive capacity, simple net-

work structure, and fast learning speed. The effectiveness of this method is

proven by the successful prediction of effluent sludge circulation flow based

on input. Han et al. [28] introduced a system consisting of an online sensor and

a sludge volume index (SVI) prediction device. This system uses the hierar-

chical radial basis function neural network to predict the SVI of a WWTP.

Based on the hierarchical structure, sequential information can be learned

online by adjusting the output weight connecting the hidden layer and the out-

put layer. An extended ultimate learning machine (EELM) method is pro-

posed to train the HRBF weight. In this EEL-HRBF implementation, the

EELM method provides a better generalization performance during the
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learning process. Ran et al. [29] proposed a wastewater quality prediction

method based on a PCA time-delay neural network to obtain real-time data

and achieve real-time closed-loop control. This method involves a principal

component analysis, time-delay neural network, and model updating, and

the offline model is trained using the GABP algorithm. The model has the

advantages of capable real-time performance, high stability, high precision,

and easy updating and can be used for online prediction of the sewage

BOD. Revollar et al. [30] used neural networks and fuzzy models to predict

sewage water quality and energy consumption, thus providing guidance for

cost reduction. Pai et al. [31] used an ANN and three adaptive neuro fuzzy

reasoning systems (ANFIS) to predict the effluent suspended matter (SS),

COD, and pH of a sewage treatment plant in an industrial park. The results

show that the adaptive neural fuzzy inference system can be used to predict

the effluent water quality. Samli et al. [32] predicted COD and SS parameters

in sewage using an ANN. In addition, an ANN was used to calculate the influ-

ence of various parameters on toxicity. The results showed that the COD was

the parameter with the greatest influence on toxicity except for the color

parameter, while the SS has the least influence. Liang et al. [33] combined

the fuzzy rough set method with an RBF neural network to predict the bio-

chemical oxygen demand, COD, and other important sewage outputs. Fu

et al. [34] proposed an improved wavelet denoising technique combined with

an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) model to predict water

quality parameters, such as total dissolved solids (TDSS) and electrical con-

ductivity (EC). The results show that compared with the experimental results

of other wavelet denoising AI models, the wavelet-ANFIS model has the best

predictive performance. Ahmed et al. [35] proposed an ANN model for the

short-term prediction of the inflow rate of wastewater into the largest gold

bar wastewater treatment plant (GBWWTP) in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

Alain et al. [36] used the AI model of an ANN-GA to predict the effectiveness

of the electrooxidation (EO) process for treating sulfate with wastewater bro-

mophenol blue dye, with electrolysis time, flow rate, current density, pH, and

dye concentration as input variables and color change efficiency as the output

variable. Mohammad et al. [37] established a multiple nonlinear autoregres-

sive exogenous neural network based on five input parameters—total dis-

solved sulfide, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5), temperature, flow

rate, and pH—and used it predict H2S concentration in sewage treatment

plants.

Through this review of previous studies, it was found that artificial intelli-

gence algorithms have already been applied in sewage treatment processes.

These algorithms are mainly used to predict water quality parameters that

are difficult to measure either in a laboratory or online. The application of arti-

ficial intelligence algorithms solves the problems of difficult-to-measure water

quality parameters and measurement hysteresis and results in the high-precision

prediction of water quality parameters.
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3 Artificial intelligence algorithm model

Although the geometric average method, arithmetic average method, weighted

average method, and other algorithms can be used for prediction and are easy to

implement, the prediction effect of these algorithms for complex nonlinear

problems is not satisfactory. Artificial intelligence algorithms can be used

for linear/nonlinear classification as well as for regression. Artificial intelli-

gence algorithms generally have the following characteristics: low generaliza-

tion error, easily explainable, and low computational complexity. Because most

practical problems are nonlinear and multivariable, artificial intelligence algo-

rithms are needed to solve such complex forecasting problems. According to

different model training methods, artificial intelligence algorithms can be clas-

sified into four types: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semisuper-

vised learning, and reinforcement learning. Common algorithms are the

Boltzmann machine, convolutional neural network, recurrent neural network,

Bayesian network, classification and regression tree, random forest, SVM,

and cluster analysis. With the current rapid development of science and tech-

nology, artificial intelligence algorithms are being applied not only in sewage

treatment plants, but also in various other industries and fields. Hopkins et al.

[38] used AI to predict postoperative infection with an accuracy rate of 98.45%.

Roca et al. [39] used convolutional neural network and random forest algo-

rithms to predict EDSS scores of patients with multiple sclerosis and obtained

an MSE¼2.2 for the verification data set and MSE¼3 for the test data set

(mean EDSS error¼1.7). Nguyen et al. [40] established prediction models

based on genetic algorithm-spline smoothing, artificial neural networks, and

SVMs and predicted mine explosion pressures. The results showed that the pre-

diction based on the genetic algorithm-spline smoothing was the best. Based on

GA, ANN, and data mining (DM) methods of time series (TS) analyses, Saud

[41] developed a new artificial intelligence and data-driven prediction model

called GANNATS to analyze and predict the energy market. Diptendu et al.

[42] used a time series prediction method to conduct experiments on large

(28-year) daily economic time series datasets to verify the success of automatic

prediction of structures, with an average prediction accuracy of 88.05%, an

average prediction accuracy of 91.24%, and an average recall rate of

93.42%. Yin et al. [43] established a plant population photosynthetic rate pre-

diction model based on a SVM by taking greenhouse environmental parameters

as input parameters and the photosynthetic rate as the output parameter. PSO

and a GA were used to optimize the SVM parameters, and the results showed

that the model had a high accuracy. The correlation coefficients of the PSO- and

GA-based photosynthesis prediction models were 0.9883 and 0.9878, respec-

tively. Daniyan et al. [44] used an artificial neural network to predict the state

and potential failure of a trolley wheel bearing. Yan et al. [45] proposed a hybrid

artificial intelligence model combining a back propagation neural network

(BPNN), GA, and adaptive enhancement algorithm (AdaBoost) to predict the
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strength change in coal in a CO2 geologic sequestration more accurately. Zhang

et al. [46] used a mixed artificial intelligence model to predict the uniaxial com-

pressive strength of concrete with oil palm shells. Cotrufo et al. [47] established

a model for the predictive control of institutional architecture based on decision

tree, random forest, and SVM algorithms. Artificial intelligence algorithms can

be widely used in various fields because they have the characteristics of strong

generalization and high prediction accuracy and can solve complex problems.

In addition, the application of artificial intelligence algorithms can reduce the

required investment in manpower and equipment, and the general application of

artificial intelligence algorithms is the future development trend in various

industries. A gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) is an iterative decision

tree algorithm that is composed of multiple decision trees, and the results from

all the trees determine the final outcome. GBDT is thought to have a natural

advantage in finding a variety of distinguishing features and feature combina-

tions and is effective when used for regression predictions. Therefore, the

GBDT algorithm is used in this study to establish a prediction model for the

COD load in sewage treatment plants.

The GBDT algorithm is based on the idea that the decision tree is a weak

learner, and each learner learns based on the prediction bias of the previous

learner, establishing the weighted sum of the simple model and replacing the

single strong learner [48–50].
The GBDT algorithm uses the classification and regression tree (CART) as

a weak learner superposition instead of a single strong learner, as shown in

Eq. (1) [48]:

T x; c, Rð Þ¼
XM
m¼1

cmI x�Rmð Þ (1)

where R¼{R1,R2,…,RM} is the input space and the final subspace formed by

the partition rule, which is also called the leaf. M is the number of leaves. c¼
{c1,c2,…,cm}, and cm¼mean(yi jxi�Rm) is the mean of the output features in

each leaf space. I is a discriminant function I¼ 0, x 62Rm

1, x�Rm

�
. When the unique

{c,R} combination is determined, the following CART formula is determined:

F xð Þ¼
XN
i¼0

Ti x; ci, Rið Þ (2)

where Ti, i¼1, 2,…,N, and there are N trees. Thus, the GBDT is constructed. A

tree is added for each iteration. Each CART tree Tm added is based on the min-

imum loss function of the sum of the former m�1 CART trees and the actual

value, as shown in Eq. (3):

Tm ¼ arg min
T

Xn
k¼1

L yk,
Xm�1

j¼1

Tj xkð Þ+ T xkð Þ
 !

(3)
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With the least squares loss as the loss function, each iteration builds the mth
tree on the residual of the CART sum generated by the first m-1 trees. The

GBDT generated by the mth iteration is shown in Eq. (4):

Fm xð Þ¼Fm�1 xð Þ + arg min
T

Xn
i¼1

L yi, Fm�1 xið Þ+ T xið Þð Þ (4)

Gradient boosting adopts the gradient descent method to obtain the mini-

mum objective value, for which the maximum gradient direction is the negative

gradient direction of the loss function under the current model Fm�1, as shown

in Eq. (5):

Fm xð Þ¼Fm�1 xð Þ+ γm
Xn
i¼1

rFm�1
L yi, Fm�1 xið Þð Þ (5)

where γm is obtained from Eq. (6):

γm ¼ arg min
γ

Xn
i¼1

L yi, Fm�1 xið Þ� γ
∂L yi, Fm�1 xið Þð Þ

∂Fm�1 xið Þ
� �

(6)

To achieve satisfactory model performance and prevent overfitting, each

tree is limited to improve the accuracy of the algorithm, and the contraction fac-

tor, also known as the learning rate ν, is set as shown in Eq. (7):

Fm xð Þ¼Fm�1 xð Þ+ νγmTm xð Þ (7)

where 0<ν<1. Choosing a small learning rate is conducive to the accuracy and

fitness of the model; however, more iterations are required [51, 52]. Similarly,

to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the approximation from the iteration

process, part of the training sample is randomly selected in each iteration, and

the proportion of selected samples in the training set is called the sub-sampling

rate [48]. The structure of the GBDT model is shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1 Decision tree for gradient promotion.
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The implementation process of GBDT algorithm can be described as

follows [48]:

(1) Model initialization,F0 ¼ arg minγL yi, γð Þ. Set the model parameters,

iteration number M, learning rate v, and sub-sampling rate.

(2) For m¼1 to M do:

a. Calculate the current residual. rim ¼� ∂L yi, F xið Þð Þ
∂F xið Þ

� �
F¼Fm�1

, i¼ 1,

2,…,N0, where N0 ¼σ �N, the product of the subsampling rate, and
the sample tree;

b. Train CART tree Tm with current residual set {(xi, rim)}i¼1
N0

;

c. Calculate the step size, γm ¼ arg minγ
Pn
i¼1

L yi, Fm�1 xið Þ� γTmð Þ;
d. Update the model, Fm(x)¼Fm�1(x)+νγmTm(x);

(3) Output Fm.

Although GBDT has the advantages of high prediction accuracy and can deal

with nonlinear problems, it also has disadvantages. For example, GBDT is not

suitable for processing high-dimensional data. GBDT cannot carry out parallel

training of data. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the dimensionality of high-

dimensional data in order to better apply GBDT algorithm. The improvement of

GBDT algorithm is also a way to achieve better results.

4 Case study: COD prediction model based on the GBDT
algorithm

4.1 Data source

The municipal sewage data used in this study are from a sewage treatment plant

in Guangzhou that can treat 5 million tons of sewage annually. The temperature

of the wastewater varies from 15°C to 30°C, with an average annual tempera-

ture of 20°C. This study is based on data from the A2O process wastewater

treatment plant, and the required data are obtained from the historical database

of the plant. The sampling frequency was 1min, and data for 20days were col-

lected, for a total of 28,800 data points. The data obtained include water inflow,

water inlet temperature, water inlet pH, water inlet ammonia nitrogen, water

inlet COD, and inlet COD load. The GBDT algorithm was used to establish

a prediction model for sewage water quality. The inputs for the model were

the water inflow, water inlet temperature, water inlet pH, water inlet ammonia

nitrogen, and water inlet COD, and the output was the water inlet COD load. A

total of 75% of the data was used as a training set, and 25% of the data was used

as a test set to predict 7200 data points. The data analysis and modeling work

were performed in Python3.6.
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4.2 Model evaluation index

In this study, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and root mean square

error (RMSE), which are commonly used evaluation indexes, were used to

determine the performance of the prediction model. The MAPE is used to rep-

resent the accuracy of the model; the smaller the MAPE, the higher is the accu-

racy of the model. The RMSE is used to represent the stability of the model; the

smaller the RMSE, the higher the stability. The determination coefficient is R2,

which has a maximum value 1. The closer R2 is to 1, the smaller the prediction

error. MAPE, RMSE, and R2 are calculated as follows:

MAPE¼
Xn
t¼1

| true �predict

true
|�100

n
(8)

RMSE¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n

Xn
t¼1

true �predictð Þ2
s

(9)

R2 ¼ 1�
X

true � ^predict
� 	2

X
true �predict
� 	2 (10)

4.3 Model parameter selection

Four parameters are used to adjust this model: learning_rate, N_estimators,

max_DEPTH, and min_samples_split.

4.3.1 Learning_rate

The learning_rate is used to reduce the contribution of each tree and is one of the

key parameters of the model; therefore, it is necessary to select a reasonable

value to improve the prediction accuracy of the model.

As can be seen from Figs. 2–4, with the learning rate increasing from 0.1 to

0.9, the three evaluation indices of the model fluctuated; however, the overall

trend was that the prediction results of the model became worse. When the

learning rate was equal to 0.1, all three evaluation indexes obtained the optimal

value; the RMSE was 165.99, MAPE was 0.12, and R2 was 0.99. Therefore, the

learning rate of this model was selected to be 0.1.

4.3.2 N_estimators

N_estimators is the number of gradient enhancements to perform. Gradient

enhancement has a strong robustness to overfitting; therefore, a large number

of gradient enhancements can usually achieve better results.
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With the increase in n_estimators, in general, the three indicators of the

model became better; however, after the n_estimators increased to 2500, the

accuracy of the model was not significantly improved. Thus, the results

obtained at 2500 were the best (Figs. 5–7).

4.3.3 Max_depth

Max_depth is the maximum depth of a single regression estimator, which limits

the number of nodes in the tree.
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As shown in Figs. 8–10, when the n_estimators increased to 2000, the

RMSE and R2 of the model were slightly better when the max_depth was equal

to 4. However, when the max_depth was equal to 3, theMAPEwas significantly

better than when the max_depth was equal to 4; therefore, it was considered that

the model was most accurate when the max_depth was equal to 3.
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FIG. 5 RMSE for the model under different n_estimators.
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4.3.4 Min_samples_split

The min_samples_split is the minimum number of samples required to split an

internal node.

From Figs. 11–13, it can be seen that after the n_estimators reached 2000,

the min_samples_split had little impact on the model accuracy; thus, the

min_samples_split was chosen to be 2.
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5 Discussion of results

Based on the model parameters mentioned in Section 4.3, 75% of the data were

used to train the model, and an inlet COD load of 7200 points was predicted.

The results are shown in Fig. 14. As shown in Fig. 15. From Fig. 14, we can

intuitively find that the predicted result is very close to the actual value. Even

in places where water quality fluctuates, the model’s prediction is still good.

This indicates that the model has strong adaptability to data. This is very
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important, because the sewage data is not smooth and orderly usually. The max-

imum relative error does not reach�1.5%, and the overall relative error range is

[�1.4%, 0.8%]. The values for the MSE, MAPE, and R2 are 161.12, 0.116, and

0.998, respectively. This prediction effect was excellent. The results were com-

pared with other sewage load forecasting cases and were shown in Table 1.

Although facing different objects, MAPE value can be used to compare the pre-

diction effect of different models. It can be seen from Table 1 that the MAPE

value of the prediction results obtained by this model is much lower than that of
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other models. This indicates that the prediction effect of this model is better

than VAR+ARMA model, LSSVM model, HANN model, ANN model,

SCFL model.

6 Conclusion

To achieve the goal of reducing energy consumption in sewage treatment plants

under the premise of reaching the effluent quality standard, it is necessary to
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apply an artificial intelligence algorithm. It is feasible to apply artificial intel-

ligence algorithms in sewage treatment plants, and this can achieve a good

parameter prediction effect, which can help sewage treatment plants to realize

effective management without adding sensors.

This study takes the prediction of COD load as a case, and the results show

that the prediction effect is excellent. Specifically, the value with the largest

relative error does not reach �1.5%, while the overall forecast relative error
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range is [�1.4%, 0.8%], the RMSE is 161.12, MAPE is 0.116, and R2 is 0.998.

In this study, a COD load prediction was taken as a case, and highly satisfac-

tory results were obtained. Similarly, water quality parameters such as BOD,

TSS, TN, and TP could also be predicted. Artificial intelligence algorithms

can predict water quality parameters that are difficult to measure in real time.

Using artificial intelligence algorithms to solve problems in sewage treatment

plants will continue to be a developing trend. The development of sewage

treatment plants is inseparable from the application of artificial intelligence

algorithms.
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1 Introduction

Gasification technology is a popular strategy for power, energy, or chemical

production due to its product range and positive effect on the environment com-

pared to conventional combustion technologies. The gasification process can be

defined as the thermal oxidation of carbon-rich raw materials, such as coal or

biomass to produce valuable gas products. The coal gasification process is a

widespread technology due to the abundance and availability of coal reserves

on a global scale. Coal gasification provides the conversion of solid coal to

gas by simultaneously occurring the complex heterogeneous gas–solid reac-

tions involved in the formation of synthesis gas. The synthesis gas (SynGas)

mainly consists of carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen (H2), carbon monoxide

(CO), water vapor (H2O), methane (CH4), and other gaseous hydrocarbons that

can be used as fuel or chemical sources. Also, several products are formed dur-

ing the process, such as a small amount of ash and condensable tar [1]. The main

process is the reaction of the carbon of the coal or biomass with air and steam at

pressures below 10MPa and at temperatures above 750 °C to form synthesis gas

with a high proportion of CO and H2 and less CO2 and CH4 [2].
Gasification performance depends on feeding type, process conditions, and

gasifier configuration. An in-depth understanding of the fuel properties that

affect gasification behavior is required to ensure optimum process efficiency.

Thus, the characteristics of the feed determined based on the proximate analysis

(fixed carbon, volatile matter, ash, and moisture) and ultimate analysis (carbon,
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hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur) provide a pre-evaluation of the fuel

quality. The volatile matter content is proportional to the gasification reactivity

of the solid fuel. In contrast, the ash content negatively affects the gasification

process due to slag and agglomeration, which limits the transfer of heat and

mass in the gasification reactor. The carbon, hydrogen, and fixed carbon content

promotes the quantity and quality of the gas product. The moisture in the com-

position of fuel affects the gasifier efficiency due to the endothermic nature of

water vaporization and the water-gas shift reactions that occur during gasifica-

tion. The temperature to be selected in the gasification process has an important

effect on the gas production rate and gas composition. The high amount of heat

required to perform this high endothermic reaction at elevated temperatures can

be achieved by burning the coal outside or by burning some of the coal in the

reactor using oxygen. At higher temperatures, the formation of CO2 and its con-

version into CO increases, resulting in an increase in syngas quality and gener-

ation rate. However, as with any chemical process, it is appropriate to choose a

temperature by considering economy and efficiency together. Coal or biomass

feeding rates affect the residence time of the fuel particles in the gasification

reactor and thus the product composition. The ratio of air to fuel is another

important parameter in a gasification system. Selecting a higher air/fuel ratio

than the optimum causes the existence of excess air in the gas product and thus

obtaining a gas composition result in lower thermal value. Therefore, the per-

formance of the gasification process is adversely affected. The vapor/fuel ratio

increases the H2 production by increasing the partial pressure of H2O in the gas-

ifier. Thus, it supports water-gas, water-gas drift, and methane reformation

reactions. In addition, the presence of high H2 levels in the product increases

the heating value of the product gas [3]. Apart from all these parameters, dif-

ferent gasification reactors with different structures and operating principles

have an essential effect on product composition.

Considering all these parameters, many experiments are required to design a

high-performance gasifier. However, gasification experiments are costly, time-

consuming, and labor-intensive. Besides, insufficient and ineffective experi-

ments or analyzes can cause problems in installing, operating, or optimizing

systems. This problem can be overcome by using modeling tools. A perfor-

mance assessment for the gasification system can be carried out through appro-

priately developed models. Modeling of thermochemical processes can be

performed by examining the systems in terms of thermodynamic and kinetic

events. In general, models based on process thermodynamics ignore the limita-

tions of heat and mass transfer by considering the gasification medium as homo-

geneous. The models produced based on these assumptions are independent of

the gasifier type. However, models derived regardless of the gasifier type are

not useful to explain and simulate the effects of process conditions on gasifier

efficiency and performance for each system. The kinetic models developed for

the systems represent the kinetics of various complex reactions that occur dur-

ing the gasification process. The kinetic model can predict process performance

in terms of product composition and temperature profiles at various operating
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conditions. However, the development of such models requires a detailed clar-

ification of the multiple physicochemical events affecting the process [3]. The

raw material structure, processing conditions, and the nature of the gasification

process create a complex system. Therefore, in order to model the system based

on thermodynamic and kinetic principles, it is necessary to examine various

complex endothermic and exothermic reactions that occur during gasification

with comprehensive and costly experiments. Besides, ideal assumptions in

the development of models create significant difficulties in the development

of a successful phenomenological process model [4].

In order to overcome problems arising from over-simplifications and the

assumptions made to model the systems, artificial intelligence (AI) methods

are widely applied as reliable tools for the analysis and prediction of complex

and nonlinear systems [5]. AI techniques provide accurate and precise informa-

tion in a shorter time at low cost. Machine learning (ML) is a sub-branch of AI

and has been used in a wide variety of applications where conventional models

or algorithms are insufficient to perform the required tasks [6].

ML models have shown very successful results in many engineering areas

that require to understand complex patterns with raw-level data [7]. ML algo-

rithms use computational techniques to “learn” information directly from raw

data without prior knowledge of an equation or model. ML algorithms investi-

gate correlations in data to reveal associations that provide a better understand-

ing of the systems. These algorithms help researchers make better decisions and

make more accurate predictions with lower cost and shorter analysis time [8].

In recent years, especially with the development of artificial intelligence,

many models have been developed to predict the gasification process outputs

with high reliability. These models range from traditional methods, such as mul-

tivariate regression (MVR) to advanced techniques, such as Artificial Neural

Networks (ANNs), Nonlinear Auto-Regressive Exogenous Neural Networks

(NARXNNs), and Support Vector Regression (SVR). Table 1 summarizes

the details of various studies available in the literature [3, 4, 6, 9–20]. As seen
in Table 1, the ANNs model, which performs well especially in large datasets, is

widely used for estimating the different outcomes of the gasification process.

Besides, with the development of AI, different approaches based on ML have

been developed to effectively predict system outcomes with limited experimen-

tal data [21].

In this chapter, we aimed to show the application potential of different ML

algorithms in coal gasification systems. According to the literature, there are

several studies that apply different ML algorithms in biomass gasification sys-

tems. However, the application of ML approaches for the coal gasification pro-

cess is limited. Therefore, in this study, we applied variousML algorithms, such

as Sequential Minimal Optimization Regression, Gaussian Process Regression,

Lazy K-Star, Lazy IBk, Alternating Model Tree, Random Forest, and M5Rules

to create regression models on coal gasification data. To the best of our knowl-

edge, this is the first attempt to use and compare multipleMLmethods to predict

the outputs of the coal gasification process.
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TABLE 1 Previous studies on the estimation of prediction ofs of the gasification process.

Reference Feedstock Reactor Method(s) Inputs Outputs

Tiwary et al. [3] Coal-biomass
blends

Fluidized bed gasifier – GP,
– ANNs,
– SVR

T, Coal-biomass feed rates,
FC, VM, ash, MC, air/fuel
ratio, steam/fuel ratio, C, H,
O, Co-gasification reaction
rate constant

– Total gas yield
– LHV of gas
– CCE
– CGE

Puig-Arnavat
et al. [4]

Biomass – Circulating fluidized bed
gasifier

– Bubbling fluidized bed
gasifier

– ANNs Ash, MC, C, O, H, ER, and T – CO, CO2, H2, and CH4

– Gas yield

Elmaz et al. [6] Biomass Fixed bed downdraft
gasifier

– PR
– SVR,
– DTR,
– -MLP

ER, fuel flow rate,
temperature distribution, C,
H,O,N,MC, VM, FC, and ash

– CO, CO2, H2, and CH4

– HHV

Yucel et al. [9] Biomass Fixed bed downdraft
gasifier

– ANNs
– NARX

FC, VM, ash, MC, air/fuel
ratio, steam/fuel ratio, C, H,
O, ER, air flow rate,
temperature distribution, and
reduction temperature

– CO, CO2, H2, and CH4

– Calorific value

Ozbas et al. [10] Biomass Fixed bed updraft gasifier – LR,
– KNN,
– SVR,
– DTR

Time, CO, CO2, CH4, O2, and
heating value, T

– H2 production

Serrano et al.
[11]

Biomass Bubbling fluidized bed
gasifier

– BPNN C,H,O,MC, ash, ER, reaction
temperature, steam/biomass
mass ratio, and bed material

– CO, CO2, H2, and CH4

– Gas yield



Ozonoh et al.
[12]

Coal, Biomass,
and Coal-
Biomass Blends

Fluidized bed gasifier – ANNs C, H, N, O, ash, MC, S, VM,
LHVfuel, ER, and T

– CO, CO2, H2, and CH4

– LHV of gas
– Gas yield
– CGE
– CCE

Elmaz and Y€ucel
[13]

Biomass Fixed bed downdraft
gasifier

– NARXNN C, H, O, N, FC, VM,
MC, ash, and ER

– CO, CO2, H2, and CH4

– HHV
– T0

Nougu�es et al.
[14]

Coal Fluidized bed gasifier – ANNs Coal feed, airflow, heating
power, and water flow

– Syngas composition
– Reactor temperature
– Differential pressure loss

through the bed

Chavan et al.
[15]

Coal Fluidized bed gasifier – MVR
– ANNs

FC, VM, MM, air feed per kg
of coal, steam feed per kg of
coal, and T

– Gas yield
– The heating value

Patil-Shinde
et al. [16]

Coal Fluidized bed gasifier – GP
– ANNs

Fuel ratio, ash, specific
surface area of coal,
activation energy of
gasification, coal feed rate,
gasifier bed temperature, ash
discharge rate, air/coal ratio

– CO+H2 generation rate
– Syngas production rate
– Carbon conversion
– Heating value

Pandey et al. [17] Biomass Fluidized bed gasifier ANNs C, H, N, S, O, MC, Ash, ER,
and T

– LHV of product gas,
– LHVp
– Gas yield

Baruah et al. [18] Biomass Fixed bed downdraft
gasifier

ANNs C, H, O, ash, MC, reduction
zone temperature

– CO, CO2, H2, and CH4

Continued



TABLE 1 Previous studies on the estimation of prediction ofs of the gasification process—cont’d

Reference Feedstock Reactor Method(s) Inputs Outputs

George et al. [19] Biomass Bubbling fluidized bed
gasifier

ANNs C, H, O, MC, ash, ER, and T – CO, CO2, H2, and CH4

Mutlu and Yucel
[20]

Biomass Fixed bed downdraft
gasifier

– RF
– LS-SVM

Temperature distribution, ER,
and fuel flow rate

– CO, CO2, H2, and CH4

– HHV

Abbreviations: ANNs, artificial neural networks; BPNN, back-propagation neural networks; C, carbon; CO2, carbon dioxide; CO, carbon monoxide; CCE, carbon conversion efficiency; CGE,
cold gas efficiency; DTR, decision tree regression; ER, equivalence ratio; FC, fixed carbon; GP, genetic programming; H, hydrogen; H2, hydrogen; H2O,water vapor; H4,methane; HHV, higher
heating value; KNN, K-nearest neighbors; LHV, lower heating value; LHVp, lower heating value of gasification products including tars and entrained char; LR, linear regression; LS-SVM, least-
squares support vector machine; MC, moisture content; MM, mineral matter; MLP, multilayer perceptron; MVR, multivariate regression; N, nitrogen; NARX, non-linear autoregressive
exogenous; NARXNN, nonlinear auto-regressive exogenous neural network; O, oxygen; PR, polynomial regression; RF, random forest; S, sulfur; SVR, support vector regression; T, temperature;
VM, volatile matter.



2 Materials and methods

2.1 Dataset description

In this study, 106 coal gasification data obtained from 18 fluidized bed gasifiers

were used. The gasification data was taken from a previously published paper

by Chavan et al. [15]. The provided data consist of 6 inputs (i.e., independent

factors) and two outputs (i.e., response factors). The proximate analysis and

gasification process parameters were used to predict the product gas yield

(GY) and the product gas heating value (HV). The proximate analysis includes

the mineral matter (MM), fixed carbon (FC), and volatile matter (VM) contents.

These are the main parameters of the coal and are evaluated during any coal

gasification run as they provide a primary assessment of the coal quality. On

the other hand, bed temperature (T), air feed per kg of coal (AF), and steam feed

per kg of coal (SF) are used as gasification process parameters. The summary of

the statistical evaluation of the dataset is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2 Descriptive statistics of the variables.

Inputs Symbol Unit

Statistics

Min Max Mean
St.
deva

Mineral
matterb

MM (wt%) 9.05 49.98 27.32 10.14

Fixed
carbon

FC (wt%) 25.83 61.00 39.20 11.41

Volatile
matter

VM (wt%) 21.29 49.56 33.81 6.47

Air feeding AF (Nm3/kg
coal)

1.34 5.84 2.35 0.82

Steam
feeding

SF (kg/kg
coal)

0.10 0.63 0.35 0.11

Temperature T (°C) 720.00 980.00 858.80 62.14

Outputs

Gas yield GY (Nm3/kg
coal)

1.90 5.55 2.90 0.74

Heating
value

HV (MJ/Nm3) 1.42 5.50 3.91 0.94

aStandard deviation.
bMineral matter (wt%)¼1.1�Ash (wt%).
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2.2 Data preparation

The analysis was performed using WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowl-

edge Analysis) software. WEKA has data pre-processing, regression, classifi-

cation, association rules, clustering, and visualization tools. It includes

different open-source ML algorithms that are used to solve real-world data min-

ing problems. Although many ML algorithms have been developed, their per-

formance largely depends on the quality of the data. However, raw data is often

irrelevant, messy, or incomplete and needs to be repaired or removed. There-

fore, data preparation (also called “data pre-processing”) is an important step

that helps make the dataset suitable for ML.

The outliers and extreme values can negatively impact the prediction per-

formance of the ML algorithms. Therefore, they must be removed as they do

not represent the behavior of the underlying system. In WEKA, the outlier

values fall outside the boundaries by three times interquartile ranges, while

extreme values fall outside by six times the boundaries. In this study, outliers

and extreme values were determined using the “InterquartileRange” filter and
then discarded from the dataset.

Data normalization is significant to create a better learning experience under

different data structures. Thus, all inputs and outputs data were normalized

using the min-max normalization technique to provide constant variability

and minimize the effects of high variance variables on the prediction results.

The min-max normalization formula is as in Eq. (1):

Znorm ¼ Zi�Zmin
Zmax�Zmin

(1)

where Zi and Znorm represent the experimental value of the ith data point and

normalized data, respectively. Zmax and Zmin show the maximum and minimum

values of the data, respectively.

In order to check the robustness and prediction ability of the MLmodels, the

normalized data were randomly divided into two sets, namely training and test-

ing sets. In this regard, 85% of the dataset was used for training, and the remain-

ing 15% for testing the models.

2.3 Evaluation criteria

TheML algorithms were evaluated based on five well-known statistical indices,

including the coefficient of determination (R2), mean absolute error (MAE),

root mean square error (RMSE), relative absolute error (RAE in %), and root

relative squared error (RRSE in %). In this study, the model with the lowest

MAE, RMSE, RAE, and RRSE and the highest R2 values is considered the best

candidate model. The formulation of these criteria is presented in Eqs. (2–6)
[8, 22].
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R2 ¼ 1�

Xn
i¼1

Yipredicted�Yiobserved
� �2

Xn
i¼1

Yiobserved�Yobserved

� �2 (2)

MAE¼ 1

n

Xn
i¼1

Yiobserved�Yipredicted
�� �� (3)

RMSE¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n

Xn
i¼1

Yiobserved�Yipredicted
� �2s

(4)

RAE¼

Xn
i¼1

Yipredicted�Yiobserved
�� ��

Xn
i¼1

Yiobserved�Yobserved

�� �� (5)

RRSE¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
i¼1

Yipredicted�Yiobserved
� �2

Xn
i¼1

Yiobserved�Yobserved

� �2

vuuuuuuut (6)

where Yipredicted, Yiobserved, and Yobserved represent the predicted, observed, and

the average of the observed values of coal gasification performance parameters,

respectively. Also, n denotes the number of samples.

2.4 Modeling

In the literature, ANNs are frequently used for the estimation of gasification

process outputs [3, 4, 9, 12, 14–18]. However, there are many powerful algo-

rithms developed in ML to predict system outputs by learning system charac-

teristics effectively. Thus, ML techniques can contribute to the discovery of the

rules and characteristics underlying the coal gasification process and predict

process outcomes.

In this study, seven ML algorithms belonging to different classes in WEKA

are presented; function-based, lazy, tree-based, and rule-based techniques. The

methods selected from such classes are sequential minimal optimization regres-
sion (SMOreg) and Gaussian process regression (GPR) from function-based

models; K-Star (K∗) and IBk from lazy models; Alternating Model Tree
(AMT) and Random Forest (RF) from tree-based models; M5Rules from

rule-based models. In this study, the hyperparameter values used in the ML
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methods were set as default in WEKA software and are presented in Table 3.

The mentioned ML algorithms are briefly explained in the subsections from

2.4.1 to 2.4.7. The general process used in this study is shown in Fig. 1.

2.4.1 Sequential minimal optimization-based support vector
regression

Sequential minimal optimization-based regression (SMOreg) is an algorithm in

WEKA which implements support vector machines (SVM) for the regression

problems [23]. Support Vector Regression (SVR) was first proposed by Cortes

and Vapnik in 1995 [24]. It is a widely popular ML algorithm in classification

TABLE 3 Hyperparameters of the ML methods.

Method Parameter Value

GPR Kernel type PUKa

Kernel parameter, ω 1

Kernel parameter, σ 1

Noise 1

SMOreg Kernel type PUKa

Kernel parameter, ω 1

Kernel parameter, σ 1

The complexity parameter, C 1

Regoptimizer RegSMOImproved

Lazy K-star Global blend 20

Missing mode Average column entropy curves

Lazy IBk Number of neighbors 1

Nearest neighbor search algorithm LinearNNSearch

AMT Number of iterations 10

Shrinkage 1

RF Maximum depth of the tree 0

Number of execution slots 1

Number of trees 100

M5Rules Minimum number of instances 4

aPUK kernel was selected because it gives the best performance compared to other kernel functions.
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and regression problems [25, 26]. It provides good generalization performance

even in small datasets. SVR uses a nonlinear mapping procedure to map input

data to a higher dimensional feature space. For the data transformation, a kernel

function is used. The SVR function is detailed in Eq. (7) [27]:

f xð Þ¼
Xk
i

αi�α∗i
� �

k xi, xj
� �

+ b (7)

where xi and xj are the ith and jth input vectors of dimension D, k(xi,xj) is the
kernel function, αi and αi

∗ are Lagrangian multipliers, b is the intercept.

In the literature, there are different kernel functions in different forms. The

most commonly used kernel functions are linear, Pearson VII kernel function

(PUK), polynomial, Gaussian (Radial basis function, RBF), and sigmoid

[28]. In this study, PUK kernel function was used with SMOreg for the training

of the model as it gives the best performance compared to others. Also, the pop-

ular algorithm RegSMOImproved was used for parameter settings due to its

short implementation time [29]. The PUK function can be expressed as [30]:

k xixj
� �¼ 1

1 +

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi� xj

�� ��2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

1
ω=

� �
�1

q
2

r

σ

0
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FIG. 1 A schematic view of the study.
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where xi and xj are the ith and jth input vectors of dimension D, respectively,
k(xi,xj) is the kernel function,ω and σ are the actual shape and width parameters,

respectively.

2.4.2 Gaussian process regression

Gaussian process regression (GPR) was first introduced by Rasmussen and

Williams [31]. GPR is used effectively for both regression and probabilistic

classification problems. It is a nonparametric kernel-based probabilistic algo-

rithm. It can handle complex relationships between inputs and outputs using the

Gaussian process [32]. Gaussian process (GP) is a set of random variables, such

that any finite number of which has a joint Gaussian distribution. GP is defined

by its mean function μ(x) and a kernel (covariance) function k(x,x0) [31].

y¼ g xð Þ�GP μ xð Þ, k x, x0ð Þð Þ (9)

μ xð Þ¼E f xð Þ½ � (10)

kðx,x0Þ ¼E ðf xð Þ�μ xð Þ½ Þ f x0ð Þ�μ x0ð Þð Þ� (11)

where y is the target values, E[.] denotes expectation. Typically, the mean func-

tion is considered to be zero while the kernel function is restricted to generate

positive matrices [33]. The generated matrix by applying the kernel function to

an input variables vector can then be expressed as K(x, x’). The Eq. (9) can be

shown as follows [31]:

K x, x0ð Þ ¼
k x1, x1ð Þ k x1, x2ð Þ…k x1, xnð Þ
k x2, x1ð Þ k x2, x2ð Þ…k x2, xnð Þ

⋮⋱⋮
k xn, x1ð Þ k xn, x2ð Þ…k xn, xnð Þ

2
664

3
775 (12)
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⋮
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…

⋱
…
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⋮
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2
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3
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0
@

1
A (13)

WEKA software includes polynomial, RBF, and PUK kernel functions to

solve problems. In this study, the PUK kernel function was used due to its high

performance.

2.4.3 Lazy K-star

K-star (K∗) is one of the lazy learner algorithms used for various classification

problems [34]. Lazy learning is a local learning approach that stores training

instances, and these instances do not operate until classification time [35]. K∗

is an instance-based classifier that applies the k-Nearest Neighbor (k�NN)

method. In this algorithm, n instances are partitioned into k clusters according
to the nearest mean procedure. The entropy distance measure is used for placing
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a new instance to the nearest class. New instances, x, are assigned to the closest
class, yj, where j¼1,…,k. The K∗ formulation is defined as follows [22]:

K∗ yi, xð Þ¼� ln P∗ yi, xð Þ (14)

where P∗ is the probability that xwill reach y through a random path. The use of

entropy as a measure distance allows the K∗ algorithm to take a consistent

approach to handle real-valued, symbolic, and missing attributes [36]. In many

classification problems in the literature, K∗ provided satisfactory results. How-

ever, choosing an appropriate k value can be difficult, and the method can give

different results if the size and density of the clusters change [37]. Detailed

information about K∗ algorithm can be referenced in the literature [36].

2.4.4 Lazy IBk

IBk algorithm is instance-based learning that implements the k-NN classifier

[38]. IBk algorithm is a nonparametric method used in both classification

and regression problems [39, 40]. The IBk algorithm is a lazy learner that does

not build a model from the training dataset; instead, it generates a prediction for

a test sample [41]. The IBk algorithm relies on a distance measure, such as

Euclidean, Minkowski, Manhattan, or Chebyshev to locate k “close” instances
in the training data for each test sample. Then, it uses the selected cases to make

predictions. In this algorithm, “k” is the number of nearest neighbors and can be

determined precisely in the object editor or adjusted automatically based on

cross-validation. Various search algorithms in WEKA can be used to find near-

est neighbors, such as ball tree, cover tree, linear search, etc.

2.4.5 Alternating model tree

An alternating model tree (AMT) is a new ensemble learning algorithm pro-

posed by Frank et al. [42]. AMT is an alternative decision tree with a single tree

structure [43]. In recent years, it has been used in many different studies due to

its high accuracy in classification and regression problems [22, 44]. There are

two different nodes in AMT implementation: a splitter node and a prediction
node [45]. The splitter node is the same as an internal node in a standard deci-

sion tree. This node aims to split numerical attributes by the median value of the

attribute to reduce computational complexity and data fragmentation. The pre-

dictor node estimates the numeric output at that node using simple linear regres-

sion functions. In AMT, the tree is grown by forward stage-wise additive

modeling instead of a boosting algorithm to minimize squared error. Also,

the size of the tree, which depends on the number of iterations of the forward

additive modeling, is determined using cross-validation [42].

2.4.6 Random forest

Random forest (RF) is an ensemble learning algorithm, which was first pro-

posed by Breiman [46]. RF algorithm trains a large number of individual
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decision trees and combines them to make a more accurate prediction. It uses a

random sampling technique and a subset of the training data to create the final

model. In this method, many decision trees are created, and a bootstrap sample

technique is used to train each tree from the set of training data. Finally, the RF

algorithm selects the class with the highest number of votes.

The RF algorithm is widely used in the literature due to its satisfactory per-

formance compared to other ML methods [47]. It has advantages, such as fast

training and overcoming the over-fitting problems associated with decision tree

methods. Besides, the RF method is easy to develop as it does not require too

much hyperparameter settings or feature scaling [48]. In this study, the RF algo-

rithm consisting of 100 decision trees was used to estimate the gasification out-

puts of coal (Table 3).

2.4.7 M5Rules

The M5Rules model is a nonparametric decision tree learner used for various

classification and prediction problems [49]. Especially in regression problems,

it is among the most effective rule-based learning techniques. It has a straight-

forward working method that extracts if-then rules from model trees. Due to its

fast working, it is used in many applications of ML [50]. This technique gen-

erates a decision list for regression problems using a divide-and-conquer strat-

egy [51]. M5Rules follows the following steps [52]:

l A model tree is built using the M5 model tree to the full training dataset.

l The tree is pruned in different ways, the best leaf selected, and the tree is

discarded.

l The best leaf is turned into an IF-THEN rule. All instances covered by the

rule from the dataset are removed.

l Until all instances are included in the rules, the previous procedure is

repeated.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Comparison of ML algorithms

Total gas yield is a crucial performance parameter that measures the rate of con-

version of solid coal to syngas. On the other hand, the heating value of the prod-

uct gas is important for energy applications and represents the energy content of

the syngas. Thus, both outputs need to be estimated in order to reliably evaluate

the gasification performance of coal. As mentioned earlier, the primary moti-

vation of this study is to provide a comprehensiveML analysis for the prediction

of product gas generation and product gas heating value using coal properties

and gasification process parameters. All models were created for predicting sin-

gle output, and all methods were applied using an 85/15% splitting strategy. The

reliability of each model was measured by five accuracy criteria, namely, R2,
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MAE, RMSE, RAE%, and RRSE%. The calculated values are given in Tables 4

and 5 for heating value and gas yield outputs, respectively.

From the results in Tables 4 and 5, it is seen that most of the ML algorithms

have good correlations, achieving high values (R2>0.90) in both training and

testing stages. However, the GPR and M5Rules models performed less than

other ML algorithms to estimate both outputs.

As can be seen in Table 4, RF and lazy K-star performed better than other

ML algorithms to predict HV output. In the training stage, the statistical indexes

(R2, MAE, RMSE, RAE, and RRSE) results showed that the best correlations

and the lowest errors were obtained with the RF (0.9851, 0.017, 0.0312,

7.8621%, and 12.4322%) and K-star (0.9722, 0.0333, 0.0449, 15.3684%, and

17.8912%) models, respectively. Similarly, R2, MAE, RMSE, RAE (%), and

RRSE (%) values for the RF and lazy K-star models in the test dataset were

TABLE 4 Prediction performances of ML models for estimating the product

gas heating value.

Dataset Method

Statistics

R2 MAE RMSE RAE RRSE

Train set K-star 0.9722 0.0333 0.0449 15.3684 17.8912

GPR 0.8580 0.0824 0.1022 38.0578 40.7031

SMOreg 0.9295 0.0423 0.0669 19.5179 26.6482

AMT 0.9270 0.0521 0.0679 24.0652 27.0464

RF 0.9851 0.0170 0.0312 7.8621 12.4322

M5Rules 0.8339 0.0756 0.1025 34.8952 40.8475

IBk 0.9655 0.0327 0.0468 15.1065 18.6372

Test set K-star 0.9594 0.0421 0.0576 19.5772 24.4067

GPR 0.8122 0.0709 0.1017 32.9253 43.0827

SMOreg 0.9157 0.0560 0.0748 26.0216 31.6753

AMT 0.9099 0.0614 0.0753 28.5462 31.8839

RF 0.9730 0.0338 0.0451 15.7148 19.1181

M5Rules 0.8010 0.0788 0.1102 36.6381 46.6895

IBk 0.9430 0.0459 0.0599 21.3483 25.3491

The RAE and RRSE values are in (%).
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(0.9730, 0.0338, 0.0451, 15.7148%, and 19.1181%) and (0.9594, 0.0421,

0.0576, 19.5772%, and 24.4067%), respectively.

It was observed that for the GY output, the RF algorithm has the highest

R2 value (0.9998) and the lowest MAE (0.0015), RMSE (0.0028), RAE

(0.8872%), and RRSE (1.2385%) values in the training set. These values show

the superiority of the RF model compared to other methods. In this regard, the

best results were obtained with the RFmodel where the R2, MAE, RMSE, RAE,

and RRSE values of the testing dataset were 0.9928, 0.0214, 0.0258, 8.8001%,

and 9.1592%, respectively.

According to the above results, it can be said that the RF technique is the

more accurate and consistent compared to the other six models, which has also

been found in many previous studies [53–56]. To better understand the predic-

tive success of the RF model, the actual values were plotted against the pre-

dicted values in Fig. 2.

TABLE 5 Prediction performances of ML models for estimating the product

gas generation.

Dataset Method

Statistics

R2 MAE RMSE RAE RRSE

Train set K-star 0.9833 0.0212 0.0308 12.3452 13.5939

GPR 0.9090 0.0435 0.0684 25.2969 30.1745

SMOreg 0.9635 0.0317 0.0434 18.4633 19.1553

AMT 0.9604 0.0328 0.0452 19.0657 19.9503

RF 0.9998 0.0015 0.0028 0.8872 1.2385

M5Rules 0.8699 0.0606 0.0817 35.2436 36.0542

IBk 0.9722 0.0282 0.0380 16.4058 16.7653

Test set K-star 0.9763 0.0363 0.0475 14.9424 16.8627

GPR 0.8894 0.0632 0.0965 26.0295 34.3041

SMOreg 0.9430 0.0521 0.0726 21.4569 25.7808

AMT 0.9424 0.0544 0.0768 22.3995 27.2960

RF 0.9928 0.0214 0.0258 8.8001 9.1592

M5Rules 0.8391 0.0818 0.1156 33.7033 41.0620

IBk 0.9590 0.0445 0.0594 18.3532 21.1062

The RAE and RRSE values are in (%).
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3.2 Comparison with previous studies

In this section, a review of existing models in the literature was conducted to

analyze the performance of the RF model, which performs well for both outputs

of the coal gasification process. Table 6 gives the performance comparison of

the models based on R2 and RMSE values.

As can be seen in Table 6, there are several studies that apply different math-

ematical models to predict the outputs of various gasification system, such as

biomass and coal. However, unlike biomass gasification systems, very few

researchers have focused on estimating the outputs of the coal gasification

system.

As mentioned before, the ANNs model is widely used in gasification studies

[3, 6, 11, 12, 15]. Although the ANNs model obtains relatively satisfactory

results for predicting gasification products, it needs a large number of experi-

mental samples in the training dataset to achieve high performance. Also, it has

several issues, such as choosing the appropriate network type and parameters
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FIG. 2 Graphical comparison of experimental and estimated values of (A) HV and (B) GY outputs

with the RF model.
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and overfitting of the data [57]. To overcome the shortcoming of ANNs, many

studies use powerful ML tools that can reveal nonlinear relationships with high

accuracy even in small dataset.

As seen in Table 6, the RF model showed the best performance among the

other prediction models. The main reason why RF model is superior to the other

models is that RF has an ensemble learning structure. RF uses the bootstrap

sampling method to create Ntotal sub-data for each decision tree, and then esti-

mates are obtained by averaging each tree prediction. In addition, it may be due

to the characteristic of the RF model that can handle unbalanced samples [58].

All these features make the learning process more stable and robust, reducing

the impact of noise data and the possibility of over-fitting.

TABLE 6 Performance comparison of the developed RF model with the

literature.

Output Reference Method

Accuracy

R2 RMSE

Heating value Tiwary et al. [3] GP 0.951 0.256

MLP 0.938 0.281

SVR 0.951 0.252

Elmaz et al. [6] SVR 0.886 0.552

DTR 0.921 0.286

PR (Quadratic) 0.713 0.866

PR (Cubic) 0.858 0.610

MLP 0.931 0.221

Chavan et al. [15] MVR 0.677 0.435

ANNs 0.893 0.250

This study RF 0.973 0.034

Gas yield Puig-Arnavat et al. [4] ANNs 0.992 0.075

Serrano et al. [11] FFBP 0.987 0.017

Chavan et al. [15] MVR 0.901 0.216

ANNs 0.943 0.162

This study RF 0.993 0.026

Abbreviations: ANNs, artificial neural networks; DTR, decision tree regression; FFBP, feedforward
backpropagation; GP, genetic programming; LR, linear regression; MLP, multilayer perceptron; MVR,
multivariate regression; PR, polynomial regression; RF, random forest; SVR, support vector regression.
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4 Conclusions and future perspectives

In this study, various ML models were investigated to predict gas yield and

heating value from coal gasification in a fluidized bed gasifier. Various phys-

icochemical properties of coal and process parameters were used as inputs. It

was seen that the performance of the examined models was in good agreement

with the experimental data sets. Thus, it can be said that ML algorithms can be

applied as an alternative method for modeling nonlinear systems, such as ther-

mochemical processes with complex reaction mechanisms. Analysis results

showed that the RF model performed significantly better than the rest of the

methods used in this study with R2, MAE, RMSE, RAE (%), and RRSE (%)

values for gas yield output (0.9928, 0.0214, 0.0258, 8.8001%, and 9.1592%)

and for heating value output (0.9730, 0.0338, 0.0451, 15.7148%, and

19.1181%), respectively.

In conclusion, ML models can be used to model gasification products with-

out further adaptation. According to analysis results, the RF method is appro-

priate for understanding, exploring, and making accurate predictions of the

gasification process. The findings of this study may enable researchers in aca-

demia and industry to learn more about gasifier systems that can be used in both

energy and chemical production. The authors believe that tuning the hyperpara-

meters of ML algorithms with optimization algorithms to achieve higher per-

formance could be a good topic for future studies. Besides, sensitivity

analysis can be applied to obtain the best structure of the used methods.
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1 Introduction

Data models are specific models or arrangements that organize data and stan-

dardizes them based on the relation to each another and also in relation to the

real world. Data models are designed for conceptual representation of data and

also the relation between various data objects [1]. The main purpose behind any

data model is designing of the data architecture in conceptual, physical, and log-

ical levels. It helps to clear out redundant data and create a base data which

would minimize labor as well as expenditure of time, in the long run.

A predictive model commonly uses statistical techniques that use data and

statistics to predict data outcomes with data models. It predicts future events or

outcomes by analyzing data patterns that would forecast future results [2]. It is

also referred as predictive analysis or machine learning. It is a form of data min-

ing technology that utilizes historical data to predict and generate future out-

comes. The predictive analysis can learn eventually how various data points

can interconnect with each other. The predictive models are of various types

such as:

One-variable-at-a-time (OVAT): Also known as Monothetic analysis in

which experiments are designed based on testing different factors, one at

a time as an alternative to employing multiple factors simultaneously.

Response surface methodology (RSM): It is a model which uses mathemat-

ical and statistical method for analyzing a process in which the response or
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output of the process is affected by various variables to optimize the

response.

Fuzzy logic theory: It is directed toward optimization of data “based on

truths” rather than true or false which are mostly employed for decision

making, route planning, and controlling systems.

Artificial neural network (ANN): The model is based on networking inspired

by the neural networks of the nervous system inside the human brain along

with its information storage property. The neural networks motivated by

the human brain working mechanism, are formed with a web of organized

interconnected nodes in hierarchy, hence building the base for artificial

intelligence.

2 Artificial neural network

In biological terms, a human brain can perform various tasks such as pattern

recognition, perception and motor control, estimation, and optimization. The

ANNs are inspired by its close similarity to the working process of nervous sys-

tems which consists of simple but plentiful nerve cells working simultaneously

with learning capability [3]. The ANNs collect information by identifying dif-

ferent data patterns and relationships and are trained via experience (feeding

various data). An ANN is comprised of numerous single functional units known

as artificial neurons or processing elements (PE). The processing elements are

weighted links representing the neural structure arranged in layers.

However, before studying ANN in detail, it is essential to understand the

functioning outline of the human brain as ANN is all about mimicking the func-

tioning of the human brain [4]. A human brain consists of an estimated 100 bil-

lion nerve cells. Neurons are the primary essential functional units of the

nervous system in a human body and are accountable for receiving sensory sig-

nals, which are short-lived impulses and cause spikes in membrane. Neurons

communicate within each other through electrochemical impulses known as

synapses. The synapses are produced between axon terminals on the signal dis-

patching neurons and the dendrites on the signal receiving neurons.

The classification of the nervous system is as follows:

Peripheral Nervous System (PNS): The PNS comprises of group of neurons

and axons that branch out of the brain and spinal cord. The PNS mainly con-

sists of spinal and cranial nerves and is predominantly distributed through-

out the body.

Central Nervous System (CNS): The CNS is primarily made up of brain and

spinal cord. It mainly functions by receiving sensory information from PNS

and hence, controls the motor response.

Each neuron keeps on receiving a multitude of incoming signals which ulti-

mately reach the cell body (Fig. 1). Then it is transmitted to other neurons

via a fiber that gets eventually branched and is known as axon. An impulse
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has both inhibitory and excitatory effects depending on the type of incoming

signals which ultimately lead to impulse generation depending on its synaptic

connections with other neurons. The neurons in turn, regulate the membrane

potential for an active processing of the information.

Thus, we learn the concept of biological nervous systems that are linked to

one another and are stimulated by electrical signals sent via axons. The impulse

undergoes a series of biochemical changes after crossing the synaptic cleft to a

postsynaptic nerve cell. Depending on these input signals, the output gets lin-

earized or nonlinearized. This entire concept led to the framing of the ANN

model. The ANN is a computational structure that mimics the structural

arrangements and attributes of biological neural system. Signals or information

passing through the neural network impacts the ANN structure as such networks

learn to rely on the input provided and the output obtained [5]. The functioning

capabilities of the ANNsmaintain similarity to the neurons working mechanism

in our nervous system and this term was coined by Warren S McCulloch and

Walter Pitts in the early 1970s.

The basic mechanism in ANN starts with neurons with variable inputs pro-

viding outputs for various other neurons (Fig. 2). The neuron collates and com-

bines the inputs and generates a single output that is compared to a training

set also known as a set of known input and output values. The output value

is either 0 or 1 or between 0 and 1. In case, if the output received from the neuron

do not match the known value in the training set, then, the structure rearranges

FIG. 1 Structure of a typical neuron. (Modified after S. Mohammed, E.R. Abdessamad,

R. Saadane, K.A. Hatim, Performance evaluation of spectrum sensing implementation using artifi-

cial neural networks and energy detection method, in: International Conference on Electronics,
Control, Optimization and Computer Science (ICECOCS), Kenitra, 2018, pp. 1–6, https://doi.
org/10.1109/ICECOCS.2018.8610506.)
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by adjusting the weights. The process repeats until the error lies within the

threshold range while the weight fixes itself to existing position to be tested

again against the dataset not used in training dataset.

3 Principle of ANN

A neural network principally consists of three layers such as input layer,

hidden layer, and output layer. The input layer is the foremost layer in the

ANN structure which primarily functions by receiving the information. The

hidden layers are arranged as either a single layer or multiple layers in

between the ANN structure (Fig. 3). The key function performed by hidden

layers is to carry out different types of mathematical computations on the

input and also recognizing the patterns through computation. The output layer

then receives the analysis done by hidden layers after a thorough mathematical

analysis [5].

Let us consider two input signals X1 and X2, and the weights assigned to

them as W1 and W2, respectively.

Now each of these neurons are associated with a numerical value called the

bias (b) which is added up to the input sum, that is

Y¼ W1X1 +W2X2 + bð Þ (1)

The obtained sum is passed through a threshold function called “activation

function.” Artificial neural networks utilize not only activation function but also

sigmoid function. The (activation) sigmoid function is expressed as:

σ xð Þ¼ ex= 1 + exð Þ (2)

FIG. 2 A simple artificial neuron. (Modified from M. Shariati, M.S. Mafipour, P. Mehrabi,

A. Bahadori, Y. Zandi, M.N.A. Salih, H. Nguyen, J. Dou, X. Song, S. Poi-Ngian, Application of a

hybrid artificial neural network-particle swarm optimization (ANN-PSO) model in behavior predic-
tion of channel shear connectors embedded in normal and high-strength concrete, Appl. Sci. 9

(2019) 5534.)
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Now the result of the activation function determines whether a particular

neuron will get activated or not. The triggered signal can both be 0/1, or any

real value between 0 and 1 depending upon the binary or real valued artificial

neurons we are dealing with. The activated neuron transmits data to the next

layer over the channels. This process by which the data is propagated to the next

layer is called “forward propagation.” In the output layer the neuron with the

highest value eventually determines the ultimate output or result. The function

which calculates the output is primarily composed of two parts. The first part

evaluates the input signals and determines the total input/net input, whereas the

second part propagates the net input signal, nonlinearly to obtain the output

value, that is.

f :X! Y (3)

All these assigned values considered are basically only probabilities. When

the assumed value turns out to be incorrect that is, when the magnitude of error

of predicted output in comparison to the real output is more than anticipated, the

information is channelized back to the network. This is termed as “backward

propagation.”

The main purpose behind backward propagation is changing the required

weights so as to minimize error as much as possible.

dE=dW1 ¼ dE=dAð ÞX dA=dSð ÞX dS=dW1ð Þ; (4)

dE=dW2 ¼ dE=dAð ÞX dA=dSð ÞX dS=dW2ð Þ (5)

[Here, dE¼Loss function].

FIG. 3 Architecture of artificial neural networkmodel. (Modified from V. Laxmi, H. Rohil, License

plate recognition system using back propagation neural network, Int. J. Comput. Appl. 99

(2014) 29.)
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Once the old weights are adjusted, using gradient descent procedure, new

weights are updated as:

W1
0 ¼W1�ηdE=dW1 (6)

W2
0 ¼W2�ηdE/dW2, where W1

0 and W2
0 are new weights assigned,

respectively.

The weights are then adjusted which eventually trains the network and min-

imizes the error rate, making the model more reliable. This cycle of forward

propagation and backward propagation is repeatedly performed with multiple

inputs until the predicted output matches with the actual output. The error rate

is minimized so that the output close to its true value is obtained and this marks

as the end of the training procedure.

The ANN method has been witnessed to work precisely when nonlinear dep-

endence is considered between inputs and outputs. That does not restrict ANN for

possible usage in finding the linear relationship, however, with less preciseness.

4 Methodology of ANN model

The key criteria determining success of the ANN model is the choice of ANN

training and architectural parameters [6]. Back propagation algorithms are used

for development and training of ANNmodels. Statistically, the developed ANN

models are tested to check their prediction accuracy, and eventually the optimal

ANN model is selected (Fig. 4) [6].

The steps followed to develop an ANN model consist of compilation and

data preparation for training and validation of ANN model, subsequent selec-

tion of structural parameters followed by training of ANN model and lastly

testing the model and result analysis.

4.1 Collection of data and its preparation

The initial step to develop an ANNmodel is to collect prepare the data. Various

data forms are converted in the step of data preparation and converted to an

ANN friendly format. Data are prepared via normalization process in binary

order, that is, 0 to 1, or �1 to 1.

The following equation of normalization [7] is used:

xnorm ¼ 2: x� xminð Þ= xmax � xminð Þf g�1 (7)

where x is the data to be normalized and xmin and xmax are the lowest and highest

values of the raw data and every input and output factors are normalized within

the range of �1.

4.2 Selection of structural parameters

The training of the ANN model and the structural parameters are important

factors that are carefully considered for optimal selection of ANN model.
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The trial/error method is mostly used for selection of parameter settings. The

essential parameters under consideration are learning efficiency, momentum,

number of neurons present in the hidden layers along with the exact number

of hidden layers.

The learning efficiency or pace and momentum determines speed and

effectiveness of the process, during which ANN adjusts its weight and hence,

FIG. 4 Flowchart of ANN model methodology. (Modified from H. Li, Z. Zhang, Z. Liu, Applica-
tion of artificial neural networks for catalysis: a review, Catalysts 7 (2017) 306.)
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the training rate. Higher learning rate would result in increased convergence,

but this process can be quite unstable and some distillations might occur. Iden-

tifying the exact number of hidden layers and neurons involved can be a tedious

task. Any rise in the number of neurons leads to change the subsequent

complexity, hence, affecting the training pace. However, an increase in neuron

numbers in the hidden layers can solve complex datasets.

4.3 ANN model training

The ANN model training represents the input-output information according to

BP algorithm using to modify the weights. Randomizations within specific

intervals are done to establish initial values of weights. The initial values can

also be established as per one of the widely used techniques known as

Nguyen-Widrow method. Subsequently, the data obtained from the training

data set are reiterated in random order and the weights are updated with every

repetition of data as per the BP algorithm [8]. The iteration of the complete

training dataset refers to one epoch and an ANN training requires such hundreds

to thousands of epochs. However, in such cases, overtraining is a growing con-

cern that can be avoided by early stopping and regularization methods [8]. The

early stopping method is mostly used due to its simple understanding and better

application over regularization methods. However, to use the early stopping

method, the data requires to be separated into three sets such as training set,

validation set, and test set.

The training set is employed to find the ANNweights whereas the validation

set is a prerequisite for assessing ANN model performance and also to choose

the precise time to stop the training procedure. The test set is employed to check

ANN model efficiency.

4.4 Model testing and result analysis

All the ANN outputs are renormalized before assessing the performance of the

ANN model by using the following equation [7]:

xdenorm ¼ 1=2 o + 1ð Þ xmax � xminð Þ+ xmin (8)

where o is the force obtained from ANNmodel, and xmin and xmax are the lowest

and highest values of the raw data.

Training time is an important criterion for selection of ANNmodel and usu-

ally gets reduced with fewer free parameters [6]. The best performance obtained

from the test results does not correlate to the best predictions and therefore,

developed models are employed to obtain more precise analysis. Usually, smal-

ler models are used for such analysis to bypass complexity issues in the hidden

layers and assure better optimization results.
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5 Applications of ANN model

5.1 Forecasting of river flow

Forecasting of thunderstorms is a very difficult task in weather prediction, due

to their very specific and small spatial extension along with nonlinearity in their

dynamics [9]. Studies from 2013 had shown that by application of ANNmodels,

it had developed few algorithms which successfully predicted thunderstorm

time series. Hence, this model turned out to be very beneficial especially to

the meteorologists for forecasting real-time thunderstorm [9]. The ANNmodels

have shown promising results for analyzing the simulation of river flow. The

key characteristics of the models include quick completion and development

of the model, data parsimony over conventional models. Application of

ANN models has been seen to work well in river flow forecast. In a study by

Cigozoglu [9], river water flow forecast and estimation of daily water flow

for the rivers in East Mediterranean sea in Turkey were analyzed. Multilayer

perceptron network was employed as ANN structure and compared to tradi-

tional statistical and scholastic model [9]. The results suggested better effi-

ciency of the ANN model over conventional ones.

Study by Pramanik et al. [10] employed wavelet-ANN hybrid model with

distinct wavelet transformation functions for processing the flow data with cor-

responding time into the wavelet coefficients of various frequency groups. The

neural network models were developed for 1–3days of river flow forecast of

Brahmani River, India [10]. In another study by scientist Kişi [11], suggested

the river flow data on monthly basis for Canakdere river and Goksudere river in

eastern black sea zone of Turkey. Three different ANN models were used to

evaluate the flow data including feed-forward neural network, generalized

regression neural network, and radial basis ANN. Out of the three various

models, generalized regression neural network model revealed better results

for the monthly forecast of river flow [11]. Several related studies have been

mentioned in Table 1.

5.2 ANN model for prediction of depression in aged population

Depression is the main cause of aging, especially in geriatric population which

immensely adds to mortality and morbidity rate. ANN Model serves as an

important tool for prediction of the various socio-demographic variables and

co-morbid conditions. It is also useful as machine learning classifier within

the predictive modeling technique. This sophisticated technology is able to

identify relation between input (predictor) and output (predicted) variables,

which is a concept inspired by the model of the human brain and its functioning

mechanisms. This model helps to identify and screen the elderly and aged ones

from the general population who are undergoing depression and refers to a
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psychiatric consultant. The ANN modeling technique is primarily data-driven

for predictions. ANN modeling approach has also been utilized to predict

autism in general population and depression in aged group (Table 2). Aging

brain remains highly vulnerable to depression and hence, depression is one

of the primary reasons for death in elderly groups. Study by Sau and Bhakta

[20] has predicted depression in the elderly group via ANN models in Kolkata,

India. The multilayer perceptron network was employed to develop the ANN

model for a total sample size of 126 people.

A recent study by Jabło�nska and Zajdel suggested prediction of behavior of
females using the Instagram social networking site. The study predicted mood

swings, anxiety level, self-esteem, depression, and similar other factors for

such users. Total sample sizes of 974 females with an average age of 18–
49years were considered for the study. Multilayer perceptron and radial basis

function models were used to predict the behavior. The multilayer perceptron

model was found to have better efficiency than radial basis function

model [21].

A recent study by Allahyari [22] indicated the utilization of ANN model to

predict elderly depression. Various factors such as age variation, marital status,

income, employment status, gender was taken into consideration for the

TABLE 1 Overview of neural networks used to detect river flow forecast.

Sl.

no. Modeling technique Location Application Reference

1 Multilayer perceptron
network (MLP), radial
basis function network
(RBF)

Apure River
Basin,
Venezuela

River flow
forecast

[12]

2 Artificial neural
network (ANN) and
support vector
regression (SVR)

Kharjegil and
Ponel stations,
Iran

River flow
forecast

[13]

3 Feed forward back
propagation neural
network (FFBPNN),
generalized regression
neural network
(GRNN), radial basis
function neural network
(RBFNN) and statistical
autoregressive (AR)
model

Jinsha river
basin in the
upper part of the
Yangtze River,
China

Flood
prediction

[14]
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analysis. It was found that the most suitable and efficient ANN model had 33

neurons present in hidden layers.

5.3 Application in various sectors

A stock market widely functions in dealing with company’s stock at reasonable

price. The supply and demand for stocks and shares allow flexibility to run the

stock industry [23]. ANN plays a key role in forecasting the stock market. Stock

Market is one of the most emerging sectors in any country for trading of a com-

pany’s stocks and derivatives at an agreed price [24]. Intelligent Trading Sys-

tems rather than fundamental analysis used for prediction of the stock prices,

basically utilizing the ANN model, so that immediate investment decisions

can be made. The accuracy of these algorithms is directly proportional to the

rate of gain, hence serves as an important tool of prediction. ARIMA and

MLP (multilayer perceptron) were used for a better valuation of performances

by Khashei and Rahimi [24].

Selvamuthu et al. [23] employed various algorithms including Levenberg-

Marquardt, Scaled Conjugate Gradient, and Bayesian Regularization to predict

the stock market. The scaled conjugate gradient algorithm provided the valida-

tion of the predicted data. Qiu et al. [25], recently employed long short-term

memory (LSTM) neural network to predict the opening prices of the share mar-

ket. The LSTM is one of the most frequently used networks of recurrent neural

networks with wide application outlook.

The multilayer perceptron, dynamic artificial neural network, and hybrid

neural network approach were used by Guresen et al. [26], to forecast the

TABLE 2 Various types of neural networks used in developmental disorder.

Sl.

no. Modeling technique Key characteristics Reference

1 Spiking neural networks Atypical neural
functions

[15]

2 Recurrent neural networks Stereotypic behavior [16]

3 Convolutional neural networks Local processing
bias

[17]

4 Feed forward neural networks and
recurrent neural networks

Extreme attention to
every details

[18]

5 Recurrent neural networks Decreased
generalization
capacity

[19]
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stock prices of NASDAQ stock exchange index. Results suggest that MLP

approach yielded best output for the prediction. In another case from China

[27], the stock exchange forecast was done using Elman neural network and

BP neural network. Results suggested higher efficiency of Elman neural net-

work over BP neural network for predictions for the Chinese stock market.

In the same way, ANN has been employed in many essential activities for

proper and precise predictions (Table 3). ANN modeling finds most important

in the field of health care organizations, globally [37–39]. Artificial intelligence
utilizes ANN modeling in the background is thought to be a potential strategy

for better development of health care management all around the world, making

it more cost-effective. Value-based decision making turned out to be an impor-

tant key for better management of health care organizations. ANN model has

found a wide-ranged application in the analysis of financial and operational

data, improving services, and reducing data costs [40]. AI has been used in

major diseases like cancers or cardiology departments, and ANN had been

repeatedly used as a common machine learning technique. Clinical diagnosis,

TABLE 3 Application of ANN in various sectors.

Sl.

no. Study set Model employed Reference

1 Climate
forecast

General circulation model followed by deep
neural network

[28]

2 Climate
forecast

Artificial neural network [29]

3 Total knee
arthroplasty

Artificial neural network [30]

4 Ecotoxicity
assessment

Artificial neural network and ecological
structure-activity relationship (ECOSAR)model

[31]

5 Ecotoxicity
assessment

Ecological structure-activity relationship
(ECOSAR) model

[32]

6 Water
pollution

Linear regression analysis and artificial neural
network

[33]

7 Water
pollution

Artificial neural network [34]

8 Soil
pollution

Artificial neural network, response surface
methodology, genetic algorithm

[35]

9 Soil
pollution

Back propagation artificial neural network [36]
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speech recognition, image analysis, and important interpretation of data along

with drug development are the most.

River salinity of River Murray at Murray Bridge is determined and esti-

mated using ANN modeling. High salinity was recorded previously due to

repeated pumping but had been difficult in keeping salinity levels in check.

But ANN modeling has been relatively accurate and quite specific in determi-

nation of the water quality in the region. Construction management (CM) is

highly unpredictable as it has to deal with uncertainties related to time, quality,

cost, and safety [41]. ANNmodel comes very beneficial in predictions related to

cost, risk, and safety, as well as in the productivity of labor and equipment.

Moreover, feed-forward back propagation networking type had been used

extensively. It became quite evident that ANN can serve as a good model for

analysis and optimization of data and produce accurate results henceforth.

6 ANN and hydrogen production

Hydrogen as a fuel is one of the most widely used clean fuel. It gains predom-

inance over other biomass-based fuels due to its quick-burning capacity with no

byproduct release. ANN has been used extensively by scientists in the fields of

science and engineering; it is popular as the most capable and successful tech-

nique for the modeling of hydrogen production. Subsequent modeling and opti-

mization of biohydrogen production provide better insight into the role of

various dependent and independent variables involved in fermentation process

[42]. There are various studies on the control of bioprocesses in environmental

and industrial applications. ANN has a network of two layers that utilizes a sig-

moid and linear transfer function which can be utilized for modeling nonlinear

relations. The substrate concentration which remains the limiting factor,

decides the biomass concentration in hydrogen production. The Monod equa-

tion is widely used for unstructured and nonsegregated microbial growth model

in which growth depends on substrate utilization. Hence, microbial growth can

also be modeled by the Monod equation [43], expressed as:

μ¼ μmax �Sð Þ=Ks + S (9)

where μ is the specific growth rate, μmax is the maximum specific growth rate,

Ks is the saturation constant and S is the limiting substrate concentration [42].

Hydrogen can be used as an efficient fuel both for transportation as well as

for production of energy. The use of anaerobic microorganism has always been

suspected to be promising in the field of biotechnology and applying ANN pre-

diction will help in investigating the effects of factors that affect the production

(Table 4).

A study by Rosales-Colunga et al. [51] predicted biohydrogen production

utilizing back propagation approach in ANNmodel. A total of 102 experimental

data were generated using 7 different experiments. The input parameters con-

sidered for neural networking were dissolved CO2, pH, and redox potential
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(ORP) monitored during cheese whey fermentation process. The input variable

and the output variable data were scales in the range of (�1, +1) and (0, +1)

respectively. The outer layer of the BPNN structure consisted a node which pre-

dicted for hydrogen production whereas more three nodes were present in the

input layer for pH, DCO2 and ORP. The neurons present in the hidden layer

were nonlinear with sigmoid activation function and output layer neurons

had linear activation functions. The training was made in accordance tominimal

square methodology with respect to error function. The training of the network

was accomplished utilizing conjugated gradient algorithm and 25 full cycles of

the algorithm was employed to reach convergence and a minimum error of

0.0016. The values for BPNN parameter W was assigned between (�0.5, +0.5).

The W1 values were denoted for weights between input layer and hidden layer

whereas, W2 values were denoted for weights between hidden layer and output

layer. The observed and predicted data had a good fit trend for the microbial

cultures at pH5.5 and 6. The R2 value for hydrogen production by the ANN

model was found to be 0.955 [51]. This work was considered first of its own

kind to report hydrogen production using genetically modified organisms by

BPNN approach [51].

In another study by Nasr et al. [52] back propagation ANN was employed to

predict hydrogen production using 313 data points collected from 26 various

experiments. The input factors considered were pH, temperature, hydraulic

retention time, and substrate and biomass concentration in batch reactions using

TABLE 4 Overview on hydrogen production using various optimization

approaches.

Sl.

no.

Modeling

technique Input factors Reference

1 ANN Substrate concentration, pH and
temperature

[44]

2 ANN Catalyst type, catalyst concentration,
biomass variation, temperature

[45]

3 ANN and RSM Molasses concentration, inoculums
concentration, temperature

[46]

4 ANN and fuzzy
logic model

Organic waste ratio, COD, acidification
time, pH, temperature

[47]

5 RSM and ANN pH, substrate concentration, temperature [48]

6 ANN Time, influent COD, effluent pH andVFAs [49]

7 ANN Pressure, temperature, cryogenic,
compressor.

[50]
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various substrates. The range of input variables considered were: pH (5.5–7.5),
substrate concentration (0.3–58.6gCOD/L), biomass concentration (0.9–
17.6gCOD/L), temperature (20–55°C), and maximum fermentation time for

batch cultures (97h). The input and output variables were normalized in the

range of (�1, +1) to avoid errors and minimization of training time. The

60%, 20%, and 20% of data was used to train, validate, and test the ANNmodel,

respectively. The input and output layer consisted of five and one neurons,

respectively. A double layer hidden layer configuration was selected over a sin-

gle layer configuration as high error percentage occurred in the later. The neu-

rons on the hidden layer were nonlinear with sigmoid transfer function. The

feed forward ANN structure was utilized in the study which comprised of back

propagation algorithm. During the ANN training, the error between the pre-

dicted and experimental data MSE was analyzed and back propagated through

the network in all cycles. The connection weights were denoted asW1,W2, and

W3 for matrix representing weights between input layer and first hidden layer,

first hidden layer to second hidden layer and second hidden layer to output

layer, respectively. The ANN model was predicted utilizing correlation coeffi-

cient andmean absolute error. Correlation coefficient of 0.988, 0.987, and 0.996

was obtained for training, validating, and testing data points, respectively for

hydrogen production [52]. The proposed model obtained R2 value of 0.976

using a new data set.

Zamaniyan et al. [53] employed back propagation feed-forward ANN for

modeling of industrial hydrogen plant. The essential parameters considered

for the modeling were feed temperature, reformer pressure, steam to carbon

ratio and carbon dioxide to methane ratio. The ANN training data for the study

was generated utilizing mathematical modeling and simulation of plant. A

three-layer feed forward BPNN was employed to model the industrial hydrogen

plant unit. The number of hidden networks used in the study was 2–5 and the

least MSE of 0.00045 was obtained with 5 hidden layers. The dataset generated

was divided in three sets of 50%, 25%, and 25% for training, validating, and

testing the model. The average R2 obtained was 0.986 suggesting good fit of

hydrogen production by ANN modeling [53]. The study indicated that with

change of effective variables, the model predicted presence of mole fraction

of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, temperature, pressure in the product. The

study suggested that ANN is capable of modeling nonlinear process such as

hydrogen production plant [53].

Influence of input factors such as pH, catalyst loading, Pt% and glycerol%

have been considered for hydrogen production via neural network modeling

[54]. Response surface methodology approach and genetic algorithm-based

ANN models were compared for hydrogen production. The Box-Behnken

design was employed to generate 29 experiments including five center

points. A three-layer feed forward ANN structure was employed with back

propagation gradient descendent algorithm. The data were divided in the sets

of 23, 3, and 3 for training, validating, and testing. The transfer functions used
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for neurons in hidden layer was hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function and for

input and output layers two linear functions were used. The genetic algorithm

optimization technique was employed to optimize the model. To examine the

level of influence of variables on response, Garson’s method was opted [54].

The optimum value of each variable used was: 50% of glycerol, 3.9g/L catalyst

loading, pH 4.5 and 3.1% of Pt. The R2 value for RSM and ANNmodel obtained

was 0.9748 and 0.9913, hence suggesting higher accuracy for ANNmodel [54].

Similarly, Jha et al. [55], suggested ANN outperforming and precisely pre-

dicting the hydrogen production along with COD removal from anaerobic

sludge in uplift anaerobic sludge blanket reactor. The input parameters consid-

ered for prediction were hydraulic retention time, immobilized cell volume and

temperature. The ANN structure was constructed using MLP architecture. The

back propagation algorithm was employed to train the data. The model training

was done using 80% of the observed data whereas the rest 20% data were

employed for cross validation. The root mean square error was reduced by train-

ing the committee for 12,000 epochs. The connecting influence of individual

input variables were analyzed by neural network-based sensitivity analysis.

The RSM model for the experiments suggested R2 value of 0.90 for hydrogen

production and 0.99 for COD removal whereas ANN model provided R2 value

of 0.99 for both the output factors [55]. The result also suggested the optimum

hydrogen production and COD removal at HRT of 23.4h, ICV of 60% and tem-

perature of 37.5°C. It is very important to predict hydrogen production using a

comprehensive model for the design, monitoring, and management of

bio-hydrogen producing bioreactors. Inside any ANN, the neurons in the hidden

layer unit contribute to a certain connection to the input variables relating to the

basis vector of that unit. The output layer comprises linear neurons and the exact

number of neurons in input and output layers is equivalent to number of input

and output systems.

7 Conclusion

Artificial Neural Network is thus simulations which are derived from the bio-

logical functions of neurons, which consists of densely interconnected proces-

sing units that use computational algorithms. Such properties often allow ANN

to be known as natural intelligent system and due to this nature ANN is also

referred to as natural intelligent systems and machine learning algorithms.

The literature in this chapter focuses on ANN training and architectural param-

eters that are impacting significant effects in various spheres of mankind. This

study has included various case studies on prediction of fields mainly focusing

on hydrogen production. Apart from that employment of ANN in other fields

like weather forecasting, stock market, construction management, health care

organization, and environmental ecotoxicity has been observed. It has been

implemented across all health care organizations, based on decision making,

especially by taking advantage of hybrid models. ANN has proved to be
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beneficial in determination of prediction of weather forecasting results includ-

ing prediction of meteorological parameters during premonsoon thunderstorms.

The algorithm has proved to be very advantageous especially during demone-

tization in the stock market in India. It has also played a key role in predicting

levels of ecotoxicity in the environment beforehand, and thus helping in preven-

tion of pollution to a great extent. The ANN also plays a significant role in

predicting and analyzing the hydrogen production with a vast variety of

biomass. A number of input parameters influencing the fermentation remain

involved while analyzing the H2 production. ANN doesn’t involve simplifica-

tion of any problem or incorporation of any assumptions; instead, it can be

trained to obtain better results as newer data gets available. It has allowed solv-

ing problems like clustering, classification, pattern recognition, determining

outliers, prediction, and has turned out to be an extensively useful tool for

predictive modeling.
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Chapter 10

Fault diagnosis in industrial
processes based on predictive
and descriptive machine
learning methods
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and Mouloud Amazouz
CanmetENERGY-Natural Resources Canada (NRCan), Varennes, Canada

1 Introduction

Process monitoring and fault diagnosis are of great importance for safety, pro-

ductivity, and the sustainability of industrial processes. The availability of huge

volumes of industrial data (referred to as Massive Data or Big Data) represents

an important asset to fulfill the needs for efficient fault diagnosis. The complex-

ity of the industrial processes makes fault diagnosis very difficult for engineers

and operators; thus decision support tools that automatically diagnose faults are

looked for.

Most of the current fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) methods are subject

to specific assumptions and approximations, some of which are mathematical,

while others relate to practical implementation issues such as the quality and

quantity of data required to validate a proposed diagnostic method. For that rea-

son, many diagnostic methods are not tractable or easily accessible to practi-

tioners. The developers in the industrial community are willing to avoid the

incurred risk before trialing a particular diagnostic method. To properly select

a diagnostic method for practical implementation, it is important not only to

have the mathematical understanding of each method but also to know how

a particular industrial application intends to use the method and its outputs.

The challenges faced when developing a diagnostic method with useful and

friendly outputs to end-users are dependent on the applied algorithm and its

computing infrastructure. Therefore, it is essential to test, compare, and validate

different diagnostic methods. Due to the complexity of fault diagnosis problems

in the industry, it is sometimes necessary to exploit an ensemble of different
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methods to enhance the efficiency of fault diagnosis tasks. The big challenge is

to develop a decision agent that combines those methods in order to elicit a uni-

fied decision that provides the correct diagnosis.

Broadly, the FDDmethods can be divided into model-based and data-driven

methods. The model-based methods require in-depth understanding and analy-

sis of physical phenomena in the targeted processes in order to derive accurate

mathematical models. Model-based FDD methods may not be the most practi-

cal tools since faults can vary from one component to another in the plant.

Moreover, obtaining an effective detailed model can be very difficult, time con-

suming, and expensive, particularly for large-scale processes with many vari-

ables. Furthermore, such methods may not be able to capture the detailed

dynamics which are difficult to describe, thus generating less accurate models.

Even if an accurate mathematical model is built for a certain process, the exper-

imental evaluation of such model is a tedious task. Consequently, it is not

advantageous to build a model-based fault diagnosis method for complex indus-

trial processes such as pulp mills, in which important quality parameters (e.g.,

the key performance indicator of the biomass recovery boiler) need to be mod-

eled properly. Recently, many practical cases are utilizing data-driven FDD

methods since it is easier to gather data rather than to build accurate mathemat-

ical models. The availability of huge volumes of industrial data represents an

important asset to fulfill the needs for efficient data-driven FDD methods in

the industry. The development and implementation of a sophisticated data-

driven FDD method are carried out by performing analysis, knowledge discov-

ery and visualization of multivariable data based on advanced machine learning

(ML) and pattern recognition techniques.

This chapter surveys the widely applied and novel data-driven methodolo-

gies suggested in the literature for process monitoring and fault diagnosis from

the application point of view. It discusses practical issues that need to be con-

sidered when selecting an appropriate data-driven fault diagnosis method for

industrial applications. The chapter also presents the main characteristics of

FDD methods and categorization diagrams to assist developers in selecting

the appropriate methods for diagnosing faults within their specific operational

environment. Easiness-to-use by process operators, applicability to complex

processes, and interpretation facilities are among the common desirable char-

acteristics of a fault diagnosis system.

This chapter provides a state-of-the-art review of the data-driven FDD

methods that have been developed for complex industrial systems focusing

on ML-based methods. Among commonML techniques, the top fault diagnosis

algorithms are discussed in this chapter according to their efficiencies and wide-

spread popularities. A number of common predictive and descriptive ML tech-

niques have been discussed according to their pros and cons. A literature review

was conducted on the characteristics of these methods, according to a multitude

of papers and recent reviews. The chapter also presents a number of methodol-

ogies applied to real case studies in industrial plants located in Canada. Each
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methodology combines diversified predictive and descriptive methods inte-

grated together. Finally, the chapter concludes the results and briefly lists some

of the lessons learned through these case studies.

2 FDD in large-scale processes

FDD is at the heart of any process monitoring system. As a wide area of research

for more than three decades, FDD has been attractive to researchers and engi-

neers in different disciplines and fields of engineering such as process monitor-

ing, control, manufacturing, automotive industry, process industry, etc. Several

approaches have been proposed for fault detection and diagnosis depending on

system properties and information availability. Fault detection is defined as the

task of determining when a system is experiencing malfunctioning operations.

While fault diagnosis is the task of locating and analyzing the source of a fault

once it is detected. A detailed schematic diagram and explanation for the FDD

process are found in [1]. FDD is an ongoing significant research field and an

open-ended problem for researchers as well as for practitioners, due to the

increasing need for maintainability, reliability, and safety of complex chemical

processes. The complexity of the interacted mechanisms in such processes can

result in huge losses even due to a slight error. Those complex processes are

classified as nonlinear dynamical systems with a huge number of observed vari-

ables. As such, fault diagnosis in such processes becomes a big challenge and

problematic for engineers and operators. It is very difficult for operators to

detect and diagnose the system state by visual inspection of all data variables’

values, and hence an automated efficient tool that performs the two tasks of

FDD is looked for.

2.1 Existing FDD methods: Limitation and needs

Generally, the FDD methods broadly fall into two major categories: model-

based and data-driven approaches [2]. The model-based approach is highly

dependent on mathematical models of the system. The more precise a model

is the more reliable the results obtained. The model-based methods can be fur-

ther classified as qualitative and quantitative. A quantitative model is a func-

tional representation of the relationships between the system’s inputs and

outputs based on the fundamental understanding of the system’s physics. The

physical and damage propagation models are examples of quantitative models

used to detect the faults and predict future failures as well [3]. These models are

capable of even detecting unanticipated faults because they rely on inconsis-

tencies or residuals between the actual system and expected behavior of a sys-

tem (the model output). The most commonly used techniques for generating and

analyzing residuals are parameter estimation, parity relations, and observers [4].

The qualitative models on the other hand represent the relationships between the

system’s inputs and outputs in terms of qualitative functions centered on
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different units in the system. Examples of qualitative models are causal models,

abstraction hierarchies, directed graphs (digraphs) [5–7], Petri Nets (PNs) and
others [8–10]. However, in many industrial processes, it is not possible to obtain

a precise model due to process high dimensionality as well as the complexity of

the system that results in large modeling costs and time required to obtain an

accurate model. Moreover, model-based FDD approaches may not be the

most practical approach since the faults are highly interacting in complex

plants. As a result, it is not advantageous to build model-based FDD methods

for complex industrial processes (e.g., biomass recovery boiler, heat exchangers

in pulp mills).

In contrast to model-based, the data-driven FDDmethods require transform-

ing a sufficient amount of historical data into a priori knowledge to build a diag-

nostic model [4]. They are based on the concept of learning and testing, which

keeps improving as the knowledge is accumulated [11]. It is noticed from the

overall trend of the reviewed literature that there is a consistent growth in data-

drivenmethods specifically in the fault diagnosis domain. Developments in data

acquisition allow for more data collection and storage, which leads to the avail-

ability of a large amount of process historical data, making the data-driven

approach a significantly attractive choice for monitoring and FDD, rather than

building physical models from domain knowledge as in the model-based

approach. However, an important remark is that the efficiency of data-driven

approaches is highly dependent on the quantity and quality of the acquired

data [1].

Although there is a wide repertoire of online fault diagnostic tools available

in the market, only a few of them are generally used in the industry, particularly

for large-scale chemical plants. Moreover, state-of-the-art diagnostic tools are

unable to properly cope with the identification of the root causes of faults in

complex equipment. Most of the knowledge discovery techniques that are used

in FDD are not tractable or accessible to practitioners, since they have been

undertaken based on theory rather than practical problem application. In addi-

tion, the majority of these methods are subject to specific assumptions and

approximations, some of which are mathematical, while others relate to prac-

tical implementation issues. Consequently, a commercialized-based online

diagnosis tool is often needed to provide the decision-maker with comprehen-

sive knowledge about the process operational state. The potential benefits

offered by such a tool are enough to support an investment decision.

2.2 Selection criteria for FDD methods in process industries

Given the limitations of existing FDD methods, it is therefore necessary for the

developers in the industrial community to avoid the incurred risk before trialing

a particular diagnostic method, since an immature understanding of the pro-

posed solutions can hinder the project to deliver its promised outcomes in a

timely fashion. To properly select a diagnostic method for a certain practical
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implementation, it is important not only to understand the computing infrastruc-

ture of each method, but also how a particular industrial application intends to

utilize the model and its outputs. Thus, there is a need to develop an efficient and

tractable diagnostic approach with useful outputs to end-users. The applied

diagnostic scheme in large-scale problems should provide the decision-making

system with predictive and descriptive information about a given fault in an ini-

tial phase in order to reduce the losses caused by that fault. The selection char-

acteristics considered in this chapter to select an efficient diagnostic method are

as follows: robustness to noise and uncertainty, explainability, adaptability to

process changes, handling of process complexity, minimal tuning by the user,

and generalization and flexibility. These characteristics are shown in Fig. 1 and

are briefly explained as follows.

l Handling processes complexity. FDD methods should have the ability to

cope with high dimensional, nonlinear, and dynamic industrial processes.

l Robustness to noise and uncertainties. Provide rapid and reliable detection

and isolation of system faults, while taking into account the system’s exog-

enous disturbances and uncertainties.

l Explanation facility. Provide interpretations on how faults have originated

and propagated through the system. This includes the ability to find the root

cause of the problem.

l Adaptability to process changes. Ability to identify novel faults although it

is difficult to achieve due to the interacting nature of most faults and the

system’s fast dynamics.

Handling 
Process 

Complexity
(Dynamic and 

nonlinear 
behavior)

Generic and 
Flexible 
(several 

equipment & 
processes

Robust
Detec�on and 

Diagnosis
(Noise and 

uncertain�es 
handling)

Adaptability
(Easy to adapt to 
process changes)

Minimal 
Human Efforts

(Minimum 
se�ngs & Tuning 

by User)

Explana�on
Facility

(Interpretability)

FIG. 1 Characteristics of efficient FDD system.
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l Minimal human efforts. Avoid tedious settings and parameter tuning by

machine learning nonexpert users.

l Generic and flexible. An FDD method should be as generic and flexible as

possible, and easy to apply to a broad category of different applications and

processes.

3 Data-driven FDD methods in industrial systems: A review

This section presents a literature review for the widely applied data-driven FDD

methods suggested for process monitoring and fault diagnosis, from the indus-

trial applications point of view. An abundance of researches on FDD methods

ranging from analytical and statistical methods to AI methods was reported in

the most cited review papers [12–19]. Although those papers are very compre-

hensive and detailed, they did not focus on the FDD in complex industrial pro-

cesses. The review papers published by [20, 21] surveyed the data-driven fault

diagnosis methods that were applied in industrial processes.

Other papers published by [13, 22, 23] are discussing the trends in fault diag-

nosis of chemical processes. According to the reviews found in all of those

papers, it is necessary to summarize and categorize the FDD methods that

are used in the industry. However, the categorization of FDD methods is a

tedious task since there are no standards to categorize them and some overlaps

between the categories are unavoidable. As shown in Fig. 2, data-driven

FDD methods are mainly categorized into three major groups; ML-based

FDD methods, multivariate statistical process monitoring (MVSPM) methods,

hybrid and integrated methods. ML-based FDD approaches rely on the avail-

ability of condition monitoring data and draw on learning techniques from

the area of computational intelligence, and statistical learning where artificial

neural networks (ANNs), support vector machines (SVM), decision tree

(DT), and others are employed to map the system measurements into fault

growth models. ML-based FDD methods are further divided into predictive

and descriptive methods.

It is worth mentioning that the ML-based FDD methods are categorized as

supervised and unsupervised. In supervised learning, the data are labeled and

the classes (normal condition and faults) are defined using the a priori knowl-

edge provided by means of expert or a person who has a sufficient experience

about the process. This is the case of industrial systems where a database con-

taining recorded observations of previous faults of the system is available. In

unsupervised learning, the task is to identify and describe the hidden structures

in unlabeled data. Clustering algorithms are employed to group the data into

classes with similar characteristics. In statistical MVSPM diagnostics, the sta-

tistical learning algorithms are employed to process the acquired historical data

in order to discover the hidden patterns in such data. Linear feature reduction

methods including principal component analysis (PCA), partial least squares

(PLS), independent component analysis (ICA), and Fisher discriminant analysis
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(FDA), and their nonlinear versions such as Kernel PCA (KPCA) and Kernel

FDA (KFDA) are also demonstrated as common MVSPM methods.

In this chapter, we focus on the predictive and descriptive ML-based FDD

methods along with their pros and cons discussed in details. However, the chap-

ter gives a brief explanation of MVSPM and integrated methods. It presents

three case studies applying hybrid methods.

3.1 Machine learning-based FDD methods

Machine learning and pattern recognition methods have been introduced to the

field of FDD to deal with the huge amount of data and to extract useful diag-

nostic information. The ML-based FDD methods exploit machine learning as a

multidisciplinary field that uses various methods and algorithms from statistical

learning, artificial intelligence (AI), and combinatorial optimization.

Supervised machine learning methods are mainly categorized into predic-

tive and descriptive approaches [24, 25]. Predictive ML involves using some

variables in the data to predict unknown or future values of other variables

of interest. Descriptive ML focuses on finding human interpretable patterns that

describe the hidden phenomena in the data. The relative importance of predic-

tive and descriptive ML approaches can vary considerably for particular indus-

trial applications. In what follows, a review for common machine learning FDD

methods in each approach that are found in industrial applications along with

their pros and cons is discussed.

3.1.1 Predictive FDD methods

The general concept of predictive machine learning methods is to learn certain

properties from a training dataset to build a model that is capable of making

predictions [26]. PredictiveMLmethods can be divided into two groups: regres-

sion and pattern classification. ML regression methods are based on the analysis

of relationships between variables and trends in the data to make predictions

about numerical variables, for example, the prediction of a key performance

indicator (KPI) in industrial processes. In contrast to ML regression, the task

of pattern classification is to assign discrete class labels to particular observa-

tions as outcomes of a prediction. To go back to the above example: a pattern

classification task could be the prediction of a high or low KPI. The most com-

mon predictive methods are the SVM and the ANN [27].

3.1.1.1 Artificial neural network (ANN)

The ANN was inspired by biological neurons [28]. The ANN is proven to be a

powerful tool for learning and constructing a nonlinear mapping when a set of

input and output data is provided [27]. Compared with the traditional analytical

methods, the ANN approach has the advantage of an excellent nonlinear

approximation ability [29]. The ANNwas used commonly in the fault diagnosis
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of industrial systems, due to its inherent pattern recognition capabilities and its

ability to handle noisy data [2]. The ANN is the most widely used to generate

residuals that can be monitored through simple thresholds [30].

The feedforward neural network consists of different types of layers; input

layer, hidden layer, and output layer, as depicted in Fig. 3. The input data vari-

ables need to be normalized before they are fed into the input layer. One com-

mon way is to apply a variable scaling so that all the values are in the range

between 0 and 1, using the following form:

x0 ¼ x� xmin
xmax � xmin

(1)

The information contained in the input data is transformed in the hidden layers

into higher representations through a nonlinear transformations using an activa-

tion function, as shown in Fig. 4. The activation at hidden unit j is given as:

netj ¼
Xn
i¼1

xjwji + b (2)

The activation function at the hidden unit j is given as:

zj ¼ σ netj
� �

(3)

In the context of monitoring processes, the paper [31] presents a hybrid mul-

tivariate method based on ANN classifier and PCA improved by GA. The

method determines the main principal components used to detect faults during

the operation of the industrial process. The method is applied to simulated data

collected from the TEP. Versions of ANN were used to deal with the dynamic

monitoring processes; recurrent neural networks (RNN) and hamming neural

network (HNN). The HNN is specially designed for two-class classification

problems in industrial systems [32]. Kim et al. have presented a pattern

recognition-based diagnosis approach as an application of the HNN to diagnose

state-of-health (SOH) for a polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell [33].

This paper [34] proposes a fault diagnosis method based on the long short-term

memory (LSTM) network. The LSTM parameters are optimized to get a higher

fault diagnosis accuracy for the targeted chemical process. The developed

method is validated based on the simulation experiment of the TEP chemical

process. The results show that the optimized LSTM model gives better perfor-

mance than comparable neural networks such as multi-layer perceptron method

and others.

The self-organizing map (SOM) is a specific type of unsupervised neural

network that is used as a dimensionality reduction and classification tool of high

dimensional data. It was originated by [35]. The SOMwere used as an important

tool for fault diagnosis and monitoring with intuitive visualization, especially

for state transitions in continuous processes. The SOM was applied by Fran-

cesco Corona et al. to visualize process measurements, by extracting the
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FIG. 3 The conceptual structure of ANN.
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FIG. 4 Schematic of a single neuron showing the inputs, weights, bias, and activation function.
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relevant information and exploiting the topological structure of the data points

[36]. In that chapter, it is confirmed that the proposed SOMmethod is capable of

providing valuable information for direct application to process monitoring.

A distinguishing characteristic of the SOM is that it can preserve the topol-

ogy of the input data from a high-dimensional space onto the output map in such

a way that relative distances between input data are more or less preserved. The

input data observations, located close to each other in the input space, are

mapped to the nearby neurons on the output map. As a result, the SOM can

be used as a clustering tool of high-dimensional data with valuable data visu-

alization ability [37]. After training, the output neurons of the SOM are clus-

tered and labeled. When a new observation is collected from the monitored

process, the signatures of normal and abnormal transitions are visually

inspected in order to monitor and detect faults. This is an important advantage

of the SOM where the response of new observations can be tracked using a

dynamic trajectory graph on the map. This is very helpful to monitor the whole

process, and if a fault occurs, then the response neuron will leave the normal

area to a fault area.

An FDD method was proposed by Hongyang Yu et al. based on SOM to

detect and diagnose faults in non-Gaussian processes [38]. The effectiveness

of the proposed method has been verified using the Tennessee Eastman chem-

ical process. The results demonstrated that the proposed method was able to

detect faults at an early stage, and the root-cause variables were correctly iden-

tified. Chen and Yan proposed an improved fault diagnosis method by combin-

ing correlative component analysis with SOM (CCA–SOM) [37]. The CCAwas

used to extract fault classification information, and then the identified correla-

tive components are fed to the SOM to distinguish and visualize the various

types of faults. That method was proven suitable for complex industrial pro-

cesses. The TEP process is employed as a case study to illustrate the effective-

ness of the proposed method. P. Juntunen et al. applied self-organizing map

(SOM) techniques combined with K-means clustering to model water quality

[39]. The proposed method comprises two phases. In the first phase, the online

and laboratory data of the treatment process are exploited to construct a SOM.

In the second one, the reference vectors of the SOM are classified by K-means

algorithm into clusters to present different states of the process. Finally, the

results are interpreted by analyzing the reference vectors in such states.

Recently, deep learning (DL) has emerged as a powerful FDD approach

[16]. The deep neural networks (DNNs) are at the heart of DL used as a prom-

ising method used to enhance the detection, classification and prediction

accuracy in industrial processes [40,41]. These networks address the high non-

linearities and strong correlations in data. DNN architectures, instead of shallow

ones, are developed to learn the different feature representations from the raw

data through a layer-by-layer successive learning process.

The paper [42] proposes a deep neural network (DNN) with active learning

for inducing chemical fault diagnosis. The method exploits a large amount of
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chemical sensor data, which is a combination of deep learning and active learn-

ing criterion to target the difficulty of consecutive fault diagnosis. This method

uses a stacked sparse autoencoder to train the deep learners based on fault data

to minimize the loss of information. This chapter [43] proposes an extended

deep belief network (EDBN) for fault diagnosis in industrial processes. The pro-

posed method is used to fully exploit the raw data combined with the hidden

features as inputs to each extended restricted Boltzmann machine (ERBM) dur-

ing the pre-training phase. Then, a dynamic EDBN-based fault classifier is

trained to take the dynamic characteristics of process data into consideration.

The proposed method is applied to the TEP for fault classification and the

results show that EDBN has better performance than traditional deep belief net-

works. The results show that the proposed method improves the divisibility

between faults and normal process, and exhibits a better performance on the

accuracy of fault classification for the TEP data. This paper [44] proposed a

deep neural network for fault detection and diagnosis, and compared the over-

sampling by a generative adversarial network (GAN) to standard oversampling

techniques. The objective is to address the problem data imbalance in which the

amount of fault data is much less than that of normal data.

The work in [45] proposes a fault diagnosis framework based on a deep

transfer network (DTN), which generalizes the deep learning model to domain

adaptation scenarios. The proposed method exploits the discrimination struc-

tures in the labeled data in the source domain to adapt the conditional distribu-

tion of unlabeled target data, and thus guarantee a more accurate distribution

matching. This chapter [46] presents an approach for automated fault diagnosis

based on deep learning to locate multiple classes of faults under real-time work-

ing conditions.

The limitations of the ANN in fault diagnosis are related to its training. As

data variables and fault patterns (classes) increase, a more complex network has

to be designed to diagnose the faults properly. Although these networks have

many different learning algorithms, they are not so great when it comes to

knowledge presentation. We cannot just present knowledge by saying a partic-

ular weight would give us the best result; the knowledge is distributed through-

out the whole network. This makes the neural network as a black box for the

user (the architecture of the network could not be characterized). Another draw-

back is the tedious parameter tuning of the network structure. Moreover, the

ANN algorithm often does not show the desired performance, in the case of

a limited number of samples. This is attributed to the fact that the ANN is based

on the principle of empirical risk minimization, but not expected risk minimi-

zation, and this can lead to poor minimization performance.

The ANN is combined with fuzzy logic in many fault diagnosis structures, in

order to exploit the adaptive capability of the former and the transparency of the

latter [47]. The disadvantage of fuzzy logic is the potential exponential explo-

sion in the number of rules as the number of variables increases. Another draw-

back is its dependency on human expertise. Although this expertise is valuable,
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it is subject to some errors that often come from imprecise knowledge and inac-

curate reasoning. The combined neuro-fuzzy structures have been proven to

have superior recognition accuracy and better generalization capability com-

pared with a single ANN [48].

Lau et al. purposed an online fault diagnosis framework for a dynamical pro-

cess incorporating multi-scale principal component analysis (MSPCA) for fea-

ture extraction and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) for learning

the fault-symptom correlation from the process historical data [49].

3.1.1.2 Support vector machines (SVM)

SVM is a machine learning technique that is based on statistical learning theory

(SLT) [50]. SVMs were originally designed as binary classifiers (dichotomi-

zers). The main concept is to find the optimal hyperplane by minimizing the

upper bound of the generalization error by maximizing the margin between

the separating hyperplane and the two classes of positive and negative data

[51,52]. The optimal hyperplane separating the two classes can be solved as

an optimization problem found in, as shown in Fig. 5 [53]. In most practical

situations, the data points of one class cannot be separated from another class

by a straight line, in their original space. Consequently, the data points in the

original are lifted to another feature space where a straight hyperplane that sep-

arates them can be found. This is done by using the concept of kernels that map

input space, to a higher dimensional feature space [54].

SVM is based on the structural risk minimization (SRM) principle whereas

in the ANNs, traditional empirical risk minimization is used for minimization of

the estimation error for the training data [23]. The hyperplanes of SVMs are

obtained by solving constrained optimization problems, and the output is deter-

mined by maximizing the following function [53]:

L αð Þ¼
XN
i¼1

αi�1

2

XN
i¼1

XN
j¼1

αiαjyi yj Z
t
iZj (4)

Constrained to

αi � 0, 8 i and
Xn
i¼1

αiyi ¼ 0 (5)

where N is the number of data points, α is a Lagrange multiplier obtained from

the solved optimization problem, and Z¼φ(x,x0) is a kernel function that per-

forms the nonlinear mapping of the original data points x into the feature space.
The resolution principle of the SVM is a quadratic programming tool whose

local optimal value is just its global value.

Multi-classifiers SVM can be obtained by the combination of binary classi-

fiers in several methods such as one-against-one (OAO), one-against-all

(OAA), and direct acyclic graph (DAG), that are found in [55]. In that work,
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a comparison of these methods is presented and pointed out that the one against

one method has outstanding performance than the other methods. The details of

the theory, methodology, and software of SVM are available in [56]. The algo-

rithms for SVM are also implemented in the publicly available software pack-

age “Weka” [57].

Onel et al. presented a feature selection algorithm based on nonlinear SVM

for fault detection and diagnosis in continuous processes applied to the TEP

benchmark [58]. The presented feature selection algorithm is derived from

the sensitivity analysis of a C-parameterized SVM objective function. The

results show that the proposed feature selection algorithm improves the perfor-

mance of fault diagnosis in terms of detection accuracy and latency. This chap-

ter [59] presents a method for process monitoring in batch processes based on

high dimensional process data with nonlinear SVM. The objective is to retrieve

the most informative process measurements for accurate and simultaneous fault

detection and diagnosis. The proposed method is applied to an extensive bench-

mark data set which includes process data describing 22,200 batches with 15

faults. The results show that the proposed method provides a promising decision

support tool for the online fault diagnosis of batch processes.

The multi-class SVM is adopted as an FDD tool for chillers fault detection

and diagnosis [60]. It has a number of desirable features: first, it is accurate and

is capable of dealing with unseen samples. Second, it requires only a small

amount of training samples. Finally, it needs simple computation in decision-

making. All these features make it very attractive for fault diagnosis in chemical

processes [61,62]. The SVM training always seeks a globally optimized solu-

tion and avoids poor generalization problems (namely the over-fitting). It is

concluded from the literature that the SVM has the ability to deal with a large

number of features. It also provides a unique solution and is a strongly regular-

ized method appropriate for ill-posed problems. Support vector machine has

been intensively studied in order to deal with the nonlinearity in the industrial
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FIG. 5 The main concept of SVM learning.
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process. Recently, Yin reviews the research and development of fault diagnosis

and monitoring methods based on SVM in [23].

Some extensions of the SVM applied in fault diagnosis in industrial appli-

cations; proximal SVM (PSVM) [63], support vector data description (SVDD)

[64], multi-kernel support vector machines (MK-SVMs) [65], Lagrangian SVM

(LSVM) [66], and support vector clustering (SVC) [67]. The LSVM was first

proposed by [68] as a modified version of SVM. It is based on an implicit

Lagrangian formulation of the dual of a simple reformulation of the standard

quadratic problem of SVM. The LSVM is shown to be a very fast and simple

algorithm compared to the standard SVM. It is applied in the biomedical

domain as a suction detection system that can precisely classify pump flow pat-

terns. Ming YangSheng has applied the LSVM in the crane gear fault diagnosis

[69]. The weight parameters were obtained by the particle swarm optimization

algorithm. The results in those papers show that the LSVM gives superior per-

formance in terms of classification accuracy, stability, learning speed, and good

robustness compared to the original SVM algorithm.

Taqvi et al. presented a fault diagnosis approach based on an MK-SVM to

classify the internal and external faults in a distillation column such as reflux

failure, change in reboiler duty, column tray upsets, and change in feed compo-

sition, flow, and temperature [58]. In this work, a dataset is generated using

Aspen plus dynamics simulation at normal and faulty states. The results show

that the proposed model has accurate root cause isolation with a high fault

detection rate of 99.77% and a very low false alarm rate of 0.23%. A diagnosis

method based on MK-SVM and incremental learning is proposed in [65]. The

proposed incremental MK-SVM (iMK-SVM)method uses a linear combination

of single kernels to achieve accurate fault classification based on the observed

data. The objective of incremental learning is to tune and update the diagnosis

that carried out by the MK-SVM in an automatic manner. The iMK-SVM

method thus quickly adapts to new observations and provides a more accurate

fault diagnosis.

The idea of the SVDD is to identify observations of a specific class among

all other observations, by learning from a training set containing only the obser-

vations of that class. The SVDD first maps the data from the original space into

the feature space by a nonlinear transformation, and then a hypersphere with the

minimum volume is constructed in the feature space by solving an optimization

problem [70]. The SVDD is applied by Mahadevan et al. as an unsupervised

classifier to diagnose faults in chemical processes [71]. Beghi et al. applied

the SVDD to diagnose faults in ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) chiller

systems [72]. In that paper, it is employed as a novelty detection system to iden-

tify the unknown status and possible faults, by exploiting the PCA to accent

novelties with respect to normal operations variability.

The support vector clustering (SVC)-based method has the capability of

unsupervised learning with unlabeled training data. A set of support vectors

are identified to characterize the probability density distribution of training data
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and then the minimum spheres surrounding different clusters are constructed

within the high dimensional feature space [73].

The optimal solutions on normal or faulty cluster spheres are obtained by

solving a minimization problem and the sphere centers are accordingly esti-

mated. For new monitored observation, its geometric distances to each cluster

sphere center are calculated and a probabilistic index is then calculated with

respect to all clusters. More details about the SVC are found in [74]. A novel

SVC-based probabilistic method is proposed for unsupervised chemical process

monitoring and fault classification in [67]. The proposed SVCmethod is applied

to two test scenarios in the TEP and is compared to the conventional K-nearest

neighbor Fisher discriminant analysis (KNN-FDA) and K-nearest neighbor sup-

port vector machine (KNN-SVM) methods.

It is concluded from the literature that the SVM is not only a useful statistical

theory but also a method that can be useful in fault diagnosis in many practical

engineering problems [23]. However, one of the limitations of the SVM

approach is that the accuracy of the model depends on the choice of the defined

kernel and penalty parameters. They play a crucial role and should be optimized

to prevent over-fitting and to yield better generalization performance. Sheng-

wei Fei et al. proposed a method called support vector machine with genetic

algorithm (SVMG) to diagnose faults in power transformers [75]. In that work,

the genetic algorithm was used to select appropriate free parameters of SVM.

Yuan et al. proposed an artificial immunization algorithm (AIA) to optimize the

parameters of SVM [76].

3.1.1.3 Bayesian networks (BN)

The Bayesian network (BN) is a probabilistic graphical model where each var-

iable represents a node and the edges of the graph represent dependencies

between nodes [77]. Fig. 6 shows a BN with four variables X1, X2, X3, and

Y. The network structure is determined from prior process knowledge [78].

The main concept of the BN is to enter evidence in the network (evidence is

the observation of the values of a set of variables) [79]. Mathematically, the

Bayesian network structure is defined as a directed acyclic graph (DAG)

G¼{V, E}, where V and E are sets of nodes and edges, respectively. Each node

in the DAG represents a measurement variable and each directed edge connects

two nodes from a parent node (representing a cause of an event) to a children

node (representing the effect of an event), and no cycles are involved. More

details are found in [27].

Variables with no parents are called root nodes while variables with no child

nodes are called leaf nodes. The conditional independency among all connected

variables is an important property for the Bayesian network. The joint probability
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distribution of all variables X1, X2, …Xn is factorized using the chain rule of

Bayesian network, given as [27]:

p X1, X2,…Xnð Þ¼
Yn
i¼1

p Xij Xparent ið Þ
� �

(6)

where Xparent(i) denotes the parent variables of variable vi graph G and

p(Xi jXparent(i)) is the conditional probability distribution (CPD).

The information given by the evidence is propagated in the network in

order to update the knowledge and obtain a posteriori probabilities on the

non-observed variables [80]. This propagation mechanism is called inference.

Given a training dataset, the graph structure of the BN model is defined and a

probability distribution associated with each node in the graph is calculated by

maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [81]. The MLE algorithm is used to

estimate the probability of a node based on its frequency of occurrence in

the dataset [82].

The Naı̈ve Bayes Network (NBN) (also called Bayes classifier) does not

take into account the correlations between variables which are frequent in

industrial systems [83]. As a consequence, the classification efficiency is poor

in such cases [81]. To solve this major problem generated by the correlation

between the variables some extensions to the NBN have been developed

[84]. It is reported in [85] that the case when the independence assumption

of the variables is verified is the NBN classifier is optimal in terms of misclas-

sification rate. The tree augmented Naı̈ve (TAN) Bayesian classifier, and other

extensions were proposed, and are performing better than the NBN classifier

because they take into account some of the existing correlations between the

process variables [81].

The BN allows the consideration of the temporal dimension using Dynamic

Bayesian Networks (DBN) [86]. Moreover, the knowledge provided by an

expert can also result in the creation of latent variables between two or more

nodes [87]. This is the case for example of unsupervised problems where the

class is never measured.

Y

X1 X2 X3

( ) Target

nodes represent variables
Direct influence

FIG. 6 The Structure of Bayesian network.
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In the context of fault diagnosis, the structure of the BN classifier is con-

structed by using only key variables in the faults database [88]. Zhang et al. pre-

sent a Bayesian network classifier based on the Gaussian mixture model

(GMM) and a non-imputation method to deal with the FDD problems for these

high-dimensional data incomplete industrial processes [89]. The TEP is used as

a case study in that paper. The paper [90] has successfully implemented a fault

diagnosis method for airplane engines using a TAN. The particle swarm opti-

mization (PSO) algorithm is used for learning the network structure from a large

dataset.

Zhu et al. present a distributed Bayesian network approach for fault detec-

tion and isolation in large-scale plant-wide processes [91]. The approach

decomposes the entire plant-wide process into blocks and Bayesian networks

are constructed for different blocks that are then fused into a global Bayesian

network. The approach is used a missing data imputation method for state esti-

mation based on which the T2 and Q statistics and uses a Bayesian decision

fusion mechanism for fault detection. A Bayesian contribution index is devel-

oped for fault isolation. The approach is applied to the TEP and shows that it can

be feasible for modeling large-scale processes. Don & Khan introduced a meth-

odology for fault diagnosis based on a combined approach of data and process

knowledge-driven techniques [92]. The methodology combines the Hidden

Markov Model (HMM) with the BN. The HMM is used in that work to detect

the abnormalities based on process history while the BN is used to diagnose the

root causes of faults. The performance of the proposed methodology is tested

and validated based on 10 selected faults of the TEP data. This paper proposes

a Bayesian network-based probabilistic ensemble learning (PEL-BN) method

that captures the mixed characteristics of multiple faults by integrating deci-

sions derived from different diagnosis models [93]. A simulation process and

a real industrial process are used to validate the performance of the proposed

method, and the results show that the proposed method improves the diagnosis

performance of single faults and is a feasible solution for multiple faults diag-

nosis. This paper proposes a fault diagnosis method that integrates BN and fault

trees [94]. The proposed method is applied to qualitatively and quantitatively

diagnose faults of turbo compressor that is a piece of vital equipment in petro-

chemical plants. It ranks the faults in descending order according to their

severity.

A fault detection and isolation method in chemical processes based on the

Bayesian network was proposed in [95] to isolate the contributing variables that

are responsible for a fault. The paper demonstrated the impact of taking into

account causality in the detection and isolation of faults. Verron et al. purposed

and evaluated the performance of a fault diagnosis method for industrial pro-

cesses. This method is based on the use of a Bayesian network classifier, based

on the identification and selection of important variables [96]. This variable

selection is made by computing the mutual information between each process

variable and the class variable.
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The advantage of Bayesian network is its adaptability. The network has

directed edges which can model causal effects. However, the BN classifiers

could not make choice easy if there are too many variables in the monitored

process. The mean limitation of the predictive machine learning methods in

FDD is that they are not so great when it comes to knowledge presentation.

The architecture of the predictive model is considered as a black box to the user.

Another limitation is the tedious parameter tuning of such models.

3.1.2 Descriptive FDD methods

Descriptive machine learning methods do exactly what the name implies they

describe, or summarize raw data and make it interpretable by humans [97]. The

key advantage of descriptive ML methods over the predictive ones is that these

methods enable the process operators to learn from the historical data and allow

them to analyze the past behaviors and to understand how they might influence

future outcomes. Among the descriptive ML methods, the decision trees (DT)

[98], rough set theory (RST) [99] and LAD [100] are popular ones.

3.1.2.1 Decision trees

The decision tree is one of the most widely used and practical methods for

inductive inference, introduced by [98]. It is a method for approximating

discrete-valued functions that is robust to noisy data and capable of learning

disjunctive expressions [101]. It is a flow-chart-like structure where each node

represents a test on a variable, and each branch represents an outcome of the test

and the values of the class variable are placed at the leaves of the tree, as shown

in Fig. 7 [11]. Therefore, learned trees are represented as sets of if-then rules that

are readable (interpretable) to the human. Decision trees are quite popular and

ranked #1 in the pre-eminent paper entitled “Top 10 Algorithms in Data Min-

ing” that was published by [102]. Each branch represents an outcome of the test,

and leaf nodes represent decision classes. Some measures are used to estimate

the quality of tests such as the entropy, Gini’s index, Sum-Minority, Max-

Minority and Sum-Impurity [103,104]. The maximal-discernibility (MD) algo-

rithm, presented in [105], uses discernibility measures to evaluate the quality of

tests. The advantage of the decision trees is that they are represented as sets of if-

then rules that are readable (interpretable) to the human [106].

Decision trees aim to search for rules hidden in a very large amount of data.

They have already been shown to be interpretable, efficient, problem indepen-

dent and able to treat largescale applications [106]. Among the decision tree

methods, classification and regression trees (C&RT) and C5.0 (the successor

of C4.5) are the two well-known and widely used algorithms [107]. J48 is an

open-source Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithm in the Weka data min-

ing tool [108]. The iterative dichotomizer 3 (ID3) invented by Ross Quinlan

[98] is the precursor to the C4.5 algorithm, and is typically used in machine

learning to generate a decision tree from a dataset. A novel hybrid classification
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method has been proposed in [109], based on the C4.5 decision tree classifier

and one-against-all (OAA) strategy, to improve the classification accuracy in

the case of multi-class classification.

The C4.5 algorithm is combined with other methods and used for fault diag-

nosis in chemical processes for which diverse incomplete observations were

produced [110]. Demetgul applied the decision trees algorithm for diagnosing

faults in modular production systems (MPS) in [111]. The C5.0 algorithm is

used in [112] for bivariate process online shift monitoring and fault identifica-

tion is proposed under the assumption of a constant variance-covariance matrix.

Two decision tree classifiers were built, one for process monitoring and the

other for fault identification. A decision tree is applied in [113] to identify

the causes of failures in large Internet sites. A method based on C4.5 decision

tree and PCA is proposed in [114]. In that method, the PCA is used to reduce the

dimensionality of data then the C4.5 is trained to generate a decision model with

diagnostic knowledge.

Among the limitations is that large decision trees with many branches are

difficult and time-consuming to interpret by the user. The problem of searching

for the shortest decision tree has shown to be NP-hard, and one of the main chal-

lenges related to this approach is how to construct an optimal tree for a given

dataset. Therefore, heuristic algorithms are used to find the tree that is very

close to the optimal one. Well-known algorithms for constructing decision trees

are classification and regression trees (C&RT), C4.5, C5.0, and the iterative

dichotomizer 3 (ID3) [107]. Those algorithms are mainly based on the top-down

recursive strategy. The training of decision trees requires optimization tasks for

determining the best split of each node and selecting optimal combining weights

to prune the decision tree. To avoid the problem of overfitting, the majority of

decision tree algorithms use a post-pruning strategy that involves constructing

the tree from the data until all possible leaf nodes have been reached then

FIG. 7 The decision tree of common Play-Tennis example [11].
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pruning [107]. Nguyen proposed the RSABR approach for the construction of a

decision tree based on managing the discernible objects. The method uses a

discernibility measure in the induction of the maximal-discernibility decision

tree [105]. It considers a problem called MD partition for searching for optimal

binary partitions with respect to discernibility. The proposed method aims

at avoiding overfitting, searching for the best tests, and creating accurate

decision trees.

This paper [115] presents an ML method based on an ensemble of pattern

trees to predict hot metal temperature (HMT), which is related to the product

quality and thermal state, to maintain the high productivity of the blast furnace.

The efficiency of the proposed method was verified through its application to an

industrial blast furnace ironmaking process. The application results have dem-

onstrated that the proposed method performs better than the conventional PLS,

decision trees, random forest, and artificial neural networks.

3.1.2.2 Logical analysis of data

Logical analysis of data (LAD) is a machine learning classification technique

that is based on the theories of Boolean algebra and combinatorial optimization,

introduced in 1988 by [100]. It is a rule-based machine learning classification

method where the fundamental concept is the extraction of human-interpretable

patterns from the data to discover hidden knowledge from a set of training

observations [116].

LADwas used on a great variety of classification problems and it reacts well

to noisy and erroneous measurements, and the results obtained in [116,117]

indicate that the LAD’s classification accuracy is often superior to the other

classification techniques. It has been used for the first time in condition-based

maintenance (CBM) as an effective diagnostic technique that relies on extract-

ing patterns from the training datasets that contain two classes of observations;

positive and negative [118]. Each extracted pattern represents the logical con-

junction between variables for either the set of positive or the set of negative

observations [116]. The patterns are then translated into a decision model that

is used as a classifier for the new observations.

In addition to its good accuracy, LAD is not based on any statistical analysis,

which makes it capable of dealing with highly correlated or time-varying cov-

ariates, without the need to satisfy any statistical assumptions. Another advan-

tage is its transparency in describing the cause-effect relation for the

degradation and failure processes [119]. The discovered knowledge in terms

of the patterns has physical interpretations that describe the physical events

of degradation or failure.

LAD mainly consists of three main steps: data binarization, pattern extrac-

tion (generation), and selection, and theory formation [116]. The binarization

step involves the transformation of each nonbinary variable, whether numerical,

categorical, or ordinal, into a set of binary attributes. This is because LAD is
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based on certain concepts from the Boolean functions. The pattern extraction is

the cornerstone of the LAD approach. The pattern is defined as a logical con-

junction of some variables in the data. A pattern is said to cover a certain obser-

vation if it is true for that particular observation, that is if its logical conjunction

is valid [116]. The pattern generation step is terminated when every observation

in the training data is covered by at least one pattern.

Fig. 8 shows how the distinction is made between observations that are clas-

sified to Class 0 and those are classified in the opposite class (Class 1). The
green pattern X8X9

� �
that is, X8¼0 AND X9¼1 appears in observations 1

through 10 which are belonging to Class 0, and does not appear in any obser-

vation in Class 1. Similarly, for Class 1 observations, the red pattern X3X7

� �
appears in observations 11 and 12, and the yellow pattern X1X5

� �
appears in

observations 12, 13 and 14. The two patterns in Class 1 do not appear in any

observation in Class 0.
There are three common methods for pattern extraction: (1) enumeration-

based methods [116], (2) heuristic and meta-heuristic methods [120–122],
and (3) mixed-integer and linear programming (MILP) optimization-based

methods [117,123]. More details about the steps of LAD through an illustrative

example are found in [124].

It should be noted that not all the patterns are taken into consideration in the

final LADmodel. A pattern selection procedure is therefore required in order to

find the set of strongest patterns that guarantee the coverage of all observations

while avoiding the overfitting of the LAD model. This is a key challenge to

achieve the most generalized explanatory power. In the last step of LAD, the

theory formation, the extracted patterns are finally represented as sets of if-then

rules that are readable (interpretable) to the human [124]. An extension to multi-

class applications, that involves modifying the architecture of two class LAD, is

proposed in [119]. The method aims at modifying the architecture of LAD as a

dichotomy to a multi-class decision model (polychotomizer). The proposed

method has the advantage that it generates a less complex decision model, in

a better execution time. In that work, a unified multi-classifier is obtained by

the combination of binary classifiers.

Observa�on X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 Class
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
4 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
5 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
7 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
8 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
9 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0

10 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
11 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
12 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
13 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
14 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

FIG. 8 Representation of the positive and negative patterns and their coverage.
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LAD was used in [125] to detect and isolate rogue components. By moni-

toring certain performance indicators and expert system knowledge, patterns

that are unique to rogue components are discovered. In [117] an approach

for automatic diagnosis of faults in rolling bearings by using a modified pattern

generation method with LAD is presented. The vibration signals in that paper

were used for the detection of bearing faults at an earlier stage of the crack prop-

agation. Ragab et al. developed two reliability-based prognostic methodologies

to predict the health states of equipment, based on the lifetime and condition

monitoring (CM) data [126,127]. The methodology exploits the condition mon-

itoring data collected just before the occurrence of complete failure in equip-

ment. Ragab et al. proposed a methodology for multiple failure modes

prognostics in rotating machinery in [128]. The methodology merges multiclass

LAD with a set of nonparametric cumulative incidence functions (CIFs). It con-

siders the condition monitoring data that is collected from a system that expe-

riences several competing failure modes over its life span. Jocelyn et al. applied

LAD to machinery-related occupational accidents. In that work, LAD was used

to characterize different types of machinery-related accidents and to relate them

to the root causes of faults [129].

Other pattern classification methods have some similarities with LAD. Such

methods are rule-induction methods that are based on the extraction of descrip-

tive rules that permit the user to understand the most interesting relationships in

data. The most common examples are the rough set theory (RST) such as the

ENDER [130], SLIPPER [131], MLRules [132], RuleFit [133], and LRI [134].

3.1.2.3 Rough set theory

Rough set theory (RST) was introduced by Pawlak as an extension of set theory

[135]. It is used for the study of data that are characterized by incomplete values

to classify imprecise or incomplete knowledge [136]. The RST is an effective

tool to handle fuzzy and uncertain problems, and it can process the knowledge

by obtaining the minimal representation of information [137]. The RST deals

with the automatic generation of the rules for the classification of observations.

The fundamental concept of rough set theory is indiscernibility, which is mainly

used to define the equivalence classes for the observations [99]. The distinction

is made between observations that may definitely be classified to a certain cat-

egory and that may possibly be classified [138]. Considering specific variables,

observations are indiscernible (similar) if they are characterized by the same

variable.

Rough set structures allow the formulation of the notions of lower and upper

approximations of each class in the data. The objective is to search for the opti-

mal rough approximation with the minimal boundary region separating between

classes of observations [139]. The RST approximations are determined for the

training observations only. Therefore, as in the problem of searching for an

extension theory in the LAD approach, a big challenge in the RST inductive
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learning approach is to construct optimal approximations for the extension of

the rough membership function. The RST is not only a useful tool for rule

extraction and classification but it can be treated as a feature selection method

[139]. In rough set theory, the feature selection problem is defined in terms of

reducts that is, subsets of the most informative variables in a given dataset.

Researches have been conducted to modify and improve the classical RST

approach in order to construct rough classifiers [140]. The RST has the same

advantage as LAD in data analysis that provides efficient algorithms for finding

hidden patterns in data without any preliminary or additional information about

data. In addition to its interpretability, one of the advantages of RST is that it can

handle uncertain problems, and it can process the knowledge by obtaining the

minimal representation of any type of information. More details about RST are

found in [99]. Chikalov et al. presented a comprehensive discussion on the sim-

ilarities and differences between LAD and RST in [106].

Because the rough set theory has a superior ability to extract the uncertainty

information, it has been widely applied in fault diagnosis, especially it has made

great achievements in extracting interpretable rules [141]. Feature reduction is

one of the main steps of rough set theory [142]. This paper [143] proposes an

approach based on rough set theory to decrease the cost of fault diagnosis in

industrial systems. The proposed approach is implemented to extract the hidden

relations and implement rule-based control for the sustainability of the rotary

clinker kiln.

Konar et al. propose a rough set-based method for multi-class fault diagnosis

of induction motor [144]. Hua et al. proposed the rough set theory as a diagnos-

tic method for transformer fault diagnosis [145]. Zhou et al. proposed an inte-

grated rough set and neural network algorithm-based fault diagnosis for power

transformers, using dissolved gas analysis (DGA) [146]. This approach takes

advantage of the feature reduction ability of the rough set and the good adapt-

ability of ANN.

Rough set theory is applied to generate the rules from the vibration signals of

different faults collected frommonoblock centrifugal pump in [147]. The vibra-

tion signals are preprocessed then rules are generated using rough set theory and

classified using fuzzy logic. The rough set theory is used in [136] to locate and

diagnose the distribution feeder faults in order to reduce the duration of the out-

age. The RST is combined with the Bayesian network in [148] to deal with

uncertain problems in transformer fault diagnosis.

3.2 Multi-variate statistical process monitoring methods

Multi-variate statistical process monitoring (MVSPM) methods are among the

most fundamental tools used widely in chemical and biochemical processes.

These methods include PCA, projection to latent structures (PLS), independent

component analysis (ICA), Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA), canonical var-

iate analysis (CVA), and others.
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This paper [21] illustrates the different aspects of multivariate statistical pro-

cess monitoring methods and SVM as common statistical FDDmethods in fault

detection and diagnosis. It clarifies how these methods can deal with a certain

spectrum of process issues, such as dynamic and non-linearity issues. In what

follows, such methods are discussed.

3.2.1 Principal component analysis (PCA)

The PCA was used as of deterministic variance-preserving method because of

its simple form and its ability to handle a large number of process data [149].

PCA preserves the significant variability information extracted from the pro-

cess measurements and proposed originally for the purpose of dimensionality

reduction of the huge amount of correlated data [150]. It has been widely

and successfully applied as a fault detection and diagnosis methods in industrial

processes [151]. Fault isolation based on PCA relies on score distance and resid-

ual distance decomposition contribution plots, as reported in [149].

PCA transforms correlated and uncorrelated variables into two independent

spaces. Assume that a recorded data X represents m process sensor measure-

ments with N observations collected and represents the normal process opera-

tion. The data is normalized to zero mean and unit variance. The covariance

matrix is calculated as follows:

S¼ 1

N�1
XTX (7)

To get the most variability from the preprocessed normal operation data set,

the singular value decomposition is performed on the covariance matrix S, as

follows:

S¼ 1

N�1
XTX¼PΛPT (8)

whereΛ¼ diag (λ1,⋯,λm) is a matrix with the eigenvalues of S, ranked in a des-

cending order and P is a matrix of the corresponding eigenvectors. The normal-

ized data matrix X is divided into the two subspaces (X̂ + X
�
) and the

eigenvectors of P is also separated into:

P¼ P̂ P
�h i

(9)

where P̂ and P
�
are the principal and residual subspaces, respectively. Suppose

that n is the number of principal components (PCs), then P̂ has the eigenvectors

corresponding to the first n largest eigenvalues in Λ, and P
�
contains the eigen-

vectors corresponding to the remaining m�n smallest eigenvalues, and as a

result Λ¼ [Λn Λm�n]. There are several methods to select n and consequently

the appropriate PCs number [152]. The cross-validation is an example of these

approaches [153].
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When projecting X onto the abovementioned two orthogonal subspaces, a

score matrix T can be obtained by the following formula:

T¼XP¼X P̂ P
�h i

¼XP̂ +XP
�

(10)

The original data X can be reconstructed by the following formula:

X¼ X̂ + X
�¼ T̂P̂ + T

�
P
�

(11)

The PCA approach has a major limitation that is in addition to its linear

nature, there is a lack of exploitation of autocorrelation [18]. Moreover, the

PCA-based process monitoring method claims that the assumptions on the mul-

tivariate Gaussian distribution of the measurement variables have to be fulfilled,

which is not always valid in chemical processes; this is due to time-varying

behavior and possible high sampling frequencies [154]. Moreover, the minor

principal components would normally represent insignificant variance in the

data for the linear case, but this cannot be verified certainly for nonlinear data

[155]. More principal components have to be retained in order to represent

nonlinear data properly. It is also difficult to discern which minor components

capture nonlinearity and which represent insignificant variation [156].

This paper [157] proposes a procedure to determine the principal compo-

nents to be retained using the discriminant information contained in them.

The proposed method is based on the use of statistical tests to select the com-

ponents with greater separability power between classes.

3.2.2 Projection to latent structures (PLS)

Projection to latent structures (PLS) is another basic multivariate statistical

method that is used extensively for model building, fault detection, and diagno-

sis [149]. It extracts the correlation model from the process inputs and outputs

[158]. Unlike PCA, by the use of the off-line trained correlation model and

online process measurements, the PLS model could provide more beneficial

information for the purpose of fault diagnosis purposes, and for the online pre-

diction of key performance indicators (KPIs) of an industrial process [159]. In

other words, the PLS method inclines to discover the faults that occurred in pro-

cess inputs, which might influence the KPI. As one can guess, one of the major

uses of PLS is for predicting variables, but this is not its only purpose as a

model. It is a good tool for process understanding and troubleshooting [152].

The first step in PLS is to extend latent variable methods to using more than

one block of data [160]. The data variables (columns) are divided into two

blocks: called X and Y. Accordingly, the PLS extracts two sets of scores, one

set for X and another set for Y.

T¼XWfor theX space (12)

U¼YCfor theY space (13)
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The scores T and U are found subject to the constraints that WTW¼1 and

CTC¼1. More details are found in [152,160].

The process dynamics and nonlinearity are very important aspects in indus-

trial processes. In order to design a robust FDD system that is able to cope with

the real industrial environment, more and more attention has been paid to the

PCA- and PLS-based process monitoring methods. It is evident that, similar

to the PCA-based schemes, for successful application of the PLS-based

approaches, the input and output variables should also follow the multivariate

Gaussian distribution [161]. To successfully apply the standard such methods, a

linear process that runs under stationary operating conditions is a primary

assumption [162].

The work in [6] proposes a hybrid fault diagnosis method that is based on the

signed digraph (SDG) and the PLS to diagnose faults in the benchmark pulpmill

process. The process produces pulp from wood chips, and is considered as one

of the biggest processes in the fault diagnosis area [163].

As an extension to the PLSmethod, a method called total projection to latent

structure (TPLS) is proposed in [51]. Themain concept in the TPLS is to acquire

a further decomposition on input space, thus allowing the properties of each

subspace to be analyzed in detail, which is more suitable for process monitoring.

The so-called concurrent projection to latent structures (CPLS) method is pro-

posed in [164]. In the CPLS method, the input and output data are concurrently

projected to five subspaces, thus fault detection indices are developed based on

the five subspaces for various types of fault detection alarms. It is concluded

from the results obtained in that paper that the proposed method correctly

detects the various faulty cases based on simulated data in the Tennessee East-

man process monitoring the results show that the CPLS-based monitoring effec-

tively detects faults thus avoiding false alarms due to disturbances that are

effectively eliminated by the control strategy.

3.2.3 Independent component analysis

ICA can be viewed as a useful extension of PCA, although it has a different

objective. Whereas PCA can only impose independence up to second-order sta-

tistical information (mean and variance) while constraining the direction vec-

tors to be orthogonal [165]. The ICA method not only decorrelates the data

but also reduces higher-order statistical dependencies, thus the ICA method

reveals more useful information from observed data than the PCA

method [166].

ICA has been recently extended and applied for the purpose of fault detec-

tion, particularly for the processes whose measurements are non-Gaussian dis-

tributed [165]. Although the calculation involved in ICA is more complicated

than the standard PCA and PLS approaches, it is still worthy to investigate and

deliver more extensions for process monitoring [167].
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3.2.4 Fisher discriminant analysis

Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) was originally proposed for dimensionality

reduction and has been recently widely applied in the multivariate statistic

fields and pattern classification [168]. For process monitoring, the FDAmethod

is an efficient tool for the purpose of fault classification [169–171]. With con-

sideration of an additional class of normal operating conditions, the FDA was

applied on industrial processes for fault detection to isolate normal process data

from a mixture of normal and abnormal historical data [170]. A contribution

plot based on the fault directions in pairwise FDA is proposed to enhance

the ability of fault diagnosis in multivariate statistical monitoring. The method

shows superior capability for fault diagnosis to the contribution plots method

based on PCA. The FDA was used with SVM in multiple fault diagnosis in

[169]. The objective of the proposed method is to mask the datasets with irrel-

evant information in order to decrease the effectiveness of the classification

techniques. The TEP simulator was used to generate overlapping datasets to

evaluate the classification performance.

3.2.5 Kernel methods—kernel PCA (KPCA), kernel PLS (KPLS),
and kernel ICA (KICA)

To tackle the nonlinearity issues of the industrial process, variants like kernel

PCA (KPCA) [155,157] and kernel PLS (KPLS) [172], and kernel ICA (KICA)

[173] were proposed and have been intensively studied in the fault diagnosis.

The main concept of using the kernel is to facilitate analysis by mapping the

input space into a higher-dimensional kernel feature space, where the data dis-

tributions become approximately linear [174].

Gan Liang et al. have studied the use of sparse kernel principal angles for

online process monitoring in order to surmount the problem of overlearning that

sometimes occurs when kernel methods are used [175]. Simulations on the Ten-

nessee Eastman process indicated that this approach could be used to effectively

capture nonlinear relationships in the process variables, but in a significantly

simpler way than with kernel PCA. This paper [176] presents an adaptive KPCA

(AKPCA) fault diagnosis method in complex chemical processes. The method

is based on a moving window integrating the threshold method to adaptively

extract the kernel principal. It is applied to diagnose faults of the TEP. The

results verify that this proposed method can improve the cumulative contribu-

tion rate in comparison with the KPCA that is based on thresholds.

With KPCA, A careful selection of the kernels should be considered. The

kernel functions are usually selected empirically, and this may have an adverse

effect on the performance of the diagnostic method, if the kernels are not suited

to the structure of the data [177]. A maximum variance unfolding method was

proposed by [178] to optimize the kernel function over a family of kernels. Sim-

ulation with the Tennessee Eastman problem suggested that this promoted more

precise monitoring in the feature space. To address the problem of kernel
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selection, Shao et al. have proposed a method to select a kernel function learn-

ing method to fit the kernel function to the training data [179].

Recently, an attractive research field could be observed in the literature, in

which process monitoring is achieved by extending the applications of PCA and

PLS to the nonlinear dynamic processes. To extend the PCAmethod to dynamic

systems, the paper [180] presented a study of PCA and PLS on lagged variables

to develop dynamic models (this so-called dynamic PCA) for dynamic pro-

cesses. Komulainen et al. used the dynamic PLS (DPLS) in the online monitor-

ing of an industrial dearomatization process, in a similar way to the DPCA

[181]. The canonical variate analysis (CVA) is proposed as a fault detection

method by using the pairs of variables selected from the input–output data
set that maximizes the correlation, hence is more suitable for dynamic monitor-

ing than DPCA and DPLS [182].

Odiowei et al. proposed a monitoring technique using the CVA with the

upper control limit (UCL) derived from the estimated probability density func-

tion through kernel density estimations and applied to the simulated nonlinear

TEP [183]. It is concluded in that paper that the CVA model outperforms the

DPCA and the DPLS approaches. It is able to reveal the difference in dynamic

behavior between the normal operation and the operation with Fault 9mor effi-

ciently than the DPCA and the DPLS. Odiowei and Cao have proposed state

space independent component analysis (SSICA) to deal with nonlinear dynamic

process monitoring [184]. The SSICA algorithm uses CVA to construct a state

space, from which statistically independent components can be extracted for

process monitoring. The SSICA could detect faults earlier than other methods,

such as the traditional CVA, in the TEP simulated data. Ding et al. proposed and

compared the so-called left coprime factorization (LCF) of a process with the

PLS for the prediction and diagnosis of key performance indicators in complex

industrial processes [185]. The proposed KPI prediction and diagnosis method

is applied to an industrial hot strip mill. The obtained results demonstrate the

effectiveness of the proposed scheme for dynamic processes.

3.3 Integrated and hybrid FDD methods

A hybrid data-driven FDD method merges at least two intelligent technologies.

Integrating two or more FDD methods can exploit the advantages of each of

them. Recently, a multitude of researches focusses on integrating a set of pre-

processing and learning algorithms to develop hybrid FDD methods. It is

reported in the literature that integrated methods that merge characteristics of

different methods can give better results and hence satisfy the requirements

for process monitoring [186].

Research has focused on integrating a set of different learning algorithms to

develop hybrid methods [187,188]. Integrating different learning algorithms

aims to merge their characteristics and merits to exploit the advantages of each

and provide better results [189–195]. The concept of fusing several individual
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learning models (each with its own pattern representation) to create a single

strong model that outperforms each individual model was studied by our team

at CanmetENERGY Varennes, Natural Resources Canada (NRCan). We have

applied the developed models to complex equipment in pulp mills in Canada.

In fault diagnosis, as an example of merging two intelligent methods, com-

binations of fuzzy logic and neural networks offer benefits. The black-box

approach of pure neural networks does not allow utilization of qualitative

knowledge of faults and their symptoms, whereas fuzzy logic-based fault diag-

nostics systems are often static, that is, they do not allow updating throughout

the experiments. With neuro-fuzzy networks, a better understanding of the diag-

nosis process can be achieved, and the fault diagnosis model can be adapted to

provide solutions that are more accurate. The overall structure of the Neuro-

Fuzzy system is very alike neural network. The system consists of five layers;

an input layer and an output layer as well as three middle layers in order to pre-

sent the fuzzy system. It uses expert knowledge to present data and then it uses a

neural network in order to develop if-then rules and adjust input/output mem-

bership function to improve the overall performance of the system.

Feature selection techniques and clustering algorithms are most commonly

linked to the FDD methods, as common examples of merging FDD methods

with preprocessing algorithms. Feature selection techniques are used to reduce

the huge dimensionality of feature space, which is one of the most common

problems in the fault diagnosis domain [63,196]. Not all the features are useful

for the classification process and some of the irrelevant or redundant features

tend to degrade the performance of FDD method. If all features are input into

the FDD directly without selection, they will make the classification process

slower and degrade the classification accuracy as well [197].

It is, therefore, necessary to acquire rich faulty information, thus superior

features need to be selected from the original feature set to obviously and prop-

erly characterize the system conditions. The feature selection procedure further

improves the diagnosis accuracy and reduces the computational burden of FDD

methods. Many techniques have been proposed to perform feature selection;

distance evaluation technique (DET) [196], particle swarm algorithm (PSA)

[198], and genetic algorithm (GA) [199] were conducted for extracting optimal

features and reduce the dimensionality of feature space. A feature selection

technique employing sequential backward selection (SBS) is found in [51].

The distance evaluation technique (DET) is one of the most simple and effi-

cient distance measure techniques in the field of fault diagnosis [3]. In DET, the

idea is to select the features that make the distance within a set of classes shorter

and the distance among classes longer. An evaluation factor (weights) for each

feature from the original feature set is calculated. Based on these factors, all the

features in the feature set are ranked in ascending order. Accordingly, the fea-

tures with the largest weights can be selected and applied to the diagnosis pro-

cedure. In the paper published byWidodo et al., 2007, the features are extracted

using PCA and ICA, and then the superior features are selected using DET [52].
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Fuzzy logic is used as a clustering technique and combined with common

machine learning techniques in unsupervised classification problems, in differ-

ent domains. A kernel-induced fuzzy clustering method [200] and fuzzy clus-

tering with multi-medoids (FCMM) [201] were proposed as unsupervised

classification methods.

In the fault diagnosis domain, Liu et al. provided a solution based on fuzzy

clustering [202]. They combined fuzzy c-means clustering and fuzzy integral

techniques to form a two-step diagnosis strategy. A set of classifiers were first

constructed based on different feature groups. The recognition rates of each

classifier for existing faults were then obtained, which reflects the importance

of the classifier in recognizing each fault. In the next step, both membership

degrees reflecting the initial judgments of the classifiers for the current faults

were applied as inputs of a fuzzy integral fusion procedure and a final decision

was then made. The proposed method is evaluated by data collected from roll-

ing element bearings with three kinds of faults. The method gives superior accu-

racy to that of a single classifier. This procedure is highly expected to be applied

for chemical processes diagnosis of multi-faults given relevant faults (e.g., foul-

ing, gas, and liquid leakages which are the most investigated ones).

Eslamloueyan proposed a hierarchical artificial neural network (HANN) for

isolating the faults of the TEP [203]. The proposed HANN divides the fault pat-

terns space into a few sub-spaces by using a fuzzy C-means clustering algo-

rithm. For each sub-space of fault patterns, a neural network has been

trained in order to diagnose the faults of that sub-space.

When applying fuzzy clustering for fault diagnosis, several critical points

should be taken into account: determination of the optimal number of clusters,

feature selection, and objective function [204]. The optimal number of clusters

can be given either by prior knowledge or considering some validity indices

such as partition coefficient and exponential separation (PCAES) [205], and

others found in [206] and [207].

4 Fault diagnosis in pulp and paper mills: Case studies

Our knowledge in applying and adopting AI for abnormal event management

and process operation optimization in the pulp and paper industry is shared

through this chapter. Several of the elements that we focus on can be related

to the experiences and lessons learned in different pulp and paper mills. We will

discuss these challenges and share our experience in applying several AI tools

successfully in real complex operational cases in different Canadian industries

with the assistance of process experts. We have adopted and combined different

ML and DL methods to actively monitor and optimize the operations of com-

plex processes and to bring attention to problems before they occur. We already

shared some of these use cases with the scientific community through articles

that have been already published in specialized international journals

[25,124,208]. Rather than propose entirely hypothetical situations, we have
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chosen to refer to publications that share our knowledge and give real opera-

tional cases related to FDD in a number of process industries.

We targeted several complex equipment and processes in the pulp and paper

industry. It is known that this industry is one of the energy-intensive industries

that remains a fundamental part of the Canadian economy. Pulp and paper mills

convert predominantly woody material and agricultural residues into a wide

variety of pulps, papers, paperboards, and other cellulose-based products

[209]. These mills may exist separately or as integrated plants. Integrated mills

use common auxiliary systems for both pulping and papermaking such as steam,

electric generation, and wastewater treatment. The pulp and paper-making pro-

cesses mainly use a huge amount of energy for their operations [209] with the

Kraft process being the most dominating chemical pulping process

worldwide [209].

The Kraft pulping process consists of several steps including wood chips

cooking, pulp washing, bleaching, pulp drying, and chemical recovery. The

wood chips are dissolved using the pulping chemicals, primarily NaOH and

Na2S, resulting in a black liquor (BL) that is separated from the pulp in the

brown stock washing step. The black liquor is concentrated in the evaporators

and then sent to the black liquor recovery boiler (BLRB) to recover the inor-

ganic chemicals for reuse. This makes the mill a closed cycle process. More

detail about the Kraft process is found in [210].

Mechanical pulping is also an energy-intensive process. It is categorized as

thermomechanical pulping (TMP), stone groundwood pulping (SGW), wood

chips refining and others [211]. The TMP mills are used for the production

of high-yield pulp. A typical TMP process consists of several stages including

washing the wood chips to remove contaminants, preheating to soften the chips,

and two refining stages (fiber separation and fibrillation), a latency chest for

removal of fiber latency. More detail about the operation of TMP mills can

be found in [211].

Process engineers and operators in pulp and paper mills frequently face

energy efficiency issues related to abnormal (faulty) events, such as deteriora-

tions in process performance, production losses, and reduction in product qual-

ity [212]. In these complex industrial processes, human expertise is heavily

involved in fault diagnosis procedures to deeply understand and analyze a sys-

tem’s state; therefore, a reliable tool that supports executing this task is highly

sought after [25]. We applied AI techniques in more than 15 case studies in dif-

ferent sectors in Canada (Pulp &Paper, oil refining, steel making, food, etc.).

Through this section, we would like to share our experience in applying AI solu-

tions to selected case studies. The section discusses a number of case studies

involving fault diagnosis of complex equipment in different Kraft and TMP

mills located in Canada. Inherently, these mills feature complex dynamics

and profound interactions among process units.
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4.1 Case 1: Black liquor recovery boiler (BLRB) in kraft pulp
and paper mills

The BLRB is a major piece of equipment in Kraft P&Pmills, made up of several

units, shown in Fig. 9 [210]. It maintains the pulping process at a high level of

efficiency and availability. Basically, the BLRB has three functions:

l Recovers and converts the chemicals used in the process

l Produces steam through the combustion of the BL organic components

l Eliminates undesirable by-products

One of the KPIs that reflects the efficiency of the BLRB is steam production

divided by black liquor flow (SP/BLF). Several factors affect the SP/BLF such

as solids percentage in the BL, combustion air in the boiler furnace, fouling rate

of the tubes in the economizer, super-heater and boiler bank and inlet water

temperature. A low SP/BLF value generally indicates a poor BLRB perfor-

mance, often due to abnormal operation. The objective of applying LAD is

to monitor the SP/BLF and to diagnose and interpret any fault that decreases

its value. This paper [124] tested the LAD as a powerful descriptive

machine-learning classification method to discover the hidden phenomena in

the BLRB. In that work, LAD was used to analyze and diagnose the cause of

low steam production by black liquor flow (SP/BLF). The revealed patterns

are finally combined to build a decision model that serves to diagnose abnormal

situations during the boiler operation, and to explain their potential causes to the

process operator.

4.2 Case 2: Reboiler system in thermomechanical (TMP) pulp mills

In the TMP, significant quantities of electrical energy are applied in the refiners,

but only a very small fraction of the energy is used in wood chip refining and

most of this energy is converted into dirty steam. The dirty steam energy content

is typically recovered in the reboiler system for clean steam production or

recovered in the heat recovery system for hot water production. Fig. 10 shows

a simplified schematic of the reboiler system.

The paper [25] contains more detail about the operation of the reboiler sys-

tem. The dirty steam comes from the two TMP lines and it is used in the reboiler

for producing a low-pressure (LP) clean steam. The LP steam network is further

fed by another source of steam extracted from the turbine. The clean steam pro-

duced is used by two paper machines and other steam users at the mill. The

undesired event in the reboiler system is explained briefly in the following.

An increase in the dirty steam pressure leads to the opening of the dirty steam

header vent valve. This consequently leads to energy losses to the atmosphere;

moreover, it decreases the overall efficiency of the heat recovery system. The
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paper [25] proposes an innovative methodology that combines human expertise,

in the form of fault tree analysis (FTA), with additional knowledge extracted by

LAD as a descriptive ML method. The proposed methodology was demon-

strated using fault trees constructed for the reboiler system in a TMP. The fault

tree for the reboiler system was updated successfully with minimal effort from

process experts. This paper [208] proposes a multi-agent-based methodology

for real-time fault diagnosis for a reboiler system in TMP. The proposed meth-

odology combines both supervised and semi-supervised methods in a parallel-

serial structure, exploiting their respective strengths. This method aims to build

a decision support tool that helps process operators identify and better manage

faulty situations whether known or novel, moreover, it provides the process

expert with meaningful explanations of detected faults.

4.3 Case 3: Heat recovery system for hot water production in TMPs

The purpose of the heat recovery system (HRS) in the TMP is to recover the

thermal energy from dirty steam that emerges from the refining lines of the

wood chips. Fig. 11 shows a simplified diagram for the HRS. It consists of sev-

eral direct contact condensers for condensing the dirty steam [25]. The hot, dirty

condensate is then filtered through the screen to remove the solid particles

before feeding the heat exchangers. The heat exchangers transfer the energy

to the warm water, and the resulting hot water is reserved in a tank and its level

is controlled. A temperature control loop is used to achieve the desired temper-

ature for the hot water used by the paper machines in the mill. If the desired

temperature is not reached, fresh steam is used in the heater to compensate.

The peaks in fresh steam consumption are not only costly, but they also nega-

tively affect the electricity production in the turbine. Therefore, these undesired

peaks in fresh steam are considered to be undesired events and should be

avoided. An enriched FTA for the HRS is developed in [25] with minimal

human effort. The initial FTA developed by the mill expert was enriched based

on the historical data collected using LAD and other ML methods.

5 Concluding remarks and lesson learned

Fault detection and diagnosis in large-scale process industries is a big challenge

for engineers and operators. Despite the important work done recently by aca-

demic and private institutions, there are still practical challenges involved in

designing efficient FDD systems for complex industrial processes. These pro-

cesses are categorized as highly nonlinear dynamical systems with a huge

number of observed variables. In large-scale processes, performance decay,

instrument errors, inappropriate control tuning, and operator errors are among

the sources of process operation inefficiencies and other abnormal events

(faults). This is due to several factors like the complexity of the process, a lack

of adequate models, incomplete knowledge and uncertain data, and the amount
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of effort and expertise required to maintain the process operations in optimal

conditions. Therefore, there is a need to provide the process operators with

easy-to-use descriptive and prescriptive decision support systems (DSS) that

help them in finding and analyzing the root causes of inefficiencies and abnor-

mal events, as well as to advise them with the optimal corrective actions.

The use of AI has exploded over the past few years in different industrial

problems, driven by advanced and relatively inexpensive computing infrastruc-

tures and the increasing availability of datasets. Machine learning (ML) and

deep learning (DL) have become at the heart of AI, and have been proven as

promising technologies for fault diagnosis. Process industries have started to

leverage the capabilities of ML and DL techniques across various sectors to

address fault diagnosis related challenges. One of the main strengths of these

techniques is their capability in analyzing heterogeneous sources of data such

as numbers, text, images, and videos to build predictive and descriptive diag-

nostic models in order to monitor, evaluate, and manage energy consumption.

This chapter addresses practical issues that need to be considered when

selecting the appropriate ML models for fault diagnosis in some industrial

applications. The objective is to assist engineers and researchers in selecting

the proper tool for detecting and diagnosing faults within their specific business

environment. The chapter also explores the strengths and weaknesses of the

ML-based diagnostic methods to establish the criteria that make them better

suited to certain applications than others. This provides an important starting

point for researchers and practitioners in considering diagnostics options.

Our intention is to offer rational and transparent approaches for developing

ML-based models from available data to achieve energy-efficient processes.

We hope readers will benefit from the suggestions offered in this chapter

and be able to derive a sufficient understanding to know when our recommen-

dations may fit with their particular requirements by making the appropriate

adjustments.
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FIG. 11 A simplified schematic of the heat recovery system in the TMP [25].
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We briefly share our experience in adopting and applying ML tools in real

operational cases related to fault diagnosis in different Canadian mills. The

challenges we faced have allowed us to get some remarks and learn some les-

sons and insights that are shared in this chapter. We targeted several complex

equipment and processes in the pulp and paper industry that do not have under-

standable phenomena. It is known that this industry is one of the energy-

intensive industries that remains a fundamental part of the Canadian economy.

Process engineers and operators in pulp and paper mills frequently face diag-

nostics issues related to abnormal (faulty) events that result in deteriorations

in process performance, production losses, and reduction in product quality.

It is still challenging to adopt ML techniques to some process industries’

equipment that have complex dynamic and nonlinear nature. Examples of these

equipment are heat exchangers networks, recovery boilers, and reboiler systems

in pulp and paper mills. These equipment require the intervention of human

expertise to tailor the ML techniques and validate the resulting solutions to

address the targeted problem. In these complex industrial processes, human

expertise is heavily involved in fault diagnosis procedures to deeply understand

and analyze the system’s state. Therefore, a reliable tool that supports executing

this task in an automated fashion is highly sought after. With all the hype around

digitalization, AI, and IIoT, what is missing are solutions leveraging the knowl-

edge of domain experts to solve complex real-world problems. Also, due to the

complexity of problems in heavy process industries, it is sometimes necessary

to use a combination of AI methods in addition to human expertise and first

principles. This combination can exploit all possible opportunities that achieve

energy-efficient industrial processes.

An important finding is that the hybridization of AImethods is reported to be

effective in the advancement of prediction models, particularly for complex

systems. It is well known among researchers and practitioners in different

industrial applications that there is no single ML technique that perfectly works

in all types of diagnostics issues. According to the literature, a method may out-

perform all others for a specific subset of problems but cannot achieve the opti-

mal performance in all situations. Therefore, the pros of each method could be

exploited and integrated to potentially offer complementary information about

the diagnosed faults. Independent decisions of each method are then combined

to finally derive an elicited optimal decision.

Our conclusion is that given the complexity of the equipment and processes

in pulp and paper mills, ML can be a promising modeling framework, which has

been previously used by our team in the context of optimizing the performance

of some processes in these mills. The diverse ML models we have developed

have made it possible to more accurately predict certain problems in pulp mills.

Although this technology has made prominent contributions, its potential has

not been fully tapped in this industry. However, expert opinions in this industry

can be fraught with and full of bias, thus posing extra challenges. Some of these

challenges are related to data privacy and others related to obtaining timely and
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cost-effective solutions. Domain experts in the pulp and paper industry, to a

large extent, are still hesitant to adopt these tools. Particularly, this industry

is still skeptical about the use of AI methods, since they are data-based solutions

rather than traditional physics- and knowledge-based approaches, and opera-

tors/engineers do not yet have sufficient experience to deal with AI and data-

based techniques.
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Advanced control systems are becoming more and more sophisticated every

day. For safety-critical systems such as chemical processes, nuclear reactors,

aircraft and spacecraft, the issue of reliability, acceptable performance, and

environmental protection are of particular importance. If a fault occurs, the

damages to finance, human, and environment could be severe. As a result, there

is a growing need for online monitoring and Fault Detection, or to identify sys-

tem faults to improve reliability. Accordingly, it is viable to apply the prelim-

inary signs and to prevent the system from stopping and the occurrence of a

catastrophe to a large extent.

Over the past 2 decades, research on fault detection has attracted a great deal

of attention. These advances are mainly due to the tendency of systems to auto-

mate, increase demand, and ensure system security. However, other reasons,

such as tremendous advances in mathematical modeling, estimation, and

parameter recognition, have also contributed to the dramatic advances in com-

puter computing. With the growth of complex systems, there has been a signif-

icant desire to develop methods for detecting and isolating faults. They are also

utilized to increase the quality of products. Several engineering sciences are

merged in the field of fault diagnosis science.

The impact of failure on a system can be devastating due to the increasing

complexity of systems. Feedback control is an essential component of overall

system monitoring. Fault diagnosis is the second component that will have sig-

nificant economic, industrial, and social consequences if it is safe and cost-

effective. Due to the growing need for reliability and safety of technical devices
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and their components, monitoring methods have been widely welcomed as part

of the general control of processes. A fundamental prerequisite for further

development of automated monitoring is the rapid detection of process faults.

The use of computers and process microcomputers enables the use of methods

that lead to faster detection of process faults than traditional processes.

Today, it is entirely impossible to fully rely on the human operator to man-

age abnormal events and emergencies for a variety of reasons. One of these

reasons is the size and complexity of modern process equipment. In addition,

the emphasis is usually on a rapid diagnosis, which in itself causes certain lim-

itations and needs in diagnostic procedures.

Moreover, fault diagnosis becomes more complicated when one considers

the fact that process measurements may be insufficient, incomplete, or unreli-

able for a variety of reasons, such as sensor failure or bias. Given the circum-

stances, it is not unreasonable for human operators to make erroneous decisions

and take steps to make matters worse. Industrial statistics show that 70% of

industrial accidents are caused by human error.

There is also a growing demand for fault-tolerant automated systems that

can operate automatically and reliably in the presence of faults and failures

of sensors, operators, and components. Because the fault detection system is

an essential component of the fault tolerable automatic system, there is an

urgent need to upgrade intelligent systems that can automatically detect the

presence, isolate locations, and estimate the severity of faults in various com-

ponents of a complex dynamic operating system.

On the other hand, correctly identifying the severity of the faults is a pre-

cious advantage for maintenance measures. Correctly assessing the severity

of the faults makes it very easy to quickly identify the initial faults and identify

behaviors outside the scope. In this way, it is possible to plan and execute intel-

ligently exclusive actions to prevent system crashes, catastrophic failures, and

incomplete actions by users and controllers. These methods are also used to

control and improve the quality of products.

Fault diagnostic methods can be divided into two general categories of

model-based and data-based methods. In this chapter, we will look at the sec-

ond category, which includes fuzzy logic, neural network, and support vector

machines (SVM).

1 Artificial neural network

1.1 Introduction

The phenomenological and empirical models are used to simulate the perfor-

mance of a system. Parameters such as the pros and cons of each of these

models, problems definition, and goal of the simulations should be considered

to select one of them. The phenomenological models apply the fundamental

chemical, and physical laws namely conservation laws of momentum, mass,
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and energy, to describe the process and performance of systems with nonlinear

algebraic or differential equations [1]. Themain disadvantage of these models is

not only the difficulties to solve these equations (to approximate nonlinear

equations), but also to develop the model and quantify the phenomenology

through mathematical concept. The numerical calculations—which take a con-

siderable computational time—are fraught with accuracy problems due to

errors in the process parameters, algebraic errors, iteration errors, approxima-

tion errors, and round-off errors [2]. In addition, there can be some aspects,

in some systems, with unknown or partially unknown parameters, that can be

obtained through system identification procedure that consists of experimental

measurements and fitting them to the mathematical model [3].

The artificial neural network (ANN) introduced by proposing the multilayer

perceptron (MLP) model [4] and Hebb rule [5] to simulate the performance of

neurons in the human brain in the 1940s. In 1956, the Perceptron concept [6]

was developed using linear optimization. Adaptive Linear Unit network model

[7] was proposed in 1959 and then had been applied in a communication appli-

cation and weather forecasting. In 1974, back propagation (BP) algorithm was

developed to handle the difficulties in the complex neural network related to

solving nonlinear problems [8–10]. The deep learning developed the advan-

tages of which are the usage of traditional machine learning approaches, and

the inspiration of statistical learning. In 1986, Restricted Boltzmann Machine

(RBM) was proposed by using the probability distribution of the Boltzmann

Machine concept [11], and the hidden layers to characterize the input data.

Next, Auto Encoder (AE) was developed by applying the layer-by-layer greedy

learning algorithm to reduce the loss function [12]. In 1995, Recurrent Neural

Network (RNN), was introduced with directed topology connections between

neurons to learn feature from sequence data [13]. In 1997, Long Short-Term

Memory (LSTM) which is a modified version of RNN, was put forward to over-

come vanishing gradient problem and handle complex time sequence data [14].

In 1998, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was developed, which is suit-

able to deal with 2D inputs such as images [15]. Through the development of

deep learning models, problems such as time-consuming model training and

parameter optimization become more severe, resulting in overfitting or local

optimization problems. Deep Belief Network (DBN), which allowed bidirec-

tional connections in the top layer to tackle computational complexity, was pro-

posed and successfully applied to several problems in 2006 [16, 17]. In DBN,

layer-wise pretraining and fine-tuning were applied in the learning process of

the parameters. In order to solve problems with high nonlinear inputs, Deep

AE was put forwarded using more hidden layers [18]. In this network, a greedy

layer-by-layer unsupervised learning algorithm was applied in the pre-train pro-

cess, and eventually, the BP algorithm was used to the fine-tuning process.

Meanwhile, Sparse Auto Encoder (SAE) was proposed for dimensionality

reduction and sparse representations learning [19, 20]. In 2009, Deep Boltzmann

Machine (DBM) using a bidirectional structure was developed to obtain robust
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learning process for ambiguous input data [21]. In 2010, Denoising Auto Encoder

(DAE) was proposed to discover robust features of problems with the stochasti-

cally corrupted input data [22]. In 2012, a deep structure of CNN was introduced,

which is named Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) [23]. In 2014,

Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) was presented [24] using the discrimi-

native model for training and classification with both real and generated random

samples.

1.2 The architecture of neural networks

The basic concept of an ANN was put forward based on a mathematical model

of the biological neuron consists of the internal activation function (the biolog-

ical neuron cell body), output connection (the axon of the biological neuron),

weights (the synapses of the biological neuron), and output signal. ANNs

can be classified regarding neuron connections structure into two groups: feed-

forward neural networks (single-layer perceptron, MLP, and radial basis net-

works (RBF)) and RNNs (Hopfield network, Elman neural network (ENN),

Jordan neural network, and recurrent multilayer network). Another classifica-

tion can be presented for ANNs based on the input–output ratio, which catego-

rizes them into three classes: class I (more inputs than outputs), class II (the

same number of inputs and outputs), and class III (more outputs than inputs)

[25]. Another classification of ANNs based on the organization is categorized

into individual networks, and stakes network (ensembles) [26]. Moreover,

ANNs considering the type of learning approach can be grouped into three main

types: supervised (such as decision trees, regression analysis, and neural net-

works), unsupervised (such as cluster analysis, correlation, factor analysis (prin-

cipal component analysis (PCA)), and statistical measures), and reinforcement

learning (such as genetic algorithms (GA)). In supervised learning, both predic-

tor variables and a target variable are required. Then weights are adjusted

according to the deviation of the target variables from the desired outputs is

negotiable. This learning approach is recommended in some cases that it is

desired to predict the value of some variable. Notable examples of supervised

learning algorithm are Backpropagation (BP), Levenberg–Marquardt, and gra-

dient descent. On the contrary, there are no target variables to set the weights in

unsupervised and reinforced learning. In unsupervised learning, only the input

training patterns are provided to cluster into different classes. The goal of this

learning method is to identify and select characteristics to classify the input data

[27, 28]. Kohonen Rule and Carpenter-Grossberg Adaptive Resonance Theory

(ART) algorithm are an example of unsupervised learning algorithms. Rein-

forcement learning employs a critic based on given output from the environ-

ment to identify the ideal behavior within a specific environment

automatically. If the system of process define and model correctly, the global

optimum can be obtained [27].
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The optimal topology of a neural network is determined regarding the char-

acteristics of the system being modeled. The neural networks are applied in a

wide range of application areas. However, the methodology for finding the opti-

mal neural network is still under discussion. There are several approaches to

identify the optimal topology as follows:

1. Statistical and empirical methods: The problem and its definition have a

considerable impact on finding the best type of these methods. The trial-

and-error method is known as the primary method of this category, which

develops several neural networks with various characteristics and compares

their errors to find the best networks. However, the global optimal network

may not be obtained. The trial-and-error methods devote particular attention

to the overfitting, which appears during uncontrolled training, resulting in

unreliable results of the neural network. Thus, it is recommended to watch

the errors in the training phase carefully. Curteanu et al. have applied trial-

and-error methods in the chemical engineering (CE) applications to find the

most appropriate topologies for several types of neural networks such as

MLP [29–32], feedforward generalized neural networks [33], modular neu-

ral networks [34], Jordan-Elman networks [35, 36], or stacked neural net-

works [33, 37]. The most systematic and comprehensive method of this

category for the design of experiments is called the Taguchi method. Benar-

dos and Vosniakos [38] have applied the combination of experiment design

with Taguchi method using the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm and

pointed out the optimal sets of a neural network of MLP type. Sukthomya

and Tannock [39] have applied the same method for identifying the optimal

parameters of an MLP network, namely training algorithm, number of hid-

den layers, the total number of neurons, activation functions, and testing

percentage of data.

2. Constructive and/or destructive methods: Constructively or destructively

developing a too small or large initial architecture, respectively; and net-

work performance improvement are obtained in these methods by adding

or removing the layers or neuron, respectively. Using descendent gradient

method in these methods can lead to a local minimum [40]. Therefore, there

is no guarantee to find the optimal network topology [41]. Delogu et al. [42]

applied a constructive method to select the number of neurons and their

weights automatically. In another study, Islam et al. developed an approach

for removing and adding hidden neurons [42], which reduces the network

size by adding the correlated hidden nodes and increases the dimensionality

of the network by dividing the hidden neurons. Xing and Hu [43] removed

input and hidden neurons, applying an MLP network.

3. Evolutionary algorithms: In these methodologies, the reduction in the neg-

ative impact of the permutation [44] and the improvement in neural network

optimization produce [45–47] has been subject to considerable studies. The
advantages of applying evolutionary approaches to optimize ANN structure
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include (i) the balanced assessment between exploitation and exploration;

(ii) parallelization; (iii) scalability; (iv) avoiding the local minimum;

(v) flexibility (implementing the same evolutionary method to various prob-

lem domains); and (vi) fitness flexibility [48]. The ANN-evolutionary

approaches are categorized into two groups. In the first one, evolutionary

algorithms are implemented to create the structure of an ANN, and then

another algorithm such as BP algorithm is applied to train the network.

In the second group, evolutionary algorithms are applied in both structural

design and training [49]. Benardos and Vosniakos [38] developed a deter-

mination methodology to find the best architecture using GA, and of differ-

ent criteria to evaluate an ANN’s performance and its complexity. In this

study, the number of hidden layers and hidden neurons is considered as

the most critical elements of feedforward ANN architecture, which may

overfit the training data and thus obtain poor generalization. Kordı́k et al.

proposed the novel meta-learning principles for neural network topology

and function optimization [50]. In this approach, supervised feedforward

neural network called Group Adaptive Models Evolution is developed by

combining several neuron types trained with different evolutionary optimi-

zation algorithms.

1.2.1 Feedforward neural networks

MLP, generalized regression neural network (GRNN), radial basis function

(RBF) networks, CNN are the well-documented and widespread type of feed-

forward network. Feedforward multilayered networks are applied commonly in

light of its straightforward implementation [51], easy programmability, and

encouraging results [25]. MLP consists of an input layer whose number of neu-

rons based on the input variables, hidden layer, and an output layer whose num-

ber of neurons based on the number of output variables. In simple cases,

applying a single hidden layer with a large number of nodes can result in accept-

able accuracy. However, in complex cases, additional layers are recommended

to obtain an acceptable deviation and improved generalization capability [25].

With regard to the optimal topology, Fernandes and Lona [25] proposed several

rules to find a suitable topology depending on the three mentioned different

classes of neural networks (I, II, and III). Fig. 1 reveals the structure of this kind

of ANN.

l Generalized feedforward networks (GFFN) are the type of MLP network

with connections, which can jump over one or more layers [52]. GFFNs

need less training epochs than MLP to solve the same problem.

l CNN is a multilayer feedforward ANNwhich is applied in applications such

as 2D image processing [15], natural language processing, and speech rec-

ognition [53]. CNN is composed of stacking convolutional layers, pooling

layers, and fully connected layers (see Fig. 2). In CNN, the feature learning

is obtained by alternating and stacking convolutional layers convolved with
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input data using multiple local kernel filters, and pooling processes such as

max pooling and average pooling. Then, a 2D feature map resulted from fea-

ture learning layer is converted into a 1D vector in a fully connected layer.

Finally, a softmax function is applied to construct the model. Trained pro-

cess of CNN is carried out using gradient-based backpropagation by mini-

mizing the minimum mean squared error or cross-entropy loss function.

l RBM is a two-layer neural network including visible and hidden layer with a

symmetric connection between these layers. However, neuron of the same

layer has no connections to one another (see Fig. 3A). Data coding and

dimension reduction of input data are carried out using the parameters of

hidden layers to create features automatically. Then, data classification

and regression are implemented using supervised learning algorithms,

namely BP Neural Network, logistic regression, Naı̈ve Bayes, and SVM.

FIG. 1 The architecture of the MLP network.

FIG. 2 Architecture of CNN [53].
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Different variant models of RBM have been developed as a prime learning

module, and have been received a growing number of attention [11].

DBN is developed by stacking multiple RBM networks in 2006 [16].

Regarding DBN training, a fast greedy algorithm is applied initially, and

then the contractive wake-sleep algorithm is implemented to set the param-

eters of original deep architecture [16]. Bayesian Belief Network and RBM

are employed to an area close to, and far from the visible layers, respec-

tively. This network consists of undirected higher layer and directed lower

ones, as illustrated in Fig. 3B).

DBM is a deep structured RBM network with a group of hierarchy hidden

layers. In this network, there is no connection within a layer, or between non-

neighboring layers, however, the full connections between two adjacent

layers are allowable, as indicated in Fig. 3C. The ability of DBM to learn com-

plex structures and provide a high-level representation of input data stems

from stacking multi-RBM networks [21]. Unlike the DBNmodel with mixed

directed/undirected connections, DBM network consists of undirected graph-

ical ones. The trained process of DBM model is computationally demanding

compared to the DBN model with a layer-wisely training process.

1.2.2 Recurrent neural networks

RNN contains both feedforward and feedback or recurrent connections between

layers and nodes, as shown in Fig. 4. The feedback loops introduce a dynamic

into the network [25] and lead to time-consuming and complex training process

[54, 55]. Adding feedback connections gives the network ability to save infor-

mation in hidden layers. Thus, RNNs are suitable to learn features of sequential

data. Notable types of this network are simple recurrent, fully recurrent (such as

Hopfield network and Boltzmann machine), echo state, LSTM, bidirectional,

hierarchical, and stochastic neural networks. Recurrent networks consist of

three main architectures, namely Internally Recurrent Network (IRN), Exter-

nally Recurrent Networks (ERN), and Internal-External Recurrent Network

(IERN). The IRN or Elman network proposed employing a time-delayed

FIG. 3 Architecture of (A) RBM, (B) DBN, and (C) DBM.
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feedback connection to the hidden nodes [56]; however, ERN implements a

time-delayed feedback connection from the output layer to the hidden layer.

Moreover, RNN, regarding the possible location of feedbacks, can be classified

into globally recurrent networks, locally recurrent networks, and locally recur-

rent globally feedforward networks [55, 57]. Globally recurrent networks con-

tain feedback between neurons of different layers or between neurons of the

same layer. Fully, partially, and state-space recurrent networks are the primary

types of this network. Fully recurrent networks are not suitable to apply in appli-

cations with nonlinear system identification. Partially networks such as Jordan

networks [58] and Elman networks [56] implement the MLP network with an

additional layer of units called context units to provide temporal information

from the previous activations of the hidden neurons [52]. That is to say, this

RNN is composed of input, hidden, context, and output layers. Adding this layer

results in a faster training process and fewer stability process [55, 59], and there-

fore, partially RNN is applied to model dynamic processes successfully [54, 58,

60]. Recently, partially RNN with additional recurrent connections from the

context units to themselves is developed [61, 62]. The state-space network is

another type of globally RNN which contain feedback from hidden layer to

the input layer through a bank of unit delays [55, 59, 63]. These feedback con-

nections are unknown during the training process; therefore, the training pro-

cess is implemented by minimizing the simulation error. The main pitfall of

this models is an unstable training process and sensitive dependence on initial

conditions. However, this model can be model nonlinear dynamic systems [63].

On the other hand, locally recurrent networks only feedbacks inside neuron

FIG. 4 Architecture of RNN.
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models are implemented. This network has a similar structure to static feedfor-

ward one by replacing dynamic neurons instead of standard static ones. Com-

pared to global RNN, this model has a simple and stable training process.

Finally, locally recurrent globally feedforward networks have an architecture

similar to feedforward networks and the dynamic properties of recurrent ones

by integrating the best features of both feedforward and globally recurrent net-

works. These neural networks are recognized as the state-of-the-art network,

and further studies on stability assessment, the implementation of novel learn-

ing procedures, robustness evaluation, etc., should be carried out.

RNNs cannot store long-term memory because of employing Backpropaga-

tion Through Time (BPTT) to train RNN, which lead to vanishing or exploding

problems. Several studies are carried out to address this issue, which resulted in

developing a modified version of RNNs, such as LSTM [14] and gated recurrent

unit (GRU) [64]. LSTM can capture long-term dependencies of different time

scales adaptively, proposing cell state concept. LSTM implements a processor

with three gates (forget gate layer, input gate layer, and output gate layer) to set

the cell state. GRU is a simplified version of LSTM, which is proposed in 2014

[64]. GRU is also used as a novel cell state to overcome the gradient vanishing

problem. Compared to LSTM, reduction in the number of parameters improve

the convergence speed.

1.2.3 Stacked neural networks

Stack neural network [65], ensemble neural network [66, 67], or aggregated

neural network [68] are proposed by integrating a series of neural networks

to improve flexibility and robustness of modeling performance. Fig. 5 reveals

the structure of stacked neural networks. The method to design and implement

FIG. 5 The architecture of the staked neural network.
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various stacked neural network are reported by Sridhar et al. [69], and Wolpert

[70]. Tian et al. [71] noted that a stacked neural network perform more efficient

than a single best-trained network because of inability to find an optimal net-

work architecture, activation function, or learning algorithm in all single neural

networks. Neural networks of the ensemble model have the same relation,

despite this, they are capable of using different structures, weights differently

initiated, and distinct training rules [72]. In this ANN model, three additional

parameters, namely the combination method of parallel models, the number

of randomly removed data from the initial dataset, and the number of levels.

The method to integrate the outputs of ANNs included in the ensemble is

one of the most critical problems of the stacked networks. Output Average,

Majority Vote, Winner Takes All, Borda Count, Bayesian Combination,

Dynamically Averaged Networks, Stacked Generalization, and Stacked Gener-

alization Plus are among the commonly investigated type of combination

methods [73], which implement regarding the nature of the application for

which the neural network ensemble is created. Moreover, three main algo-

rithms, namely bootstrap re-sampling [74–77], Ada Boost [78, 79], and random-

ization [80] are applied to re-sample or partition the training data. Previous

studies show that randomization method performs efficiently with a low level

of noise; however, bagging performs successfully with a high level of it [80].

Different approaches such as GA [66], feasible sequential quadratic program-

ming (SQP) [71], and systematized trial-and-error method with the same goal

[81] are applied to find the optimal weights of stacking ANN. According to their

results, the GA method proposes smaller networks with high generalization

capacity [71] compared with other techniques such as Bagging [82] or

Boosting [83].

1.2.4 Auto Encoder

AE is an unsupervised learning algorithm, which consists of two parts, includ-

ing encoder and decoder (see Fig. 6). The encoder captures features from the

input data without label information and maps input data to a hidden layer to

compress input data [12]. In the case of highly nonlinear input data. It should

be added more hidden layers to create deep AE. Stochastic gradient descent

(SGD) is applied to obtain parameters and build auto-encoder by minimizing

the objective loss function regarding the least square loss or cross-entropy loss.

Several variants of AE have been proposed as follows:

1. DAE: DAE is applied isotropic Gaussian noise to input data and forced hid-

den layers to capture more features in order to reconstruct the stochastically

corrupted input data [22].

2. SAE: SAE imposes sparsity constraints on the hidden units, even a large

number of hidden layers exist [19, 20].

3. Contractive Auto Encoder (CAE): CAE learns more robust representations

of the input data to overcome small perturbations of model [84].
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1.2.5 Hybrid neural networks

Hybrid models integrate the phenomenology of systems with the empirical

parameter of ANNs. That is to say, a hybrid model implements a simple mech-

anistic model to simulate a simple part of the process and ANNs to correct the

errors of the mechanistic model or to model difficult part of the process. Cur-

teanu and Leon [85] provide several methods such as a simplified phenomeno-

logical model and several feedforward ANNs to obtain hybrid models. Besides

the ability to apply different topologies individually or in hybrid combination

[25, 52, 86, 87], ANN can be integrated with other soft computing approaches,

such as fuzzy systems and evolutionary algorithms. By doing so, the advantages

of different methods are exploited, intending to obtain efficient, flexible, and

robust techniques. Evolutionary algorithms are combined with ANNs to find

the optimal topology of ANN, to estimate the optimal set of input parameters,

or to optimize processes modeled with ANNs [88–90]. Hu [91] and Li [92]

investigated the improvement of the prediction accuracy applying GA to obtain

the optimal value of the RBFNN parameters. According to experimental results,

the GA-RBF exhibits significant applicability and potential to obtain the non-

linear system modeling. Moreover, particle swarm optimization (PSO) [93] and

harmony algorithm [94] are employed to set the weights of the BPNN model.

Furthermore, hybrid neurofuzzy systems combine the explicit knowledge of

fuzzy systems, which is easy to be understood, with implicit knowledge of

ANNs [95, 96]. Adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)

model applies a number of adaptive nodes to capture and model the features

of input data [97]. ANFIS minimizes the errors of the predictive model by

employing the features of learning rules. In other words, the ANFIS model

FIG. 6 The architecture of Autoencoder network.
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proposes a hybrid intelligent system where the advantages of both models are

applied to a unified predictive model [98].

1.3 Application of neural network in chemical processes

CE is one of the main drivers of process and technology development in indus-

tries such as petrochemicals, oil and gas industries, biotechnology, manufactur-

ing, food processing, health care, pulp and paper, polymers, nanotechnology,

and environmental protection [99–104]. Traditional approaches to solving

CE problems suffered from limitations on account of the highly complex and

nonlinear process. Therefore, different approaches, such as ANN, have been

proposed to overcome these problems [105–107]. The significant advantages

of ANNmodel are that it does not need the knowledge of physical and chemical

laws. Therefore, the ANNmodel has received much attention in the CE process

since the last decade [108]. ANN model, however, requires a collection of

examples to obtain the desired output [109]. Adequate trained ANN model

can be successfully implemented to make predictions on input data, not used

in developing the model [86]. Haykin [55] pointed out that the most indispens-

able properties of ANN are nonlinearity, input–output mapping, adaptability to

provide a satisfactory input–output mapping, evidential response (remove

ambiguous patterns and improve classification), contextual information, fault

tolerance, and uniform analysis and design. ANN can provide a solution to

address problems in sensor data assessment, fault detection, process identifica-

tion, and control. Hoskins and Himmelblau [110] for the first time, implemented

ANNs to detect an error of the chemical process. During the past decades, many

reviews have been published on the application of ANNs in CE. Hussain [111]

provide a review of applications and implementations of ANNs in control and

simulation of a chemical process. Kalogirou and Bojic [112] argue that ANNs

can be used in energy prediction andmodeling of a chemical process. Zhang and

Friedrich [113] investigated various ANN approaches for predicting specific

properties of polymer composite materials. Venkatasubramanian et al. [114]

summarized the application of ANNmodels for detecting and diagnosing a fault

in process engineering. Du and Sun [115] reviewed studies on the application of

ANNs for food quality evaluation. Roupas [116] provided a review of ANNs for

the control of the dairy production process. Ludwig et al. [117] discussed the

applications of ANNs for the oil production forecast. Qin et al. [118] summa-

rized recent studies on developments, advancements, challenges, and barriers of

ANNs approaches to simulate and optimize the control of petroleumwaste man-

agement and site remediation. The use of different ANNmodes in modeling and

control of food analytical process is carried out by Marini [119]. Ahmad and

Zhang [120] summarized novel techniques to improve ANN robustness for

modeling and control of the nonlinear process. Noor et al. [121] provide an

overview of ANNs application in modeling and control of the polymerization

processes. A brief review of practical and straightforward procedures for
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selecting and training ANNs applied in the polymerization process are pre-

sented by Fernandes and Lona [25]. Curteanu and Cartwright [86] carried

out a review on implementation methods of ANNs in CE applications. Pirdashti

et al. [108] provided a comprehensive review of the application of ANNs in CE

and showed a considerable potential of ANN to implement in simulation, opti-

mization, and control of the chemical process. According to these studies, many

parameters such as type of process, type and number of input and output vari-

ables, type of application (modeling, monitoring, optimization, or control),

unique features of the system play a pivotal role to find the optimal type and

architecture of ANN model. Although a surprising number of studies applied

ANN in the CE system is continuously rising [122], further studies in this field

should be carried out.

1.3.1 Application of artificial neural network in simulation,
modeling, and optimization

1.3.1.1 Polymerization

It is difficult to provide a complete mechanistic model of polymerization reac-

tors due to complex and numerous reactions and chemical species coinciding

inside the reactor, complex determination of a large number of kinetic param-

eters, and the poor understanding of phenomena for mixtures involving poly-

mers. Thus, ANNs are suitable alternatives to replace the phenomenological

models in polymerization application. For instance, ANNs successfully simu-

late the free-radical polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA), associated

with gel and glass effects [29]. Curteanu and Petrila [30] developed ANNmodel

of semibatch and nonisothermal, which are two necessary polymerization con-

ditions. The feedforward neural networks with two hidden layers are used for

this polymerization modeling to tackle monomer conversion, initiator concen-

tration, number, and weight average polymerization degrees. Besides, feedfor-

ward ANNs with two hidden layers were proposed to predict batch and

semibatch, isothermal, and nonisothermal polymerization processes under dif-

ferent operation conditions. In this study, ANN methodology provides an out-

standing representation of the suspension styrene polymerization under reaction

conditions [30]. The stacked neural network was being applied to estimate a

polymer quality [123], to assess the reactive impurities as well as the runaway

of a discontinuous polymerization reactor [123], to obtain optimal control of

polymerization reactor [65], and to model discontinuous polymerization pro-

cess [68]. In another study, the stacked neural network is employed to model

the gel effect, which is the most demanding process within the free radical poly-

merization process [71]. Curteanu and Leon [85] implemented the phenomeno-

logical model within MLP networks to evaluate the modeling of conversion and

polymerization degrees of the polymerization process. Their hybrid model

applied a simplified phenomenological model to describe the reaction kinetics

without taking into account the gel and glass effects. MLP network employed to
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model this problematic part of the process. To put it another way, MLP simu-

lates the residuals of conversion and polymerization degrees to modify the out-

puts of the simplified kinetic model [85]. Moreover, MLP models that part of

the process in which gel and glass effect appears. The simulation using ANN

indicates how semibatch operation or nonisothermal polymerization prevents

the dead-end polymerization and also control molecular weight and polydisper-

sity of the polystyrene as well as reaction time. TheMLPmodel with one or two

hidden layers can predict the thermostability of a series of new liquid crystalline

ferrocene derivatives and similar phenyl compounds [124].

The Sugeno fuzzy inference technique and ANFIS are also implemented to

evaluate polymer quality and to simulate the dynamic behavior of the polymer

process by Chitanov et al. [125]. They also employed the ANFIS control for a

batch polymerization of MMA using Sugeno fuzzy inference engine. They

argued that the application of nonlinear Gaussian function for the estimation

of the input space in nonlinear modeling could lead to convincing and reliable

results. Karatas et al. [126] derived a new formula considering various injection

parameters (cylinder temperature, injection pressure, injection flow rate, and

mold temperature) applying ANNs to determine the yield length in the plastic

molding of the commercial plastics, polyethylene, high-density polyethylene,

polystyrene, and polypropylene. In this study, the ANN model uses a scaled

conjugate gradient and LM learning algorithms and the logistic sigmoid transfer

function. Multilayer feedforward, RBF, and GRNN models are employed by

Koc et al. [127] to diagnosis the swelling behaviors of Ca2+-alginate hydrogels

under different conditions of pH and temperature. According to their results, the

performance of GRNN is significantly better compared with the other ANN

models in terms of the mean absolute error, the determination coefficient,

and the standard error of predictions. Moreover, ANN models have superior

performance than second-order swelling kinetics, quadratic, and cubic models

of response surface methodology (RSM). In another research, the steric hin-

drance of polymers is modeled and simulated using a network with three inputs

corresponding to three chemical descriptors, namely average polarizability,

entropy, and dipole momentum [128]. The optimization of several properties

of latex and rubber of styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) emulsion polymerization

such as solid content, Mooney viscosity, and polydispersity are conducted to

find a specific grade of SBR using ANN with two hidden layers. This model

can provide acceptable predictions under different operation conditions (batch

and semibatch, isothermal and nonisothermal) for conversion and polymeriza-

tion degrees. The ANN model performs efficiently to replicate the hardening

behavior for the polyethylene terephthalate (PET) control samples and the

mechanical behavior changes for the PET fibers with vapor grown carbon nano-

fibers (PET–VGCNF) samples. Gonzaga et al. [129] proposed an industrial

ANN soft sensor to model the PET production process. Online prediction

and redundant measurement of PET viscosity are provided by soft sensor being

successfully integrated into a control system.
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1.3.1.2 Fuel cell

The GFFNs model is developed to simulate the performance of a

polybenzimidazole-based polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell, taking into

consideration the temperature in the conditioning period and temperature when

the fuel cell was operated [32]. GFFN is also implemented to obtain the value of

the tortuosity and the cell voltage of fuel cells, at a given current density regard-

ing several properties such as Teflon content, air permeability, porosity, mean

pore size, and hydrophobia level [32].

Recently, Guo et al. [130] proposed an ENN to identify parameters of proton

exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), which is optimized by a hybrid algo-

rithm that combined the teaching–learning-based optimization (TLBO) and dif-

ferential evolution (DE) algorithm, namely the TLBO-DE method. Moreover, a

TLBO-DE-based ENN is applied to solve the nonlinear parameter identification

problem of PEM fuel cell. Their result demonstrated that this network could

predict the stack voltage reliably in various operational situations.

1.3.1.3 Combustion and fuel

Today, prediction of energy demands as well as resources, and its pollution play

a pivotal role to obtain sustainability goals because of depleting fossil fuel

resources and environmental issues of greenhouse gas emissions. ANNs can

provide a powerful tool to model and optimize the process for many applica-

tions in this field. Recently, Kshirsagar and Anand [131] evaluated the forecast-

ing capability of ANN regarding several, four-stroke engine performances and

its emission (HC, CO2, CO, NO, dry soot, and engine out O2) using the mixture

of Calophyllum inophyllum methyl ester (CIME) with neat diesel on a station-

ary with different blending percentages varied from 10% to 25%. The input var-

iables of the ANN models consist of fuel blend, engine loading, fuel injection

timing (FIT), and fuel injection pressure (FIP). Emission and engine perfor-

mance are modeled applying two ANN models, which have a single hidden

layer with 16 neurones, and two hidden layers with 14 neurones at each layer,

respectively. A number of evaluation criteria such as root mean squared error

(RMSE), correlation coefficient (R2), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE),

mean squared relative error (MSRE), NashSutcliffe Coefficient of Efficiency

(NSE) as well as the THEIL U2 uncertainty evaluation, are implemented to

assess the prediction performance of ANNs. Tang et al. [132] proposed a deep

ANNmodel for the optimization of combustion system performance. The DBN

method is applied to provide a model of the combustion efficiency and the NOx

emission. The JAYA algorithm is employed to find the optimal solutions of the

developed model. The developed optimization framework of the combustion

process is validated using industrial data. According to their results, there is

a significant potential to improve both of the combustion efficiency and

NOx emission by settings control parameters of the combustion system.
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Chakraborty et al. [133] evaluated the effect of engine speed and throttle

position towards mass airflow, manifold pressure, fuel actual pulse width,

exhaust gas temperature (EGT), engine temperature as well as NOx emission

using a single hidden layer ANN model with ten neurons. In this study, statis-

tical parameters such as the average RMSE, the average error, and the standard

deviation are implemented to assess the performance of the ANN model. Their

results indicate that the average RMSE is less than 3%. Yusaf et al. [134] pro-

posed an ANNmodel of four-stroke Honda GX160 KI gasoline engine to obtain

engine performance and gas exhaust emissions. The engine speed and the fuel

type are considered as the input of the backpropagation ANN model, whilst the

brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC), efficiency, exhaust temperature,

engine body temperature, NOx, CO2, CO, O2, and UHC are selected as the out-

put of the model. In this study, training is carried out with seventy percentage of

experimental data, while the remaining 30%was used for model validation. Sta-

tistical criteria, namely MRE, the RMSE in addition to the correlation coeffi-

cient, R, are applied to evaluate the ANN model. The RMSE values are less

than 4% for all parameters but for exhaust temperature and UHC. Moreover,

the obtained MRE values are near 5% for all predicted output parameters but

for BSFC, efficiency, NOx. Rao et al. [135] proposed a single hidden ANN

to assess the effect of rice bran methyl ester with isopropanol additive on the

performance and emissions of a cylinder four-stroke indirect diesel injection

engine. The load, as well as the fuel, are considered as an input of neurones,

while parameters such as EGT, BSFC, brake thermal efficiency (BTE), HC,

O2, CO2, CO, NOx, and smoke are selected as an output of neurons, resulting

in proposing nine network models. The trainlm learning algorithm is implemen-

ted to train the model using mean squared error (MSE) as assessment criteria.

In a recent study, Saree et al. [136] developed a single hidden layer ANN to

investigate the performance and emission of a diesel engine using cerium oxide

(CeO2) nanoparticles diesel fuel mixture as a fuel. The nanoparticles were

added to the base fuel, BSFC, and the engine speed are considered as the input

parameter of the ANN model. The output parameters of ANN are the engine

power, NOx, HC and CO. Totally, 70%, 20%, and 10% of input dataset are

implemented in training, testing, and validation step. Training algorithms such

as trainlm, trainscg, trainrp, and traingdx are applied in the training process.

Besides, the learning rate and the momentum coefficients are adjusted to 0.4

and 0.8, respectively. Their results indicated that the trainlm training algorithm

with 12 neurones results in the best prediction model. Seyed et al. [137] eval-

uated the H2 dual fueled diesel engine applying an ANN model. The input var-

iable of the ANNmodel is engine load and H2 flow rate, whilst the output of it is

performance and emission characteristics. In this study, seven training algo-

rithms, namely with eight transfer function combinations, are employed.

According to results, the best training algorithm considering regression coeffi-

cient are h Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno (BFGS) quasi-Newton

backpropagation (trainbfg). Uzan [138] investigated the performance of a
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turbocharged inter-cooled diesel engine implementing the ANN model. Bietre-

sato et al. [139] predicted torque and BSFC of a diesel engine, using the

ANN model with various transfer functions. Gaussian transfer functions indi-

cate the best performance in terms of the maximal regression coefficient. They

recommended that H2 used as dual fuel in a diesel engine because of improving

engine performance and emissions. Gurgen et al. [140] put forward an ANN

model with a single hidden layer to evaluate the effects of cyclic variability

of a diesel engine using diesel fuel and butanol-diesel fuel in terms of engine

performance and exhaust emissions of a four-stroke air-cooled direct injection

diesel engine. Scaled conjugate gradient (trainscg) training algorithm indicated

the best performance to create a model. The engine speed and fuel blend ratio

are selected as input data, while the output of the model is the coefficient

of variation of indicated mean sufficient pressure. Their results demonstrated

that coefficient of determination of train, validation, and test are 0.9677,

0.86, and 0.737, respectively. Furthermore, the ANN model predicts the coef-

ficient of variation of indicated mean adequate pressure accurately compared

with experimental data.

Wu and Liu [141] developed a BP neural network (BPNN) to predict car fuel

consumption. Although many factors affect the fuel consumption of a car, fac-

tors such as engine style, the weight of a car, vehicle type, and transmission sys-

tem are considered as input information for the neural network training and fuel

consumption prediction. The accuracy of the results applying ANN model was

satisfactory. Pena et al. [142] proposed a probabilistic ANN and ANFIS model

to assess the effectiveness of soot-blowing. These models are validated with a

real case-study boiler, a 350 MWe Spanish power station. Heat flux measure-

ments in the furnace water walls are carried out to provide training and testing

dataset. Zahedi et al. [143] put forward an RBFNN model to provide a dynamic

grey-box model (GBM) of ethylene oxide (EO) fixed bed reactor. In this model

time, C2H4, C2H4O, CO2, H2O, and O2 mole fractions, multiplication of reac-

tion rate, and catalyst deactivation are considered as input parameters. Com-

pared to the EO mechanistic model, RBFNN provides more accurate results.

Balabin and Smirnov [144] investigated the performance of 16 different feature

selection methods, (namely stepwise multiple linear regression (MLR), interval

partial least squares (iPLS) regression, backward iPLS, forward iPLS, moving

window partial least squares (MWPLS) regression, (modified) changeable size

MWPLS, searching combination MWPLS, successive projections algorithm

(SPA), uninformative variable elimination (UVE-SPA), simulated annealing,

BP-ANN, Kohonen ANN, and GAs (GA-iPLS)) to obtain properties of biodie-

sel fuel, including density, viscosity, methanol content, and water concentra-

tion. Two calibration techniques, namely MLR and partial least squares

(PLS) regression, are employed to assess biofuel properties. Eslamloueyan

and Khademi [145] predicted the conductivity of pure gases using a feedforw-

ard three-layer ANN at atmospheric pressure and a wide range of temperatures
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considering their critical temperature, critical pressure, and molecular weight.

The experimental conductivities of various gases, which some of them are not

applied in the training process evaluated the accuracy of the model. The results

of the comparison between the proposed model with conventional models indi-

cated that the ANN model performs precisely compared with other alternative

methods, in terms of accuracy, and extrapolation capabilities. Unlike conven-

tional conductivity correlations, the ANN method covers a wide range of tem-

peratures and substances. Erzin et al. [146] predicted soil thermal resistivity

implementing an MLP model with the LM optimization algorithm. Experimen-

tal thermal resistivity values for clay, silt, silty-sand, fine-sand, and coarse-sand

are considered as input parameters of the ANNmodel. The thermal resistivity of

these soils obtained from ANN models concur thoroughly with experimental

data. In addition, the ANNmodel predicts thermal resistivity more accurate than

empirical relationships reported in the literature.Wang andWan [147] proposed

an ANN model to investigate the effects of temperature, initial pH and gluc-

ose concentration on fermentative hydrogen production. The model predicts

substrate degradation efficiency, hydrogen yield, and the average hydrogen pro-

duction rate with a coefficient of determination of 0.98, 0.99, and 0.98, respec-

tively. Whiteman and Gueguim Kana [148] compared the results of RSM and

ANN models to evaluate the effects of molasses concentration, initial pH, tem-

perature, and inoculum concentration on the cumulative volume of hydrogen.

R2 values of RSM and ANN models are 0.75 and 0.91, respectively. Nasr

et al. [149] proposed an ANN model to simulate hydrogen production applying

initial pH, the initial substrate as well as biomass concentration, temperature,

and time as the input data. ANN model gave an R2 value of 0.99. They recom-

mended that the application of conventional ANN model to diagnosis the influ-

ence of leading parameters can lead to obtaining the optimal set points for bio

hydrogen production and the reduction in the process development time.

1.3.1.4 Petrochemical

Recently, there has been a growing interest in the development and evaluation

of ANN models in petrochemicals, oil, and gas industry. The commonly inves-

tigated type of ANN models in this area are MLP; however, other types such as

SVM, functional networks, GRNN, radial basis function neural networks

(RBFNN) are applied, in a smaller proportion. This enumerated model has

employed a supervised training algorithm, BP, LM, gradient descent with learn-

ing rate, resilient BP algorithm, and a quick prop algorithm as a learning rule.

ANN models are commonly integrated with GA, fuzzy logic, PCA, ant colony

optimization (ACO) to model and optimize systems and process in this area.

Artun et al. [150] developed an ANN-proxy model to simulate a wide range

of reservoir characteristics and design scenarios applying GA algorithm to

search for the optimum design scenario by evaluating the objective function
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via proxy models. In other words, GA maximized the discounted oil volume

produced per injected volume for a specified period of operation. Sadeghzadeh

et al. [151] proposed a set of supervised ANN models to evaluate the perform-

ance of the oxidative coupling of methane at elevated pressures gathering reac-

tion data of microreactor device. The optimal values of the operating conditions

are obtained applying hybrid GA, which improves the performance of oxidative

coupling of methane process at desired operating pressure. Safamirzaei and

Modarress [152] applied an ANN model with the LM optimization algorithm

to predict hydrogen solubility in heavy n-alkanes. The inputs of the model are

temperature and pressure, and hydrogen solubility is considered as the output.

The results of traditional ANN have slight deviation; however, the application

of each trained network is restricted to the system for which it has been trai-

ned. In the second stage, a 3-4-1 ANN has been developed for all studied sys-

tems. The average relative deviation of 3-4-1 network is 1.66%. Ashena and

Moghadasi [153] predicted the bottom-hole pressure as the flow parameter in

an underbalanced drilling program applying an MLP model with ACO and

GA optimization algorithm. In this study, the ANN model contains seven neu-

rons in the hidden layer to model the nonstraightforward problem of two-phase

flow in the annulus (ANN-BP). The ANNmodel optimized with two other algo-

rithms, namely, ACO-BP, and GA-BP. The ACO-BP and GA-BP outperform

ANN-BP for predicting bottom-hole pressure. Azadeh et al. [154] predicted

a long-term natural gas consumption using ANFIS-stochastic frontier analysis

(SFA) approach. Their results indicated that ANFIS-SFA approach could deal

with complexity, uncertainty, and randomness of the gas consumption predic-

tion in a series of countries for the period 2008 to 2015 regarding the data gath-

ered in the interval 1980 to 2007. Asadisaghandi and Tahmasebi [155] provide a

comparison study related to the performance of various learning algorithms of

ANNs implemented in the prediction of pressure-volume-temperature (PVT)

oil properties. Alhajree et al. [156] developed a two multilayer feedforward

ANNs model with BP training algorithm for optimization of an industrial

hydrocracker unit. Parameters such as fresh feed and recycle hydrogen flow

rate, the temperature of reactors, the mole percentage of H2 and H2S, feed flow

rate and temperature of debutanizer, pressure of debutanizer receiver, top and

bottom temperatures of fractionator column, and pressure of fractionator col-

umn are considered as inputs of the model. The first network is used to predict

the specific gravity of gas oil, kerosene, light naphtha (LN), heavy naphtha

(HN), gas oil and kerosene flashpoint, and gas oil pour point. The second one

calculated the volume per cent of C4, LN, HN and kerosene, gas oil, and fract-

ionator column residual. Nikravesh andAminazadeh [157] put forward anANFIS

methodology for diagnosing the nonlinear relationship and mapping between

well logs/rock properties and seismic information and extract rock properties,

relevant reservoir information, and rules (knowledge) from these databases.

Souza et al. [158] employed static neural networks (SNNs) to optimize the reac-

tion condition of the catalytic cracking of natural gasoline over HZSM-5 zeolite.

Anifowose and Abdulraheem [159] estimated some vital oil and gas reservoir
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properties, such as porosity and permeability of oil and gas reservoir character-

ization applying hybrid SVM and functional network with a fuzzy logic model.

Wang et al. [96] modeled the secondary reaction of fluidized bed catalytically

cracked gasoline employing fuzzy neural network (FNN) with GA. Olatunji

et al. [160] predicted the PVT properties of crude oil systems using hybrid ANFIS

with supervised training type and BP learning algorithm.

1.3.1.5 Environment

Zaqoot et al. [161] provided an RBFNNmodel for predicting the dissolved oxy-

gen concentration in the Mediterranean Sea water along with Gaza within two

weeks. Inputs of network consist of water temperature, wind speed, turbidity,

pH, and conductivity. According to their results, RBFNN model can be applied

to predict dissolved oxygen with arbitrary accuracy. Previous studies, however,

indicated that MLP improved by LM optimization performs slightly superior to

RBFNN [162, 163]. Li et al. [164] developed an ELM network to predict pond

dissolved oxygen concentration of different voltage pumps and improve dis-

solved oxygen distribution based on artificial push flow. The mean square error

and the correlation coefficient R2 of this model were 0.0394, and 0.9823,

respectively. These values were lower than those of the BPNN model. Ta

[165] put forward the CNN model to overcome the dissolved oxygen prediction

problem. According to experimental results, the backward understanding of the

CNN model obtains better prediction than the BPNN model. Aghav et al. [166]

evaluate the application of three-layer feedforward ANN model with BP algo-

rithm to model the performances in competitive adsorption of phenol and res-

orcinol from aqueous solution by conventional carbonaceous adsorbent

materials, namely activated carbon, wood charcoal, and rice husk ash. The input

parameters of the model are the amount of adsorbent, initial concentrations of

phenol and resorcinol, contact time, and pH. The outputs of the model include

the removal efficiencies of phenol and resorcinol. The application of traditional

BPNN in water quality management is investigated in recent studies [167–170].
In this regard, Zou and Wang [171] evaluated a BPNN model to predict the

water quality of the downstream detection section of the river. The BPNN

model showed an acceptable performance for long-distance prediction of short

river sections. Chen et al. [172] predicted dissolved oxygen in aquaculture,

applying PCA and LSTM models. The LSTM model shows the highest predic-

tion accuracy compared with PCA model. Liu [173] provided an ENN model

with 7 or 8 hidden layers to model the dissolved oxygen concentration in the

Hyriopsis Cumingii pond. He et al. [174] addressed the complexity of predict-

ing Water quality parameter using the MLP model with partial mutual informa-

tion input selection algorithm for selecting a set of input parameters. The

MLP method exhibited superior performance compared with ANNs using par-

tial correlation to obtain input. Chen et al. [175] integrated the RBFNN model

with subtractive clustering (SC) method and K-means clustering method to

improve the accuracy of the model in water quality prediction problems.
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Gadehar et al. [176] combined RSM and ANN approach for optimization of dis-

perse dye removal by adsorption using water treatment residuals (WTR). The

RSM–ANN approach has an accurate performance to optimize the color

removal process. Lotfan et al. [177] investigated reduction in CO and NOx

emissions of a direct injection dual-fuel engine applying MLP and nondomi-

nated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II). The input data of the MLP model

include controllable parameters, namely engine speed, output power, intake

temperature, mass flow rate of diesel fuel, and mass flow rate of the gaseous

fuel. In this study, uncertainty assessment is also carried out to identify the

uncertainties of experiments and ANN model. NSGA-II algorithm applied to

achieve optimal values of intake temperature, mass flow rate of diesel and gas-

eous fuels, resulting in the Pareto-optimal set of designs under any combination

of engine speed and output power. Akbaş et al. [178] predicted biogas produc-

tion from wastewater treatment developingMLP and indicated the applicability

of MLP to model the process.

Peng et al. [179] improved the accuracy to solve the problem of poor robust-

ness of traditional approaches by proposing a hybrid PCA and GRNN model to

predict dissolved oxygen for aquaculture. This study proposed the primary com-

ponents of the PCA-based aquatic eco-environmental indicators. Their model is

capable of predicting with an error of 5%, which indicates its feasibility. Wan

et al. [180] developed an ANFIS model for evaluation of suspended solids and

chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal of a full-scale wastewater treatment

plant in a paper mill industry. The optimal model structure and fuzzy rules are

identified applying fuzzy SC method; meanwhile, the reduction in input vari-

able dimensionality is accomplished employing the PCA method. This hybrid

model can predict and control the performance of the developed system accu-

rately. Curteanu et al. [181] applied various type of ANN such as MLPs,

GFFNs, modular neural networks, and Jordan-Elman networks to simulate an

electrolysis process in wastewater treatment. Bhatti et al. [182] developed

RSM and ANN model for diagnosis the performance of electrocoagulation sys-

tem for the removal of copper from synthetic wastewater using aluminum elec-

trode pair. Metal removal efficiency and energy consumption are considered as

outputs of the model. Moreover, GAmultiobjective optimization based on ANN

developed model is conducted and resulted in the creation of nondominated

optimal points, which obtain the optimal operating conditions of the process.

Al-Abri et al. [183] proposed the BPNN model for the comparison between

humic substance retention and membrane fouling based on previous experimen-

tal data. Sadrzadeh et al. [184] developed anMLPmodel LM optimization tech-

nique, and amathematical model to assess the separation per cent of Pb2+ ions in

terms of concentration, temperature, flow rate, and voltage. The correlation

coefficients of the mathematical model and ANN to predict the performance

of electrodialysis desalination are 0.97 and 0.99, respectively. According to

their results, although the ANN model predicts the nonlinear behavior of the

electrodialysis process more accurate than the mathematical model, However,
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it shows less efficient at higher feed flow rates and lower voltages, tempera-

tures, and feed concentrations. Gulbag et al. [185] evaluated the comparison

of seven different types of binary volatile organic gas mixtures implementing

a hybrid probabilistic neural network (PNN) and MLP model. This hybrid

model is employed to classify the binary gas mixtures and to recognize individ-

ual gas concentrations in their gas mixtures. Training data are obtained using the

steady-state sensor responses of quartz crystal microbalance-type sensors.

Sahoo et al. [186] investigated on pesticide concentrations predictions in

groundwater monitoring wells employing a BPNN model. The parameters such

as the categorical indices of depth to aquifer material, pesticide leaching class,

aquifer sensitivity to pesticide contamination, time of sample collection, well

depth, depth to water from the land surface, and additional travel distance in

the saturated zone are considered as the input variables, whilst the output vari-

ables are the total pesticide concentration detected in the well. The developed

BPNN model can identify parameters for improving maps of aquifer sensitivity

to pesticide contamination. Chellam [187] simulated membrane fouling caused

by polydispersed feed suspensions in crossflow microfiltration using ANN

models. According to results, the ANN model can simulate time-variant spe-

cific fluxes efficiently for several feed suspensions. ANNs outperform a com-

plicated mathematical model to identify the effects of colloidal transport and

deposition mechanisms, as well as cake morphology changes and hydrodynam-

ics resistance. In another study, flux declines and time during crossflow micro-

filtration of phosphate and fly ash mixture is evaluated by applying an ANN and

Koltuniewicz’s method (KM). Input parameters of models include fly ash dos-

ages, PO4 concentrations, transmembrane pressures, and two membrane types.

ANN has a better performance than KM to simulate the fluxes in terms of cor-

relation values [188]. Yangali-Quintanilla et al. [189] predicted and evaluated

the rejection of neutral organic compounds by polyamide nanofiltration and

reverse osmosis membranes according to the solute size and hydrophobicity

descriptors employing ANNmodels. In this study, various ANN structures such

as using a hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function (HTSF) in the hidden layer,

using HTSF or linear function in the output layer, and using two different train-

ing methods with adaptation learning functions are investigated. Kuzniz et al.

[190] developed ANNmodel for real-time estimation of pollutant concentration

based on absorption and fluorescent measurements in the visible spectral range.

The authors argued that their research is an initial step in the development of a

rapid warning system. In the comprehensive study of Emad and Malay [191],

ANNs are applied to simulate and predict the oxidation performance in waste-

water treatment, which include COD removal from antibiotic aqueous solution

using Fenton process, oxidation reduction in color removal wastewater, dis-

solved organic carbon removal from polyvinyl alcohol aqueous solution, decol-

orization of acid orange 52 dye solution applying the UV/H2O2 process, methyl

tert-butyl ether degradation, nitrogen oxides removal by TiO2 photocatalysis,

and humic substance removal from aqueous solution by ozonation.
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1.3.1.6 Biotechnology

Biotechnology is a ground-breaking topic in ANN applications. Smith et al.

[192] conducted a deterministic global optimization of an ANN-embedded

problem with one hidden layer and three neurons for simulation of a flooded

bed algae bioreactor. Maran and Priya [193] carried out a comparison between

the performance of the MLP network and the RSM model to assess fatty acid

methyl esters (FAME) conversion process in biodiesel production. They indi-

cated that the MLP model outperforms according to efficiency value. Drăgoi

et al. [194] obtained the optimal configurations of individual and staked neural

networks using the DE algorithm to evaluate mass oxygen transfer in stirred

bioreactors. According to their results, the ANN model results perform more

accurate than Friedman multivariate adaptive regression spline method. Chang

et al. [195] evaluated biomass enzymatic digestibility over different steam pre-

treatment conditions using three methods, namely, BPNN, MLR, and PLS

regression. Steam explosion (temperature, time, and particle size) are consid-

ered as the input parameters, while the enzymatic digestibility is the output.

The results indicated that the BPNN model provides the most efficient perfor-

mance. Moreover, it is identified that the steam explosion temperature is the

most significant parameter among the enumerated ones, followed by the steam

explosion time. Desai et al. [196] conducted an investigation on dry yeast cell

mass and its glucan content applying ANN model. The dry cell mass and yield

of glucan are crucial parameters in process optimization and control; however,

there are not well-established mathematical relationship between them.

Becker et al. [197] developed a dynamic ANN model for online optimiza-

tion of industrial fermentation. This model can provide a future prediction of the

batch fermentation once 12h of process data are collected. ANN model is used

to optimize the temperature trajectory in terms of technical and technological

conditions of the brewery, and therefore, to reduce the processing time. Another

study quantified the influence of n-dodecane addition, used as oxygen-vector,

on oxygen transfer in stirred bioreactors, employing ANN [90]. In this study,

DE—a global optimization algorithm is applied to obtain the optimal architec-

ture and the best internal parameters of the ANN model. ANN model results

indicated that its performance in modeling, classification, and optimization

of the mentioned system are acceptable, and the DE algorithm results in the

near-optimal ANN structure. Elnekave et al. [198] developed an ANN model,

namely BPNN, RBF, and GRNN, to evaluate biogas production. Compared

with other models, the BPNN has the best prediction performance with an aver-

age deviation in the range of 6.4%–15.6% from the experimental data. Mahanty

et al. [199] applied the BPNN model for evaluation of industrial waste co-

digestion from different sources, including paper, chemical, petrochemical,

automobile and food. Their result showed that industrial chemical waste and

automobile waste have the highest and lowest effect on specific methane yield.

Moreover, the ANNmodel performs more accurately than the regression model
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regarding prediction ability and the significance analysis. Wu and Shi [200]

evaluated the impact of glucose concentration on biomass concentration with

applying a hybrid ANN model and a deterministic kinetic model. The optimal

value of biomass concentrations and maximum productivity obtained by hybrid

ANN model are 10% and 40%, respectively, which provide better results than

the deterministic kinetic model. Prakasham et al. [201] optimized a biohydro-

gen production with an increase of 16% using ANN combined with GA. Their

results indicated that the pH of the medium, carbon source, inoculum age, and

concentration have a considerable impact on the metabolic activity of the

hydrogen-producing bacteria and the overall hydrogen yield. They also recom-

mend ANN–GA model for bioprocess optimization. Shi et al. [202] presented a

SDAE deep learning network model to assess the performance of a two-stage

biofilm system. The input variables of model contain concentrations of COD,

ammonia (NH4
+-N) and total nitrogen (TN) of biofilm system influent, concen-

trations of COD, NH4
+-N and TN of anoxic biofilm reactor effluent, influent

flow, and reflux ratio of biofilm system. The concentrations of COD, NH4
+-N

and TN of biofilm system effluent are considered as output variables for

COD, NH4
+-N, and TN prediction model, respectively. SDAE deep learning net-

work outperforms in the prediction of the biofilm process compared with back-

propagation neural network, support vector regression, extreme learning

machine, and gradient boosting decision tree.

1.3.1.7 Nanotechnology

Given the novelty of this field, the application of ANN has been receiving much

attention in recent years. The research in this area is often investigated on the

prediction of processing parameters and morphologic characteristics of nano-

particles samples in the experimental environments, applying an MLP model

with BP learning algorithm. Salehi et al. [203] developed a GA-ANN model

to assess the heat transfer of a silver/water nanofluid in a two-phase closed ther-

mosyphon improved thermally by a magnetic field. Input variables of model

contain inlet power, the magnetic field strength, and volume fraction of nano-

fluid in water, whilst the thermal efficiency and thermal resistance are consid-

ered as the outputs. The GA-ANN method indicated a robust performance to

predict thermosyphon behavior. Khanmohammadi et al. [204] developed a

BPANNmodel to estimate particle size employed the relationship between par-

ticle size and diffuse reflectance (DR) spectra in the near-infrared region. In

another study, Ma et al. [205] evaluated correlations between processing param-

eters and the morphologic characteristics of nanocomposite WC-18 at.% MgO

powders using the BPNNmodel. The parameters such as ball-to-powder weight

ratio, milling speed, and milling ball diameter are selected as input variables,

and the output variables of three individual BP network models include crystal-

lite size, specific surface area, and median particle size, respectively. They

noted that developed models could be implemented to predict properties of
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composite WC-MgO powders at various milling parameters, and to optimize

processing and ball milling parameters. Haciismailoglu et al. [206] applied

an ANN model with a delta-bar-delta learning algorithm to predict dynamic

hysteresis of toroidal nanocrystalline cores. The parameters, namely the geo-

metrical dimensions of cores, peak magnetic induction, and magnetizing fre-

quency, are the inputs of the model. The results indicated that the ANN

model performs accurately in this process. Santra et al. [207] developed an

ANN model with resilient-propagation (RPROP) training algorithm to predict

and assess the heat transfer of laminar natural convection of copper water non-

Newtonian nanofluid in a differentially heated square cavity. They also carried

out the numerical simulation, where the finite volume approach with the SIM-

PLER algorithm is employed to solve numerically transport equations to obtain

the required training data of the ANN model. Comparing simulation and

RPROP-based ANN results, it has been indicated that the ANN outperforms

more efficient to predict the heat transfer.

1.3.1.8 Mineral

Few types of research have addressed the application of ANNmodel in minerals

field. Capdevila et al. [208] developed an ANN to derive a formula to calculate

the chemical austenitizing temperature. In order to predict changes of tendency

in the slopes of the austenitization temperature, consistent with the existence of

a eutectoid composition, a wide range of compositions are tested. Zeng et al.

[209] developed a hybrid model by integrating experiments and ANNs with

the extended delta-bar-delta training algorithm to simulate and optimize flow

injection system for the spectrophotometric determination of Ru(III), with m

acetylchlorophosphonazo (CPA-mA). Five output parameters of this model

are NaOH concentration, CPA-mA concentration, KIO4 concentration, micro-

wave irradiation time, and the time interval between the injection and the start-

ing of microwave irradiation.

1.3.1.9 Other application

Schewidtmann et al. [210] developed a hybrid ANN-deterministic global pro-

cess optimization model to learn fundamental thermodynamic properties. The

results indicated that a hybrid ANN model is capable of proposing a prediction

of thermodynamic properties favorably. Further studies indicated that the ANN

size effects significantly on the optimization computational time, in other

words, a smaller number of neurons make a relaxation tighter and result in

reduced computational times while providing a high prediction accuracies

[211]. Schewidtmann et al. [212] develop an optimization approach to optimize

the ANNmodel of an illustrative function, a fermentation process, a compressor

plant and a chemical process using in-house deterministic global solver. The

results indicated adequate computational time compared to a state-of-the-art

global general-purpose optimization solver. The developed optimization
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method provides optimal single shallow ANNs with up to 700 neurons in under

30s. Li et al. [213] developed a deep learning ANN model to simulate a post-

combustion CO2 capture process. In the unsupervised pre-training phase of deep

learning, a DBN with many layers of RBM is applied to achieve initial weights

of the subsequent supervised phase. According to their results, the DBN model

predicts CO2 production rate and CO2 capture level using inlet flue gas flow

rate, CO2 concentration in inlet flue gas, the pressure of flue gas, the tempera-

ture of flue gas, lean solvent flow rate, monoethamine (MEA) concentration,

and temperature of lean solvent as an input parameter. A greedy layer-wise

unsupervised learning algorithm is employed to optimize the DBN model,

resulting in better generalization compared with a single hidden layer neural

network. The developed ANN model can be applied in the optimization of

the CO2 capture process. Chang et al. [214] proposed the hybrid neural network

rate-function model (HNNRF) to obtain chemical reactor processes. In this

study, the HNNRF modeling can perform accurately over a broad operating

region, and in the face of noisy measurements. An HNNRF model with four

FANNs was obtained reliability using 8 and 15 batches information. Regarding

noise-corrupted measurements, the developed HNNRF model provides accept-

able performance. The developed model also could be applied to identify the

optimal feed loadings and operating conditions of complex processes.

Elsayed and Lacor [215] proposed a two RBFNNsmodel to predict the com-

plex nonlinear relationships between the performance parameters of the gas

cyclone separator (pressure drop and cut-off diameter) and the geometrical

dimensions accurately, and therefore optimize gas cyclone. The training pro-

cess of ANNs is conducted with experimental data available in the literature

for the pressure drop and Iozia and Leith model for the cut-off diameter. More-

over, the RSM has been implemented to evaluate the interaction between geo-

metrical parameters, fitting a second-order polynomial to the RBFNN. In

another study, the drying rate of seedy grapes is identified using a feedforward

neural network (FNN) [216]. Comparing the FNN model results with those of

nonlinear and linear regression models, the first variant of modeling of the FNN

model performs more consistently. The results indicated that the developed

FNN model could be implemented as a powerful tool for analyzing nonlinear

behavior of drying and for applications to various engineering studies. Kamali

and Mousavi [217] developed three modeling approaches, including the dense

gas model with Peng Robinson (PR) equation of state as an analytical model, a

three-layer feedforward neural network, and a hybrid analytical-neural netw-

ork to address the thermodynamic modeling of the supercritical extraction of

α-pinene using supercritical CO2. Their results demonstrated that the neural net-

work provides a suitable prediction in the training region; however, its predic-

tions are not proper in the exploratory region. The hybrid model predicts

efficiently in both training and testing regions. Jazayeri-Rad [218] conducted

a study on nonlinear multi-input multi-output processes in a distillation column

with time delays applying a combination of multiple neural networks to model.
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Galván et al. [219] carried out an investigation on predictions of nonlinear

neural models when acting as process simulators, considering parallel identifi-

cation models. According to their results, the predictions of the developed

model are not accurate because of employing multilayer feedforward networks

to estimate the parameters of parallel identification models. Then the particular

RNN is implemented to estimate the parameters of parallel models, which can

identify the parameter sets of the parallel model to obtain process simulators.

The results indicated that parallel models using RNN could be applied as a

perfect alternative to phenomenological models for simulating the dynamic

behavior of the heating/cooling circuits.

1.3.2 Application of artificial neural network in control

Neural networks can be employed as a predictive tool in control schemes such

as the model predictive control (MPC) to enhance the performance of the con-

trol schemes [220–223]. The development of chemical process plants results in

onerous to control, and—the increase of global competition in controlling and

monitoring enumerated processes. Therefore, new modeling approaches were

developed to design and evaluate nonlinear industrial processes [224]. By so

doing, process safety, product quality, product efficiency, consistency, and even

the productiveness of all running equipment is obtained, which are the goal of

the novel developed model. A recent trend in control scheme has led to a pro-

liferation of studies that the development of control and monitoring models for

linear and nonlinear processes considering various identification approaches

[225, 226]. The development of a mathematical model for controlling real

industrial processes is faced with various challenges [227]. ANNmodels, which

historically have a close connection to control concept [228], have demon-

strated their ability to control linear and nonlinear process, and their accurate

performance compared to other methods, namely proportional integral deriva-

tive (PID) controller [229–231], the sliding-mode controller [232], or fuzzy

logic controller [233]. Moreover, the remarkable development of ANN because

of technological advances leads to achieving particular international notability

applying deep learning and reinforcement learning approaches [234–238] and
proposing a powerful tool in control design [239, 240]. In recent years, dynamic

programming methods using deep ANN model indicated precise learning and

faster convergence [241]. Although, the dynamic programming controller pro-

vides outstanding versatility, flexibility, and operational robustness. It requires

an essential computational time, and a stable state of the system to be initialized.

Therefore, the dual dynamic programming class is proposed to overcome the

problem of having a stable state when initializing the controller. Recently, sev-

eral review studies on adaptive neural control have been published, one of

which is conducted by Jiang et al. [242] summarizing recent progress on the

applications of ANN on the control scheme.
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1.3.2.1 Polymerization

In 1993, Mauricio and De Souza [220] developed integration of ANN and the

MPC for a continuous polymerization reactor. The conjugate gradient training

method is employed to train the ANN model with one hidden layer. Linear and

sigmoidal functions are used in output and other layers of ANN, respectively.

The number of neurons in the hidden layer is obtained by cross-validation

method. In this research, the performance of the integrated model is evaluated

and compared with those of the conventional PID controller. According to their

results, developed control model outperforms PID regarding control of the reac-

tor’s temperature and stability of the process. Zhang and Yue [243] proposed a

B-spline ANNmodel to model probability density function (PDF) with the least

square algorithm, and therefore, to control molecular weight distribution in the

styrene polymerization process. In this study, B-spine ANN through a recursive

least square algorithm is applied to model PDF in single input single output

(SISO) system. However, the least-square algorithm is employed in multiple

inputs and single output (MISO) to model PDF. According to their results, both

modeling and control of SISO and MISO are performed efficiently. Cao et al.

[244] applied a B-spline ANN combined with a linear RNN as an indicator to

model temperature distribution in a tubular polymerization reaction, and there-

fore, to monitor polymer molecular weight distribution. That is to say, dynamic

and static ANNs—using a high-dimensional dataset—are applied to identify the

time relationship of the distribution function as well as obtained variables, and

to identify the algebraic relationship of temperature distribution and position in

the tubular reactor, respectively.

Gonzagaa et al. [129] implemented the ANN-based soft-sensor (ANN-SS)

for PET polymerization. The ANN-SS obtains online predictions of the PET

viscosity, which is used to control process. The development of online

SS-ANN to monitor viscosity proposes an alternative method to overcome

the operational failure occurring with the viscometers. The proposed

ANN-SS provides satisfactory results to estimate the polymer viscosity. The

Levenberg–Marquardt optimization algorithm with the cross-validation-based

early stopping mechanism to avoid over-fitting are applied as a training method.

Su and McAvoy [221] developed an FNN-MPC and RNN-MPC models with

long-range training method to control polymerization reactor and distillation

column. In this research, the modified nonlinear auto-regressive with exoge-

nous inputs (NARX) perceptron is developed to achieve an excellent long-range

predictive model. The process includes a PI temperature control loop, which

controls—the desired polymer property. A pseudo-random multi-state signal

(PRMS) is employed for data generation. The prediction horizon provides large

enough to be able to consider the uncertainty of measurement delay. The results

indicated that the RNN model outperforms the FFN model according to control

performance and straightforwardly obtaining an appropriate set of parameters.

Eventually, the FNN provides better performance than the proportional integral
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(PI) controller. Ibrahim et al. [245] conducted an investigation on the integra-

tion of ANN-MPC into a mathematical model to control the temperature of the

polyethylene system in the polymerization reactor. This model takes into

account the presence of particles participating in the reaction with emulsion

and catalyst phases which depend on the superficial velocity and catalyst feed.

The results of ANN-MPC are compared with PID controller through studies

under setpoint tracking. According to this comparison, ANN-MPC provides

an acceptable performance because of process response oscillation and minimal

offset compared to the PID controller. In another study, staked neural network

model are applied to achieve optimal control of a batch polymerization reactor

by Zhang et al. [65]. The stacked neural network is employed as a result of the

intricacy of standard mathematical models for batch processes, and the

enhancement of generalization capability. The staked neural network may

not be proposed the optimal control policy when employed to the real process

owing to model mismatches and the presence of unknown disturbances. In this

research, the stacked neural network model compared with a single neural net-

work. Moreover, the effects of unknown disturbances are investigated on the

stacked neural network model by proposing reactive impurities into the system.

Compared with a single neural network, the staked neural network provides an

effective batch-to-batch control performance, especially close to the desired

results. Regarding the optimal configuration of the stacked neural network, it

is demonstrated that the stability of stacked neural network model is obtained

after stacking 10–20 networks.

Tian et al. [71] developed a simplified mathematical and stacked RNN to

model and control a batch polymerization reactor. The gel effect, which is

one of the most challenging parts of polymerization modeling, is considered

only in stacked RNN. Comparative with the single neural network, stacked net-

works outperform, and improve robustness. Ng and Hussain [246] applied an

inverse neural network combined with a first principle model to control a non-

linear semi-batch polymerization process directly. The setpoint of the temper-

ature of the polymerization reactor under the nominal condition and with

various disturbances are determined using a hybrid developed model. The per-

formance of the hybrid model is accurate to model these highly nonlinear

models compared with the Kalman filter (EKF) method.

1.3.2.2 Fuel cell

Recently, Xu et al. [247] proposed a constrained self-tuning PID using an RBF

to control a solid oxide fuel cell. The RBF is applied to predict the Jacobian

information, and PID parameters are obtained applying a gradient descent

(GD) method. Comparing with PID controller, RBF indicates, a fewer over-

shoot under change of current load but brings small oscillations in transitional

periods. The integration of the control method with an active fault-tolerant con-

trol (AFTC) strategy, namely neural model-based fault diagnosis and a
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reconfiguration mechanism is developed in another research [248]. Li et al.

[249] developed a stoichiometry recurrent fuzzy ANN for the compressor volt-

age to prevent oxygen starvation. GD method is employed to achieve fuzzy

learning rates and neural weights. Their results indicated that fuzzy ANNmodel

provides robustness to unanticipated external current load disturbances, and

more efficient performances compared to the PI controller. Four steps of current

disturbances 0.1–0.3A/cm2 are evaluated with transient times of up to 10s. The

method can maintain anode/cathode difference pressure; however, its response

time for stoichiometry control is remarkable. Sedighizadeh and Rezazadeh

[250] carried out a study on wavelet NN with a local infinite impulse response

(IIR) block to control the output power of a 1kW PEMFC by changing the

hydrogen humidity. The wavelet NN is able to identify the complex nonlinear

system due to implementing wavelet transform embedded in the hidden units.

The IIR block provides double local network architecture, providing fast learn-

ing and convergence of the model. For nonlinear systems with high uncer-

tainties, Shafiq [251] developed a direct inverse controller applying two

different MLPmodels. A first one is employed to predict the system and present

an estimation of the output. BP algorithm is applied to adjust the weights of the

MLP controller. Then, the output of this first model is considered as a residual

error for the second model. By doing so, robustness properties against distur-

bances and model mismatches are obtained.

Rakhtala et al. [252] integrated an inverse MLP model with GD learning

algorithm and a PID controller to control voltage of 6kW PEMFC using the

inlet air pressure. The MLP model faces fewer fluctuations in the transient

response of the voltage. Rezazadeh et al. [253] presented an RBF model and

PID controller to regulate methane flow for a 5kW PEMFC. The Lyapunov the-

ory is applied to evaluate stability, and RBF weights are determined with an

adaptation law. According to their results, it shows acceptable robustness with

a variance of 1% in the presence of an additive load current noise.

1.3.2.3 Fuel and combustion

Nikhil et al. [254] proposed an ANN model to manage the operation of a pilot-

scale hydrogen production system. The parameters such as acids and alcohol

concentration, alkalinity, biomass concentration, hydraulic retention time, recy-

cle ratio, sucrose concentration and degradation, pH, oxidation-reduction

potential (ORP) are considered as an input of ANN. The results of ANN model

are in line with the experimental value, and able to achieve the nonlinear inte-

ractions between the process parameters and the hydrogen production rate.

Kavchak and Budman [255] evaluated an adaptive controller with RBF model

for a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR). The RBF model, applying dilation

adaptation with an overall prediction error, provide more accurate results

compared to the original controller with a fixed dilation. The considerable

improvement in accuracy results from applying the original Cannon’s method.
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K€oni et al. [256] proposed two ANFIS models to develop a smart control system

of baker’s yeast during fluidized bed drying by adjusting the temperature and

dry matter content. Their results are in line with the simulation results and

industrial-scale databases, which proves its applicability.

1.3.2.4 Petroleum

Jordanou et al. [257] proposed Echo State Network (ESN) model with a recur-

sive least square (LS) learning approach to control a bottom-hole pressure for an

oil well. The developed model presents a few overshoots. The pressure setpoint

tracking and disturbance rejection are considered as the goal of the controller.

Their results indicated that ESN model is able to deal with more substantial

changes in pressure and impressive disturbance rejection, with no oscillations

or larger overshoots. They argued that the inverse neural structure could mainly

control a nonlinear system with uncertainties. However, the command signals

and response times of this model are somewhat large. With respect to develop-

ing advanced ANNmodel, several studies are devoted to reduce overshoots and

improve the robustness against disturbances. Bahar and €Ozgen [258] developed
an Elman network integrated with the feedback inferential control algorithm to

estimate the product composition values of the distillation column from temper-

ature measured. The estimated compositions and the reflux ratio are considered

as inputs to the controller. Their results indicated that the ANN model is able to

control the compositions in this dynamically complex system. Three applicati-

ons of ANN in petroleum industry can be perfectly demonstrated in [259–261],
where the ANN performance markedly improved by a metaheuristic optimi-

zation algorithm for the sake of prediction of challenging factors, including

free-flowing porosity, permeability, minimum horizontal stress and capillarity

pressure.

1.3.2.5 Environment

Mingzhi et al. [262] investigated on the coagulation process of wastewater treat-

ment in a paper mill. An ANFIS predictive control scheme for studying apply-

ing adaptive FNN. This ANFIS model can provide a model for nonlinear

relationships between the removal rate of pollutants and the chemical dosages,

resulting in the adaptation of the system to a variety of operating conditions. The

developed controller indicates acceptable predictions and control perfor-

mances. De Veaux et al. [263] integrated a first principle differential equations

model with an ANN to control biological treatment for water contamination.

Compared to the ANN model, this hybrid model required fewer data in the

trained process and extrapolated more accurately. In another study, a self-

organizing RBFNN model predictive control (SORBF-MPC) method applied

to control the dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration of wastewater treatment

plants [264]. The remarkable advantages of SORBF are a dynamic change of

its structure to retain prediction accuracy. In this regard, this RBF model can
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provide accurate results without adjusting the weight by adding or removing the

hidden nodes in the RBF based on node activity and mutual information (MI).

Three ESN control models, namely Critic ESN, Actor ESN, and Predict ESN,

are developed for dissolved oxygen concentration in the wastewater treatment

process by Bo and Zhang [265]. LS training algorithm is employed to adjust

ESN weights online. Compared with a PID controller, the ESNmodels revealed

a smoother control, smaller deviation, smaller overshoots, and better adaptabil-

ity. Moreover, adjusting time is also reduced from 0.65 days for a PID controller

to 0.45 days for the developed controller.

1.3.2.6 Biotechnology

Xiong et al. [266] developed the RNN model to achieve a batch-to-batch iter-

ative optimal control strategy for batch processes. The model prediction errors

from previous batch runs are applied to improve the performance of the ANN

model for the current batch and to overcome model-plant mismatches as well as

unmeasured disturbances. A closed-loop control system based on the ANN

model is developed by Andra Sik et al. [267] to investigate nonlinear control

of a continuous flow stirred biochemical reactor. A gradient steepest descent

method is applied to train ANN model, and also to accelerate the speed of con-

vergence. In this research, the control system is composed of two ANNs to pro-

vide a predictive hybrid model of the controlled plant and to be used as a neural

PID-like controller. The second ANN has been pre-trained offline as an inverse

black-box model of the controlled process. Due to issues such as process uncer-

tainties and time-varying parameters, additional online tuning of the neural

controller is applied to address mentioned issues. Dong et al. [268] proposed

PLS-NNmodels to obtain the desired conversion and molecular weight by solv-

ing a SQP problem. In this study, a batch-to-batch adaptation method is

employed to address model errors. Tay and Zhang [269] proposed an ANFIS

model for the complex process of anaerobic biological treatment of wastewater.

Their results showed the capability of the ANFIS model to control accurately

two case studies, namely, up flow anaerobic sludge blanket and anaerobic flu-

idized bed reactor. They argued that the dependence of the model on the quality

of the training data is one of the main drawbacks of this model.

Chen and Chang [270] developed an ANFIS method for modeling the com-

plex process of aeration in a submerged biofilm wastewater treatment process.

Holubar et al. [271] used ANN model with BP algorithm to control methane

production in anaerobic digesters. The model was trained applying obtained

data from four anaerobic CSTRs operating at steady state. In a study conducted

by Nagy et al. [272], ANN-MPCmodel with BP learning algorithm is evaluated

and implemented to provide a dynamic modeling and temperature control of a

continuous yeast fermentation bioreactor. The analytical model of this non-

linear process is applied to achieve the training data. A structure of the ANN

model is optimized to avoid over-fitting of the data and obtain the best
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prediction with the simplest structure. Patnaik [273] developed a hybrid model

by combining four neural networks with a kinetic model and a bioreactor model

to provide accurate results with a reduction in the required amount of training

process. Sabharwal et al. [274] developed an ANN-based controller for a xylene

separation column. The nominal production data and plant data from a response

to a step function are obtained to train the ANNmodel. ANN trained using plant

data provide more acceptable and accurate control performances.

1.3.2.7 Other application

Kimaev et al. [275] proposed a data-driven model based on ANN to develop a

shrinking horizon nonlinear MPC of a computationally intensive stochastic

multiscale system, which is a simulation of thin-film formation by chemical

vapor deposition. They noted that the capability of ANNs as powerful tools

for online optimization and control of computationally demanding multiscale

process systems because of their computational efficiency, accuracy, and the

ability to remove disturbances. Wu et al. [276] developed a staked RNN predic-

tion model to develop a control Lyapunov-barrier function (CLBF)-based eco-

nomic model predictive control (EMPC) system to optimize process economics,

stability, and operational safety simultaneously. In this research, the perfor-

mance of RNN-based CLBF-EMPC method is evaluated through a chemical

process with a bounded and an unbounded unsafe region.

Tian et al. [277] developed a hybrid RNNmodel for online reactive impurity

estimation and reoptimization control policy of batch MMA reactor. The cur-

rent off-line optimal control strategy will be no longer optimal due to an

unknown amount of reactive impurities. The developed ANN-based inverse

model is applied to predict online the number of reactive impurities during

the early stage of a batch. Then online reoptimization is carried out to identify

the optimal reactor temperature profile for the remaining time period of the

batch reactor operation according to the estimated amount of reactive impuri-

ties. To overcome some of the difficulties associated with multivariable process

control, Adebiyi and Corripio [278] proposed a strategy for open-loop identifi-

cation of multivariable chemical processes implementing the dynamic neural

networks PLS (DNNPLS). The DNNPLS identification strategy is applied

for a fluid catalytic cracking unit and an isothermal reactor. According to their

results, the DNNPLSmethod can provide an accurate model for the dynamics of

the chemical processes in both cases. Cabrera et al. [279] developed a control

strategy based on ANNs to obtain the optimal operation for a small scale Sea

and Brackish Water Reverse Osmosis (SWRO) desalination plant. Roehl

et al. [280] applied an ANN model to simulate a membrane fouling mechanism

for a large scale reverse osmosis (RO) desalination plant. He and Jagannathan

[281] developed an adaptive-critic-base discrete-time NN controller with the

reinforcement learning to obtain desired tracking performance for nonlinear

systems in the presence of actuator constraints. Vasickaninova et al. [282]
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developed a neural network predictive control (NNPC) structure to control ther-

mal processes, resulting in energy savings. Compared to results of PID control,

the NNPC outperforms due to smaller consumption of heating medium.

1.3.3 Application of network in fault detection and diagnosis

In the CE process, intelligence is required not only in the production process but

also in safety operation. That is to say, fault detection and diagnosis (FDD)

should be considered in chemical industries. Therefore, the past few decades

have witnessed a huge growth in the development of FDD. For the past decade,

there has been a rapid rise in the implementation and evaluation of data-driven

FDD methods [283]. Data-driven FDD methods include statistical methods and

ANN methods. Statistical methods consists of PCA [284], PLS [285], Fisher

discriminant analysis (FDA) [286], independent component analysis (ICA)

[287], SVM [288], and qualitative trend analysis (QTA) [289, 290]. These

methods perform accurately with high dimensional, noisy, and highly corre-

lated data from chemical processes. Chemical process data, however, have other

intricate features such as high dimensionality, multimode behaviors, nonlinear-

ity, non-Gaussian, and time-varying [291]. Thus, several researchers proposed

kernel-based methods for nonlinearity, namely kernel PCA [292] and kernel

PLS [293], a neural net PLS for nonlinearity [294], and dynamic-based methods

for temporal dependencies, namely dynamic PCA [295], dynamic PLS [296],

dynamic inner PCA [297], dynamic inner PLS [297].

There are a considerable number of studies has been published on the auto-

mated diagnosis over the last 2 decades. However, it is not widely accepted in

the industrial purpose from an economic point of view. Fenton et al. [298] con-

ducted a review of rule-based, model-based, and case-based approaches as well

as their applications. The need for automated diagnosis stems from Increasing

costs, shorter product lifecycles, and rapid changes in technology. Although

several studies have been carried out over the last 2 decades, further research

needs to be done to improve the developed methods and their application

and to cope with current and future technologies.

Chen et al. [299] studied on FDD of multivariate processes by proposing a

new deep neural network (DNN) model with 1D convolutional auto-encoder

(1D-CAE). Efficient feature extraction is obtain using auto-encoder integrated

with convolutional kernels, and pooling units, which play a vital role in FDD in

multivariate processes. Compared with other typical DNN models, the devel-

oped model outperforms for FDD on the Tennessee Eastman Process (TEP)

and Fed-batch fermentation penicillin process. They noted that this method

could be applied for deep-learning-based process FDD of multivariate pro-

cesses. Laribi et al. [300] developed anMLPmodel with BP training algorithms

to evaluate and diagnose PEM fuel cell failure modes, namely flooding and dry-

ing, among the physical parameters of the electrochemical impedance model.

Furthermore, the ANN model implemented to the impedance model applied
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to predict the physical parameters of the electrochemical impedance model of

the PEMFC; flooding and drying of the fuel cell heart. Yuan et al. [301] devel-

oped multiscale convolutional DNN proposes with the discrete wavelet trans-

form to monitor intelligently industrial process and diagnosis a fault. The

extracted multiscale features with a CNN are integrated by the LSTM network

to reduce useless data and maintain useful data. They noted that the advantages

of developed method are the ability to learn nonlinear, high-dimensional fault

features due to the hierarchical learning structure; and to achieve a piece of

complementary diagnosis information at different scales in view of the multi-

scale feature learning. The Tennessee Eastman benchmark process and the

p-xylene oxidation reaction process are considered to evaluate their advanced

method.

Zhao et al. [302] proposed an LSTM fault diagnosis method to identify the

dynamic information in raw data and to classify the raw data directly without

feature extraction and classifier design. The Tennessee Eastman (TE) bench-

mark process is selected to evaluate the performance of the LSTM fault diag-

nosis model. The experimental results indicated that LSTM shows superior fault

detection performance compared to previous models. Hoskins and Himmelblau

[110] and Hoskins et al. [303] implemented a multilayer feedforward analogue

perception model for FDD in a large complex chemical plant. They argued that

ANN is capable of learning nonlinear mappings with noisy inputs. Moreover,

ANNs could indicate the rule-following behavior of knowledge-based expert

systems without any explicit representations of the rules. Ruiz et al. [304] pro-

posed an ANN-based model with a knowledge-based expert system to detect the

fault in batch chemical plants. The historical database of the batch plant perfor-

mances, a hazard and operability assessment, and the batch plant model are

applied in the fault detection system. The faults signals are considered as the

output of ANN. The developed system provides an accurate fault detection

for the operation of a batch reactor. Yuan et al. [305] applied the GRU network

to develop a three-stage fault diagnosis method. Batch normalization (BN) algo-

rithm are employed to exploit the dynamic feature from the sequence units.

Dynamic features are applied to classify faults using the softmax regression

method. Tennessee Eastman (TE) benchmark process, as well as the para-

xylene (PX) oxidation process, are selected to validate the developed method.

The diagnosis results of TE application indicated that this method outperforms

conventional methods. However, the results of the PX oxidation application

demonstrated unusual behavior of method when historical data is not sufficient.

Shao et al. [306] developed a novel fault diagnosis method applying mult-

ichannel LSTM-CNN (MCLSTM-CNN). LSTM is applied to achieve the out-

put of the hidden layer using fault data as an input variable. Convolutional

kernels with different sizes are employed to exploit the output features of a hid-

den layer simultaneously. Compared with LSTM-CNN, LSTM, CNN, random

forest (RF) and KPCA+SVM models, MCLSTM-CNN model provides more

accurate fault detection and classification in the Tennessee Eastman (TE)
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chemical process. Wu and Zhao developed a CNNmodel for fault diagnosis and

detection of chemical processes, which can exploit fault features and classify

them accurately [307].

Kim et al. [308] put forward a Hamming neural network to diagnosis the

health state of 20 PEMFCs cells, using the PEMFC measured electrical perfor-

mance (voltage, current). Hamming neural network can adjust the optimal

parameters of an equivalent circuit model, from which the PEMFC failure

can be identified and classified. Silva et al. [309] applied adaptive ANFIS sys-

tem to develop a new method to estimate the reduction in the output voltage

results from the PEMFC nominal degradation during long term operation. Shao

et al. [310] have been implemented efficient technology combining an ANN

ensemble method (BP-ANN) with the PEMFC dynamic model for fault detec-

tion in PEMFC systems. The results of this study showed that the accuracy of

PEMFC fault detection is varied between 75.24% and 85.62%. Yousfi et al.

[311] evaluated the PEMFC health state applying a diagnostic method based

on ANN to identify the drying and flooding problems of the PEMFCs. The pres-

sure drop and stack voltage are considered as an objective function. Tang et al.

[312] implemented a DBN model to exploit and detect the fault features of the

chemical industry. The quadratic programming method is employed to predict

the sparse coefficients simultaneously class by class. You et al. [313] detected a

battery state using an RNN in electric vehicle systems. The developed model is

able to identify the battery replacement time or to evaluate the driving mileage.

Tayyebi et al. [314] developed a novel ANN diagnosis framework using

augmented input containing steady-state characteristic data and newly defined

dynamic characteristic data. The Tennessee Eastman (TE) chemical process is

selected to evaluate the proposed model, which consists of large numbers of

measurements and control parameters and overlapping faults. Comparing with

the conventional ANN diagnostic system, the proposed system provides a more

accurate and efficient performance than the conventional diagnoser to detect

multiple concurrent faults and various combinations of concurrent faults of

the TE process. Liu et al. [315] developed a combination of t-distributed sto-

chastic neighbor with bidirectional LSTM to obtain data dimensionality reduc-

tion and exploit feature vectors for the fault diagnosis of PEMFCs. To remove

the effects of dimensional differences of different parameters, the developed

method employed the normalization strategy. Applying a t-SNE method result

in the reduction in the dimensionality of normalized data to predict intrinsic

dimensionality, and to exploit key characteristic variables. According to their

results, The BiLSTM-tSNE method has the capability of the sequence fault

diagnosis of the PEMFC water management subsystem with an accuracy of

96.88% and an operation time of 24s. Their results demonstrated that the hybrid

model provides an accurate diagnostic performance than conventionally

applied SVM algorithm. Wu et al. [316] proposed a CNN model with transfer

learning to develop an FDD method for multimode chemical processes. Their

results indicated that transfer learning had marked improvement for the fault
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detection of the benchmark TE process. According to experimental results, the

CNN model outperforms LSTM regarding transferability and generality from

one mode to another mode.

Zhang et al. [317] developed a hierarchical BiRNN-based FDD system

using advanced deep learning techniques for complex chemical processes.

The sophisticated RNN cells are employed in the BiRNN structure to enhance

the FDD performance. The resultant BiLSTM and BiGRU provide more

impressive performances compared with other advanced FDD models based

on ANN, which has significant potential for practical complex chemical pro-

cesses. Disadvantages of these models, however, are highly dependent on his-

torical fault data to train models and to be labelled by experts, which is a heavy

workload. They recommended that a semi-supervised training method can be

applied by integrating little labeled historical fault data with much unlabeled

historical data in future research. Golizadeh et al. [318] integrated the extended

Kalman filter (EKF) and ANFIS model to propose a new fault detection

and identification (FDI) algorithm for nonlinear systems. The fuzzy rules are

considered to evaluate the validity of the models. They showed that their inte-

grated developed method is independent of pre-designing a bank of observers in

the model-based methods. Moreover, their developed model did not require fea-

ture extraction of the signals without any physical insight and computational

complexity in the data-driven approaches. The developed FDI scheme is

applied to a chemical plant, namely, CSTR process to evaluate its fault detec-

tion performance. The results indicated an accurate performance of the devel-

oped model to identify different faults modes.

Yang et al. [319] developed a PNN to diagnosis faults. Support vector

machine recursive feature elimination (SVMRFE) is applied to reduce the effect

of useless features. Moreover, the modified bat algorithm (MBA) is employed

to optimize the PNN parameter, especially its hidden layer element smoothing

factor, which has a considerable effect on the diagnostic performance. The per-

formance of the MBA showed better optimization results and more acceptable

global convergence compared to the conventional optimization algorithm. The

validation of the developed model to identify faults are carried out in terms of

accuracy and F1-score for the Tennessee Eastman (TE) process dataset. They

provided the charts to present the fault diagnostic results and classification for

the different models. Their results indicated that their proposed method outper-

forms other diagnostic methods to identify and classify the TE process fault

diagnosis accurately.

Zhao et al. [320] put forward the neighborhood preserving neural network

(NPNN), which is a novel statistical feature extraction method. That is to say,

this novel method is a nonlinear data-driven fault detection approach retaining

the local geometrical structure of normal process data. Orthogonal constraints

in the objective function are employed in NPNN to exploit uncorrelated and

faithful features. Moreover, the BP and Eigen decomposition (ED) technique

are applied in NPNN to extract low-dimensional features from original
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high-dimensional process data. The results of theoretical analysis and experi-

mental assessment of the TE benchmark process indicated that NPNN could

perform efficiently according to missed detection rate (MDR) and false alarm

rate (FAR). Li et al. [321] integrated the remarkable ability of CNN in feature

extraction and those of DAE in classification to develop a hybrid fault-diagnosis

model for the distillation process of depolarization. According to their results,

the hybrid model is able to provide an admirable performance compared to

other models, regarding the accuracy of fault detection. Zhang et al. [322]

developed an extensible DBN to detect faults. DBN applied mutual information

technology to exploit fault features in both spatial and temporal domains. In this

study, fault classification is conducted using a global two-layer BP network.

The results showed that the developed model performs accurately to identify

faults of the benchmarked TEP. Hu et al. [323] developed a novel incremental

imbalance modified DNN (incremental-IMDNN) to cope with chemical imbal-

anced data streams. The performance of the developed model is validated in TE

dataset. The results showed that the incremental IM-DNN provide more robust

and accurate performance compared to the current method in chemical plant

fault diagnosis. Mod Noor et al. [324] integrated multiscale Kernel Fisher dis-

criminant analysis dimensionality reduction method with ANFIS classification

model to propose a novel multiscale FDD framework for chemical process sys-

tem. They noted that the developed model could be applied in a broad range of

chemical process systems such as the TEP with accurate results.

Ren et al. [325] applied deep residual convolutional neural network

(DRCNN) to put forward a novel fault detection and classification method.

The DRCNN are able to exploit the in-depth process features resulting in the

deep fault information and learn the latent fault patterns. The results demon-

strated that the proposed model is able to provide better performance compared

with advanced methods using the data set of the TEP, a chemical industrial pro-

cess benchmark. Jiang et al. [326] developed a deep structure DNN with active

learning and multiple SDAE for chemical fault diagnosis applying chemical

sensor data. The results indicated that the developed model outperforms the

advanced methods of two well-known datasets. They argued that the proposed

method shows remarkable potential for fault diagnosis in complex chemical

systems with multidimensional heterogeneous sensory signal and nonlinear

relationships between the real senor data and model results.

2 Fuzzy logic

2.1 Introduction of fuzzy

Zadeh introduced Fuzzy set theory in 1965 [327]. Initially, the main aim of

fuzzy logic was to deal with uncertain and qualitative problems. A short while

later, Mamedani used the fuzzy set theory in control applications [328]. The

typical configuration of a fuzzy controller is depicted in Fig. 7.
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The structure is divided into four main parts.

Fuzzifier: In this part, Inputs of the system are broken down into one or more

fuzzy sets. The membership functions of the fuzzy set could have various forms

such as triangle and trapezoidal [329]. As an illustration, Fig. 8 presents inputs/

outputs membership functions of a fuzzy controller.

Knowledge-based: This part includes one or more IF-Then rules which have

two main types, fuzzy control rules for state evaluation, and fuzzy control rules

for object evaluation. Rules of a MISO system, for instance, are given in the

following statements:

R1: if x is A1, and y is B1 Then z is C1

R2: if x is A2, and y is B2 Then z is C2

⋮
Rn: if x is An, and y is Bn Then z is Cn

FIG. 7 The typical structure of the fuzzy controller.

(A)

(B)
FIG. 8 Membership functions of a fuzzy controller.
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Inference: Outputs of the fuzzy system are generated from inputs and rules

in this section.

Defuzzifier: Defuzzifier is an inverse transformation which converts fuzzy

outputs into crisp outputs. Several popular forms of defuzzification are Center

of Area, Center of Maximum, and Mean-of-Maximum.

2.2 Application of fuzzy controller in process control

Fuzzy controllers have received significant consideration in process control

over the past few years. For instance, Pathmanathan et al. [330] implemented

a fuzzy logic controller for flow control. Furthermore, they analyzed the con-

troller performance between the fuzzy controller and a conventional PID con-

troller. As a result of their research, the fuzzy controller can be an attractive

alternative to conventional controllers in process control. As another example,

the importance of the fuzzy logic controller for temperature process control of a

furnace system has been evaluated in [331]. The performance of the fuzzy con-

troller has been compared with PID controllers which have been tuned by var-

ious tuning methods. The results illustrated that the fuzzy controller improves

the robustness and dynamic performance of the system. It is worth noting that a

body of research has been carried out to improve PID control efficiency by

means of optimization, while the necessity of model is a major downside com-

pared to a fuzzy logic controller [332].

Although the fuzzy controller has a satisfactory response to the nonlinear-

ities of the industrial chemical process, it can have some difficulties to minimize

the negative effect of system uncertainties [333]. To overcome this problem, the

fuzzy type-2 controller has been suggested, recently. As an illustration, both

types of controllers mentioned above have been utilized for the control of a

binary distillation column in [334]. The simulation results confirmed that the

robustness improved considerably by the fuzzy type-2 controller. A comprehen-

sive experimental investigation of fuzzy control in process control has been pro-

posed in [335]. In that work, PID-fuzzy methods were developed and compared

to PID controllers for a couple of processes: temperature of a polymerization

reactor, temperature of a refrigeration system, and overhead composition of a

batch distillation column. A body of research has been used fuzzy logic in fault

detection, diagnosis, and tolerant control [318, 336, 337].

2.3 Simulation: A sample of process control by fuzzy controller

Temperature process control of an industrial furnace is considered as a plant for

applying a fuzzy controller. Fig. 9 shows a schematic of this process, where T1C

and T2C represent primary and secondary controllers, respectively, and T1T and

T2T describe temperature transmitters. Furthermore, it is evident from the fig-

ure that the set point of the secondary controller is given from the output of the

primary controller. The block diagram of this process is shown in Fig. 10. It is
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clear that the cascade control strategy is recommended for controlling the

process, as mentioned earlier.

The internal controller is a fixed PID controller, and only the external con-

troller can be changed in this research. At first, PID controllers which are tuned

by Ziegler-Nichols and try-and-error tuning methods are considered. The PID

controllers’ parameters are given in Table 1. Moreover, the step results of them

are depicted in Fig. 11.

In the next step, a fuzzy controller is designed for this process. The mem-

bership function and rules of the proposed fuzzy controller are given in

Fig. 12 and Table 2, respectively. The step response of the fuzzy controller

is shown in Fig. 13. Furthermore, for a detailed comparison between controllers,

Table 3 is indicated. It is evident that the overshoot of step response sees a dra-

matic decrease by applying the proposed fuzzy controller. Also, raise time has

been declined from 27 to 18s, and settling time has decreased from 6 to 5s.

Improvement in all of the metrics, as mentioned above, shows that the fuzzy

controller has better performance than conventional controllers.

FIG. 9 schematic of the temperature process control of an industrial furnace [331].

FIG. 10 The block diagram of this process.
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TABLE 1 PID controllers’ parameters.

KP KI KD

Ziegler-Nichols 24.53 4.26 31.68

Try-and-error 18.12 0.88 28.54

FIG. 11 Step response of PID controllers.

(A)

(B)
FIG. 12 Membership function patterns (A) input signals and (B) output signal.
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TABLE 2 Fuzzy rules for the proposed fuzzy logic-based controller.

Δe/Δt

LN MN SN ZO SP MP LP

Δe LN LP LP LP MP MP SP ZO

MN LP MP MP MP SP ZO SN

SN LP MP SP SP ZO SN MN

ZO MP MP SP ZO SN MN MN

SP MP SP ZO SN SN MN LN

MP SP ZO SN MN MN MN LN

LP ZO SN MN MN LN LN LN

FIG. 13 Comparison between controllers.

TABLE 3 A detailed comparison between controllers.

Overshot Settling time (s) Rise time (s)

Ziegler-Nichols 76% 27 6

Try-and-error 58% 27 7

Fuzzy 11% 18 5
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3 Support vector machine

3.1 Introduction

The SVM has been presented by Vapnik, as a solution in machine learning and

pattern recognition. Application of SVM in fault diagnosis and fault-tolerant

control has received further consideration over the last decades [338–341].
The forecasting in this method is done by a linear composition ofKernel functions

that are acting on a set of training data. Learning by SVM always finds the global

minimum. The characteristics of SVM depend on the choice of Kernel function.

In this section, a brief review of the basic concept of SVM is presented.

The machine learning is done in two cases: supervised and unsupervised

methods. In most of the supervised methods, a set of input vectors X¼{xn}
and output vectors T¼{tn} are given, and the objective is that the machine to

be learned such that for a new training input x, the new output t to be forecasted.
For this approach, two cases of problems are considered: regression and classifi-

cation. The machine learning problem mathematically can be regarded as a map-

ping problem such that xi!yi. In other words, the machine is defined as the set of

possible mapping x! f(x,α), in which the function f(x,α) is adjusted by α. It is
assumed that for an input x there is α such that the output f(x,α) can be obtained.
The opting ofα is exactlywhat amachine does. For example, a neural network that

α is corresponded with its weights and biases, is a machine learning [342].

3.2 SVM classifiers

Vapnik proposed SVM in 1979. In the purest form, namely linear from, as

shown in Fig. 14, SVM is a line that separates a set of positive and negative

samples with the most possible margin [343].

Generally, this problem can be considered in n-dimensional space that the

data samples are in two sets that can be well separated. In this case, instead of

FIG. 14 An example of linear SVM.
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lines, the hyperplanes are used. The classification problem by SVM is presented

in the following circumstances [344]:

a. Linear SVM

1. The data samples are two entirely separable sets.

2. The data samples are two sets that are nonseparable.

b. Nonlinear SVM

c. SVM for multi-classifications

3.2.1 Separable case

The simplest case that machine is learned on the separable data. It should be

noted that the equation of this case is expanded to other cases. As shown in

Fig. 15, the data can be separated by several lines (or planes in the

n-dimensional space). To choose the best hyperplane, the concept of maximum

margin should be applied. In the linear case, the margin is defined as the dis-

tance of hyperplane to the nearest positive or negative sample. Each line in

2D space is written as [343]:

w1x1 +w2x2 + b¼ 0 (1)

In Fig. 16, the xi with labels �1, +1 are shown.

As shown in Fig. 17, In 3-dimension space, one has:

w1x1 +w2x2 +w3x3 + b¼ 0 (2)

where it is the equation of a plane. Generally, one has:

FIG. 15 Separating of data by several lines.
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X
i

wixi + b¼ 0 (3)

In the vector form, it can be written as:

u¼w
!
: x
!

+ b (4)

wherew is the perpendicular vector of weights to the hyperplane and b is bias. In
this representation, u¼0 is the separating plane and the nearest points are on

X2

X1

class #1
class #2

FIG. 16 Separable data in 2-dimension space.

Class #1
Class #2

FIG. 17 Separating in a 3-dimension space.
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the plane u¼ �1. Indeed, by the assumption that the data are separable in

two classes, the marginal vectors are the following planes:

w
!
: x
!

+ b¼�1 (5)

The space between two planes is called as Margin. Then space is divided

into two class as:

w
!
: x
!

+ b� + 1 for yi ¼ 1 (6)

w
!
: x
!

+ b��1 for yi ¼�1 (7)

It can be rewritten as:

yi w
!
: x
!

+ b
� �

�1� 0 8i (8)

In this case, the distance up to origin as perpendicular (least distance) for the

points that are on the plane x .w+b¼ +1 is:

�1�bj j
wk k (9)

Similarly, the distance up to origin as perpendicular for the points that are on

the plane x .w+b¼ �1 is:

�1�bj j
wk k (10)

Moreover, the distance between origin and plane is:

bj j
wk k (11)

Then the least distance between the plane and the aforementioned planes is:

d+ ¼ d� ¼ 1

wk k (12)

Then the margin is:

d + + d� ¼ 2

wk k (13)

Then the maximize of margin cane written as the following constrained opti-

mization problem:

min
1

2
wk k2 subject to yi w

!
: x
!

+ b
� �

�1� 0 8i (14)

The problem can be rewritten as:

Lp ¼ min
1

2
wk k2� yi w

!
: x
!

+ b
� �

�1� 0 (15)
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By applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, one has:

w¼
X
i

αixiyi (16)

0¼
X
i

αiyi (17)

Where the KKT conditions are:

∂

∂b
Lp ¼wv�

X
i

αiyixiv,v¼ 1,…,d (18)

∂

∂b
Lp ¼�

X
i

αiyi ¼ 0 (19)

yi w
!
: x
!

+ b
� �

�1� 0 i¼ 1,…, l αi � 0 8i (20)

αi yi w
!
: x
!

+ b
� �

�1
� �

� 0 8i (21)

By substituting into (15), one has:

LD ¼
X
i

αi�
X
i

X
j

αiαjyiyjxixj (22)

After addressing this problem, the support vectors are obtained, as shown in

Fig. 18.

Support vectors
Margin

FIG. 18 Support vectors.
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3.3 SVM for the nonlinear and nonseparable cases

In these cases, it is assumed that the data cannot be separated into two class,

simply. This assumption is near to the working condition. Because the data

are always noisy and SVM should overcome this condition. This situation,

by definition, as soft margin can be solved. To develop the basic idea in the pre-

vious section, a new variable is added. Then the problem is reformulated as:

xi:w+ b� + 1� ξi for yi ¼ 1 (23)

xi:w + b��1 + ξi for yi ¼�1 (24)

ξi � 08i (25)

Then for any error, ξi should be appropriately increased. Then
P

i ξi is an
upper bound for the number of training errors. If so, the optimization problem is:

maximizeLD ¼
X
i

αi�1

2

X
i

X
j

αiαjyiyj x
!
i x
!
j (26)

subject to :

0� αi �C,X
i

αiyi ¼ 0
(27)

Then the solution is:

w¼
XNs

i¼1

αiyixi ¼ 0 (28)

Then the main difference is that the optimal hyperplane has upper and lower

bounds, as we can see in Fig. 19.

The primal Lagrange, in this context, is written as:

Lp ¼ wk k2
2

+C
X
i

ξi

 !k

�
X
i

αi yi xi:w+ bð Þ�1 + ξi½ ��
X
i

μiξi (29)

where ξi is the Lagrange coefficient. By applying the KKT condition on the pri-

mal problem, one has:

∂

∂wv
Lp ¼wv�

X
i

αiyixiv, v¼ 1,…,d (30)

∂

∂wv
Lp ¼�

X
i

αiyi ¼ 0 (31)

∂

∂ξi
Lp ¼C�αi�μi ¼ 0 (32)
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3.4 Nonlinear SVMs

In the case that data cannot be separated simply, a linear SVM cannot be valid.

As shown in Fig. 20, in this case, the data should be mapped into space with one

more dimensional.

As it is seen from Fig. 20, after mapping the classification is possible. In the

previous cases, the internal multiplication of training input data and support

vectors is used to construct the separating as a hyperplane. On this matter, data,

in the same way, is mapped into Euclidean space with higher dimension before

the internal multiplication is applied as:

Φ :Rd !H (33)

FIG. 19 The data in the nonseparable case.

FIG. 20 Mapping data into space with one more dimension.
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K xi, xj
� �¼Φ xið ÞΦ xj

� �
(34)

The popular Kernel functions are:

K xi, xj
� �¼ xi :xj + 1

� �p

K xi, xj
� �¼ e�

xi�xjk k2

2σ2

K xi, xj
� �¼ tanh βxixj + δ

� �
(35)

The primal problem, by the same token, is written as:

maximizeLD ¼
X
i

αi�1

2

X
i

X
j

αiαjyiyjK xi, xj
� �

(36)

subject to :

0� αi �C,X
i

αiyi ¼ 0
(37)
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Chapter 12

Integrated machine learning
framework for computer-aided
chemical product design

Qilei Liu, Haitao Mao, Lei Zhang, Linlin Liu, and Jian Du
Institute of Chemical Process System Engineering, School of Chemical Engineering, Dalian

University of Technology, Dalian, China

1 Introduction

Modern society requires many chemical-based products for its survival, such as

fuels, plastics, detergents, medicines, and food [1]. As the increasing require-

ments for sustainable and human-centered developments, chemical product

design has been paid wide attentions from the scientific communities and chem-

ical industries. Traditionally, chemical products are designed and developed

through heuristic rule-based and/or trial-and-error experiment-based

approaches. Although these kinds of approaches often lead to safe and reliable

product designs, it is not practically feasible to evaluate all alternatives or to

obtain the optimal solution. Recently, the use of model-based design methods

has been gaining increased attention as they have the potential to generate and/

or screen feasible product candidates in a much larger design space, and at the

same time, reduce the time and costs for their development [2]. If required data

and the models giving reliable estimations for product properties and functions

are available, it is possible to develop and use model-based chemical product

design approaches with the advances in computer-aided technologies. During

last three decades, efforts have beenmade to develop databases, design methods

and associated software tools for chemical products. Review articles for the

design methods of chemical products can be found in Zhang et al. [1–3].
Although good progress has been made in model-based approaches for chem-

ical product design, due to the multidisciplinary and multiscale nature of chem-

ical products, challenges still exist which impede the development and

application of chemical product design methodologies. The multidisciplinary

and multiscale nature of chemical product design makes it difficult to under-

stand basic scientific issues of chemical products, which hinders the
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establishment of reliable and quantitative physicochemical property models.

Thus, these hurdles prevent the use of model-based approaches for the design

of chemical products. Nowadays, with the development of the data-driven

methods, machine learning (ML) has been regarded as an alternative solution

to the above-mentioned challenges.

ML has experienced successful resurgence during the last decades. The

explosive growth of data with sophisticated ML algorithms make it possible

to establish the ML models, which show promising potentials in applications

of chemistry and chemical industry [5, 6]. Nowadays, the fundamental para-

digm of statistical analysis has changed from system identification to predictive

modeling. ML can model complex chemical properties due to its abilities in

autonomously learning data characteristics and trends [7]. Because of the adopt-

able generalization power, the established ML can be used in more general

scenarios and thus has abilities in designing chemical products. Moreover,

increasing efforts have been made to interpret ML models, for obtaining the

insights of ML from basic scientific issues to chemical products. As a result,

ML is possible to be one of the major research trends in chemical product

design. Nowadays, ML methods have been widely applicated in different

aspects of chemical product design. One of the most important roles of ML

methods is establishing the quantitative structure-property relationships

(QSPRs). Growing number of new potentially useful MLmethods in chemistry,

such as the use of artificial neural networks (ANNs) [8], in quantitative

structure-activity relationships (QSARs) [9] and in ligand-based virtual screen-

ing [10]. The ML ability to predict key properties of a product has been

highlighted by Zonouz et al. [11] who developed an ANN coupled with a

genetic algorithm for the modeling and optimization of toluene oxidation over

perovskite-type nano-catalysts. In the area of crystallization, Velásco-Mejı́a

et al. [12] employed ANN combined with a genetic algorithm in modeling

and optimization of process design. Liu et al. [13] outlined the typical modes

and basic procedures for applying ML in materials science. Pankajakshan

et al. [14] provided conceptual scheme to obtain chemical insights into complex

phenomena and development of predictive models for material design. Simi-

larly, Vanhaelen et al. [15] emphasized ML-based workflow in drug design.

In this chapter, our recent works on ML-based chemical product design

(focus on molecular product design) are presented. In Section 2, an overall

ML-CAMD framework is presented. In Section 3, the ML-CAMD framework

is discussed in detail for the establishment ofMLmodels for property prediction

as well as chemical product design. In Section 4, two case studies are presented

for the applications of the proposed framework.

2 An integrated ML framework for computer-aided molecular
design

The structure-property relationships are essential in property prediction and

chemical product design as these relationships serve as the “bridge” between
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the molecular structure/product constitution and the desired property. In this

section, an overall ML-CAMD framework is presented to assist in the establish-

ment of the ML models for the missing structure-property relationships for

property prediction and chemical product design. The diagrammatic sketch

of the ML-CAMD framework is shown in Fig. 1, which consists of four steps:

data collection, data preprocessing and feature engineering, model establish-

ment, and chemical product design.

In the data collection step, a set of chemical products (molecules, mixtures,

blends, etc.) as well as their product descriptors (groups, compositions, etc.) and

known properties from experiments, literatures, etc. are organized as a database

for the establishment of theMLmodels. Then, the established database is sent to

the data preprocessing and feature engineering step to eliminate the abnormal

values, complement the missing data and avoid high computation load and

overfitting issues in model establishment. Finally, the ML model is established

for property prediction through model selection, training and validation, as well

as chemical product design through efficient mathematical optimization

algorithms.

3 Establishment of ML model for computer-aided molecular
design

In this section, the steps in the proposed ML-CAMD framework are applied to

establish the ML models for computer-aided molecular design (CAMD). These

steps are discussed in detail in the following content.

3.1 Data collection

Create database. It is essential to establish a database before establishing ML

models. Many molecular databases have already been available online, such as

NIST Chemistry webbook (www.webbook.nist.gov/chemistry/), PubChem

(www.pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), ZINC (www.zinc.docking.org), DRUG-

BANK (www.drugbank.ca), ChEMBL (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/), and

ProCAPD database (www.pseforspeed.com/procapd), etc. For the design of dif-

ferent types of products, separate databases with their separate ontologies are

required. For examples, separate databases are needed for solvents, aroma com-

pounds, active ingredients for different types of functional products, refriger-

ants, membranes, adsorbents, and many more. Therefore, the elements

(molecules, ingredients, etc.) need to be carefully selected in the database to

establish a balanced tailor-made ML model between generalization and accu-

racy for a fixed type of product.

Select product descriptors. The data in the database contain descriptors

(e.g., groups for molecules, ingredient mole fractions for mixtures, bonding-

based graphical representation for crystals). Descriptor is one of the key factors

to determine the performance of MLmodels. The selection of descriptors varies
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FIG. 1 The diagrammatic sketch of the ML-CAMD framework.



with the product types and design problems. Table 1 shows some commonly

used descriptors in chemical product design problems.

The advantages and disadvantages of different descriptors are discussed as

follows:

Ø Practical values: The advantage is that practical values are accurate to

measure molecular physicochemical properties, and thereby leading to

TABLE 1 Commonly used descriptors in chemical product design problems.

Categories Descriptors Application examples

Practical values l Experimental
physicochemical
descriptors

l …

l Design of catalysts [16]

Groups l Functional groups (CH3,
CH2, OH, …)

l Adjacency matrix
l …

l Prediction of pH [17]
l Estimation of cetane and
octane numbers [18]

l Odor prediction [4]

Chemoinformatic l Constitutional descriptors
l Topological descriptors
l Physicochemical
descriptors

l Structural descriptors
l …

l Drug design [19]
l Material design [20]

Molecular
fingerprints

l Hashed fingerprint [21]
l Extended-connectivity
fingerprints [22]

l …

l Organic chemistry reaction
prediction [23]

Molecular
spectrum

l IR, UR
l NMR, Raman
l Material image
l …

l Material property prediction
[24]

Computational
chemistry

l Initial nuclear velocities
l Chemical environment
l Molecular orbitals
l …

l Catalyst prediction [25]
l Ab initiomolecular dynamics
simulations [26]

l Predict chemical reactions
[27]

Graph
convolution

l 2D molecular graph
l …

l Drug efficacy and
photovoltaic prediction [28]

l Properties of different
biological classes [29]

Text description l SMILES [30]
l SMARTS [21]
l …

l Drug design [31]
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reliable ML-based property prediction models. The disadvantage is that

practical values are not easily accessible.

Ø Groups: The advantage is that groups are structural descriptors, which is

easily obtained with a minor computational cost. However, the definitions

of reasonable groups are highly dependent on expert knowledge.

Ø Chemoinformatic: The advantage is that chemoinformatic has a large num-

ber of structural and property descriptors and is easily available through

theoretical calculations. The disadvantage is that chemoinformatic descrip-

tors have the issue of inconsistent dimensions, which may result in poor

training results for ML models.

Ø Molecular fingerprints: The advantage is that fingerprints contain

molecular topological information and is easily available through theoret-

ical calculations. The disadvantage is that fingerprints are 2-dimensional

descriptors, and they cannot correlate 3-dimensional properties, for

example,molecular docking calculations between drugs and target proteins.

Ø Molecular spectrum: The advantage is that molecular spectrum is able to

represent molecular features and integrate with graph neural networks.

The disadvantage is that molecular spectra are not easily accessible.

Ø Computational chemistry: The advantage is that computational chemistry

descriptors are pseudo experimental data and is obtained by theoretical

calculations. However, the high computational cost for computational

chemistry descriptors hinders the high-throughput design and/or selection

of chemical products.

Ø Graph convolution: The advantage is that graph convolution is able to sum-

marize the local chemical environments of atoms and intramolecular con-

nectivity, which is suitable for establishing graph neural networks. The

disadvantage is that they have difficulties in representing stereoscopic char-

acteristics of molecules.

Ø Text description: The advantage is that text descriptors have a strong expan-
sibility and wide applicability for ML modeling. The disadvantage is that

text descriptors (e.g., SMILES) cannot represent conformational isomers.

Collect product properties. The data in the database include product properties
(e.g., normal boiling point, solubility parameter, odor, color). The property data

can be collected from experiments, literatures, and molecular databases. If it is

hard to perform experiments or the data are unavailable in the literatures/data-

bases, computation/simulation tools are alternatives to complementing the

missing data.

3.2 Data preprocessing and feature engineering

With the accumulation of historical data and the development of computation/

simulation tools, the data available for ML is often sufficient. However, these

data are not always valid when directly applied in the establishment of ML
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models. On the one hand, systematic errors (noises) are inevitable during exper-

iments. On the other hand, issues such as inconsistent dimensions, inconsistent

order of magnitude, high dimensionality, and irrelevant or redundant data often

makes poor training results of the ML models. Therefore, it is necessary to

employ data preprocessing and feature engineering methods to process the orig-

inal data. Note that ML also includes deep learning without feature engineering,

which is not further discussed in this chapter. More details about deep learning

can be found in LeCun’s work [32].

Data preprocessing is essential for the experimental data (errors are often

caused by human or equipment, as well as disturbances from the environment)

and the issues of inconsistent dimensions and inconsistent order of magnitude.

For chemical product design problems, one of the issues is the required descrip-

tors and/or the product properties are not always available in the database. The

abnormal and missing data of the descriptors and/or properties can be replaced

by the mean, median, or the most frequent values based on different preproces-

sing methods. These data preprocessing methods are summarized in Table 2.

Feature engineering is an indispensable technique to identify the irrelevant,

redundant, and noisy data from the raw data (high dimensional data) and con-

vert them to new features (low dimensional data), which retain the prominent

characteristics of a system and contribute to the efficient learning process ofML

models. For chemical product design problems, if the collected molecular

descriptors (raw data) are high dimensional, it is necessary to perform feature

engineering beforeMLmodeling. Feature engineering generally consists of two

methods, namely feature extraction and feature selection.

Feature extraction, for example, principal components analysis (PCA), is

able to extract critical information from the original feature space (raw data)

and thereby reduce the data dimension. This technique is commonly used in

image processing [33] and speaker recognition [34]. For chemical product

design problems, feature extraction is popular with spectra recognitions, for

example, proteomic mass spectra [35] and nuclear magnetic resonance [36],

as spectra are suitable descriptors to represent uniquemolecular structures. After

feature extraction, the significant features in high dimensional spectra are iden-

tified and further associated with product properties through ML modeling.

Different from feature extraction, feature selection is a process to remove

irrelevant, redundant, and noisy descriptors from the original feature space

and adopt the rest as essential features for MLmodeling. This technique is more

promising for the estimation of product properties as the selected descriptors

retain physical significance, which leads to an interpretability of ML models.

Feature selection generally has three categories: (1) Filter: select descriptors

as features without anyML involved; (2) Wrapper: employ aMLmodel to eval-

uate the selected features; (3) Embedding: combine the feature selection and the

training process of ML model. Detailed advantages and disadvantages of the

above three techniques and their corresponding specific methods are summa-

rized in Table 3.
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TABLE 2 Summary of data preprocessing methods.

Function Description Advantage Disadvantage Formula

Standardization
scaler

Nondimensionalization Scale using the mean and
standard values of one
descriptor.

Remove the
dimension and
retain the original
distribution
characteristics of
the data.

N/A x∗ ¼ x�x
�
s

x¼ 1
n

Pn
i¼1 xi

s2 ¼ 1
n

Pn
i¼1 xi �xð Þ2

Interval scaler Nondimensionalization Scale based on the
maximum and minimum
values of one descriptor.

Scale flexibly
according to the
data.

Affected if the
distribution is
not uniform
severely.

x∗ ¼ x�min

max�min

max¼Max{x1,x2,…,xn}

min¼Min{x1,x2,…,xn}

Normalization Compute the similarity
among samples

Calculate the p-norm for
each sample and scale the
data of a sample by
dividing the
corresponding norm.

A uniform
standard is
obtained by
processing data
of samples within
the same row into
unit vector.

The difference
of dimensions
in units of
descriptors
remains.

x∗ ¼ xP
i
x
p
ið Þ

1
p

Binarization Process the continuous
descriptors into the
categorical values for
classification.

Transform the values of
descriptors into binary
variety.

N/A N/A
x∗ ¼ 1, x> threshold

0, x� threshold

�



Encoding
categorical
features

Process the descriptors
not being given as
continuous values but
categorical.

Transform categorical
features with n possible
values into n binary
features.

N/A The dimension
might be
enormous if the
values of
descriptors are
widely
distributed.

X¼ [x1 … xn]

Χ∗ ¼ Ιn�n ¼ f x1 … xn½ �ð Þ

Generating
polynomial
features

Add complexity to the
model by considering
nonlinear features of
the input data.

Calculate the descriptors’
high-order and interaction
terms as a supplement.

More feasible for
modeling
complexity
relationship
linking
descriptors and
properties.

Higher
computational
complexity
during
modeling the
machine
learning.

X¼ [x1,x2]

Χ∗¼ [1,x1,x2,x1x2,x1
2,x2

2]

Inferring them
from the known
part of the data

Imputation of missing
values

Replace missing values,
either using the mean, the
median or the most
frequent value of the
descriptor the missing
values are located.

Enable the model
to be formulated
without the
hindrance from
missing data.

Affected by the
distribution of
data severely.

N/A



TABLE 3 Advantages and disadvantages of filter, wrapper, and embedding techniques and their specific methods.

Technique Filter Wrapper Embedding

Common
advantage

√ Easily implement with a certain
evaluation measure.

√ Flexibly control the result using
the criteria.

√ Independent of the classifier.

√ Interacts with the learning machine.
√ Model feature dependencies.

√ Better computationally complexity than
wrapper.

√ Interacts with the learning machine.
√ Model feature dependencies.

Common
disadvantage

� Ignoring the interaction with the
model.

� Fail to distinguish the redundant
descriptors.

� Computationally intractable.
� Overfitting risk.
� Model dependent selection.

� Model dependent selection.

Specific
method

l Univariate l Multivariate l Deterministic l Randomized l Nested subset
methods

l Direct objective
optimization

Detailed
advantage

✓ Fast and
Scalable

✓ Models
feature
dependencies

✓ Less
computationally
intensive

✓ Less
overfitting risk

✓ Less prone to
local optima

✓ Less
computationally
complexity

✓ Less
computationally
intensive

Detailed
disadvantage

� Fail to
distinguish
the
redundant
descriptors

� Slower and
less scalable
than
univariate.

� Prone to local
optima

� Higher
overfitting risk

� Higher
computationally
intensive

� Higher
computationally
intensive

� Higher
computationally
complexity



3.3 Model establishment

After data collection, preprocessing, and feature engineering, the features are

generated and prepared for the establishment of ML model, which includes

model selection, model training, and validation process.

Model selection. The model selection depends on the application scenarios,

which are generally categorized into supervised learning, unsupervised learning

and reinforcement learning (RL). Fig. 2 shows the commonly used ML models

and their application scenarios.

Supervised learning is employed to solve two problems of regression and

classification, while unsupervised learning is used to solve the problems such

as clustering and association analysis. Note that the purpose of unsupervised

learning is similar to dimensionality reduction, which aims to discover the

potential relationships among variables. RL is the process of training the model

through sequences of state-action pairs, observing the rewards that result, and

adapting the model predictions to those rewards using policy iteration or value

FIG. 2 The classification architecture of ML models and their application scenarios.
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iteration until it accurately predicts the best results. For chemical product design

problems, supervised learning is a preferred method for the estimations of prod-

uct properties as both continuous and discrete properties are predicted by the

descriptors through regression and classification methods, respectively. Thus,

supervised learning is further discussed in the following.

Currently, three major ML algorithms of supervised learning, support vector

machine (SVM), decision tree (DT)/random forest (RF), and ANN, are popular

with scientific research and industry practice. These algorithms have been

proved possessing excellent abilities in prediction and classification. Table 4

lists several improvements and wide applications of the above ML algorithms

of supervised learning.

Model training and validation process. After the type of supervised learn-
ing algorithms is confirmed, it could be built/trained by following pseudo

Eqs. (1), (2).

min floss p
pre, ptarð Þ (1)

ppre ¼F D, Pð Þ (2)

where floss is the loss function to quantify the difference between the pre-

diction outputs ppre and the target outputs ptar (e.g., mean squared error

(MSE) for prediction problems or cross entropy (CE) for classification prob-

lems), D is the input dataset (i.e., generated features after data preprocessing

and feature engineering), P are the set of hyperparameters (e.g., number of

hidden layers in ANN) and parameters (e.g., weights and biases in ANN)

for the ML model, and F is the optimization algorithm (e.g., adaptive moment

estimation (Adam) algorithm [61]) which enables the model to “learn” the

relationships between inputs and outputs. The training process is actually

to employ F to minimize floss. Here, the used dataset is called the training

dataset.

A diagrammatic sketch of establishing a ML model is shown in Fig. 3. A

well-trained ML model is always unacceptable if large prediction errors are

identified among new samples, which is called generalization error or overfit-

ting. To avoid this problem, the original dataset is divided into three subsets,

namely training, validation, and testing datasets. Cross-validation methods

(e.g., K-folds cross-validation) [67] are usually employed to select the training

and validation datasets.

The training dataset is used to train the model and tune the ML parameters

(e.g., weights and biases in ANN). If the trained ML model has poor predic-

tions on the validation dataset, hyperparameters need to be adjusted based on

knowledge or systematical methods (e.g., the grid method or the random

method [7]) to prevent the overfitting problem. During the training process,

introducing dropout [68] and regularization [69] layers also contributes to
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TABLE 4 Abstract of typical supervised learning algorithms: remarkable improvement, advantages, disadvantages and

applications.

Algorithm

Remarkable

improvement Advantage Disadvantage Application

Support
vector
machine

1. Soft margin
[37].

2. Support vector
regression
[38].

3. Kernel
function [39].

4. Multiclass
classification
[40].

√ Separating linear indivisible problem.
√ The global optimal can be found.
√ Good at the classification of small

sample.

� Difficult to solve problems with
large.

� Hard to determine a suitable
kernel function.

� SVM performances poor in
multiclass problem.

l Prediction of
viscosity [41].

l Classification of
fragrance properties
[42]

Decision
tree/
random
forest

1. Information
entropy [43].

2. Gini index
[44].

3. Pruning [45].
4. Multivariate

decision tree
[46].

5. Random tree
[47].

Decision tree

√ Comprehensible.
√ Easy to construct.

Random forest

√ The error rate is significantly reduced.
√ Less risk to overfitting.

Decision tree

� Liable to be overfitting
otherwise less accuracy.

� Possible combination of
features explosively increases.

Random forest

� Complex and time-consuming
to construct.

� Less intuitive.

Decision tree

l Rate constant
prediction [48].

Random forest

l Microkinetics models
[49].

l Prediction of
toxicity [50]

Continued



TABLE 4 Abstract of typical supervised learning algorithms: remarkable improvement, advantages, disadvantages and

applications—cont’d

Algorithm

Remarkable

improvement Advantage Disadvantage Application

For both

� It is limited by the application.

Artificial
neural
network

Categories of
neural network

1. Radial basis
function
network
[51].

2. Recurrent
neural
network [52].

3. Extremely
learning
machine [53].

4. Deep belief
network [54].

5. Transfer
learning [55].

6. Convolution
neural
network [56].

√ It is able to approximate any function,
regardless of its linearity.

√ Great for complex/abstract problems.
√ It is able to significantly out-perform

other models when the conditions are
right (lots of high quality labeled data).

√ Being robust to an unstable environment
due to its adaptability.

√ Capable of dealing big data and
extracting features, based on which a
high-generalization model is
formulated.

� Unsuitable in cases where
simpler solutions like linear
regression would be best.

� Requires a spate of training
data.

� Increasing accuracy by a few of
percent need to bump up the
scale by several magnitudes.

� Computationally intensive and
expensive.

� No uniform cognition about
how to configure the model or
tune the parameters.

� Hard to interpret the model
though the data of each neuron
layer could be obtained.

Prediction to mixture

l Ternary mixture [62]
l Binary mixtures [63]

Design and optimization
of chemical product

l Catalysts [16]
l Crystallization
process [12]

Identification the
structure of chemicals

l Crystal [64]
l Material [14]
l Catalyst [65]

Prediction to the
properties involving
interaction between
molecules



7. Generative
adversarial
networks [57].

Techniques for
neural network

1. Regularization
2. Back-

propagation
algorithm
[52].

3. Bagging [58].
4. Dropout [59].
5. RMSProp [60].
6. Adam [61].

l Catalyst [66]
l Partition coefficient

Predict bio-chemical
properties

l Fragrance [3, 4]



avoiding the overfitting problems. Afterwards, the testing dataset is used to

make a final test on the prediction accuracy and generalization ability of

the ML model.

3.4 Chemical product design

In this chapter, the chemical product design problems focus on the CAMD prob-

lems. With the obtained ML models, the CAMD problem is formulated as a

mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) model as follows:

max=min ni i� Gf gð ÞFobj nið Þ according to specific CAMD problemsð Þ
Subject to

l Molecular structure constraints: octet rule, valence bond rule and complex-

ity constraints (linear part).

f nið Þ¼ 0, ni�ℕ + (3)

l Chemical product property constraints: GC-based properties Tm, Tb, δ, �
log(LC50)FM, μ, etc. that are calculated by the GC methods (linear part).

PL
k � pk nið Þ�PU

k (4)

FIG. 3 A diagrammatic sketch of establishing a ML model.
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l Structural descriptor conversion constraints: convert the functional group

sets to other molecular representations (e.g., SMILES, fingerprints, etc.)

(nonlinear part).

fconv ni,molrep
� �¼ 0 (5)

l Chemical product property constraints: ML-based properties that are pre-

dicted by the ML models (nonlinear part).

pk,ML ¼ fML molrep
� �

(6)

The ML models generally consist of nonlinear equations, which make it diffi-

cult to search for the optimal solution with other constraints simultaneously. So,

a decomposition-based solution strategy [70] is used to decompose the MINLP

model into an ordered set of four subproblems:

Subproblem (1): Molecular structure constraints and GC-based property

constraints are first restricted to design a certain number (N1) of feasible

molecular candidates (group sets) from an ergodic combination of all func-

tional groups by mathematical programming method.

Subproblem (2): Structural descriptor conversion constraints are then used

to generate N2 molecular representations (e.g., SMILES naming molecules)

based on group sets.

Subproblem (3): Based on the molecular representations, ML models are

employed to fast predict ML-based chemical product properties.

Subproblem (4): Rank the designed products based on the objective func-

tion, and a portion of top products are further verified by database, rigorous

models, and/or experiments.

4 Case studies

4.1 A ML-based atom contribution methodology for the prediction
of charge density profiles and crystallization solvent design

This case study refers to our previous work [83]. In this work, an optimization-

based ML-CAMD framework is established for crystallization solvent design,

where a novel ML-based atom contribution (MLAC) methodology is developed

to correlate the weighted atom-centered symmetry functions (wACSFs) with

the atomic surface charge density profiles (atomic σ-profiles, patom(σ)) using
a high-dimensional neural network (HDNN) model (a kind of ML model), suc-

cessfully leading to a high prediction accuracy in molecular σ-profiles (p(σ))
and an ability of isomer identification. Then, the MLAC methodology is inte-

grated with the CAMD problem for crystallization solvent design by formulat-

ing and solving a MINLPmodel, where model complexities are managed with a

decomposition-based solution strategy.
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l Data collection

Create database. A patom(σ) database is prepared for the construction of the

HDNN model, where 1120 solvents containing H, C, N, O elements are

collected from the Virginia Tech database [71]. Note that the samples are atoms

in each solvent.

Select product descriptors. The 3-dimensional atomic descriptors, wACSFs

[72], are employed to establish the HDNN model for patom(σ) predictions. The
wACSFs represent the local atomic environment of a centered atom i via the

functions of radial (Gi
rad) and angular (Gi

ang) distributions of the surrounding

atoms inside a cutoff sphere, which is able to describe the complex intramolec-

ular interactions. Besides, the wACSFs are numerically calculated from the ste-

reoscopic cartesian coordinates, and therefore are able to identify isomers

(specifically, all constitutional and cis-trans isomers). More detailed informa-

tion about the wACSFs can be found in Gastegger et al.’s work [72].

Collect product properties. The patom(σ) of all solvents (product properties)
are prepared with the Gaussian 09W software (http://www.gaussian.com/)

and the conductor like screening model—segment activity coefficient

(COSMO-SAC) model [73]. The reason for selecting patom(σ) as the HDNN

output rather than molecular p(σ) is that the number of output samples needs

to be consistent with the number of input samples (i.e., atoms) when establish-

ing ML models. Finally, a database of patom(σ) is established as the outputs of

HDNN model, where the number of samples for H, C, N, O atoms is 15,535,

9108, 305, and 1215, respectively. In this work, the solid-liquid equilibrium

(SLE) behavior in cooling crystallization process is predicted with the solvent

property activity coefficients γ, which is further predicted by the COSMO-SAC

model using the solvent p(σ) (a linear addition of patom(σ) in each solvent).

l Data preprocessing and feature engineering

Inconsistent order of magnitude exists among the functions of radial (Gi
rad) and

angular (Gi
ang) distributions in the wACSFs, which makes poor training results

of the ML models. Therefore, a standardization method is used for data prepro-

cessing. Considering that the wACSFs are numerically calculated from the ste-

reoscopic cartesian coordinates and are all significant in representing the local

atomic environments, there is no need to employ feature engineering techniques

to identify the irrelevant, redundant and noisy data from the wACSFs.

l Model establishment

With the obtained input (wACSFs) and output data (patom(σ)), a HDNN model

(a kind of ML model) is established.

Model selection.
The HDNN model is made up of four separate element-based (H, C, N, O)

ANNs. ANN is selected to correlate the wACSFs with patom(σ) due to the

following reasons:
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√ ANN has a strong ability to fit complex nonlinear relationships among

data, which provides an opportunity to correlate the wACSFs with patom(σ)
since their relationships are complex, and traditional linear/nonlinear fit-

ting methods usually fail to account for such relationships.

√ ANN is also an efficient surrogate model with high-throughput calculation

speed, which is suitable for an efficient ML-CAMD framework for solvent

design.

Model training and validation process.
The molecular p(σ) is a sum of patom(σ) that are predicted by the HDNN

model. A diagrammatic sketch of HDNN model is shown in Fig. 4. In each

ANNmodel, the optimizer, loss function, metrics function, and activation func-

tion are Adam [61], MSE, coefficient of determination R2 and ReLu [74],

respectively. For each element (e.g., H element), atom samples are randomly

divided into the training, validation, and test sample, the radios of which are

6:1:1. The size of the input vector (wACSFs) and output vector (patom(σ)) are
152 and 51, respectively. To ensure patom(σ) nonnegative, a ReLu activation

function (f(x)¼max(0,x)) is added to the output layer. Dropout layers are also

added to the hidden layers to overcome the overfitting problem in the training

process [68]. The hyperparameters (hidden layer number, neuron number in

each layer, epochs, batch size, dropout ratio) are determined (as shown in

Table 5) by the empirical knowledge to ensure each element-based ANNmodel

possess good generalization (extrapolation) ability while keeping concise. The

HDNN model is established on the Keras platform [75] using the Python

language [76].

FIG. 4 A diagrammatic sketch of HDNN model.
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Finally, the metrics of training sample Rtrain
2 , validation sample Rval

2 and test

sample Rtest
2 are 0.964, 0.918, 0.907 for H element, 0.975, 0.931, 0.931 for C

element, 0.950, 0.889, 0.865 for N element, 0.935, 0.867, 0.902 for O element.

All these results satisfy the fitting criterion
R2
train�R2

test

R2
train

< 0:1 (
R2
train�R2

test

R2
train

� 0:1

indicates overfitting) [77], indicating that the ANNs for H, C, N, O elements

are reliable for patom(σ) predictions.
To further demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the HDNN

model, the differences of predicted p(σ) between the MLAC method and the

density functional theory (DFT)method (benchmark) are evaluated with the cri-

terion R2. The R2 results of the predicted p(σ) for each discrete σ interval in the

MLAC method are shown in Fig. 5.

TABLE 5 The hyperparameters of HDNN model.

Element

Sample

size

(training/

validation/

test)

Hidden

layer

number

Neuron

number

in each

layer Epochs

Batch

size

Dropout

ratio

H 11,653/
1941/1941

3 152 1000 2000 0.05

C 6832/1138/
1138

3 152 1000 1000 0.05

N 229/38/38 3 152 500 20 0.2

O 913/151/
151

3 152 500 100 0.2

FIG. 5 The R2 results of the predicted p(σ) for each discrete σ interval in the MLAC method.
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Furthermore, the MLAC method is employed to provide molecular p(σ) for
the predictions of infinite dilution activity coefficients γ∞¼ f(p(σ),VC) based on

the COSMO-SACmodel, where the molecular cavity volume VC is predicted by

the group contribution (GC) method using the MG1 group sets [78] with the

fitting result R2¼0.9998. The γ∞ predictions of the MLAC method are com-

pared with those predicted by the DFT calculated p(σ) and VC. Sixteen solutes

(denoted as “c1�c16”) and 1120 solvents that composed of H, C, N, O ele-

ments from the Virginia Tech database (solvents are classified into 13 catego-

ries and denoted as “s1� s13”) are selected for γ∞ calculations. The average

absolute percent error (AAPE) criterion is used to evaluate the differences of

predicted γ∞ between the DFT (benchmark) and MLAC method, as shown

in Eq. (7).

AAPE¼ 1

T

XT
t¼1

γ∞,est
t � γ∞,DFT

t

�� ��
γ∞,DFT
t

�� �� �100% (7)

where γt
∞, est is the estimated infinite dilution activity coefficients using the

MLAC method (generate p(σ)) and the GC method (generate VC), γt
∞, DFT is

the DFT calculated infinite dilution activity coefficients, and T is the total num-

ber of data points. The smaller AAPE indicates the better prediction ability. The

AAPEs among 16 types of solutes and 13 types of solvents using the MLAC

method are shown in Fig. 6.

It is shown that most of the AAPEs in Fig. 6 are acceptable with minor pre-

diction errors. Also, the overall AAPE for the total number of 17,920 data points

(1120 solvents�16 solutes) is calculated using the MLAC method and the

result 6.6% confirms that the developed MLAC methodology is feasible and

reliable to provide molecular p(σ) (a sum of patom(σ) that are predicted by

the HDNN model) to the COSMO-SAC model for the predictions of γ∞.

FIG. 6 The heap map of AAPEs among 16 types of solutes and 13 types of solvents using the

MLAC method.
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l Chemical product design

With the obtained HDNNmodel (ML model), the CAMD problem of designing

a cooling crystallization solvent for Ibuprofen is formulated as a MINLPmodel.

The following groups are selected: CH3, CH2, CH, C, OH, CH3CO, CH2CO,

CHO, CH3COO, CH2COO, HCOO, CH3O, CH2O, CHdO, COOH, COO.

The lower and upper bonds for structure and property constraints are given

in Table 6. The objective for this case study is to design a crystallization solvent

with the highest potential recovery PR%.

Through using the decomposition-based algorithm, N1¼272 feasible

molecular candidates (group sets) are obtained at the first step. Then,

N2¼6723 SMILES-based isomers are generated using the SMILES-based iso-

mer generation algorithm (a kind of structural descriptor conversion algorithm).

After that, among N2 solvent candidates and Ibuprofen solute, PR% are individ-

ually calculated and arranged in descending order with the key property γi
Sat that

TABLE 6 List of structure and property constraints for crystallization solvent

design in ibuprofen cooling crystallization process.

Property Constraint

Number of groups 2�NG�8

Number of same groups NS�8

Number of functional groups 1�NF�8

Hildebrand solubility parameter at 298K 17�δ�19 MPa1/2

Hydrogen bonding solubility parameter δH�8 MPa1/2

Flash point Tf�323 K

Toxicity �log(LC50)FM�3.3� log(mol/L)

Normal melting point Tm�270 K

Normal boiling point Tb�340 K

Viscosity μ�1 cP

Solid-liquid equilibrium (SLE) lnxSati � △Hfus, i
RTm, i

1�Tm, i=Tð Þ+ lnγSati ¼ 0

△Hfus, Ibuprofen¼27.94 kJ/mol

Tm, Ibuprofen¼347.6 K

Molar fraction normalization x1+x2¼1

Crystallization temperature range 260�T�320 K

Objective function (crystallization case
study)

PR%¼ 100
1�XL

1� XL

XH

� �

More details about the above constraints can be found in Karunanithi’s work [79].
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is estimated by the MLAC method (generate p(σ), a sum of patom(σ) that are
calculated by the HDNN model), GC method (generate VC) and

COSMO-SAC model. Finally, the top two designed crystallization solvents

are given in Table 7.

Although the DFT-based PR% of the best designed solvent 1 in Table 7

(96.04%) has made a minor improvement (1.15%¼ (96.04%–94.95%)/

94.95%�100%) compared with Karunanithi’s solvent (94.95%) [79], our best

designed solvent 1 is safer (Tf¼400.172 K) and lower toxic (�log(LC50)

FM¼2.939� log(mol/L)) than Karunanithi’s one (Tf¼354.290 K and �log

(LC50)FM¼3.040� log(mol/L)). Further experimental verifications will be

performed in the future to confirm the rationality of the top two designed

solvents.

4.2 A ML-based computer-aided molecular design/screening
methodology for fragrance molecules

This case study refers to our previous work [4]. In this work, an optimization-

based ML-CAMD framework is developed for the design of fragrance

TABLE 7 The top two designed crystallization solvents for the Ibuprofen

cooling crystallization process.

SMILES

1. CC(]O)OCC(]O)

OCOCOC(C)C

2. COOCC(CC(]O)OC)

C(]O)OC

Molecular structure

PR% (MLAC
method)

95.91% 95.91%

PR% (DFT method) 96.04% 95.84%

δ (MPa1/2) 18.470 18.902

δH (MPa1/2) 11.018 11.329

Tf (K) 400.172 387.476

�log(LC50)FM
(�log(mol/L))

2.939 2.770

Tm (K) 266.773 268.948

Tb (K) 523.919 514.742

μ (cP) 0.577 0.394
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molecules, where the odor of the molecules are predicted using a data-driven

ML approach, while a GC-based method is employed for prediction of impor-

tant physical properties, such as, vapor pressure, solubility parameter and vis-

cosity [3, 4]. A MINLP model is established for the design of fragrance

molecules. Decomposition-based solution approach is used to obtain the opti-

mal result.

l Data collection

Create database. In this case study, the database developed by Keller et al. [80]
is used. This database has 480 molecules. The molecules have between 1 and 28

nonhydrogen atoms, and, include 29 amines and 45 carboxylic acids. Two mol-

ecules contain halogen atoms, 53 have sulfur atoms, 73 have nitrogen atoms,

and 420 have oxygen atoms. The molecules are structurally and chemically

diverse, and many of them have unfamiliar smells, some have never been used

in prior psychophysical experiments.

Select product descriptors. Fragment (group)-based representation is

commonly used in GC methods and group-based QSPR methods. It has been

shown that the properties of a molecule can be determined with relatively

high accuracy by summation of the contributions of the associated

groups. In this case study, 50 groups are selected as descriptors for ML

modeling.

Collect product properties. Here, the odor pleasantness and odor characters
are selected as the required key properties for a fragrance product, which are

defined as follows. The odor pleasantness is a scale from the rating of people

for a certain molecule, from 0 to 100; the odor characters are classified in terms

of the following 20 categories based on people’s perception [81], namely “edi-

ble,” “bakery,” “sweet,” “fruit,” “fish,” “garlic,” “spices,” “cold,” “sour,”

“burnt,” “acid,” “warm,” “musky,” “sweaty,” “ammonia/urinous,” “decayed,”

“wood,” “grass,” “flower,” and “chemical.” These 20 categories of odor char-

acters cover most of the odors for the design of fragrance products in industry.

To simplify the problem, only the key odor character is reserved for each

molecule.

l Data preprocessing and feature engineering

As the input data (groups) have significant physical meaning without any data

issue, data preprocessing, and feature engineering are not performed in this case

study.

l Model establishment

With the obtained input (groups) and output data (odor pleasantness and odor

characters), two convolutional neural networks (CNNs) models are established.

Model selection
CNNs are selected to correlate groups with the odor pleasantness and odor

characters due to the following reasons:
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√ As is well-known, there is a unique parameter in CNN, called the kernel

function. Since every input variable gi is multiplied by a weight factor

according to the convolutional calculation, the learning algorithm is capa-

ble of extracting features from the kernel. Thus, the output of CNN is also

called a feature map. With this CNN character, essential groups, which

map the odor of a molecule, can be selected by using the learning algo-

rithm. Hence, the odor prediction models can be implemented without

the disturbance of unimportant groups.

√ Besides, the convolution calculation involves some insights, which could

enhance the model performance, such as sparse interactions and parameter

sharing. Sparse interactions mean the output is only affected by a few vari-

ables (groups), which could enlarge their influence on the odorant via the

learning algorithm. Parameter sharing ensures the odorant prediction

results are affected by all the molecular structural parameters as a whole.

Therefore, the above traits of CNNmake it more suitable for the odor prediction

than other neural network models.

Model training and validation process
Here, Python Keras [75] is used for the development of the CNN odor pre-

diction models. The input to the model is a 50�1 vector of groups, and the out-

put is odor properties, including odor characters and odor pleasantness. The

layer information is shown in Fig. 7. In Keras, the embedding layers and the

flatten layers are used for reshaping the data; the dropout layer is used to prevent

overfitting; the dense layer is a fully connected layer, so the neurons in the layer

are connected to those in the next layer. As shown in Fig. 7, the established CNN

model structure consists a 50�64 embedding layer, a 47�128 convolutional

layer, a 44�128 convolutional layer, a 22�128 max-pooling layer, a

22�128 dropout layer, a 2816�1 flatten layer, a 128�1 dense layer, another

128�1 dropout layer and 20�1 dense layer. Finally, the properties of odor

characters and odor pleasantness are predicted using this model structure, with

different trained parameters.

The 480 molecules in the database are trained using the established CNN

models. The predicted results of odor characters and odor pleasantness are

compared with the experimental data as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. It is not

necessary to obtain continuous values of odor pleasantness, due to the odor

properties are diverse among different people. Therefore, the odor pleasantness

is discretized into 5 levels from the original odor pleasantness values (e.g., level

1: 0–20; level 2: 20–40, and so forth) to make themodel more representative and

applicability. Therefore, the prediction results shown in Fig. 8 are also

discretized into five levels.

From the results in Figs. 8 and 9, it is seen that both the prediction of odor

characters and pleasantness are accurate using the developed CNN models,

which are trained using the 480 molecules in the database. The average correct-

ness of odor characters is 92.9%, while the average prediction error of odor
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FIG. 7 CNN layer information for odor prediction model.



pleasantness is 18.4%. In Fig. 8, the black line shows the number of molecules

for a typical odor character in the database, while the bar shows the correctness

of the model prediction. In the database, character “sweet” and “chemical” pos-

sess the largest amount of the molecules, while other ones possess smaller but

sufficient numbers of molecules. In Fig. 9, the two dashed lines indicate the

FIG. 8 Predicted results of 480 molecules in the database for odor characters.

FIG. 9 Comparison of experimental values and predicted results of odor pleasantness (scale from 0

to 100) for the 480 molecules in the database.
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acceptable range for the predicted properties, that is, the predicted property

(indicated by dots) must be inside region covered by the dashed lines. From

Fig. 9, 27 molecules are out of the acceptable range. Since the odor pleasantness

experimental values are obtained from the rating of people, the data may not be

quite accurate. Therefore, although most of the characters and pleasantness

have a satisfactory correctness, the prediction of odor characters for molecules

outside the database has to be reevaluated. In Table 8, several fragrance mol-

ecules outside the database, which are commonly used in our daily life, are eval-

uated using the MLmodel. The evaluation results of Table 8 show roughly 75%

correctness for molecules outside the database using the developed CNN

models, which indicates that the trained CNN models are not overfitting.

l Chemical product design

The objective of this case study is to find suitable fragrance molecules as addi-

tives for shampoo, where the odor of the molecules is predicted using the devel-

oped CNNmodels while GC-based models are included to predict the rest of the

needed physical properties, such as vapor pressure, solubility parameter and vis-

cosity. The CAMD problem is formulated as a MINLP model for the design of

fragrance molecules. The decomposition-based solution approach [70] is used

TABLE 8 Predicted results of several commonly used fragrance molecules

using the developed CNN models.

Molecule Smells Odor

Predicted

odor

character

Predicted

odor

pleasantness

(scale from 0

to 100) Correct?

Limonene CC1]
CCC(CC1)
C(]C)C

A strong
smell of
oranges

Musky 20–40 N

Geraniol OCC]
C(C)
CCC]
C(C)C

Floral Sweet 40–60 Y

Vanillin O]
Cc1ccc(O)
c(OC)c1

Vanilla Sweet 80–100 Y

Linalool C]CC(O)
(C)CCC]
C(C)C

Sweet,
floral,
petitgrain-
like

Sweet 40–60 Y
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to obtain the optimal result. The following groups are selected: CH3, CH2, CH,

C, CH2]CH, CH]CH, CH2]C, CH]C, OH, CH3CO, CH2CO, CH3COO,

CH2COO, CH3O, CH2O. The lower and upper bonds for structure and property

constraints are given in Table 9. More detailed information can be found in our

previous work [4].

First, feasible candidates are generated by matching constraints Tb, Tm, Sp,
η, ρ and –log(LC50)FM as the model equations for these properties are linear.

40 Feasible molecules are generated in this subproblem using the OptCAMD

software [82]. Then, constraints D and Psat are added to evaluate each

generated candidate to check if they satisfy these additional constraints. 26

Molecules are selected in this subproblem. Then, the 26 molecules are tested

using the CNN model for odor character prediction, to test if these molecules

are “sweet,” “fruit,” or “flower” (as defined in Table 9), and 8 molecules are

found to match these constraints. The odor pleasantness CNN model is then

used for the screening of these 8 molecules, which finds 6 molecules matching

this constraint. The final solution is the molecule which has the highest

odor pleasantness within these 6 molecules. The 6 generated molecules satis-

fying all property constraints are listed in Table 10, together with their

properties.

TABLE 9 Properties and constraints for fragrance molecule design.

Properties Constraints

Total group number 4�n�10

Repeat group number ni�4

Functional group number 1�nF�3

Odor character OC¼ sweet, fruit or flower

Odor pleasantness OP�40

Diffusion coefficient (m2/h) D�0.15

Vapor pressure (Pa) Psat�100

Normal Boiling point (K) Tb�440

Normal melting point (K) Tm�293.15

Solubility parameter (MPa1/2) 15�Sp�17

Viscosity (cP) η�2

Density (g/cm3) 0.8�ρ�1

�log(LC50)FM (�log(mol/L)) �log(LC50)FM �4.2
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From the optimization result, molecule C9H18O2 has the highest odor

pleasantness. Therefore, it is selected as the best potential fragrance molecule

in this case study. Database search has been performed for all the six feasible

molecules. The optimal molecule, however, is not found in any database as

fragrance and therefore, it needs to be evaluated through experiments to verify

if the odor properties are the same as predicted. The molecules C8H16O (CAS

number: 111-13-7) and C8H16O2 (CAS number: 106-73-0) are found in the

database as commonly used fragrances for various purposes, which confirms

the effectiveness of the fragrance molecule design model and its solution.

5 Conclusions

In this chapter, an optimization-based ML-CAMD framework is discussed in

detail for the establishment of ML models for property prediction through

model selection, training, and validation, as well as chemical product design

through efficient mathematical optimization algorithms. Two case studies are

TABLE 10 The generated feasible candidates.

54321.oN 6 

Formula C8H16O C8H16O2 C7H12O2 C7H12O3 C8H14O2 C9H18O2

Groups 

2 CH3

4 CH2

1 CH2CO 

1 CH3

4 CH2

1 CH2CO  

1 CH3O 

1 CH3

1 CH 

1 CH2=C 

1 CH3CO 

1 CH3O 

1 CH3

1 CH 

1 CH2=CH 

1 CH2COO 

1 CH3O 

1 CH3

2 CH 

1 CH2=CH 

1 CH3CO 

1 CH3O 

3 CH3

3 CH2

1 C 

1 CH3COO 

Tm/K 244 265 253 217 253 240 

Tb/K 443 469 443 442 459 458 

Sp/Mpa1/2 16.47 16.88 16.55 16.49 16.32 15.23 

η/CP 1.08 0.91 0.21 0.2 0.15 0.89 

ρ/g/cm3 0.82 0.9 0.96 1 0.94 0.9 

-log(LC50) 3 2.58 2.83 3.53 3.58 3.13 

Psat/Pa 1003.8 138.2 838.4 1298.3 318.4 501.7 

D/m2/h 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 

OC Sweet Sweet Sweet Sweet Sweet Sweet 

OP 40 40 40 40 40 60 

Available in database? Y Y N N N N 

CAS number 111-13-7 106-73-0 – – – – 

Molecular structure – – – – 

Odor in literature Cheese-like, dairy nuances Fruity – – – – 
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presented for the applications of the proposed framework, where HDNN and

CNN models are respectively established for the predictions of the atomic sur-

face charge density profiles and the odor pleasantness/characters. Afterwards,

the ML models are successfully incorporated into the mixed-integer nonlinear

programming models for computer-aided molecular design design. The model

complexity is managed by a decomposition-based algorithm. Both case studies

obtained the optimal products (crystallization solvents for case study 4.1 and

fragrance molecules for case study 4.2) with satisfied performances, which will

be further verified by experiments in our future work.
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1 Introduction

With figures approaching an average of $2.6 billion and time-periods reaching

over 10 years to develop new medicines, the pharmaceutical industry currently

faces huge expenses and intense pressure to reduce resources and power costs

and to reduce the number of new active and in-active pharmaceutical ingredi-

ents and excipients used in formulation and manufacturing. In this context, the

pharmaceutical industry should adopt more efficient and systematic processes

in both drug formulation and development [1].

Machine learning methods are a branch of artificial intelligence that utilizes

certain software algorithms in order to make computers “learn” and to make

hard and critical decision functions from representative data samples. They

are specifically useful when certain software that is needed to perform a specific

task or reach a targeted goal is unavailable or unfeasible.

With the advent of the internet and the enormous growth of data that are

obtained from huge number of sources, the recent advances in various statistical

and programming tools and the continuous innovations in machine learning

algorithms have resulted in a rapid increase in new applications in the different

areas of pharmaceutics and drug delivery disciplines [2]. Over the past 20 years,

this new approach of data analysis has been extensively used in drug develop-

ment and delivery.

Machine learning methods offer several advantages over the other conven-

tional statistical methods [3]. First, the majority of these methods can model

nonlinear relationships that are hard-to-model using the common quantitative

structure-bioavailability or structure–property relationships methods. Second,

they can model incomplete data or nontrending data and the users do not have

to suggest any models or particular deigns before use. In other words, no restric-

tions are encountered while implementing machine learning algorithms where
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all types of data whether binary classification, multiple classes and continuous

data can be analyzed and modeled. And finally, these methods can cluster the

data into meaningful groups beside the powerful predicting power they offer

[4,5]. Integrating the machine learning methods into drug delivery saves costs,

resources, time, and effort.

In this chapter, different types of the machine learning methods that were

exploited in drug delivery aspects and applications will be demonstrated and

discussed. These methods are currently considered important elements of the

new approach of computer-aided drug formulation design (CADFD) and

computer-aided pharmaceutical technology. The cross-disciplinary integration

of drug delivery and machine learning methods as a branch of artificial intelli-

gence may shift the paradigm of pharmaceutical research from experience-

dependent investigations to data-driven studies [6].

Importantly, the selection of the appropriate machine learning method is

crucial. This usually depends on various factors, including the type of the data

and the size of the dataset. Accordingly, the choice of the implemented machine

learning method can be considered task specific. With a sufficient amount of

carefully curated data, many applications using advanced machine learning

algorithms may become a good practice that can solve several drug delivery

challenges such as poor solubility, heterogeneous particle size, low drug load-

ing levels, slow release, and poor stability [7]. To this end, this branch of com-

putational Pharmaceutics has a great potential to cause huge shifts in drug

delivery research in the future. Soon, the computer would be a very important

tool for formulators just as the chemicals and the preparation tools.

2 Types of machine learning methods used in drug delivery

According to the learning algorithms, the machine learning methods that were

employed in drug delivery included the unsupervised and the supervised at the

same level [8]. The unsupervised methods are those that deal with the x-

variables only and are used to classify and cluster the data in one hand such

as the principal component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical clustering analysis

(HCA) or reduce the number of variables and dimensionality of the data asso-

ciated with feature(s) selection such as the PCA [9]. Nevertheless, the super-

vised counterparts are mainly involved in correlating inputs and outputs, that

is, x and y variables and they are mainly associated with regression and predic-

tions [10]. Amongst these methods are the artificial neural networks, Gaussian

processes, Support vector machines, and partial least squares (see Fig. 1).

In another classification, the machine learning methods that were used in

drug discovery and development were divided into three categories: regression

analyses methods such as PLS, ANNs, and GPs, classifier methods such as

SVM and finally the clustering methods such as PCA and HCA [11].
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3 Applications of machine learning methods in drug delivery

The applications of machine learning methods as a type of artificial intelligence

are many and diverse. They encompass all the stages of drug delivery and devel-

opment from loading on carriers to the stability of formulations and passing by

the drug release and the subsequent absorption. The machine learning tools can

provide more risk management and a more hassle-free experience during drug

development and scale-up.

3.1 Artificial neural networks (ANNs) in modeling the
drug loading in lipophilic nanoparticles

The artificial neural networks (ANNs) are computational methods that were

biologically inspired. They consist of a large number of interconnected nodes

that perform summation and thresholding, in great analogy with the neurons of

the brain. The ANNs weights that are given to the inputs (x-variables) simulate

the biological neurons synapsis (synaptic strength) where the amount of

released neurotransmitters is usually responsible for the magnitude of strength

of the signals. The artificial neural networks do not explicitly model the under-

lying distribution but in certain cases the outputs are treated in a robust prob-

abilistic way. The artificial neural networks have been successfully applied

in many useful settings, including speech recognition, handwritten digit recog-

nition, and car driving [12]. They were also successfully utilized as a useful tool

for many areas of drug design [13] and have exhibited good performance in

optimizing chemical libraries [14] and SAR analysis [15]. However, their

FIG. 1 The types of machine learning methods employed in drug delivery.
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use in the drug delivery and optimizing drug carriers and formulation aspects is

still considered in its infancy.

In 2015, the concept of computer-assisted drug formulation design was

introduced as a new approach in the drug delivery [16]. This new approach

encompasses data mining, molecular dynamics and docking experiments and

machine learning methods such as the PCA, HCA …etc. (see Fig. 2).

In this study, the entrapment efficiencies and total loaded mass per 100mg

for a total of 21 drugs; 11 loaded on tripalmitin solid lipid nanoparticles and 10

on PLGA polymeric nanoparticles were gathered from the scientific literature

databases using PubMed, Scopus, and Web of science. The carriers were then

virtually simulated using all-atom molecular dynamics using GROMACS v.6.5

open source software where the parameters for the tripalmitin and the PLGA

matrices were obtained from CgenFF that is available online (https://cgenff.

paramchem.org/). Afterwards, the drugs were molecularly docked on their cor-

responding virtual simulated nanoparticulate matrices using ArgusLab v.4.0.1

(Mark Thompson and Planaria Software LCC, Seattle, WA) and AutoDock vina

(Molecular Graphics Laboratory, The Scripps Research Group, La Jolla, CA)

and the resultant binding docking energies (ΔG) were recorded. Mathematical

relationships were constructed between the loaded masses and the binding

energies. Moreover, the drugs were projected to their main constitutional,

topological, and electronic descriptors, namely, the molecular weight, xLogP,

total polar surface area, and fragment complexity using the open-source

software Bioclipse v.2.6.2 developed by the Bioclipse project [17]. Using the

ANNs of the JMP 7.0 (SAS, Cary, NC) two networks were constructed for each

of the tripalmitin and PLGA modeling. The networks consisted of inputs

(x-factors) as the four main descriptors and three hidden nodes and an output

Computer-
assisted Drug 
Formulation 

Design  
(CADFD)

Data 
Mining

Molecular 
Dynamics +

Docking 
Experiments

Machine 
Learning 

Methods such as 
PCA, ANN ...etc

FIG. 2 Elements of the computer-assisted drug formulation design (CADFD) approach.
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(the binding energy). The number of generated tours was 16 and the maximum

used iterations were 50 with an overfit penalty of 0.001. k-Fold cross validation

equivalent to 5 was utilized for the two constructed networks. Fig. 3 presents a

schematic diagram of the constructed ANNs.

The constructed ANNs could successfully model the relation between the

main drugs descriptors and the drugs binding energies. The 3D generated

response surface plots demonstrated the effect of decreasing the molecular

weight and the total polar surface area (TPSA) in decreasing the binding ener-

gies to more negative values (means favorable binding between the drug and the

carrier). On the other hand, increasing the fragment complexity led to decreas-

ing the binding energy values in case of tripalmitin while an optimum xLogP

range (1.5–4) and an optimum value (around 1000) were responsible for the

least obtained binding energies in the tripalmitin matrix (see Fig. 4).

Moreover, the ability of the ANNs to predict the binding energies of three

drugs; resveratrol, lomefloxacin and testosterone on tripalmitin and predniso-

lone and resveratrol on PLGA using the software prediction profile tool was

high scoring a percentage bias of only 8.09%�4.32 (see Table 1).

It is worth mentioning, that the success in predicting the binding energies of

drugs on their carriers would enable the good estimation of their loaded masses

per 100mg carrier through the generated mathematical model relating the bind-

ing energies with the loaded masses. The exploitation of this approach would

lead to a great save in resources, time, and efforts exerted in experimenting

new drugs on the different matrices.

3.2 Gaussian processes (GPs) in modeling the drug loading
in lipophilic nanoparticles

Similar to the artificial neural networks, theGaussianProcesses aremachine learn-

ingmethods that include black-box algorithms and the inputs-outputs relationship

equations remain unknown. In the process of prediction of a new output (y)

M.W.

xLogP

TPSA

Fragment Complexity

H1

H2

H3

Binding Energy

FIG. 3 A schematic diagram of the two constructed ANNs of tripalmitin and PLGA nanoparticles.

(Reprinted with permission from A.A. Metwally, R.M. Hathout, Computer-assisted drug formulation
design: novel approach in drug delivery, Mol. Pharm. 12 (2015) 2800–2810, copyright 2020, ACS
through RightsLink®.)
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FIG. 4 3D response surface plots obtained from the constructed ANNs of drugs-tripalmitin sys-

tems (A and B) and drugs-PLGA system (C andD) drug-descriptor. (Reprinted with permission from

A.A. Metwally, R.M. Hathout, Computer-assisted drug formulation design: novel approach in drug
delivery, Mol. Pharm. 12 (2015) 2800–2810, copyright 2020, ACS through RightsLink®.)

TABLE 1 Percentages Bias between the actual and predicted docking

binding energies using ANNs.

Carrier Drug

Actual

ΔG (kcal/mol)

Predicted

ΔG (kcal/mol)

%

Bias

Tripalmitin
SLN

Resveratrol �4.11 �3.95 3.66

Lomefloxacin �4.20 �4.42 5.25

Testosterone �4.72 �4.33 7.87

PLGA
nanoparticles

Prednisolone �8.00 �7.30 8.75

Resveratrol �7.80 �6.64 14.9

Retaken with permission from A.A. Metwally, R.M. Hathout, Computer-assisted drug formulation
design: novel approach in drug delivery, Mol. Pharm. 12 (2015) 2800–2810, copyright 2020, ACS
through RightsLink®.
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that corresponds to a new input(s) (x∗), the distances of the questioned novel point
to the training set of points are usually calculated. Hence, the training points are

granted weights according to their distances such that the near points are largely

weighted while the further points are given lower weights [18]. Accordingly, that

the set of values of y(x) evaluated at an arbitrary set of points x1,.. xNtrn (Ntrn is

the number of training points) will acquire a Gaussian distribution as well. An

important merit is that the variance of the predicted (y) is additionally calculated
indicating the confidence of the calculated function.

The mean at (x∗) is given by the following equation:

E y∗½ � ¼ k∗
T K + σn

2I
� ��1

y (1)

where, k∗ denotes the vector of covariances (distances) between the test point

and Ntrn (the training data), K represents the covariance matrix of the training

data which expresses the expected correlation between the values of f(x) at two
points in two dimensions defining nearness or similarity between data points,

σn2 is the variance of an independent identically distributed noise or error mul-

tiplied by the identity matrix (I). k∗
T is the transpose of k∗ while y denotes the

vector of training targets (column vector representing the y values correspond-

ing to the training x-values). Therefore, k∗
T is a row vector multiplied by the

covariance matrix (which is a symmetric (d � d) matrix) multiplied by a col-

umn vector (y) leading to a scalar value corresponding to the probability (posi-

tion) of finding the test point and its corresponding (y∗ ). The equation states

that the position of any new output (y) in the space can be estimated from

the distances of the test points to the training points multiplied by the calculated

weights andmultiplied by the corresponding y values of the training data, taking

the noise (error) in consideration.

And the variance is given by:

var y∗½ � ¼ k x∗, x∗ð Þ� k∗
T K + σn

2I
� ��1

k∗ (2)

where, k(x∗,x∗) is a kernel denoting the variance of y∗ .
Frequently, the mean is used as the estimated predicted value while the var-

iance refers to the error bars of the prediction.

the Lam et al., 2010 [19] compared different techniques in developing pre-

dictive models of percutaneous absorption where the Gaussian process machine

learning methods produced more robust models than the quantitative structure

property relationships (QSPR) or the single linear networks (SLN) (see Fig. 5).

It was implied that ignoring the ionization state of the permeated drugs has lim-

ited the validity and accuracy of all the previously studied models.

Again, the loading of drugs on the tripalmitin solid lipid nanoparticles and

PLGA polymeric nanoparticles were modeled in 2016. Correlating the binding

energies (ΔG) as outputs resulting from the molecular docking of drug on the

carriers matrices with the main drugs descriptors (inputs) was adopted using

Gaussian Processes modeling in JMP® 7.0 (SAS, Cary, NC).
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The percentage bias was calculated between the predicted and the actual

docking values of the investigated drugs. The obtained percentage bias was

3.35% lower than that previously scored using Artificial Neural Networks

method (see Table 2) [21].

It is worth noting, that the masses of loaded drugs could be predicted in turn

through a mathematical relationship relating the binding energies with the

masses of loaded drugs per 100mg of the carriers. Fig. 6 depicts the usefulness

of the Gaussian Processes and the sequence of the used steps in the prediction of

drug loading.

3.3 Utilizing unsupervised machine learning methods
in detecting the stability of soft nanoscale drug carriers

Of the most important unsupervised machine learning methods are the PCA and

the HCA. In both techniques, a correlation matrix is usually generated between

the different input variables (factors). In PCA, in particular, the number of the

generated principal components is equivalent to the number of input variables.

FIG. 5 Comparison of the predictive ability of Gaussian process models with the quantitative

structure–permeability relationship model proposed by Potts and Guy [20] across a wide range

of lipophilicities. Data points shown were obtained from a subset of the overall dataset of Lam

et al. [19]. (Reprinted with permission from Wiley ® through RightsLink® license number:

4943241261948.)
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TABLE 2 Calculation of percentage Bias between the actual docking binding energies of several drugs on molecular dynamics

simulated solid lipid nanoparticles and those predicted usingGaussian Processes based on themain constitutional, electronic and

topological descriptors of the investigated drugs (Inputs in the used Gaussian Processes).

Drug SMILES M.W. xLogP TPSA

Fragment

complexity

Actual

ΔG (kcal/

mol)

Predicted

ΔG (kcal/

mol)

%

Bias

Aceclofenac C1¼CC¼C(C(¼C1)CC(¼O)OCC
(¼O)O)NC2¼C(C¼CC¼C2Cl)Cl

353.02 1.92 75.63 863.07 �21.17 �21.49 1.51

Artmether C[C@@H]1CC[C@H]2[C@H]
([C@H](O[C@H]3[C@@]24
[C@H]1CCC(O3)(OO4)C)OC)C

298.18 3.33 46.15 2080.05 �28.86 �28 2.98

Mepivacaine CC1¼C(C(¼CC¼C1)C)NC(¼O)
C2CCCCN2C

246.17 1.46 32.34 1375.03 �22.96 �22.82 0.61

Praziquental C1CCC(CC1)C(¼O)
N2CC3C4¼CC¼CC¼C4CCN3C
(¼O)C2

482.12 0.86 155.14 2531.1 �26.65 �27.52 3.26

Raloxifene C1CCN(CC1)CCOC2¼CC¼C
(C¼C2)C(¼O)C3¼C
(SC4¼C3C¼CC(¼C4)O)
C5¼CC¼C(C¼C5)O

473.17 2.72 98.24 3103.06 �26.17 �26.01 0.61

Clozapine CN1CCN(CC1)
C2¼C3C¼CC¼CC3¼NC4¼C
(N2)C¼C(C¼C4)Cl

326.13 2.51 30.87 1519.05 �26.05 �26.2 0.58

Piroxicam CN1C(¼C(C2¼CC¼CC¼C2S1
(¼O)¼O)O)C(¼O)
NC3¼CC¼CC¼N3

331.06 0.43 107.98 119.08 �21.35 �21.49 0.19

Continued



TABLE 2 Calculation of percentage Bias between the actual docking binding energies of several drugs on molecular dynamics

simulated solid lipid nanoparticles and those predicted usingGaussian Processes based on themain constitutional, electronic and

topological descriptors of the investigated drugs (Inputs in the used Gaussian Processes)—cont’d

Drug SMILES M.W. xLogP TPSA

Fragment

complexity

Actual

ΔG (kcal/

mol)

Predicted

ΔG (kcal/

mol)

%

Bias

Silibenin COC1¼C(C¼CC(¼C1)[C@@H]
2[C@H](OC3¼C(O2)C¼C
(C¼C3)[C@@H]4[C@H](C(¼O)
C5¼C(C¼C(C¼C5O4)O)O)O)
CO)O

482.12 0.86 155.14 2531.1 �28.46 �27.52 3.30

Tamoxifen CC/C(¼C(\C1¼CC¼CC¼C1)/
C2¼CC¼C(C¼C2)OCCN(C)C)/
C3¼CC¼CC¼C3

371.2 6.34 12.47 144 �27.37 �27.41 0.51

Vinpocetine CC[C@@]12CCCN3[C@@H]
1C4¼C(CC3)
C5¼CC¼CC¼C5N4C(¼C2)C
(¼O)OCC

350.2 3.296 34.47 311.04 �27.30 �29.11 6.63

Resveratrol C1¼CC(¼CC¼C1/C¼C/C2¼CC
(¼CC(¼C2)O)O)O

228.08 2.05 60.69 628.03 �18.57 �21.87 17.77

Lomefloxacin CCN1C¼C(C(¼O)C2¼CC(¼C
(C(¼C21)F)N3CCNC(C3)C)F)C
(¼O)O

351.14 2.27 72.88 129.08 �24.11 �23.03 4.48

Testosterone C[C@]12CC[C@H]3[C@H]
([C@@H]1CC[C@@H]2O)
CCC4¼CC(¼O)CC[C@]34C

288.21 3.63 37.3 309.02 �26.7 �27.1 1.49

Modified with permission from Elsevier ® through RightsLink® license number: 4939620251874.



In an important preliminary step, the variation in the investigated data values

and scale ranges is usually normalized to unit variance (1/SD) prior to analysis

[22]. The correlation matrix is utilized to determine the data principal compo-

nents which are actually the eigen vectors of the matrix. Consequently, the com-

puted eigen vectors are ranked according to their eigen values (scalar values)

and accordingly, the eigen vector (which is actually a direction) with the largest

eigen value is selected as the main principal component followed by the vector

possessing the second eigen value in magnitude and so on.

The correlation matrix is actually a co-variance matrix that represents all the

co-variances (correlations) between the input variables (dimensions). For an

n-dimensional data set, you can calculate
n!

n�2ð Þ!∗2
different covariance

values. For example, in case of three input variables (three-dimensional data;

x, y, and z), there would be three covariance values for the three dimensions

(variables) studied.

And the covariance square and fortunately symmetrical matrix will look like

this:

A¼
cov x, xð Þ cov x, yð Þ cov x, zð Þ
cov y, xð Þ cov y, yð Þ cov y, zð Þ
cov z, xð Þ cov z, yð Þ cov z, zð Þ

0
@

1
A

Where the covariance between any two dimensions is usually calculated as

follows:

cov x, yð Þ¼
Xn

i¼1
Xi�X
� �

Yi�Y
� �

n�1ð Þ (3)

The eigen vector can be calculated for the covariance matrix (A) simply by

solving the following characteristic equation:

det A�λIð Þ¼ 0 (4)

FIG. 6 Role of Gaussian processes as a machine learning method in the prediction of drug loading.
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Where I is the Identity matrix

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1:

0
@

1
A

For the obtained 3�3 covariancematrix, this will lead to a cubic polynomial

equation the solution of which (the roots) yields three values for λwhich are the
eigen values (λ1, λ2, and λ3). The solution can be obtained by mathematical

packages such as Wlofram Alpha or statistical programming languages such

as R® or Python®.

Following, the equation to find the first eigen vector would be:

cov x, xð Þ cov x, yð Þ cov x, zð Þ
cov y, xð Þ cov y, yð Þ cov y, zð Þ
cov z, xð Þ cov z, yð Þ cov z, zð Þ

0
@

1
A a

b
c

0
@

1
A¼ λ1

a
b
c

0
@

1
A (5)

These will yield three linear equations for a, b and c which can be easily

solved to obtain a relation between them. Any vector in the form

a
b
c

0
@

1
A satis-

fying the relation between a, b, and c is an eigen vector for the eigen value λ1.
Similarly, for the second eigen vector,

cov x, xð Þ cov x, yð Þ cov x, zð Þ
cov y, xð Þ cov y, yð Þ cov y, zð Þ
cov z, xð Þ cov z, yð Þ cov z, zð Þ

0
@

1
A a

b
c

0
@

1
A¼ λ2

a
b
c

0
@

1
A (6)

Eq. 5 will yield three linear equations giving another relationship between a,
b, and c and consequently, another eigen vector. The same calculations go

for λ3.
A feature vector representing the main principal component (the one posses-

sing the highest eigen value) is then selected [23].

The new derived data “final data” according to the obtained feature vector is

derived as follows:

Final data¼Row feature vector�RowZeroMean data (7)

In other words,

Final data¼ Feature vectorT�Mean adjusted dataT (8)

Where the row feature vector is the feature vector transposed

And,

Row zero mean data is the mean-adjusted data transposed. The mean

adjusted data is obtained by calculating the mean of each data set then subtract-

ing it from all the data values.

The first attempts to utilize the clustering power of unsupervised machine

learning methods such as the PCA and HCA in detecting the stable microemul-

sion formulations (nanoscale soft carriers possessing droplet size of 10–150nm
[24]) goes back to 2010 where lovastatin and glibenclamide loaded self
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microemulsifying and nanoemulsifying drug delivery systems (SMEDDS) and

(SNEDDS), respectively, were investigated [25,26]. PCA and HCA were used

to further characterize the formed microemulsion formulations in presence of

water with respect to the similarity of particle size distribution obtained at 2

and 24h.

Similarly, at 2015 two finasteride SMEDDS systems (one comprised

Capryol 90®, Tween 80® and Transcutol® while the other was composed of

Labrafac cc®, Tween 80® and Labrasol®) were prepared. Different formula-

tions of the two systems were prepared and characterized for particle size

and polydispersity index at 30min and 24h postpreparation [27]. PCA and

HCA were utilized to detect the stable formulations as indicated by clustering

the same formulation at 30min and 24h at the same cluster (see Fig. 7).

It was concluded accordingly that the microemulsion formulations 2, 4 and 5

of the first system Capryol 90®/Tween 80®/Transcutol were proven stable.

Likewise, the microemulsion formulations of the Labrafac cc®/Tween 80®/

Labrasol® system 1, 2, 4 and 6 were considered stable [27].

More research focus on utilizing machine learning methods to aid in select-

ing promising formulations possessing good stability would be a great asset

from the industrial point of view. The concept can be projected to any drug

delivery system as well.

FIG. 7 Clustering of (A) the formulations of the system Capryol 90®/Tween 80®/Transcutol and

the formulations of the system Labrafac cc®/Tween 80®/Labrasol® (B). Left panel represents HCA

while the right panel represents PCA according to two principal components. (Modified with per-

mission from Future Medicine Ltd.® through Copyright Clearance Center® license ID: 1074183-1.)
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3.4 Capturing the highly loaded drugs on gelatin nanoparticles
using different machine learning methods

Gelatin matrices (micro and nanoparticles) are gaining high interests due to the

high biocompatibility, safety, availability and abundancy of the reactive func-

tional groups that can be exploited to conjugate wide varieties of drugs and

ligands [28,29] of gelatin as a protein carrier [30–33]. Accordingly, the machine

learning methods; the partial least squares (PLS), PCA and HCA were success-

fully utilized to cluster and/or capture the highly loaded drugs on the gelatin

matrix (see Fig. 8).

The partial least squares is a supervised machine learning method that

employs principal component analysis at both the inputs and outputs matrices.

It selects feature vectors out of both and correlates with them generating what is

FIG. 8 Machine learning methods (A) PLS, (B) PCA and (C) HCA capturing the highest loaded

drugs on the gelatin matrix; 5-FU (5-fluorouracil) and isoniazid. (Reprinted with permission from

Hathout et al., ACS OMEGA 2020, 5, 1549–1556, copyright 2020, ACS through RightsLink®.)
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called “x-scores” and “y-scores” for every point in the experimental space

[22,34] and consequently a distinct plot for the PLS is obtained (see Fig. 8).

The results were further explored and interpreted using a bioinformatics

approach.

The obtained results were attributed to the properties of gelatin as a protein

carrier with a relatively balanced hydrophilic/hydrophobic nature where its

structure comprises numerous hydrogen bond donor and acceptor groups with

a repetitive units of amino acids; -Ala-Gly-Pro-Arg-Gly-Glu-4Hyp-Gly-Pro-

that represent its backbone structure [31]. This structure can be translated to

numerical values that could specify each amino acid; “z-scale descriptors”

[35] that were derived from PCA analysis of several experimental and physico-

chemical properties of the 20 natural amino acids; z1, z2, and z3 and which rep-

resent the amino acids hydrophobicity, steric properties, and polarity,

respectively. Additionally, they were useful in the quantitative structure activity

relationship analysis of peptides where they have proven effective in predicting

different physiological activities [36–38]. An extended amino acids scale

(including 67 more artificial and derivatized amino acids) [39] was utilized

due to the presence of 4-hydroxyproline in the gelatin structure.

The use of the first descriptor (z1) was extended to predict the drug loading

properties on gelatin nanospheres. The first scale (z1) was selected to represent

the lipophilicity scale that encompasses several variables (amino acid descrip-

tors) such as: the thin layer chromatography (TLC) variables, log P, nonpolar

surface area (Snp) and polar surface area (Spol) in addition to the number of

proton accepting electrons in the side chain (HACCR) [40]. In this scale, a large

negative value of z1 corresponds to a lipophilic amino acid, while a large pos-

itive z1 value corresponds to a polar, hydrophilic amino acid. Therefore, the

gelatin typical structure amino acids (-Ala-Gly-Pro-Arg-Gly-Glu-4Hyp-Gly-

Pro-) can be represented by their z1 values as follows: (0.24), (2.05),

(�1.66), (3.52), (2.05), (3.11), (�0.24), (2.05) and (�1.66). Accordingly, an

overall topological description of the repetitive sequence was computed by

encoding the z1 descriptors of each amino acid into one auto covariance vari-

able [41] that was first introduced byWold et al. [42]. The auto covariance value

(AC) was calculated as follows:

ACz:lag ¼
XN�lag

i¼1

Vz:i�Vz, i + lag

N� lag
(9)

where AC represents autocovariances of the same property (z-scale); i ¼1, 2,

3, …; N is the number of amino acids; lag¼1, 2, 3, … L (where L is the max-

imum lag which is the longest sequence used and V is the scale value) [37].

Therefore, the AC value for the gelatin typical structure sequence was deter-

mined utilizing a lag of 1 scoring a value approximating to zero (0.028) indi-

cating a balanced hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity property of the gelatine

sequence. In this context, the high loading of the drugs; 5FU and Isoniazid;
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in particular was ascribed to their amphiphilic nature similar to gelatin with

LogP values approaching 0, and further due to the presence of several hydrogen

bond donors and acceptors groups in their structure that aids in the entrapment

in a protein matrix like that of gelatin nanospheres.

3.5 The application of support vector machines as tools to
identify and classify compounds with potential as transdermal
enhancers

Usually support vector machines classify the data into only two classes. They

are considered intelligent classifiers. And though they suffer from an important

limitation of dependency on the quality of the input data; however, it is still very

popular due to the excellent performance it demonstrates in binary classifica-

tions [43]. The SVMs work by constructing a hyperplane that separates two dif-

ferent classes with the maximum margin as possible [44].

Support vector machines (SVMs) are one of the supervised learning tech-

niques that are employed in the analysis of data aiming for classifying data

or for pattern recognition [45]. SVMs increasingly find use in regression ana-

lyses in addition (see Fig. 9). The general form of the decision function for SVM

is represented by:

y xð Þ¼
XN
n¼1

αntnk x, xnð Þ+ b (10)

with constraints :
XN
n¼1

αntn ¼ 0 (11)

and 0 < αn < A, where b is a threshold; αn are Lagrange multipliers introduced

in a constrained optimization problem; A is a constant to determine the trade-off

FIG. 9 A binary classification case of support vector machines: The goal of this SVMs is to sep-

arate the dots from the triangles. The solid line represents the optimal constructed hyperplane. The

dashed lines parallel to the solid one show howmuch one can move the decision hyperplane without

misclassification of the data. The patterns on the dotted lines are the support vectors. (Reprinted with

permission from Elsevier ® through RightsLink® license number: 4945510532522.)
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between minimizing the training error and maximizing the margin; k(x, xn) is a
kernel function, which defines a similarity measure for x and xn [46].

Accordingly, Moss et al. 2012 [46] used SVMs in order to classify 73 trans-

dermal penetration enhancers into “good” and “bad” enhancers according to

five physico-chemical descriptors and compared the results to several other

machine learning methods [47,48]. SVMs were proven superior in classifying

the data according to the Enhancement Ratio “ER.”

In a similar study, support vector regression (SVR) which is an extension of

the support vector machines as a pioneering classification algorithm was

employed to model and predict the solvent effect on human skin permeability.

SVR projects the descriptor matrix from the input space into a high-dimensional

feature space via kernel functions and it was proven superior to random forest

(RF) method as well [41].

Since the associated side effects, particularly irritation, that are usually

encountered with the penetration enhancers or solvents usage [49], then the

ability of the machine learning methods to accurately and robustly classify

the chemicals that are highly efficient at enhancing the percutaneous absorption

would obviously pose high potential for developing efficient formulations

which can minimize the side effects [50]. Therefore, the main practical finding

and benefit of this study is the provision of a proof-of-concept that the adopted

machine learning methods were able to significantly reduce the false positive

classification rate, which has significant implications for formulation design

and efficiency. Reducing the waste associated with the false positive studies

is a great asset from the pharmaceutical point of view.

4 Conclusion

The machine learning methods pose valuable tools in the different aspects of

drug delivery. Their clustering power could group drugs into meaningful groups

according to their main constitutional, electronic and physico-chemical proper-

ties and could interpret similarities in their loading on different carriers and

matrices. Moreover, PCA and HCA, in particular, could capture the most stable

formulations amongst others. The prediction utilities of methods such as partial

least squares, artificial neural networks, and Gaussian processes could also help

in the prediction and the determination of the loading behavior of various drugs

in addition to their permeability coefficients through the different body barriers

such as the skin. Moreover, support vector machines originated as successful

tools in classifying penetration enhancers into “good” or “bad” and hence deter-

mine the safe ones from the pharmaceutical point of view. The different appli-

cations of the demonstrated machine learning methods can lead to great impact

and achievements in the drug delivery field saving resources, efforts and time of

wet lab experimentation and performing un-planned trials.
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1 Introduction

As one of the most imperative processes in the manufacturing and service sys-

tems, scheduling centers on allocating limited resources (e.g., machines or

tools) to a set of tasks (e.g., jobs or operations) during a visible planning hori-

zon, such that one or more objectives with respect to tasks’ completion times are

optimized [1]. The output of scheduling is a baseline schedule that specifies the

time/machine/operation assignments. Among the existing scheduling problems

in various machine environments, the one in the flowshop environment has

attracted an enormous attention from both academia and practice due to its chal-

lenging theoretical complexities and wide applications in assembling/

manufacturing industries as well as medical operations [2–6].
The classic flowshop scheduling problems in existing literature mainly

focus on generating a baseline schedule in a static and deterministic environ-

ment [7]. However, in practice, there also exist flowshop scheduling problems

that involve stochastic and dynamic disruptions [8–10]. The scheduling process
of the surgical operating theaters is a good example of such flowshop schedul-

ing problem with stochastic and dynamic disruptions [2–5, 8]. When hospitals

have to undergo the economic pressure or resource shortages, the efficiency of

the surgical suite utilization is of great importance due to a high turnover rate of

the medical equipment and materials and the patients’ unwillingness of waiting

a long time for the surgical operations. In such scheduling process, the medical

devices are prone to break down stochastically, while the arrivals of emergency
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patients can be considered as dynamic events. Hospital managers must consider

these stochastic and dynamic scenarios when they generate baseline schedules

for the operating theaters and/or reschedule the subsequent operations accord-

ing to the new or emergent patients’ arrivals [4]. The overall goals of proactive-

reactive scheduling and rescheduling include, but are not limited to, ensuring

the patient safety and the optimal patient outcome, increasing the utilization

of staff and equipment, reducing delays, and enhancing the overall staff,

patients, and surgeon/physicians’ satisfaction [4, 5]. Another example of flow-

shop scheduling with stochastic and dynamic disruptions is the scheduling of

seru—a cellular assembly system in the electronics industry [6]. Dynamic

and high costs market conditions forcedmany electronic manufacturers to adopt

the seru production system, which prioritizes responsiveness to the dynamic

disruptions over cost reduction in setting a firm’s operations strategy [6]. Since

the baseline schedules are often infeasible due to these disruptions, the methods

used in the classical flowshop scheduling problems must be adjusted in order to

solve the abovementioned practical problems. Other similar examples can be

found in steelmaking-continuous casting [11], TV fabrication, air conditioner

manufacturers [12], petrochemical industry [13], etc. However, the results in

literature considering stochastic and dynamic disruptions in the flowshop

scheduling are very limited [2–6, 11, 12, 14–17].
To address this deficiency, we consider a flowshop scheduling problem with

the stochastic and dynamic disruptions in both the planning and the execution

stages. We adopt a proactive-reactive approach, that is, we first generate a base-
line schedule under uncertainties, and then update it accordingly after a disrup-

tion occurs. In the problem setting, robustness and stability are considered

simultaneously. Robustness refers to the insensitiveness of the schedule perfor-
mance to the variation of the system parameters, while stability is used to cap-

ture the dissatisfactions of the system participants including the production

manager, the shopfloor operator, and the customers. We consider human behav-

iors because they constitute a core part of the functioning and performance of a

manufacturing or service system [10, 18, 19]. The contribution of this chapter

can be summarized as follows. We propose a proactive-reactive approach to

optimize the robustness and stability in a Pareto optimization manner, against

stochastic machine breakdown and unexpected job-related events (dynamic

new job arrival and job availability delay). We fill the gap in the flowshop

scheduling field by incorporating the system participants’ dissatisfactions. To

the best of our knowledge, the research work that directly models human dis-

satisfactions and behaviors in the scheduling field is very limited (De Snoo et al.

[19] is the only example we have found).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the

production scheduling literature that explicitly considers robustness and/or sta-

bility. In Section 3, the research problem is formally defined and formulated. In

Section 4, we design the Evolutionary Multiobjective Optimization (EMO)-

based algorithms to tackle the conflicts between the objectives in the proactive
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and reactive stages. Extensive computational experiments are conducted to

demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in Section 5. Finally, we con-

clude the paper with future research directions in Section 6.

2 Literature review

The scheduling models that explicitly optimize the robustness and/or stability

for the baseline schedule against stochastic and dynamic disruptions are

reviewed in this section. The relevant works are organized using the framework

proposed in Goren and Sabuncuoglu [9], based on the manufacturing environ-

ment, the schedule generation, and the schedule evaluation, which optimizes the

robustness and stability measures for the single-machine scheduling problems.

Moreover, “Multi-obj” and “BOM” (Behavioral Operations Management)

terms are added to fit our problem as in Table 1. “Multi-obj” indicates that

the robustness and stability are optimized in a Pareto-optimization manner

instead of using a linearly weighted combination of the duo. “BOM” indicates

that the behaviors of the system participators are considered.

In the job shop environment, Leon et al. [20] were among the first to con-

sider job shop scheduling with stochastic machine breakdowns. A convex com-

bination of the expected Cmax of the realized schedule and the expected

performance degradation was used to measure robustness, which was approx-

imated by a slack-based surrogate measure. Jensen [23] proposed another rep-

resentative surrogate measure of robustness based on the current schedule’s

neighborhood, which was defined as the set of schedules generated from the

incumbent by exchanging adjacent operations. Then the robustness for the

schedule was measured by the average performance over its neighborhood.

For the uncertain processing time, Zuo et al. [26] established a set of workflow

models and accordingly proposed a multiobjective immune algorithm to obtain

the Pareto-optimal robust schedules. Goren et al. [29] designed an exact branch-

and-bound algorithm for the problem with a surrogate stability measure and

proposed a Tabu Search method to deal with the stochastic machine breakdown.

The above papers all assume a fixed job-machine assignment. Please refer to

Xiong et al. [30] for more complicated flexible job shop scheduling problems

that optimize both robustness and stability. Hamid et al. [33] proposed a new job

shop scheduling problem which the objective is to minimize a weighted sum of

make span and total outsourcing cost and examined two solution approaches of

combinatorial optimization problems, that is, mathematical programming and

constraint programming. Dai et al. [34] established a multiobjective optimiza-

tion model to minimize energy consumption and make span for a flexible job

shop scheduling problem with transportation constraints and then designed an

enhanced genetic algorithm to solve the problem. Zhang et al. [35] thought we

should transfer traditional scheduling into smart distributed scheduling (SDS)

and explored a future research direction in SDS and constructed a framework

on solving the JSP problem under Industry 4.0.
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TABLE 1 Bibliography of scheduling literatures explicitly addressing robustness and/or stability for uncertain disruptions.

Environment Static/

dynamic

Deterministic/

stochastic Method

Schedule Generation And evaluation Multi-

obj When to How toInitial robustness stability BOM

[20] J jjCmax Static stoch brkdwn GA (deviation) N/A N/A N/A periodic RS

[21] J jjLmax Static stoch brkdwn OSMH/
LPH

N/A jCj
R�Cj

P jbased N/A N/A periodic RS

[22] 1 jrj j
P

Tj Static stoch brkdwn/pi OSMH
ATC
derivatives

N/A jCj
R�Cj

P jbased N/A N/A continuous RS/ATC
derivatives

[23] 1 jrj jCmax Static brkdwn GA Neighborhood N/A N/A N/A continuous RS/
hillclimbing/
reschedule

[24] 1 jrj j
P

wjUj Static stoch ri GA Sample Distance N/A Weighted
sum

periodic RS

[25] 1 jrj j
P

wjTj Static stoch brkdwn GA 
P

wjTj
� � jCj

R�Cj
P jbased N/A Weighted

sum
periodic RS

[9] 1 jrj jCmax/
P

Cj/
P

Tj

Static stoch brkdwn TS  Cmax =
P

Cj=
P

Tj
� � jCj

R�Cj
P jbased N/A Weighted

sum
periodic/
continuous

RS/
reschedule

[26] J jjCmax Static stoch pi VNIA Standard deviation N/A N/A N/A periodic RS

[27] 1 jrj j
P

Cj/
P

Tj

Static stoch brkdwn/pi B&B/BS 
P

Cj=
P

Tj
� � jCj

R�Cj
P jbased N/A N/A periodic RS



[28] Hybrid
FkCmax

Static scenarios of pi GA Sample N/A N/A N/A periodic RS

[29] JkCmax Static stoch brkdwn/pi B&B/TS  Cmaxð Þ jCj
R�Cj

P jbased N/A Constraint periodic RS

[30] Flexible
J jjCmax

Static stoch brkdwn GA Simulation/slack N/A N/A N/A periodic RS

[31] F2 jj Cmax Dynamic stoch pi MIP Regret N/A In
planning;j
Cj
R�Cj

P jbased
in reaction

N/A Weighted
sum

continuous reschedule

stoch, stochastic; brkdwn, breakdown; B&B, branch-and-bound; BS, beam search; TS, tabu search;  ∙ð Þ, the expected value of a stochastic variable; pj,wj,rj, job j’s processing time, weight and release
time;Cmax, themake span; Lmax, themaximum lateness;

P
wjUj, the total weighted number of tardy jobs;

P
Tj, the total tardiness;Cj

R andCj
P, job j’s completion time in the realized and planned baseline

schedules. The absolute difference jCj
R�Cj

P j is commonly used to measure stability.
RS, Right-Shifting. “periodic” means to make decisions periodically. “continuous” means to reschedule all the unfinished jobs whenever a disruption occurs, also known as the event-driven
rescheduling policy [32].



In the single machine environment, the model constraints often involve the

job release time, and the objective is the due-date-related performance measure

such as
P

wjUj or
P

wjTj. O’Donovan et al. [22] proposed a proactive-reactive

approach to deal with stochastic machine breakdowns and dynamic job proces-

sing time. Seavax et al. [24] proposed a hybrid genetic algorithm embedded

with a simulation model to optimize the weighted sum of robustness and stabil-

ity. Similarly, Liu et al. [25] calculated the weighted sum of robustness and sta-

bility using a surrogate measure of aggregated machine breakdowns. Goren and

Sabuncuoglu [9] applied the surrogate measure proposed in Liu et al. [25] and

compared different robustness and stability measures as well as rescheduling

methods. Assuming job’s processing time to be stochastic, Goren and Sabun-

cuoglu [27] analyzed the optimal properties of the problem’s special cases,

and thereafter designed an exact branch-and-bound algorithm for the small-

sized problems and an effective Beam Search heuristic for the large-sized prob-

lems. After that, Liu et al. [36] considered the single-machine group scheduling

problem with deterioration effect and ready times, then developed and exhaus-

tively tested an algorithm based on enumeration, a heuristic algorithm and a

branch-and-bound algorithm to determine the sequence of groups and the

sequence of jobs to minimize the make span.

In the flowshop environment, Chaari et al. [28] used scenario modeling to

consider jobs’ stochastic processing time. Robustness was measured by the

schedule’smakespan deviation between all disrupted scenarios and the initial sce-

nario without disruption. Rahmani and Heydari [31] built up a Mixed-Integer-

Programming (MIP) model and proposed a predictive-reactive approach for

dynamic arrivals of new jobs and uncertain processing times. In the predictive

stage, a robust optimization method was used to obtain the baseline schedule,

which was updated by rescheduling after unexpected jobs arrived in the reactive

stage. Liu et al. [37] developed a branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithm to solve a

two-machine flowshop problem with release dates in which the job processing

times are variable according to a learning effect. The bicriterion is to minimize

the weighted sum ofmake span and total completion time subject to release dates.

Jose et al. [38] investigated how real-time information on the completion times of

the jobs in a flowshop with variable processing times can be used to reschedule

the jobs, then they showed that rescheduling policies pay off as long as the var-

iability of the processing times is not very high, and only if the initially generated

schedule is of good quality. Liao et al. [39] studied the permutation flow-shop

scheduling problem with interval production time and established a min-max

regret criterion-based robust scheduling model to decrease the infinite number

of scenarios to a limited level. Mohanad et al. [40] used a multiobjective optimi-

zation model to minimize the effect of different real-time events in a scheduling

problem of a permutation flowshop, after that, they demonstrated that the pro-

posedmultiobjectivemodel is better than the othermodels in reducing the relative

percentage deviation. Peng et al. [41] considered a hybrid flowshop rescheduling

which contained simultaneously three types of dynamic events and established a

mathematical model to minimize make span and system instability.
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To summarize, through the literature review we can identify a few unsolved

research questions: (1) most works only consider one type of disruptions, that is,

machine availability. However, job-related events (unexpected arrival or delay)

are also common in the flowshop scheduling problems. Models that consider all

of these disruptions are needed; (2) only a few papers (Goren and Sabuncuoglu

[9]; Seavax et al. [24]; Liu et al. [25]; Goren et al. [29]) have simultaneously

considered robustness and stability in the proactive stage. However, as advo-

cated by Goren et al. [29], more effective approaches are needed to see a

trade-off between the two measures; (3) none of the reviewed articles consider

the dissatisfactions of the system participants in reaction to disruptions, which

however needs to be investigated and measured. Our research attempts to pro-

vide answers to these questions.

3 Problem formulation

The notations for parameters/variables used in defining the problem are sum-

marized as follows. Notations in bold font denote vectors.

Notations
i: the machine index j: the job/customer index
k: the system participator index. k¼1 for the manager, k¼2 for the

shopfloor operator and k¼3 for the customers
Parameters
m: the number of machines
n0: the number of jobs/customers for the initial problem before disruptions

occur
pij: the processing time of job j’s operation on machine i, 1� i�m,

1� j�n0
x: the disruption for the system participator, that is, the degraded schedule

performance for the manager, the variation of job sequence for the
shopfloor operator, and the variation of jobs’ completion time for the
customers

V(x): the value variation of the system participator in a gaining or losing
situation in Prospect Theory

α, β: the degrees of risk-aversion and risk-preference in V(x), when the
behavioral subject faces gaining and losing situations, and 0<α, β<1

λ: the risk-aversion coefficient in V(x), and λ>1, meaning the subject is
more sensitive to loss (see Kahneman and Tversky [20] for more details
about the range of these parameters)

Ok: the reference point for the system participators and Ok�0, k¼1, 2, 3
μk(x): the dissatisfaction function of measuring stability for the system

participators, k¼1, 2, 3
Variables
π¼ {π1,π2,…,πn0

}: a feasible schedule, where πj¼ [j], [j] is the index of job in the jth
position, 1� j�n0

Ci[j]: the completion time of job [j] on machine i in π, 1� i�m, 1� j�n0
Cmj
P : the completion time of job j in the planned baseline schedule, 1� j�n0

Cmj
R : the completion time of job j in the realized schedule, 1� j�n0
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3.1 Deterministic flowshop problem

We begin our discussion with the deterministic flowshop scheduling problem to

minimize the total flow time n0 jobs, each of which corresponds to a customer,

are to be processed on m machines. Each job must visit all machines exactly

once in the same sequence. The buffer/storage capacities in between any two

successive machines are supposed to be infinite, that is if a job finishes proces-

sing on a certain machine, it may leave immediately to start or wait for proces-

sing on the next machine. For each machine, only one operation of a job can be

processed at one time. All machines and jobs are available at the beginning of

the planning horizon.

For a given baseline schedule π, we have Ci[j]¼max(Ci, [j�1],Ci�1, [j])+pi[j],
2� i�m, 2� j�n0;C1[j]¼C1[j�1]+p1[j], 2� j�n0;Ci[1]¼Ci�1, [1]+pi[1],
2� i�m; and C1[1]¼p1[1]. The completion time of each job in π is Cmj,

1� j�n0, and the objective is to minimize the total flowtime
P

j¼1
n0 Cmj. This

objective guarantees that jobs are rapidly turned around, and that the Work-

in-Process inventory is minimized. Using the classic three-field representation

scheme, we denote the deterministic problem as Fmk
P

j¼1
n0 Cmj, which has been

proved to be NP-hard in Garey et al. [42]. Many meta-heuristics have been

designed to solve this problem (Yenisey and Yagmahan [7]), including Particle

Swarm Optimization (PSO), Iterated Greedy algorithm (IGRIS), Discrete Dif-

ferential Evolutionary algorithm (DDERLS), and Genetic Local Search algo-

rithm (GLS). The more recent Quantum-Inspired Iterated Greedy (QIG)

algorithm [43], which uses a hybrid representation of a job and a Q-bit for per-

mutation and a new rotation gate to adaptively update the population, is very

effective as it outperforms all the abovementioned algorithms in solving the

Taillard benchmark instances. Therefore, we adopt QIG to solve our initial

problem, and the obtained solutions will serve as benchmarks.

3.2 The proactive-reactive approach

According to their effects on the baseline schedule, we classify the disruptions

into two categories: stochastic machine breakdown requiring repair and unex-

pected job-related disruptions (a number of jobs dynamically arrive or certain

job in the baseline schedule is delayed with respect to its original starting time).

We adopt a proactive-reactive approach for this scenario. For a stochastic

machine breakdown, we consider the general breakdown/repair planning hori-

zon to be composed of several uptime and downtime (repair) periods. One

uptime period is immediately followed by a downtime period and vice versa.

Assume that the uptime and downtime periods are both subject to identical

and independent distributions with probability density functions g(t) and h(t)
obtained from historical data, respectively (Goren and Sabuncuoglu [9]). In

the proactive stage, the objective is to minimize the robustness and stability

of the baseline schedule. Preemption is not allowed unless the processing is
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interrupted by a certain machine breakdown. The “Preempt-resume” policy is

adopted, which means partial processing is allowed when a job is interrupted,

and only the remaining part can be processed after the machine is repaired. In

contrast to a stochastic machine breakdown, we assume that the newly arriving

jobs and the delay in job availability cannot be anticipated and can only be han-

dled after they occur. Thus, we need to take appropriate rescheduling actions in

the reactive stage to minimize the realized schedule performance and the devi-

ation from the baseline schedule.

The formal robustness and stability measures of a given baseline schedule

are defined. First, the stochastic machine breakdown and repair make the

robustness objective measure also stochastic. In practice, the decision maker

is often more concerned about Cmj
R than Cmj

P . Let f1¼
P

j¼1
n0 Cmj

R be the realized

schedule performance. Following [9, 27], we use the expected realized perfor-

mance  f1ð Þ¼
Pn0

j¼1C
R
mj

� �
as the robustness objective.

Stability measures the deviation between the realized and the baseline

schedules when disruptions occur. We apply the Prospect Theory to quantify

the dissatisfactions of the system participants to disruptions into the stability

measure (Kahneman and Tversky [18]). As is shown in Fig. 1A, we define

the value function V(x) for the system participators

V xð Þ¼ xα x� 0

�λ �xð Þβ x< 0

�
(1)

where 0<α, β<1, λ>1.0 is the reference point for judging whether a subject is

losing or gaining. From Eq. (1), the behavioral subjects’ reactions to gaining or

losing are asymmetric, which makes our stability measure more practical and

meaningful. The subject at the losing region is dissatisfied when the deviation

is larger than what is expected. Thus, given the behavioral subject’ deviation

x from the baseline schedule and the reference pointOk, we modify Eq. (1)

by assuming that the subject is at the losing region for x�Ok.

x

( )V x

0

Gaining region

Losing region

xΔx–Δ

0 x

1

1x

1( )k xμ

kO

kμ

kO

(a) Value function based on Prospect Theory    (b) Dissatisfaction for losing region

FIG. 1 Stability measure based on Prospect Theory from BOM perspective. (A) Value function

based on Prospect Theory (B) Dissatisfaction for losing region.
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The decision maker aims to mitigate the risks in the planning stage and

reduce the deviations caused by disruptions in the execution stage. Because

the deviation measures and reference points for the three behavioral subjects

are different, Eq. (1) cannot be directly applied to measure the dissatisfactions.

Therefore, we convert the value loss part of Eq. (1) (x<0) to a function whose

output is a real value number in [0, 1], to represent the magnitude of dissatis-

faction for a subject.

μk xð Þ¼
1 x�Ok

λk x=Ok�1ð Þβk Ok � x<Ok

0 0� x<Ok

8<
: (2)

whereOk ¼Ok 1 + λk
�β�1

k

� �
can be obtained by solving x from λk(x/Ok�1)βk¼1

and the result defines the deviation value for a subject when he/she is totally

dissatisfied, k¼1, 2, 3. 0 means full satisfaction and 1 means full dissatisfac-

tion. The formula μk(x) is also illustrated in Fig. 1B. Refer to Kahneman and

Tversky [18] for the details. With the increase of the deviationx, the subject’s
dissatisfaction μk(x) becomes stronger. When x�Ok , the subject becomes

totally dissatisfied. If the dissatisfaction accumulates over a long period without

unleashing, we will lose the customers as well as the talented workers.

(1) Manager’s dissatisfaction: the primary concern of the manager is the

manufacturing cost, which is measured by
P

j¼1
n0 Cmj

R . The dissatisfaction

of the manager is measured by

μ1 f R1
� �¼

1 f R1 �O1

λ1 f R1 =f
∗
1 �1

� �β1 f ∗1 � f R1 <O1

0 0� f R1 < f ∗1

8<
: (3)

whereO1 ¼ f ∗1 1 + λ1
�β�1

1

� �
, andO1¼ f1

∗ denotes the optimal manufacturing cost

for the baseline schedule, and f1
R denotes the manufacturing cost for the original

n0 jobs in the realized schedule obtained through QIG. For simplicity, Eq. (3) is

abbreviated as μ1.

(2) Shopfloor operator’s dissatisfaction: the shopfloor operator mainly

focuses on the resource reallocations and the shift rearrangements, which

are reflected in the sequence variance with respect to the baseline plan

(Hall and Potts [44]). Denote jobj’s positions in the planned and the real-

ized schedules as sj
P and sj

R, respectively, 1� j�n0. Taking job j’s original
position as the reference point, we can calculate the relative position var-

iance for job j asgj¼jsjP� sj
R j/n0. It can be easily obtained that 0�gj<1.

As the reference point for job j is O2¼0, the shopfloor operator’s dissat-

isfaction for job j is measured by
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μ2 gj
� �¼ 1 gj �O2

λ2gjβ2 0� gj <O2

�
(4)

where O2 ¼ λ2
�β�1

2 , and 1� j�n0. For n0 jobs in the proactive stage, the dissat-
isfaction of the shopfloor operator is measured by

μ2 ¼
1

n0

Xn0
j¼1

μ2 gj
� �

(5)

(3) Customer’s dissatisfaction: the customer’s dissatisfaction is mainly caused

by the deviation from the original delivery date (Hall and Potts [32]), which

is Cmj
P in the baseline schedule, 1� j�n0. The reference point for

customerj is set as O3¼Cmj
P . Following Kahneman and Tversky [18], we

assume that customers are homogeneous, that is they use the same coeffi-

cients for risk-preference and risk-aversion. The dissatisfaction of cus-

tomer j is measured by

μ3 CR
mj

� �
¼

1 CR
mj �O3

λ3 CR
mj=C

P
mj�1

� �β3
CP
mj �CR

mj <O3

0 0�CR
mj <CP

mj

8>><
>>:

(6)

where O3 ¼CP
mj 1 + λ3

�β�1
3

� �
, 1� j�n0. The average dissatisfaction for all the

customers is

μ3 ¼
1

n0

Xn0
j¼1

μ3 CR
mj

� �
(7)

Since the stability is measured by the dissatisfaction degrees of the three par-

ticipators, we use the average of the three functions Eqs. (5)–(7), f2¼ (μ1+
μ2+μ3)/3, to represent the average dissatisfaction. Different weights can also

be used to reflect different relative importance, but the results are largely the

same. Incorporating the stochastic machine breakdown, we define the stability

measure function based on Eqs. (3)–(7) as the expectation of f2

 f2ð Þ¼ μ1 + μ2 + μ3ð Þ=3ð Þ (8)

To summarize, our proactive-reactive approach works in the following way.

First, a robust and stable schedule against the stochastic machine breakdown, is

obtained by minimizing  f1ð Þ and  f2ð Þ in the proactive stage. Then the sched-
ule is implemented. After new jobs arrive or the original jobs are delayed, we

react to the dynamic events by re-optimizing the processing sequence of the
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original unfinished and new jobs, with two objectives of the schedule perfor-

mance
P

Cmj
R and the system participators’ dissatisfaction (μ1+μ2+μ3)/3, using

a hybridization-strategy-based EMO algorithm.

4 Hybridized evolutionary multiobjective optimization
(EMO) methods

Our proposed problem is NP-hard because even a reduced form, that is the

deterministic Fmk
P

j¼1
n0 Cmj is known to be NP-hard (Garey et al. [42]). Thus,

meta-heuristics have attracted immense attention from the academia and indus-

try [7, 45]. Please refer to Li and Yin [46] for an effective and efficient cuckoo

search (CS)-based memetic algorithm, embedded with a largest-ranked-value

(LRV)-rule-based random key and a NEH-based initialization. And also refer

to Li and Yin [47] for a differential evolution (DE)-based memetic algorithm,

which solves the benchmark problems well and finds 161 new upper bounds

for the well-known difficult DMU problems. In order to examine the trade-

off between robustness and stability as suggested by Goren and Sabuncuoglu

[9, 27] and Goren et al. [29], we design a hybridized Evolutionary Multiobjec-

tive Optimization (EMO) method to search for the Pareto front of robustness

and stability. The most important advantage of this approach is that the decision

maker can choose arbitrary solutions from a set of alternatives according to

his/her preferences.

4.1 Evaluation of baseline schedule in the proactive stage

In the EMO approach, after a solution (a phenotype) is properly encoded into a

genotype, the key issue is the evaluation of the genotype that can guild the

searching process toward the desired regions with high-quality solutions. Geno-

type evaluations in the proactive and reactive stages are different. In the proac-

tive stage, one cannot know exactly which machine would break down at what

time and last for how long, whereas in the reactive stage all uncertain informa-

tion has been revealed. The problem in the reactive stage is easier to solve

because the realized schedules can be used to calculate the performance and

the stability measure. Thus, the difficulty lies in the evaluation of baseline

schedule in the proactive stage. To address this issue, we propose surrogate

measures to estimate the impact of disruptions in the proactive stage. To this

end, we make extensions to the existing measures and propose three pairs of

surrogate measures, (Ri,Si), i¼1, 2, 3, to approximate  f1ð Þ,  f2ð Þð Þ.

4.1.1 Slack-based and neighborhood-based surrogates (R1,S1)

We extend the robustness measure based on the slack proposed by Leon et al.

[20], and modify the neighborhood-based approach to measure the stability pro-

posed by Jensen [23]. Given a baseline schedule π, let si[j]∗ and Ci[j]
∗ ,∗�{e, l},

denote the starting time and completion time of the i-th operation of job [j],
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where “e” in the superscript means earliest and l” means latest. Since the orig-

inal objective
P

j¼1
n0 Cmj is regular, the current starting and completion times for

all operations are si[j]
e and Ci[j]

e . “Latest” indicates that any delay in an operation

will not affect the completion times of the operations on the last machine, i.e.,P
j¼1
n0 Cmjwill not be affected. For each operation, we have si[j]

l ¼Ci[j]
l �pi[j], and

the latest completion time of the operation is determined

Cl
i j½ � ¼

min sli+ 1, j½ �, s
l
i, j+ 1½ �

n o
i¼ 1,…,m�1, j¼ 2,…,n0�1

sli+ 1, j½ � i¼ 1,…,m�1, j¼ n0
Ce
i j½ � i¼ 1,…,m�1, j¼ 1;i¼m, j¼ 1,…,n0�1

8><
>:

(9)

In Xiong et al. [30], the slack of job [j]’s i-th operation Ci[j]
l �Ci[j]

e is used to

define the surrogate robustness measure
P

i¼1
m P

j¼1
n0 (Ci[j]

l �Ci[j]
e ). We modify

this measure by considering the probability of machine breakdown during

[Ci[j]
e ,Ci[j]

l ] to define R1.

R1 ¼
Xm

i¼1

Xn0

j¼1
ωi j½ � � Cl

i j½ � �Ce
i j½ �

� �
(10)

where ωi[j]¼
Ð
Ci[j]e

Ci[j]
l

h(t)dt, and h(t) is the probability density function for the

downtime.

Next, for a baseline schedule π to be evaluated, we define its neighborhood

N1(π) as the set of schedules generated by exchanging any two adjacent jobs

(this can be seen as a noise) in π, and jN1(π)j¼n0�1. By modifying the

mean–variance model for N1(π), we define the surrogate stabilityS1 of π as

S1 ¼ 1

3
minπ0�N1 πð Þ f2 π0ð Þð Þ+ maxπ0�N1 πð Þ f2 π0ð Þð Þ�

+meanπ0�N1 πð Þ f2 π0ð Þð ÞÞ � varπ0�N1 πð Þ f2 π0ð Þð Þ (11)

where mean(�) and var(�) are the average value and the variance of the input

variable.

This stability measure is used onN1(π) because there is no positive or appar-
ent correlation between the mean and the variance. The first component of S1 is
used to depict the spread of performance, and to avoid over-estimation or under-

estimation of the stability. The second component of S1 penalizes the phenotype
with a larger variance, so that the stable solutions are preferred. From Eqs. (10)

and (11), both R1 and S1 can be regarded as the surrogate measures for evalu-

ating a baseline schedule before uncertainty unfolds in the proactive stage.

4.1.2 Breakdown and repair estimation-based surrogates (R2,S2)

We apply the single machine estimation method used in Goren and Sabuncuo-

glu [9] to the flowshop case. This method enables us to quickly generate a real-

ized schedule and calculate its performance for the baseline schedule. We

construct an approximate schedule by inserting an estimated repair time into
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the baseline schedule after the machine has been busy for a given period.

The underlying assumption is that the machine may possibly break down after

a busy period and require repairing. The length of the period is given by

ωL+(1�ω)U, and the expected repair time is given by  h tð Þð Þ. ω is a given

weight in [0, 1] (e.g., ω¼0.6 in Goren and Sabuncuoglu [9]). L and U are the

(1000 �α/2)-th and the [1000 � (1�α/2)]-th tiles of the 1000-tile breakdown

time distribution. The probability of machine breakdown during [L,U] is

1�α. In this chapter, we choose α¼0.05. Given a baseline schedule π,
we obtain a realized schedule π0 after the repair insertion. Then the robustness

and stability measures of π are estimated as R2¼ f1(π0), S2¼ f2(π0).
The repair time insertion method is different from the idle time insertion

method used in Mehta and Uzsoy [21], where the authors did not use the

machine breakdown information. We estimate the breakdown time using distri-

bution tiles information.

4.1.3 Simulation-based surrogates (R3,S3)

We build a simple event simulation model to tackle uncertainty in the pheno-

type evaluation, as shown in Fig. 2. The EMO meta-heuristic passes each phe-

notype of the population to the Simulation model for evaluation. Uncertainty is
simulated by variables that follow the machine breakdown and repair distribu-

tions g(t) and h(t). At the end of each run, a realized schedule can be obtained

and the corresponding robustness and stability can be calculated. This process is

repeated for N times in order to get a sample of robustness and stability, and the

Results analysis returns the fitness of the phenotype.
For a given phenotype π, a sample of size Ncan be obtained through simu-

lations, and R3 and S3 of π are then calculated through the mean-variance model

as R3 ¼ 1
3
min f1ð Þ+ max f1ð Þ+mean f1ð Þð Þ � var f1ð Þ, S3 ¼ 1

3
min f2ð Þ+ max f2ð Þ+ð

mean f2ð ÞÞ � var f1ð Þ.
Clearly different baseline schedule can be generated under a different mea-

sure (Ri,Si), i¼1, 2, 3, and they need further performance evaluation, which will

be elaborated in Section 5. From the computational perspective, (R3,S3) would

EMO Meta-heuristic Simulation model Results analysis
input

uncertainty

N replications

Each
replicationphenotype

Phenotype evaluation

Mean-variance
model

FIG. 2 Simulation-based stability and robustness approximation.
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incur the highest complexity because each replication in the simulation can be

seen as an implementation of (R2,S2). The complexity of (R1,S1) is also higher

than (R2,S2) since the construction of the neighborhood involves n0�1 times

evaluations of the robustness.

4.2 A new hybridization strategy

According to Yenisey and Yagmahan [7], the meta-heuristics for solving per-

mutation flowshop problems can be categorized into two classes: the

population-based methods (Genetic Algorithm, Particle Swarming Algorithm,

and Quantum-inspired Genetic Algorithm) and the trajectory methods (Iterated

Greedy, Simulated Annealing, and Tabu Search). In the searching process, the

population-based methods maintain and update a population with high parallel-

ism, self-construction, self-learning, and self-adaptation. However, the local

search ability needs to be strengthened. The trajectory methods start from a ran-

domly generated solution, and then improve the initial solution iteratively

according to various mechanisms until a near-optimal and satisfactory solution

is found. Considering the strengths and weaknesses of the two types of methods,

we propose a new hybridization strategy through initial solution improvement

(Liu et al. [25]; Liu et al. [48]) and exploitation intensification (Pan et al. [49]).

The quality of the initial solutions positively affect that of the final solutions.

And exploitation intensification enhances the local search ability and helps

escaping from the local optimum.

The hybridization strategy combines an inner loop for exploitation intensi-

fication with an outer loop for exploration. First, the initial solutions with high

quality are generated and passed to the inner loop from the outer loop. Second,

after receiving the initial solutions, the inner loop would exploit the solution

space to balance exploration with exploitation using different searching mech-

anisms. Finally, the qualified solutions obtained from the two loops are selected

and combined as the starting solutions for evolution in the next iteration. The

hybrid strategy can lower the impact of the quality of the initial solutions on the

algorithm performance and can also maintain those elite individuals by combin-

ing the results of the two loops. As is shown in Fig. 3, NSGA-II (Deb et al. [50])

is selected as the inner loop. The algorithm provides a unique Pareto front clas-

sification and crowding distance calculation which can maintain the proximity

and diversity of the solutions during evolutions. When the outer loop method is

population-based, the initial population in NSGA-II in each iteration is selected

from the high-quality output in the outer loop. When the outer loop method is

trajectory, the initial population is constituted by one of popsize�1 randomly

generated solutions, where popsize is NSGA-II’s population size. In Fig. 3, we

finally obtain four hybridized algorithms by implementing different searching

mechanisms in the shaded rectangle.
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4.3 Four hybridized EMO algorithms

For the population-based outer loop, the Quantum-inspired Genetic Algorithm

(QGA) and the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm are selected. The

unique Qubit encoding scheme in QGA is superior in maintaining the popula-

tion diversity [45, 51]. Meanwhile, PSO algorithm searches the entire solution

space randomly and iteratively, which is easy-to-apply with a low computa-

tional complexity. For the trajectory outer loop, the Simulate Annealing (SA)

algorithm and the Quantum Iterated Greedy (QIG) algorithm are selected.

SA is generally applicable for combinatorial optimization problems and is capa-

ble of escaping the local optimum through probabilistic jumping. Using a

quantum-based encoding scheme, QIG, originally designed for solving

Fmk
P

j¼1
n0 Cmj, searches the solution space iteratively in a greedy manner. It is

Set t=0, and initialize population P(t) by a proper encoding scheme

Evaluate each individual in P(t), and record non-dominated solutions in PF

Maximum
running time Output PF

Explore solution
space by use of

various mechanisms

Output updated P(t)′

Classify P(t) into several
Pareto fronts
Calculate the crowding
distance for each
individual in P(t)

Assign fitness to each solution
in P(t)
Perform selection, crossover
and mutation on P(t)

Combine the parent and
offspring populations,
Choose the best half
individuals as P(t)′′,
Update PF

Maximum
iteration

Combine individuals in P(t)′ and P(t)′′

Select individuals with good quality as P(t) in next generation

Y

N

Y

N

Inner loop

Outer
loop

P(t)

t=t+1

P(t)

FIG. 3 Flowchart of the hybridization strategy.
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anticipated that QIG can return promising results for our problem. For QGA,

PSO, and SA in the outer loop that are not specially designed, the weighted lin-

ear combination is used to deal with the bi-objectives. The weights for the first

and second objectives are rand1/(rand1+ rand2) and rand2/(rand1+ rand2),
where rand1 and rand2 are uniformly generated from [0, 1]. So, the objective

to be optimized in the outer loop is the weighted sum of the two given

objectives.

4.3.1 Hybrid quantum genetic algorithm

In hybrid quantum genetic algorithm (HQGA), the outer loop is based on the

QGA. First, the encoding scheme:
α1 α2 … αq
β1 β2 … βq

� �
which can be considered

as a string of Qubit αl βlð ÞT as the smallest information unit in the Quantum

theory, is used to represent a job. αl
2 and βl

2 specify the probabilities that a Qubit

is found at j0i state and j1i state, respectively, with jαl j2+ jβl j2¼1, l¼1, 2,…,

q. Therefore, n0 jobs will require a Qubit string of length n0q, andq¼dlog2n0e,
where the operator d�e returns the smallest integer that is no less than the

input value.

As shown in Fig. 3, the input for the shaded rectangular in the outer loop of the

HQGA is either an initialized population P(t) through the Qubit encoding

whent¼0, or an updated population P(t) when t�0. The population is obtained

by classic genetic operations. First, all individuals in the population are ranked

according to their fitness values. Then, the individual with the highest fitness

is selected as one parent, while the other parent is determined by another ran-

domly selected individual. A two-point crossover operator is implemented to pro-

duce an off-spring, and a swap or insert operation is used for mutation (Li and

Wang [45]).

After genetic operations are completed, each Qubit is converted to 0 or 1

through the quantum collapse. For each job, a 0–1 binary string is obtained

and then further converted to a decimal number. Following this process, a per-

mutation of n0 jobs can be achieved by applying a random-key representation to

the n0-length real value vector. During the evolution, each genotype is com-

pared with the up-to-now best genotype. Then a rotation angle θl is obtained
from the rotation angle table for performing the update operation

αt+ 1l

βt+ 1l

� �
¼ cos θlð Þ �sin θlð Þ

sin θlð Þ cos θlð Þ
� �

� αtl
βtl

� �
, l¼1, 2, …, q, and t is the generation

number (see Han and Kim [16] for more details).

4.3.2 Hybrid particle swarm optimization

In hybrid particle swarm optimization (HPSO), each permutation solution is

encoded as a particle at a certain position which flies at a certain speed in

the search space. For generation t, particle l’s position vector is defined as

Xl
t¼{xl1

t ,xl2
t ,…,xln0

t}, and its speed vector is given as Vl
t¼{vl1

t ,vl2
t ,…,vln0

t},
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vlj�Vmax, 1� j�n0. Xl
t is real-value coded and can be converted to a jobs’

sequence permutation through the random-key representation method. Vmax

is used to limit the region of particles. The j-th elements inXl
t andVl

t are defined

for job [j], 1� j�n0. Up to the t-th generation, the best position vector for par-

ticle l is recorded as Pl
t¼{pl1

t ,pl2
t ,…,pln0

t}. Let gbest be the best position vector

of the entire particle population up to the t-th generation.

The speed and position of each particle must be updated to achieve informa-

tion sharing, so that the entire population becomes regulated. The update oper-

ation is Vl
t+1¼ω �Vl

t+c1 � γ1 � (Pl
t�Xl

t)+c2 � γ2 � (gbest�Xl
t) and Xl

t+1¼Xl
t+Vl

t+1.

ω is the coefficient for a particle to keep its current speed inertial, c1 and

c2 are positive learning factors often assuming value 2, and γ1 and γ2 are random
numbers sampled from a uniform distribution [0,1].

4.3.3 Hybrid quantum-inspired iteration greedy

The encoding scheme of hybrid quantum-inspired iteration greedy (HQIG)

combines permutation and qubit as

1

α1

2

α2

…

…

n0
αn0

β1 β2 … βn0

2
4

3
5 with jαl j2+ jβl j2¼1,

l¼1, 2, …, n0. Unlike the encoding scheme in the HQGA, each Qubit in the

HQIG stands for one job. All jobs are divided into two partial schedules through

quantum collapse on the initial schedule φc. Those jobs with state value 1 con-

stitute a partial schedule φp, whereas those jobs with 0 constitute another partial

schedule Ω. Jobs in φp and Ω maintain their original sequences in φc. Then the

NEH procedure is applied: jobs in Ω are inserted sequentially into φp to form a

complete schedule, which is then locally improved through the Variable Neigh-

borhood Searching (VNS). When the NEH and VNS procedures are completed,

a new schedule, φn, is formed.

Let φ∗ be the best solution searched so far. φn, φc, and φ∗ are used to com-

pute the rotation angle for the l-th Qubit: θl¼ sign (αlβl) �{c1γ1[1� f1(φn)/

f1(φc)]+c2γ2[1� f1(φn)/f1(φ∗)]}π with c1¼c2¼1, γ1, γ1� [0,1] and sign(�)
returns the input’s sign. We can see that the rotation angle is dynamically deter-

mined based on the relationship between solutions in HQIG. After the rotation

angle is determined, the l-th Qubit is updated using the same rotation gate for-

mula in HQGA.

4.3.4 Hybrid simulated annealing

In hybrid simulated annealing (HSA), the encoding scheme of the outer loop is

permutation-based. The energy of the current permutation is E, which is defined
as the objective value obtained by the weighted combination. A new permuta-

tion is obtained by perturbation, which is achieved through randomly designat-

ing two positions and swapping the jobs arranged on these two positions. The

energy of the new permutation is denoted as E0. If E�E0≥0, the current per-

mutation is replaced by the new one. Otherwise, whether or not to accept the
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new permutation depends on a probability e(E�E0)/Tt, and Tt�0 is the annealing

temperature for the iteration controller t.
A random number r is generated from [0,1]. If e(E�E0)/Tt> r, the new permu-

tation is accepted, and Tt+1 is updated as Tt+1¼ε �Tt for next iteration (ε� [0,1]

is the cooling down factor); otherwise, the new permutation is discarded. Based

on the acceptance probability formula e(E�E0)/Tt, we can see that the higher the

temperature is, the higher the probability of accepting an inferior solution is,

and the more probable the SA jumps out of the local optimum. This iterative

procedure terminates until the iteration controllert is larger than the given length
of the Mapkob chain.

5 Computational study

The purpose of the computational study is to verify the hybridization strategy, to

select the most effective one as the EMO method in the proactive-reactive

approach, to evaluate the value of incorporating uncertainty into the baseline

schedule, and to examine the impact of three pairs of the surrogate measures

in the reactive stage when the stochastic breakdown and the unexpected events

concurrently occur.

5.1 Testing instances

Since there exists no similar research that can be found in the literature, we are

not able to directly compare our approach with any benchmark cases. Therefor

we modify 90 flowshop instances in the TA class from the current Operations

Research library for testing (Taillard [52]). We consider two types of disruption

seriousness in two scenarios, only stochastic machine breakdown in scenario 1,

and unexpected new job arrival, delay in job availability and machine break-

down in scenario 2.

In scenario 1, we use the Gamma distribution to describe the machine break-

down and the repair duration (Goren et al. [29]). Gamma distribution is deter-

mined by two parameters, shape, and scale. In this case, the shape parameter was

set to be 0.7, and the scale was determined as δ � 1
mn0

Pm
i¼1

Pn0
j¼1 pij

� �
=0:7, where

δ>0. A large value of δ indicates a long busy time and a low breakdown fre-

quency. Similarly for the machine repair time, the shape parameter was set

as 1.4, and the scale parameter was determined in a similar manner:

ε � 1
mn0

Pm
i¼1

Pn0
j¼1 pij

� �
=1:4, ε>0, and a large value of ε indicates a long repair

time. In scenario 2, for new job arrivals, let nN be the number of new jobs. The

problem becomesmore difficult to solve with a larger nN. The processing time of

new jobs on each machine is randomly generated from the uniform distribution

[1,99]. For delays in job availability, we randomly select one job in the baseline

schedule and delay its planned starting time by a certain period. The length of
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that delay period is related to the average processing time that is adjusted by a

positive coefficient τ>0: τ � 1
mn0

Pm
i¼1

Pn0
j¼1 pij

� �
.

The parameters in both scenarios are summarized as follows: in scenario 1,

δ¼10, ε¼0.5 for Type 1, and δ¼3, ε¼1.5 for Type 2. In scenario 2, δ¼10,

ε¼0.5, nN¼20, τ¼0.5 for Type 1, and δ¼3, ε¼1.5, nN¼30, τ¼1.5 for Type

2. We can see that for each scenario, Type 2 implies a more difficult problem

than Type 1.

5.2 Parameters setting

The parameters of NSGA-II are used both separately and in the inner loop

shared by the four hybridized methods. In order to obtain high quality solutions

during evolution, the probabilities of crossover mutation in the inner loop are

both set to be 1. After genetic operations, the new and original populations

are combined to one set, from which the good individuals are selected to form

the population of the next generation. This process keeps good quality candi-

dates as well as reduces the negative impact from the high crossover and muta-

tion probabilities. The termination of the inner loop is controlled by a maximum

iteration number set to be 10.

For HQGA, a string of Qubits with length q is used to represent a job. Since
the maximum number of jobs in our paper is 130 (100 jobs in TA81-90 instances

and maximum 30 new jobs), we have 27<130<28. Thus, we set q¼8. The

value of the rotation angle θis determined by the rotation table in Han and

Kim [51].

For HPSO, the speed inertial coefficient ω is 0.5. γ1 and γ1 are randomly

sampled from [0,1]. The learning coefficients are set to be c1¼c2¼5. The value

of each particle position is in [�100,100], and its maximum speed is Vmax¼20.

For HSA, the termination temperature is set to be 0.01, the cooling down

factor is set to be 0.9, and the length of Mapkob chain is set to be 5. The tuning

of the initial temperature T0 is very important. Higher T0 value incurs higher

jumping probability, so high quality solutions might be missed. In the same

time, lower T0 values are prone to get the searching process trapped in the local
optimum. After a pilot testing, we find that when T0¼10, the outer loop runs 7

iterations, the inner loop runs 10 iterations, and the temperature falls from 10 to

4 in the given running time. Thus, 10 is a reasonable value for T0.
For HQIG, the initial solution is generated by applying the LR(N/M) heuris-

tic, and the parameters are set following Zhang and Li [43]: the number of local

searches in the VNS is 1, and the probability of accepting an inferior solution is

0.01. The initialization of the Qubit encoding isαl ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�9=n0

p
and

βl ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
9=n0

p
, l¼1, …, n0.

For all EMO methods, the running time is used to control the termination of

the entire procedure. We follow the procedure in Nearchou [53] and set the pop-

ulation size of the NSGA-II, HQGA, and HPSO as popsize¼n0, and the max-

imum running time of each algorithm is 3n0 CPU seconds. All the algorithms
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are coded in C++ language, and are tested on a PC with a CPU of Intel (R) Core

(TM) 2 Duo 3.00GHz and a 4G RAM.

Finally, we specify the parameters in the stability measure. For all three par-

ticipators, the dissatisfaction parameters are set to be β¼0.88 and λ¼2.25 [18].

5.3 Performance metrics for the Pareto front

Since the EMO method is implemented in both proactive and reactive stages,

the Pareto front of all nondominated solutions are calculated in two stages under

various conditions. We outline several metrics in literature for measuring the

Pareto front’s performance (Li and Wang [45]). These metrics gauge the prox-

imity to the optimal Pareto front and the diversity of the nondominated

solutions.

First, the metrics for measuring the Pareto Front’s proximity contain CM,

Dave, Dmax and Rate. CM (C metric) is defined to quantify the dominance rela-

tionship between two Pareto frontsPF1 andPF2.CM(PF1,PF2)maps an ordered

pair (PF1,PF2) into a value in [0,1], which indicates the proportion of the solu-

tions in PF2 that are dominated by the solutions in PF1. CM(PF1,PF2)>CM(-

PF2,PF1) indicates PF1 is better than PF2. The distance metrics Dave and Dmax

are defined as the average and the maximum distances between a given Pareto

front PF and the optimal PF. The smaller the distance metrics are, the closer PF
is to the optimal one. As the optimalPF is often unknown before hand. The com-

mon practice is to combine all the PFs for comparison into one set, and to con-

struct the reference setR of the optimalPF from all the nondominated solutions

in that set.Dave andDmax are then calculated with respect toR.Rate is defined as
the proportion of the number of solutions in PF that appear inR. The larger the

Rate value, the better the proximity to the optimal PF.
Second, the metrics for measuring a PF’s diversity contain the Overall Non-

dominated Vector Generation (ONVG) and the Tan’s Spacing (TS). The ONVG
is defined as jPF j for a given PF, meaning the number of nondominated solu-

tions. The larger the jPF j value is, the better diversity it has. The TS metric is

calculated as the solution’s Euclid distance to its nearest neighbor in the solu-

tion space for a given PF. The smaller the TS value is, the more uniformly dis-

tributed the solutions in the PF are, and the better diversity the PF has.

Third, the metrics for measuring the PF’s average quality contain the Aver-
age Quality (AQ) metric, considering proximity, and diversity simultaneously. It

is defined as the average scalarized function value over a representative weight

sample. The smaller theAQ value is, the better average quality the givenPF has.

5.4 Computational results

5.4.1 Analysis of the hybridization strategy

The benchmark problem instances TA081-090 are modified and tested with 30

new jobs arriving at the beginning of the baseline schedule. For each problem

instance of TA081-090, independent cases are generated from the uniform
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processing time distribution [1, 99] of new jobs and solved by the EMO

methods. In this paper we have developed four hybridized EMOs based on

NSGA-II. Besides NSGA-II, we also make comparison with two state-of-

the-art EMO algorithms, the multiobjective evolutionary algorithm based on

decomposition (MOEA/D, Zhang and Li [54]) and the multiobjective memetic

algorithms (MOMA, Ishibuchi et al. [55]). MOEA/D has successfully solved

many difficult numerical testing problems, and outperforms NSGA-II and

SPEA2 (the improved strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm) for the two

objectives and three objectives benchmark flowshop scheduling instances

(Chang et al. [56]). Note that the metrics in Section 5.3 are often used to com-

pare two alternative Pareto fronts. Thus, we modify these metrics to ensure that

seven Pareto fronts can be compared simultaneously. For ONVG, the metric for

each method is
ONVGmax�ONVG∗ð Þ

ONVGmax
�100%, and for AQ, the metric is

AQ
∗
�AQminð Þ

AQmin
�100%, where ∗�{HQIG, HSA, HPSO, HQGA, NSGA-II,

MOEA/D, MOMA}. TS is kept as originally designed because when the PF
has only two elements, its value is zero. The rest metrics, CM, Dave, Dmax,

and Rate, are calculated with respect to the reference set R, which is formed

by combining seven Pareto fronts and selecting the nondominated solutions

in the set. R is used as the first input in CM’s formulaCM R, �ð Þ. To summa-

rize, only the Rate metric, which is the proportion of solutions of each Pareto

front in R, is maximal and the other metrics are converted to be minimal. The

comparison of PFs returned by seven algorithms for TA085 is shown in Fig. 4,

and the rest results are similar. The detailed average values of all metrics are

shown in Tables 2 and 3. The best value of seven algorithms for each metric

is highlighted in bold font.
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FIG. 4 The comparison of Pareto fronts returned by seven algorithms.
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TABLE 2 Effectiveness of the hybridization strategy in ONVG, TS, and AQ.

Instances

ONVG TS

N I S P G D E N I S P G D E

TA081 0.14 0.00 0.30 0.56 0.48 0.95 0.59 20.79 36.06 21.52 32.80 27.43 84.15 19.66

TA082 0.57 0.00 0.54 0.44 0.50 0.96 0.92 17.63 42.17 23.97 26.35 20.45 2.44 108.22

TA083 0.35 0.00 0.35 0.38 0.52 0.94 0.37 20.76 64.74 28.72 19.56 25.66 28.44 12.21

TA084 0.50 0.00 0.27 0.77 0.50 0.94 0.64 25.81 62.69 19.07 11.52 28.21 8.49 16.26

TA085 0.71 0.00 0.35 0.69 0.70 0.95 0.70 25.50 39.46 36.02 24.59 17.97 39.17 47.30

TA086 0.65 0.00 0.61 0.68 0.66 0.95 0.86 27.55 42.63 23.30 115.92 33.21 38.88 84.57

TA087 0.56 0.00 0.56 0.59 0.46 0.93 0.77 20.22 104.5 17.79 34.78 17.94 48.42 62.72

TA088 0.69 0.00 0.55 0.49 0.43 0.95 0.91 51.97 26.43 20.46 41.51 18.71 39.00 101.50

TA089 0.29 0.00 0.27 0.58 0.45 0.95 0.95 12.17 54.60 52.10 31.86 25.68 40.85 171.24

TA090 0.67 0.00 0.44 0.43 0.51 0.97 0.71 33.80 24.72 29.05 10.36 25.61 0.00 106.12

Instances

AQ

N I S P G D E

TA081 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.01

TA082 0.04 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.01

TA083 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.00

Continued



TABLE 2 Effectiveness of the hybridization strategy in ONVG, TS, and AQ—cont’d

Instances

AQ

N I S P G D E

TA084 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.01

TA085 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02

TA086 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.01

TA087 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.02

TA088 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.02

TA089 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.00

TA090 0.04 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01

“N, I, S, P, G, D, E” stand for NSGA-II, HQIG, HSA, HPSO, HQGA, MOEA/D, and MOMA, respectively.



TABLE 3 Effectiveness of the hybridization strategy in CM, Dave, Dmax and Rate.

Instances

CM Dave

N I S P G D E N I S P G D E

TA081 0.58 0.00 0.72 0.53 0.50 0.70 0.13 0.38 0.00 0.34 0.39 0.37 0.62 0.38

TA082 0.64 0.00 0.45 0.51 0.48 0.26 0.29 0.35 0.00 0.34 0.30 0.31 0.52 0.29

TA083 0.53 0.00 0.56 0.64 0.44 0.53 0.55 0.27 0.00 0.27 0.23 0.25 0.51 0.25

TA084 0.58 0.00 0.36 0.33 0.39 0.36 0.19 0.26 0.00 0.29 0.37 0.29 0.57 0.36

TA085 0.51 0.00 0.52 0.49 0.39 0.29 0.29 0.42 0.00 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.59 0.35

TA086 0.82 0.16 0.40 0.36 0.77 0.73 0.37 0.36 0.00 0.28 0.25 0.29 0.51 0.36

TA087 0.51 0.05 0.27 0.35 0.33 0.38 0.54 0.30 0.00 0.27 0.33 0.27 0.55 0.34

TA088 0.79 0.17 0.37 0.68 0.59 0.65 0.49 0.34 0.00 0.21 0.21 0.24 0.43 0.25

TA089 0.57 0.39 0.06 0.56 0.56 0.62 0.36 0.26 0.01 0.22 0.27 0.23 0.45 0.35

TA090 0.57 0.00 0.43 0.41 0.30 0.38 0.43 0.33 0.00 0.25 0.28 0.28 0.53 0.33

Instances

Dmax Rate

N I S P G D E N I S P G D E

TA081 0.71 0.00 0.65 0.72 0.66 0.94 0.75 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TA082 0.72 0.00 0.71 0.65 0.67 0.91 0.63 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TA083 0.66 0.00 0.67 0.60 0.64 0.95 0.67 0.00 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05

TA084 0.60 0.00 0.70 0.77 0.68 0.94 0.77 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Continued



TABLE 3 Effectiveness of the hybridization strategy in CM, Dave, Dmax and Rate—cont’d

Instances

Dmax Rate

N I S P G D E N I S P G D E

TA085 0.72 0.00 0.68 0.66 0.70 0.89 0.67 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TA086 0.72 0.02 0.70 0.67 0.68 0.88 0.81 0.00 0.84 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00

TA087 0.63 0.00 0.62 0.68 0.62 0.90 0.69 0.00 0.94 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TA088 0.77 0.02 0.69 0.69 0.71 0.95 0.75 0.00 0.79 0.18 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00

TA089 0.66 0.07 0.68 0.72 0.67 0.89 0.74 0.00 0.60 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04

TA090 0.70 0.00 0.64 0.65 0.68 1.00 0.70 0.00 0.88 0.05 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00



We explain the results of metrics in Tables 2 and 3. First, with respect to

almost all metrics, HQIG shows the performance dominance, implying the

Pareto front of HQIG has the best proximity and diversity. The evolution of

Pareto fronts for HQIG in TA085 is shown in Fig. 5. This could be explained

by that the original QIG is designed for Fmk
P

j¼1
n0 Cmj, and the rotation angle in

HQIG is determined dynamically so that the perturbation strength during the

evolution is very adaptive. This leads to better performances compared with

the constant rotation angle method. The best TS metrics of 10 instances are

evenly distributed among all methods. Second, some metric values of HSA,

HQGA, and HPSO are comparable to those of NSGA-II, MOEA/D, and

MOMA. See ONVG, TS, and AQ. It is implied that their average qualities

are close to each other. However, the Dave and Dmax metrics of HSA, HQGA,

and HPSO are better than NSGA-II, MOEA/D, and MOMA almost all

instances, indicating closer distances to the reference set R. To summarize,

the effectiveness of the hybridization strategy is well demonstrated.

Because we used the algorithm running time as the termination controller,

and the population-based meta-heuristics often take a long time to converge. It

is highly likely that when a certain algorithm is forced to terminate at some

point, the searching process is not completed. This case is shown in an instance

of TA090 with 30 new jobs. If we allow the algorithm to run longer than the

given running time, HQGA’s and HPSO’s performances would have been sig-

nificantly improved. Thus, precisely speaking, only under the given running

time, can HQIG and HSA provide better solutions than the other algorithms.

Finally, comprehensively considering diversity, proximity, and efficiency,

HQIG is selected as the EMO method for our proactive-reactive approach.
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FIG. 5 The evolution of Pareto fronts for HQIG.
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5.4.2 Analysis of robustness and stability measures against
determined schedule

In this subsection, we evaluate the value of incorporating uncertainty into the

baseline schedule. In particular, we compare the performance of the proactive

schedule generated in (Ri,Si), i¼1, 2, 3, with that of the determined schedule

produced through QIG. As Scenario 1 only considers the stochastic machine

breakdown, for which the surrogate measures of robustness and stability are

designed, we perform experiments under Scenario 1 to evaluate the effective-

ness of (Ri,Si), i¼1, 2, 3, in obtaining the baseline schedule.

First, we apply HQIG to solve the 90 benchmark instances subject to the

stochastic machine breakdown of types 1 and 2. (Ri,Si), i¼1, 2, 3, can produce

three Pareto fronts. Then, another simulation-based approach is applied. We

randomly generate a sample of machine breakdowns using the gamma break-

down/repair distribution. This sample serves as a proactive schedule in each

Pareto front. After that, we right-shift those affected operations until the

machine is available again. The entire process is replicated 100 times. We then

obtain two average values for the realized f1 and f2, which are used as approx-

imations for  f1ð Þ and  f2ð Þ for evaluation purposes. For each approach, we

generate the baseline schedules under (Ri,Si), i¼1, 2, 3, and QIG. Thus, we

have run a total of 90*2*100¼18000simulation replications.

Note that the output of the proactive scheduling in the (Ri,Si), i¼1, 2, 3,

criteria contains a set of nondominated solutions. For the purpose of further

analysis in the reactive stage, we apply weighted linear combination to deter-

mine the optimal solution from the set. An upper bound of f1 first needs to be

calculated for scalarization.

Denote the maximum processing time among all operations as pUB -
¼max1�i�m, 1�j�n0

{pij}. The upper bound for the completion time of the

first job on machine m can be calculated as mpUB. The upper bound for

the completion time of the second job is(m+1)pUB, and so on so forth.

Finally, the upper bound for f1is be (n0m+0.5n0(n0�1))pUB. We use the fol-

lowing linear combination to evaluate a baseline schedule: 1
100

P100
num¼1

0:2f1 n0m + 0:5n0 n0�1ð Þð ÞpUBð Þ�1
+ 0:8f2

� �
num

, where num denotes the

num-th replication in the simulation, and we assume the stability is more

of a concern than
P

Cmj.

The means and standard deviations of the four methods under various

instance sizes and disruption types are shown in Fig. 6. The numbers in the hor-

izontal axis, “1–9”,represent TA20*5, TA20*10, TA20*20, TA50*5,
TA50*10, TA50*20, TA100*5, TA100*10, and TA100*20 of type 1. Each

group contains 10 instances. And numbers “10–18”represent the same 9 groups

of the instances of type 2. From Fig. 6, we can see that for the problems of the

same size, when disruptions from type 1 to type 2 becomemore severe, the aver-

age objective value increases for each baseline schedule. However, for each
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objective function, as the problem size increases, no obvious trend can be

observed because the upper bounds for different problems are different. In addi-

tion, the average objective values based on the (Ri,Si), i¼1, 2, 3, criteria, have

significant improvement in comparison with that of the baseline. The objective

value can be reduced by more than 50% for all testing instances with either dis-

ruption type, by incorporating the uncertainty into the generation of the baseline

schedules. What’s more, the standard deviations derived by the four approaches

are generally smaller than those derived by QIG, except for cases 10, 11, and 12.

Thus, it can be concluded that the proactive approaches are generally more sta-

ble than the deterministic scheduling.

The variation trends of the weighted scalarized objective value are very

close among (Ri,Si), i¼1, 2, 3. However, these trends are apparently different

from that of QIG. In order to explain this statistically, we ran the Friedman test

on the 18,000-size sample. The results of the Friedman test are shown in

Table 4. The P value equals 0.000 which is less than 0.1% indicates that the

test results are acceptable at a 0.1% significance level. All three important

parameters (Mean, Median, and Standard deviation) of (Ri,Si), i¼1, 2, 3, are

significantly better than those of QIG. Based on the Rank values, that is,

1.63 of (R1,S1), 2.15 of (R2,S2), 2.22 of (R3,S3), and 4.00 of QIG, we can con-

clude that the proactive scheduling approaches perform significantly better than

the determined scheduling. The difference between (R1,S1) and (Ri,Si), i¼1, 2,

3 is not significant, whereas no difference is observed between (R2,S2), and (R3,

S3). If the running time is a primary concern for decision makers, (R1,S1) will be
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FIG. 6 Themeans and standard deviations of four methods on weighted scalarized objective under

different instance size and disruption type.
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TABLE 4 Statistical results of Friedman test for 3-related samples on weighted scalarized objective.

Methods Mean Stdev Median Rank Sample size χ2 Degree of freedom P value

(R1,S1) 0.17 0.06 0.16 1.63

(R2,S2) 0.18 0.06 0.17 2.15 18,000 34,526.03 3 0.000

(R3,S3) 0.18 0.06 0.17 2.22

QIG 0.39 0.07 0.38 4.00

Stdev, standard deviation.



recommended as the robustness and stability measures; otherwise, (R2,S2) will
be recommended.

5.4.3 Analysis of the reactive methods

In this subsection, we focus on a class of more complicated problems where

various disruptions are handled simultaneously. The effectiveness of different

reactions will also be evaluated accordingly. Recall in Scenario 2 of the testing

environment, machine breakdown, new arriving jobs, and delay in job availabil-

ity for τ � 1
mn0

Pm
i¼1

Pn0
j¼1 pij

� �
are considered and simulated at the beginning of

the planning horizon. For each combination of the scenario and parameter type,

we apply the “RS” method by right-shifting the unfinished operations of jobs

affected by the machine breakdown, adding the new arriving jobs at the end

of the current queue, and inserting the delayed job into the available position.

For the purpose of comparisons, we reschedule all original and new jobs

through HQIG, and repair the schedule if the delayed job is arranged before

it is available using insertion in the RS. This rescheduling from the scratch

approach is defined as “RES.” The number of jobs in HQIG is updated from

n0 to n0+nN. The population size is also updated accordingly, while the other

parameters remain the same. For both RS and RES methods, we teste a total of

90*2*2¼360 problem instances. For each instance, 10 replications are simu-

lated. One representative result of TA005 is shown in Fig. 7, where “SC” means

scenario, RS and RES are the two reactions. The other results are similar, and

therefore are not reported here.

From Fig. 7, we can observe that the RS often returns a solution with good

stability, while the RES can effectively balance schedule performance with sta-

bility. However, Fig. 7C shows that the stability obtained from the RS is not

necessarily optimal. Higher-level disruption parameters (type 2) always lead

to larger dissatisfaction of the system participators than lower-level (type 1)

parameters do. More alternative solutions are obtained with high quality. We

can conclude that the proactive-reactive approach subject to both stochastic

and dynamic disruptions is more appropriate for the manufacturing/service sys-

tems than the proactive scheduling approach.

6 Conclusions and future research directions

In this research, we study a permutation flowshop scheduling problem with the

objective of minimizing robustness and stability. We develop a proactive-

reactive approach to cope with stochastic and dynamic disruptions. Uncertain

machine breakdown is tackled in the proactive stage by generating a robust

and stable baseline schedule. The robustness measure is determined by the

schedule performance, and the stability measure is determined by the behaviors

of various participants using the Prospect Theory. Stochastic and dynamic dis-

ruptions are simultaneously considered in the reactive stage. In order to deal
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(a) Results under ( , )

(b) Results under ( , )

(c) Results under ( , )
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FIG. 7 Comparison of reactions to Scenarios 1 and 2 of disruptions types 1 and 2.
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with the conflict between robustness and stability, we develop an algorithm

hybridization strategy that is able to effectively search the Pareto front in each

stage. The effectiveness of the proactive-reactive approach and algorithm

hybridization strategy are demonstrated by extensive computational experi-

ments on the Taillard flowshop benchmark instances.

Our research provides a contribution to the robustness and stability sched-

uling arena. Future research can be examined in the following two aspects. First,

the proactive-reactive approach and the algorithm hybridization strategy can be

adapted and tested in more practical flowshop problem settings, such as the dis-

tributed environment, the assemble line, and the no-idle permutation. Second,

we apply the Prospect Theory in this paper to model the system participators’

behaviors, but it might be more interesting to design behavioral lab experiments

to study human reactions toward disruptions in the manufacturing/service sys-

tems. Behavioral operations management attracts significant intensions from

researchers and practitioners in recent years, and we believe the parameters

derived through this way would be more accurate.
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1 Introduction

In the thermo-electric and other energy-intensive sectors, the circulating water

loss especially the evaporation and blowdown losses from open cooling towers

contributes a major share of the consumption of freshwater during plant oper-

ation. Incorporating the newly developed water-saving cooling towers in the

cooling water system has been recognized as a viable path to reduce water con-

sumption [1–3]. A closed-wet cooling tower (CWCT) is a promising closed-

type cooling device that is specifically designed for the cooling down of circu-

lating water or process streams. Nevertheless, it remains a challenging task to

gain a better understanding of the operation of CWCTs, as the flow behaviors

inside CWCT s are characterized by the complex counter-current interactions

between multiphase flow dynamics and heat transfer processes [4]. Besides,

the CWCTs acting as the core of the closed-loop circulating water system

are sensitive to the changes in outdoor weather conditions, which should be

switchable to various operating modes in distinct seasons.

The acquisition of a better understanding of CWCT models can be realized

through multiphase field numerical simulation of the original full-order model

(FOM) with the advance of computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Nevertheless,

the solution of the principled CFD models involves tracking the multiphase

interactions and the spatial movement of each liquid droplet characterized by

computationally expensive partial differential and algebraic equations. For

instance, a single task of CFD simulation of 3D CWCT model normally takes
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more than 30 CPU hours using Reynolds average Navier-Stokes equations [2].

This computational burden becomes more critical as the FOMs are encountered

in an equation-oriented optimization task because a large number of recourses

to the numerical models have to be executed before converging to the optimum

FOMs. In this regard, the benefits of FOMs must be weighed against the time

necessary to obtain them, which is a major cost driver and impedes developing

better processes.

In recent years, machine learning algorithms have been widely used in the

process system engineering field for constructing the reduced-order models of

complex FOMs. ROM is a model reduction technique that involves small

degrees of freedom, which reproduces the behavior of an actual physical system

or a reference FOM without loss of fidelity [5]. The ROM of a CFD-based

model is a surrogate model for input-to-output mapping due to the computation-

ally expensive nature of high-fidelity simulation which entails iterative calcu-

lations. It only approximates the input-output relation of a system is one of the

practical solutions to construct a more tractable model as an alternative for the

computationally expensive FOMs without loss of fidelity. For example, given

input parameters (i.e., initial, boundary, and operational conditions), the quan-

tities of interest for calculating flow at each mesh point, such as velocity, pres-

sure, temperature, and moisture content can be obtained rapidly without

conducting the principled CFD simulations.

Over the past decades, the benefits of ROMs have been evaluated for many

chemical processes, for example, pressure swing adsorption [6], solid handling

[7–9], fluidized bed adsorption [10], complex distillation [11], oil and gas [12–
14], and fluids [15], etc. Generally, the model reduction approaches are roughly

categorized into two classes: projection-based ROMs and data-fit ROMs. In

projection-based ROMs, a reduced basis is extracted from the simulation data

using an unsupervised learning technique, for example, principal component

analysis (PCA), and the FOM operator is projected onto the subspace spanned

by the reduced basis. PCA is based on the idea that a reduced number of ortho-

normal basis vectors in a subspace can be used to express a random vector of

higher dimensionality without significant loss of information. The degrees of

freedom of the system can be significantly reduced, and meanwhile, the under-

lying structure of the FOMs can be retained to a certain extent. Another way to

enable rapid simulations is to build a data-fit model, where a response surface of

the system is learned from the simulation data in a supervised manner. Recent

work explores the application of ROMs in multi-scale integration by mapping

process outputs to input variables using a meta-modeling approach such as

polynomial response [16, 17], artificial neural network [18–20], and Kriging

interpolation [11, 21, 22]. For example, it becomes essential to wrap reduced

models (RMs) to fit multiscale models for material design and detailed unit

operations (CFD, FOMs) into the overall process system. This multiscale inte-

gration further enables researchers to simultaneously consider the heteroge-

neous collection of micro- and macroscale model and the optimization of
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these integrated models, for example, supply chain system [23], coal gasifica-

tion [20], and other process systems [24–26], using efficient nonlinear program-

ming techniques [27–29]. General information about ROM-based multiscale

process optimization can be found in the reviews by Floudas et al. [30] and

Biegler [31]. To date, there are quite few studies focusing on the ROMs of cool-

ing towers, such as those by Gao et al. [32],Wei et al. [33], and Qasim et al. [34].

The uncertain environmental parameters such as ambient temperature and

relative humidity play a key role in determining the thermodynamic behaviors

of a cooling tower under the same operating conditions. The existing studies

typically assume that the weather conditions are perfectly known or even fixed

in advance without seasonal variability, leading to an over-optimistic design or

underestimation of the negative impacts on the performance of the cooling

tower systems [35, 36]. In practice, as the core of the closed-loop cooling water

system, the operation of a cooling tower is closely related to the fluctuating

weather conditions, and multiple types of exogenous uncertainties (i.e., temper-

ature and humidity) could strongly affect the characteristics of heat and mass

transfer processes. The situation is worse especially in extreme weather condi-

tions, such as over-heated or over-humid weather which usually happen during

summer. In this case, there may be abnormal operations in which the cooling

targets of the cooling tower system cannot be achieved, due to the relatively

small evaporation on the surface of air-liquid contact units.

In this chapter, we develop an integrated framework based on model reduc-

tions for multiscale optimization of the CWCT-based cooling water systemwith

consideration of the environmental variations. The model reduction methodol-

ogy used for generating bi-level ROMs for CWCTs included four statistical

steps: optimal DoE, multisample CFD simulation, reduced model construction,

and model evaluation. A small-size circulating water system is illustrated to

introduce the detailed constructions of the bi-level ROMs (Example I) and

the multiscale stochastic optimization model (Example II).

This chapter is derived from the work by Zhu et al. [37].

2 Methodology

Given a geometry of an equipment unit, the construction of its bi-level ROMs

involves three types of variable spaces: input spaceX, output spaceY, and state-

space Z in the fluid field. Fig. 1 shows the interconnection of these three var-

iable spaces. As shown, the process geometry has n inputs and m outputs while

s state variables are monitored in a total of p discretized elements. The relation-

ships of the state and output variables corresponding to its input variables can be

expressed by the following state-space model [20]:

y
z

� �
¼ B

D

� �
� x (1)
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where B and D are the coefficient matrices that can be derived using the snap-

shot PCA approach; x, y, and z are the input, output, and state vectors, respec-

tively, which contain the relevant variables of interest. The state vector is

spatially distributed and bounded by the geometry of the equipment.

In this study, there are two kinds of ROMs: data-driven ROM and physics-

based ROM. The former is the mapping from the input-output stream data of the

geometry of an equipment unit through field calculation. It can be used as a

“surrogate module” to be wrapped to fit the modular framework of process

flowsheet integration, or to be applied in iterative model-based optimization

with advanced equation-oriented algorithms [7]. The latter displays and check

the field profiles of the state variable, which assists researchers in observing

process behavior inside the equipment. To develop the bi-level ROMs, much

effort is required to collect and reduce themapping data from a batch of rigorous

CFD simulations of the equipment unit. Fig. 2 shows the proposed model reduc-

tion methodology for processing input data and obtaining bi-level ROMs of the

CWCTs. It consists of four statistical steps.

FIG. 1 Interconnection of the three variable spaces used in building bi-level ROMs.

FIG. 2 The proposed methodology for bi-level model reduction.
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Step 1: Implement a DoE in the specific range to obtain a finite set of sam-

ples over the input domain.

Step 2: Solve the CFD cases one by one with the obtained samples under the

defined mesh system. The results of the state and output variables of interest

are retrieved from the information stored in the CFD solutions.

Step 3.1: Implement the mapping X!Y and then formulate the data-

driven ROM.

Step 3.2: PCA is performed for the dimension reduction of obtained Z to

obtain the ranked principal components and PCA scoreΦ. Then, implement

the mapping X!Φ and then formulate the physics-based ROM.

Step 4: Evaluate both the training and generation performances.

More detailed information about these four steps are as follows.

3 Optimal design of experiments

DoE is a well-suited approach to reduce resources and time, as it can maxi-

mize the amount of information obtained from a finite size of calculations

by properly selecting experimental design points. As seen in Fig. 3, it starts

with a parameter characterization for input space to obtain the probability

FIG. 3 The proposed DoE approach.
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density functions (PDFs) of multivariate. Herein, the operating variables

X(1)¼ [va, msw, Tsw, Tcw, mcw] can be directly characterized by uniform distri-

butions with known bounds according to the operating constraints, while the

design variables X(3)¼ [dtube, Ntube] are discrete points provided by the equip-

ment manufacturer. Besides, note that the uncertain variablesX(2)¼ [Tdb, φrh],

depending on the actual weather conditions normally fall into distinct

temperature-intervals in different seasons and thus are hard to be described

by any standard parametric probability distribution models like Normal dis-

tribution. Thus, the original data in the input space requires pretreatment

and segregation into four distinct groups by seasons Xs
(2), s�(1, …, 4). These

grouped datasets are then processed by the Gaussian Kernel density estimation

stated in Eq. (2) that provides a nonparametric alternative to approximate the

cumulative distribution function (CDF, Fs).

F 1ð Þ
s xð Þ¼ 1

nsσs

4

3ns

� ��1=5 Xns
i¼1

G x�X 2ð Þ
s ið Þ

h i
s� 1, 2,…, 4f g (2)

G xð Þ¼
Z x

�∞

1ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p exp �1

2
t2

� �
dt (3)

where σs and ns are the variance and size of Xs
(2).

Once all input variables are characterized, the developed probability distri-

bution models are discretized into a finite set of distinct samples for performing

stochastic CFD simulation. In this study, an efficient sampling technique, Ham-

mersley sequence sampling (HSS) based on Hammersley points [38, 39] for

evenly placing the sample points on a k-dimensional hypercube is employed

to ensure that the sample set is more representative of the original data. Note

that the uncertain variables of interest have a positive symmetric correlation,

for example, the profile of saturated humidity generally has an evident decrease

as the temperature is reduced from warm to cold seasons. This would badly dis-

tort the actual multivariate distribution as well as the uniform property of the

sampled points over the input space. Thus, the sample set Xs
0 should be rear-

ranged via the implementation of rank correlations to guarantee the indepen-

dence of the dataset and to obtain almost the same probability distribution

for each variable with the historical data. This work utilizes the Pearson corre-

lation coefficient (PCC, ρ) to define the correlation structure Ms among all

uncertain variables of interest. At this point, Xs
0 is mapped to the inverse

CDF, resulting in an inverse transformed dataset Xs
1. Multiplying dataset

Xs
1 with the lower triangular matrix Ps

T (by Cholesky decomposition [40]

of Ms, Ms¼Ps�Ps
T), we can obtain Xs

2 as the solution of DoE.

ρs i, jð Þ¼ cov X 2ð Þ
s ið Þ, X 2ð Þ

s jð Þ� �
σ X 2ð Þ

s ið Þ� �
σ X 2ð Þ

s jð Þ� � 8i 6¼ j� Tdb, Tdw, φrh
	 


; s� 1, 2,…, 4f g (4)
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Ms ¼
ρs 1, 1ð Þ ρs 1, 2ð Þ ρs 1, 3ð Þ
ρs 2, 1ð Þ ρs 2, 2ð Þ ρs 2, 3ð Þ
ρs 3, 1ð Þ ρs 3, 2ð Þ ρs 3, 3ð Þ

2
4

3
5 (5)

4 Multisample CFD simulation

Fig. 4A shows the experimental set-up of the staggered tube bundle CWCT

under investigation, which mainly consists of the tube bundle, eliminator,

fan, pump, and tank [2, 4]. The spray water is pumped out of a tank and split

equally to the nozzles on top of the tower, then flows through the staggered

tubes and returns to the tank. Air flows in the opposite direction from the

bottom-up and successively traverses the blind window, outside tubes and mist

eliminator, and finally out of the tower with suction from the draft fan. The hot

circulating water flows into the CWCT from the left side, and then passes

through the staggered tubes and goes back to the boiler.

In CWCTs, the heat and mass transfer processes of water film are mainly

sustained by the joint effect of counter-current spray water and ambient

air. A small proportion of spray water diffuses together with the upward airflow

due to evaporation, and the remaining portion leaving the water film is collected

in a water tank and finally returns to the top nozzles through the spray pump.

Thus, the circulating water relies on the film evaporation to achieve the required

cooling target, such as temperature drop and heat dissipation. This study focuses

on the heat and mass transfer processes of the water film outside the tube bundle

of CWCTs, which are simulated by a 2-D CFD model of flow, temperature, and

pressure fields. The cross-section of the tube bundle is in a triangular arrange-

ment and the arbitrary adjacent tubes in each row have the same centerline spac-

ing, as shown in Fig. 4B.

FIG. 4 (A) Sketch of the CWCT set-up and (B) cross section of the tube bundle [37].
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To simplify the calculation, several assumptions are made as follows: (1) the

outer wall of the coil tubes have no slips; (2) the circulating water and inlet air

are both incompressible fluids; (3) the surface of the coil tubes is evenly covered

by water film, while the airflow and spray water are uniformly distributed

throughout the tower; (4) the temperature of the water film is equal to the aver-

age temperature of circulating water; and (5) the thermal radiation between the

tower and the surroundings is neglected. Besides, note that a commercial scale

CWCT has a relatively small cooling capacity. It is approximated by taking

advantage of the fact that several parts like coil tubes are geometrically stan-

dardized using certain a finite set of standard diameters and thicknesses. In

2-D modeling, the cooling capacity can be expanded approximately in propor-

tion to the number of tubes to meet the actual requirements.

To obtain the datasets for the development of ROMs, the discretized PDAEs

for CWCTs are solved by using FLUENT software for each of the samples. The

process geometry of the tube bundle section shown in Fig. 4B, firstly drawn

using the DesignModeler package, is based on the standard diameter and length

listed in Table 1. The generated preliminary sketch is meshed to adequately cap-

ture the change of fluids using the Meshing package. Note that the meshes near

to the tube walls are refined to improve the model accuracy. Besides, the ele-

ment size is smoothly stretched to ensure an accurate resolution of the high

TABLE 1 The input space for the ROM construction [37].

Input variables Symbol Units Specification

Operating variables X(1)

Velocity of inlet air va m/s U(1.0, 2.5)

Mass flowrate of spray water msw kg/s U(0, 1.0)

Temperature of spray water Tsw K U(285, 310)

Volume flow rate of circulating water mcw m3/h U(0, 500)

Temperature of inlet circulating water Tcw K U(313, 330)

Uncertain variables X(2)

Dry bulb temperature of inlet air Tdb K Uncertain
distribution

Relative humidity of inlet air φrh % Uncertain
distribution

Design variables X(3)

Inner diameter of tube dtube m (0.01, 0.02, …, 0.1)

Numbers of tube bundle Ntube / (200, 201, …, 1000)
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gradient regions of the fluid fields. The quality of the mesh structure is mea-

sured by the skewness value which should be less than the required level (1-

inacceptable, 0-excellent). Next, multiple CFD simulations are performed on

the meshed geometry to calculate the coupled heat and mass transfer, as well

as the mass and energy balances of PDAEs. In particular, the Eulerian-

Lagrangian modeling approach is applied whereby the air phase is treated as

continuous and the spray water particles are handled using the discrete phase

model. The particle trajectories, along with mass and energy transfer to the par-

ticles, are computed with a Lagrangian formulation. The air-water two-phase

flow employs the realizable k-ε model. The governing equations with bound-

aries are solved by the finite volume method, and the convective terms in gov-

erning equations are discretized by the QUICK scheme with second-order

precision.

5 Reduced models construction

5.1 Level 1: Physics-based ROM

5.1.1 Step 1: Singular value decomposition method

PCA decomposition method based on SVD can map a vector from

n-dimensional space to a k-dimensional space (k<<n) by transforming the

snapshot data to a new orthogonal coordinate system without significant loss

of information. The essence of SVD is to find a set of orthogonal bases, which

is still orthogonal after transformation. Assuming Z is a m�n snapshot matrix,

it represents all the output variables in the nodes of the mesh at a special state

such as temperature and velocity fields. The matrix Z with rank order k maps a

set of orthogonal basis V¼ [v1, v2,…, vn] to another set of orthogonal basis ZV
that must be satisfy the conditions va�vb¼va

Tvb¼0 and

Zva�Zvb¼ (Zva)
TZvb¼va

TZTZvb¼0, where a 6¼b¼ [1, 2, …, n]. Since

ZTZ is a symmetric matrix, its Eigenvectors of different Eigenvalues are

orthogonal to each other and the orthogonal basis V can be set the Eigenvectors

ofZTZ, jV j¼k¼ rank(Z). Thus, there is va
TZTZvb¼va

Tλbvb¼λbva�vb¼0, where

1�a, b�k, a 6¼b. The orthogonal basis ZV can be unitized as ua¼Zva/j
Zva j¼λa

-1/2Zva, where Zva¼σaua, σa¼λa
-1/2, 0�a�k and σa is the singular

value. The up-dated orthogonal basis [u1, u2, …, uk] and [v1, v2, …, vk] needs
to be extended to another orthogonal basis U¼ [u1, u2,…, um] if k<m, andV¼
[v1, v2,…, vn] if k<n, respectively. In addition, the dataset [vk+1, v k+2,…, vn]
can be set to the null space of Z (ZVa¼0, a>k, σa¼0). Finally, matrix Z is

decomposed into three matrixes after eliminating zero.

Z¼UΣVT (6)

where Σ¼diag(σ1,…, σk, 0). Note that σ declines rapidly with the rank order of
σ1�σ2…�σk, in most cases, the sum of the top 10% of σ can account for more
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than 95% of the total singular values. Reducing Z to rank k resulting from this

cutoff criterion, the reduced order dataset is obtained as given by:

Z�Z kð Þ ¼U kð ÞΣ kð Þ V kð Þð ÞT (7)

where the superscript (k) indicates that the first k columns are taken from the

original matrix to formulate a new matrix and k is far less than m or n. Then,
the matrix Z can be expressed as its PC matrix (δ) and score matrix (Φ).

Z¼ δΦ (8)

where δ¼U(k) is an m�k matrix; Φ¼Σ(k)(V(k))T is a k�n diagonal matrix.

5.1.2 Step 2: Kriging interpolation

The PCs are unchanged for any given input variables X because they represent

the coordinate in the transformed system via PCA decomposition of the original

dataset. For any input variableX restricted in the domain, it only needs to obtain

the score Φ to calculate the output variables Z through the linear correlation

defined in Eq. (8). Note that the only varying components in this equation

are the score Φ obtained from PCA with the potential correlation between Φ
and X. Additional functions between them can be built with Kriging interpola-

tion according to the complexity of the CFD model.

The Kriging predictor Φ(X) consists of polynomial term pt(X) and residual
term rt(X), which can be used to substitute for the PDAEs model. Due to the

stochastic assumption in the Kriging interpolation, the error in the predicted

value is also a function of the input variables X.

Φ Xð Þ¼ pt Xð Þ + rt Xð Þ (9)

where pt(X) is a constant μ, rt(X) is a stochastic Gaussian process denoting the

uncertainty on the mean of Φ(X).

To keep the predictor unbiased, the expected value of the residual term rt(X)
is zero, E[rt(X)]¼0. The covariance between points (Xl1, Xl2) of this term can

be calculated by cov[rt(Xl1, Xl2)]¼σ2Ψ (Xl1, Xl2), where σ
2 is the process var-

iance, Ψ (Xl1, Xl2) is the spatial correlation function as follows:

ψ Xl1,Xl2ð Þ¼ exp �d Xl1,Xl2ð Þ½ � (10)

ψ
_

Xl1,Xð Þ¼ exp �d Xl1,Xð Þ½ � (11)

d Xl1,Xl2ð Þ¼
Yg
h¼1

exp �θh Xl,h�Xl2,hð Þph½ �, 8h� 1,…, gf g (12)

where the Gauss correlation is employed due to the continuously

differentiable of the underlying phenomenon; θ is the Kriging regression

parameter; ph is the smoothness parameter which is equal to 2 and provides

a smooth infinitely differentiable correlation function. The values of
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parameters (μ, σ2, θ) are fit by applying the maximum likelihood parameter

estimation method, and the estimations of μ and σ2 are μ¼ (1TΨ�1Z)/

(1TΨ�11) and σ2¼ (Z�1μ)TΨ�1(Z�1μ)Tn�1. The physics-based ROM can

be obtained by calculating the likelihood function of the original dataset

(X, Φ) augmented with the new interpolating point (Xnew, Φnew).

Φnew Xnewð Þ¼ μ+ rTψ�1 Φ�1μð Þ (13)

where r is the n�1 vector of correlations Ψ (Xnew,Xl1) between the point (X
new)

to be predicted and the sample design points. By substituting Φnew into Eq. (8),

the state Znew can be obtained at all nodes of the mesh system corresponding to

any given Xnew.

5.2 Level 2: Data-driven ROM

5.2.1 High-dimensional model representation

HDMR is a quantitative assessment and analysis tool for improving the effi-

ciency of deducing high dimensional input-output behavior of a system. HDMR

can take into account the inherent uncertainty on input parameters and also pre-

sents the potential nonlinearity and contribution due to the interaction between

input parameters. HDMR expresses the model output y�Y as a finite hierarchi-

cal cooperative function expansion in terms of its input variable x�X, as given

by:

y¼ f0 +
XNH
i¼1

fi xið Þ+
XNH
i¼1

XNH
j¼i+ 1

fij xi, xj
� �

+⋯+ f12⋯NH x1, x2,⋯, xNHð Þ (14)

whereNH is the size of input parameters, i and j index any two input parameters,

and f0¼E[f(x)].
For most practical applications, the functions f(x) containing more than two

input parameters can often be ignored due to their fewer contributions compared

to the former terms. Therefore, Eq. (14) can be simplified to a finite number of

terms to calculate the predictor for any input variables. The data-driven ROM

can be obtained by:

y¼C +
XNH
i¼1

XKH
kh¼1

Ai,kh� xkhi +
XNH
i¼1

XNH
j¼i+ 1

XKH
kh¼1

XKH
nh¼1

Bi, j,kh,nh� xkhi � xnhj

i, j� 1, 2, 3,⋯,NHf g, kh,nh� 1, 2, 3,⋯,KHf g
(15)

where C is a constant term, Ai,kh and Bi,j,kh,nh are the first and second-order coef-

ficients, KH is the highest degree of the input variables. They can be regressed

by using a specialized linear programming model, which is used to minimize the

cumulative relative errors
PM

m ym�eymj j,m�(1,2,…, M) between the outputs of

ROM (ym) and CFD simulation (eym), where M is the number of fitting datasets.
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5.3 Model evaluation

The performance of the constructed models can be thoroughly evaluated by

both the training and generation errors (average relative error, avgRE) between

the outputs of bi-level ROMs and the Fluent model. Herein, the training error is

used to evaluate the reconstruction behavior of the ROMs at the design points,

while the generalization error is to assess the prediction capability at interpo-

lated points that are not included in the sample set. The generalization perfor-

mance that truly reflects the prediction ability is important for the application of

developed models, which are validated by using the cross-validation (CV)

method. The latter randomly divides the observations into two mutually exclu-

sive subsets. The training subset is used to construct the model, while the test

subset unseen by the model during training is used to compute a prediction

error. The original sample is repeatedly cut into a test subset and a training sub-

set to assess and to obtain the reliable average error terms for the prediction of

the left-out points. The optimal solution is considered as a good approximation

of the original distribution.

avgREt ¼
1

TE

XTE
t¼1

REt

¼ 1

TE

XTE
t¼1

ORM
t Xtestð Þ�OCFD

t Xtestð Þ 
OCFD

t Xtestð Þ , 8O� Y, Zf g, t� 1,…, TEf g (16)

where TE is the number of training sets.

6 Illustrative example

In this chapter, a small-size circulating water system is illustrated to introduce

the detailed constructions of the bi-level ROMs (Example I) and the multiscale

stochastic optimization model (Example I). The CFD simulation and stochastic

programming problem associated with the multiscale models are implemented

via Fluent 16.0 and GAMS 24.7.1 modeling environment, respectively. Both

models are solved on a workstation with Intel four processors Xeon e5 CPU

@2.5GHz and 32GB RAM. In CFD modeling, the iterative default under-

relaxation factors of 0.3 and 0.6 are used for pressure and momentum, respec-

tively. Besides, the normalized residuals used for checking convergence are less

than 10�3 for the momentum equations and less than 10�6 for the energy equa-

tions. For the two-stage stochastic optimization problem, it takes 10–90min to

obtain a feasible solution with a DICOPT [41] solver and the optimality gap of

10�9 at each iteration.
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6.1 Example I: Model reduction

It is assumed the cooling tower system is located in Jieyang City, Guangdong

province, southern China. The original statistics of uncertain environmental

parameters during the years 2015–2017 are retrieved from the government data-

base (http://www. noaa.gov). All seasons within the chosen years are taken into

account. With an initial sample size of 50, the optimal number of samples gen-

erated by HSS is 300 for spring, 200 for summer, 200 for autumn, and 200 for

winter. Fig. 5 shows the PDFs of dry-bulb temperature and relative humidity for

FIG. 5 PDFs of dry-bulb temperature and relative humidity. (A) spring; (B) summer; (C) autumn;

(D) winter [37].
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the four seasons, along with their mean value and standard derivation. As

shown, it is apparent that both uncertain variables have remarkably different

statistical moments among the seasons and range over a large span throughout

the year.

The results of the reconstruction behavior of the developed physics-based

ROM at the design points of the CWCT are presented in Table 2. Here, we

systemically compare the avgRE of four monitored states concerning the

temperature, pressure, velocity, and H2O mass fraction between the outputs

of physics-based ROM and Fluent model in four seasons. The statistical

values of avgRE are very similar, with a tiny range between 2.44�10�17–
5.73�10�17 for temperature, 3.81�10�12–5.48�10�11 for pressure,

2.02�10�8–5.39� 10�7 for velocity, and 7.11�10�16–1.84�10�14 for H2O

mass fraction. From these results, it is concluded that the outputs of physics-

based ROM maintain high accuracy and no observable difference at the de-

sign points for all cases.

The reconstruction behavior of the physics-based ROM is further assessed at

unknown points. Four typical cases that correspond to the mean values of the

input variables in each season are shown in Figs. 6–9. For each case, four mon-

itored field profiles of state variables (temperature, pressure, velocity, and H2O

mass fraction) inside the tower are used to visually represent the reconstruction

behavior of physics-based ROM. It can be seen from these figures that the con-

tours of the field profiles predicted using physics-based ROM are comparable to

those from Fluent model and the distortions of the contours in some figures (i.e.,

velocity profiles) are even hard to observe. Herein, it is worth noting that the

developed ROMs are capable of sharply reducing the computational time

and resources as compared to the Fluent model. For example, completing a Flu-

ent model requires approximately 3 days for an investigated case, while the

developed ROMs take less than 2s.

Fig. 10 shows the relative errors of temperature and H2O mass fraction by

implementing the CV of the data-driven ROM with Fluent results. As shown,

TABLE 2 Results of avgRE for the physics-based ROM [37].

Season Temperature Pressure Velocity H2O mass fraction

Spring 3.18�10�17 5.48�10�11 2.03�10�8 1.84�10�14

Summer 2.44�10�17 2.70�10�11 7.88�10�8 7.11�10�16

Autumn 2.89�10�17 1.43�10�11 5.39�10�7 2.98�10�15

Winter 5.73�10�17 3.81�10�12 2.02�10�8 1.83�10�14
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the relative errors of outlet air temperature for all 900 samples are less than 0.02,

while more than 70% of the relative errors of H2O mass fraction are less than

0.1. Also, both avgRE and interquartile range (IQR) of the relative errors are

presented in Fig. 10 The former indicator ranges from 0.0038 to 0.0040 for

outlet air temperature, and from 0.0436 to 0.0636 for H2O mass fraction.

The latter range from 0.0028 to 0.0037 for the outlet air temperature, and from

0.0355 to 0.0636 for H2O mass fraction. Hence, it can be concluded that the

developed data-driven ROM for the CWCT offers reasonable and sufficient

confidence for further use for integration within the cooling tower systems

models for optimization.

6.2 Example II: Multiscale optimization

The developed bi-level ROMs of CWCTs, together with the shortcut models

of other process units are further embedded in the multiscale models of the cool-

ing water network superstructure. In Fig. 11, the superstructure includes a set of

FIG. 6 Contour lines of (A) temperature, (B) pressure (C) velocity, and (D) H2O mass fraction in

the case of Spring predicted by Fluent model (left) and physics-based ROM (right) [37].
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circulating water streams with known inlet temperature and flow rates, which

have the potential to be split into multiple substreams for recycling or reuse. A

set of CWCTs are in a parallel arrangement and each CWCT has the same cool-

ing capacity and feeding flow rate. To cope with the variability of environmen-

tal parameters, each CWCT is equipped with a set of circulating pumps, intake

fans, and spray pumps for flexibly adjustment of the flow rates of circulating

water, air, and spray water, respectively. The cooled substreams of circulating

water are merged into one and then mixed with make-up water and recycled

circulating water. Finally, the circulating water streams at a satisfying temper-

ature, exchange heat with process streams through the heat exchangers. To

improve the model formulation, the developed data-driven ROM is integrated

with the overall process model of the system. A two-stage stochastic optimiza-

tion problem is used to minimize the expected total annual cost E(TAC) of the
system, as given by:

FIG. 7 Contour lines of (A) temperature, (B) pressure (C) velocity, and (D) H2O mass fraction in

the case of Summer predicted by Fluent model (left) and physics-based ROM (right) [37].
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Min E TACð Þ¼ TC1st X 1ð Þ,X 3ð Þ,1st, IX
� �

+
X4
s¼1
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n¼1
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2nd
s,n X 1ð Þ, IX,X 2ð Þ,2nd
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� �

� 0

X 1ð Þ, lb�X 1ð Þ �X 1ð Þ,ub
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s,n ,Ys,n X 1ð Þ,X 2ð Þ,2nd

s,n
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Ylb �Ys,n X 1ð Þ,X 2ð Þ,2nd
s,n

� �
�Yub, 8s� 1,…, 4f g, 8n�N2nd (17)

where TC1st and TC2nd are part of the objective function, the former only depends

on design variables (e.g., a function of capital cost), while TC2nd relies on both

FIG. 8 Contour lines of (A) temperature, (B) pressure (C) velocity, and (D) H2O mass fraction in

the case of Autumn predicted by Fluent model (left) and physics-based ROM (right) [37].
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design and operating variables (e.g., a function related to water consumption).

For a stochastic programming problem, the equipment capacities (e.g., CWCTs,

pumps, and fans) should be the same for all samples and thus the capital cost

belongs to the sample-independent variable which are determined in the first

stage by design equality Eq1st and inequality constraint IEq1st. The operating

expenses determined in the second stage are formulated by stochastic functions

(operational equality Eq2nd and inequality constraint IEq2nd on the feasibility of

the process) to capture the variability in uncertain space. X(1) and X(2),2nd repre-

sent the deterministic and uncertain variables to the function of ROMs; IX rep-

resents the remaining variables, Y(X(1), X(2),2nd) represents the outputs of the

ROM as a function of inputs X(1) and X(2),2nd; X(3),1st represents the design vari-

ables;X(1),lb/X(1),ub,X(3),1st,lb/X(3),1st,ub, IXlb/IXub, andYlb/Yub are corresponding

lower/upper bounds of these variables; Pros,n is the probability related to the

occurrence of a specific sample n in season s, N2nd is the set of samples.

To solve the stochastic optimization problem, stochastic samples for each

season are first generated by setting an initial size of 50, with a 95% confidence

interval. The optimal sizes of the samples were determined as 300 for spring,

FIG. 9 Contour lines of (A) temperature, (B) pressure (C) velocity, and (D) H2O mass fraction in

the case of Winter predicted by Fluent model (left) and physics-based ROM (right) [37].
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FIG. 10 Relative errors between data-driven ROM and Fluent results. (A) spring; (B) summer;

(C) autumn; and (D) winter [37].

FIG. 11 Superstructure representation of a typical cooling water system [37].
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100 for summer, 200 for autumn, and 200 for winter, and all the generated sam-

ples have passed the Chi-squared test. The design and operating variables and

the corresponding ranges used in the optimization problem are listed in Table 1,

which are consistent with those used in building the data-driven ROM. To sim-

plify the optimization model stated in Eq. (17), the inner diameter of tubes

installed in the CWCT is assumed to be a fixed value (dtube¼0.01m) and the

cooling water system is assumed to consist of three circulating water streams,

and their corresponding flow rates, inlet, and target temperatures are listed in

Table 3.

In this study, a deterministic optimization model is also developed to

emphasize the importance of the stochastic approach. It should be highlighted

that the deterministic model can be easily obtained from the proposed stochastic

approach by considering a representative sample. This single sample corre-

sponds to the mean value of uncertain environmental parameters for the whole

year (297.3K for the dry-bulb temperature, 63.0% for the relative humidity of

inlet air). Next, the equipment capacities obtained from this single sample are

fixed in the model and compare with the stochastic model to further assess the

impact of uncertainty on the techno-economic performances of the CWCTs and

the whole cooling water system.

The optimal solutions obtained from the deterministic and stochastic

approaches dispatches the inlet circulating water streams for their appropriate

sinks in the cooling water network. As shown in Fig. 12, it is notable that the

stochastic and deterministic solutions have the same distributed network struc-

ture, which contains four units of CWCTs, circulating pumps, spray pumps,

eight intake fans, and three heat exchangers. In this figure, the inlet circulating

water streams denoted by the gray lines exchange heat with process streams via

heat exchangers, and their flow rates stay constant as those listed in Table 3. The

distributed loads of other streams in the cooling water network (i.e., split and

recycled streams), as well as the operating conditions of the CWCTs (i.e., inlet

air and spray water) are constantly changing with the variation of environmental

parameters in each season. The detailed model formulation of this network are

provided in the supporting information of [37].

TABLE 3 Basic data of circulating water streams [37].

Stream Flow rate (m3/h) Inlet temperature (K) Target temperature (K)

CW1 216 324 [293, 315]

CW2 548 316 [293, 311]

CW3 468 311 [293, 309]
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Fig. 13A compares the breakdown of expected TAC of the cooling water

system for both deterministic and stochastic solutions. The annual capital cost

based on the samples of one season is equal to that based on the other one due to

the constraints on the design variables for the same solution. However, note that

the two optimal solutions lead to different annual capital costs, though they

yield the same cooling water network. This is mainly attributed to the various

design capacities and geometry sizes of the installed CWCTs and other process

equipment in the same cooling water network. For instance, in the case of the

same inner diameter (dtube¼0.01m), the optimal number of tube bundles

assembled in each CWCT has grown from 407 for the deterministic solution

to 519 for the stochastic solution. The corresponding design capacities of aux-

iliary equipment such as circulating pumps, spray pumps, and intake fan

increase by 27.4%, 32.6%, and 29.4%, respectively. Thus, the annual capital

cost increases from $3.76�105 for the deterministic solution to

$4.04�105 for the stochastic solution, which accounts for 59.4% and 67.9%

of the expected TAC, respectively.

Though the stochastic solution results in a greater annual capital cost, the

expected TAC based on all 800 samples (detonated by AVG in Fig. 13A)

obtained from this solution is $5.94�105, which is still lower than that of

the deterministic one ($6.33�105). This reduction mainly stems from the sig-

nificant reduction of operating cost, which is $2.57�105 for the deterministic

solution and $1.91�105 for the stochastic solution. To be more specific,

Fig. 13B shows that the mean value of operating expenses for utility usage cuts

FIG. 12 The optimal cooling water network obtained from the stochastic and deterministic solu-

tions [37].
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down from $2.01�105 to $1.72�105 for spring, $3.82�105 to $2.38�105 for

summer, $2.82�105 to $1.95�105 for autumn, and $1.62�105 to

$1.57�105 for winter. Among them, it is obvious that the hot seasons would

lead to higher operating expenses mainly due to the significantly increased con-

sumption of makeup water. Especially, in summer the operating expense of

makeup water had a sharp increase from $1.05�105 for the stochastic solution

to $2.74�105 for the deterministic solution, which accounts for 44.1% and

71.7% of the operating cost, respectively. From the results, it can be concluded

that for the stochastic solution, the reduction in the capital cost achieved by

decreasing the equipment capacities is less significant and not enough to make

up the loss due to the increased operating costs of CWCTs. The stochastic solu-

tion allows for a certain design margin of CWCTs to reduce the impacts of the

variability of environmental conditions and to avoid the abnormal running con-

ditions in extreme scenarios. This highlights the importance of considering the
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FIG. 13 The breakdowns of (A) expected TAC and (B) operating cost for four seasons [37].
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uncertainty of environmental parameters in the robust design of the cooling

water system.

Fig. 14 shows the varying inputs of inlet air, spray water, and makeup water

that corresponds to CWCTs for all 800 samples. From Fig. 14A, it is seen that

the velocity of inlet air for the stochastic solution is mostly lower than that of the

deterministic one, especially in cold seasons like spring and winter. For exam-

ple, the velocity of inlet air for the deterministic solution has mostly reached the

upper bound, 2.5m/s, indicating the CWCT operates in a full-load state. The

main reason is that the increased cooling capacity of CWCTs obtained from

the stochastic solution has a greater quantity of tube bundles and larger heat

exchanger areas, which reduce the required amount of inlet air as compared

to the deterministic solution. However, a larger cooling capacity also means that

more spray water is required to form the liquid film on the surface of the coil

tubes. From Fig. 14B, it is seen that for all generated samples, the average usage

amount of spray water has increased by about one-third, that is, from 13.6

(deterministic solution) to 18.6kg/s (stochastic solution). Besides, note that

the makeup water consumption is equal to the sum of the blowdown and

evaporation losses according to mass balance, and the blowdown contributes

FIG. 14 The optimal values of key operating variables of the system obtained from the determin-

istic and stochastic solutions [37].
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60%–80% of the total. Thus, though the increased usage of spray water leads to

greater evaporation losses, the stochastic solution has remarkable advantages in

reducing the amounts of circulating water load and blowdown by properly

increasing the cooling capacity of CWCT. On the contrary, the CWCT within

the constraints is almost operated at full load for the deterministic solution, par-

ticularly in summer, no matter how the operating variables (inlet air, spray

water, and inlet stream) are manipulated. As shown in Fig. 14C, to meet the

cooling target of circulating water, the amount of makeup water greatly reduces

from 6.67–72.9m3/h (deterministic solution) to 6.67–49.5m3/h (stochastic

solution).

It is challenging to assess the accuracy of the solution optimality and the

underlying model in the presence of model reduction and assumptions. In this

study, we randomly selected Sample 28 in the Spring case (dry-bulb tempera-

ture 285.5K and relative humidity 57.7% of inlet air, see Fig. 14A) to validate

the data-driven ROM of the CWCT at the optimal solution. Are listed in

Table 4, compared with the FLUENT results, the relative errors of temperature

and H2Omass fraction of the outlet air are only 0.0019 and 0.0287, respectively.

The magnitudes of these relative errors fall within the range of 0.0001–0.01 and
0.001–0.11. The error evaluation based on Sample 28 indicates that the ROM-

based optimization model achieves an optimal result that retains the optimality

of the original high-fidelity model for the same input variables.

As aforementioned, the proposed multiscale optimization approach can not

only present the optimal values of objective and the corresponding operating

and design variables for the whole system, but also reconstructs the high-fidelity

fluid dynamics and reveals the complex thermal and flow behaviors via physics-

based ROM. For figuring out of the influence of optimal solutions on heat-mass

transfer processes inside CWCTs, we still selected sample 28 in spring for better

physical inspection of field profiles. For this selected sample, Fig. 15 indicates

that as the inlet air flows upwards and contacts with falling spray water, it is

gradually saturated with water vapor and the longitudinal temperature gradient

appears more evident between the coil tubes. Interestingly, the two optimal

TABLE 4 Error evaluation for Sample 28 in the Spring case [37].

Method

Temperature of

outlet air (K)

Relative

error

H2Omass fraction

of outlet air

Relative

error

Data-
driven
ROM

311.8 0.0019 0.0338 0.0287

FLUENT
model

312.4 0.0348
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solutions yield almost the same temperature profiles. The amplification of the

selected temperature field further indicates that they have the same maximum

and minimum contour lines of temperature, which are 313 and 305K at the top

and bottom of the tubes, respectively. This consistency in temperature profile is

mainly because the overall heat transfer process is mainly controlled by the

maximum heat transfer potential of saturated moist air under the same operating

temperature of inlet air, spray water, and circulating water.

As the inlet air flows upward and encounters the coil tubes at the stagnation

points, most of its kinetic energy is converted into pressure energy according to

the Bernoulli equation. Thus, the pressure profile is closely related to the veloc-

ity profile inside a cooling tower. As shown in Figs. 16 and 17, the contours of

FIG. 15 Contours of fluid temperature inside CWCTs obtained from (A) deterministic model and

(B) stochastic model [37].

FIG. 16 Contours of inlet air velocity inside CWCTs obtained from (A) deterministic model and

(B) stochastic model [37].
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inlet air velocity are significantly reduced, while the contours of fluid pressure

increase accordingly in the surrounding region of the stagnation points. As the

inlet air continues to flow upward, the pressure gradient along the flow direction

of inlet air becomes negative due to the gradual shrinkage of the flow path, mak-

ing the airflow at the boundary layer to be in an accelerated speed state. The

maximum value of the contours of inlet air velocity can be found at the left

and right ends of each tube. Thereafter, under the combined effects of the shear

stress and pressure gradient, the contours of velocity at the boundary layer

decrease rapidly and reach their lowest value at the upper-point of the tubes.

In Fig. 17, it is seen from the amplification of the selected field that the pres-

sure contour lines have about one-third growth from 27.2–36.0Pa for the sto-

chastic solution to 18.4–27.2Pa for the deterministic solution. Similarly, it is

seen from Fig. 16 that the velocity contour lines of the inlet air at the same loca-

tion increased from 3.90–4.55m/s for the stochastic solution to 3.25–5.20m/s

for the deterministic solution. It should be noted that in practice the increased

air velocity and fluid pressure are adverse to the long-term operation of cooling

towers. The selected Sample 28 corresponds to normal weather conditions over

the whole year. As the CWCTs operates at more extreme weather conditions,

such as in summer, the cooling capacity of CWCTs would be significantly

weakened mainly due to the increased temperature and relative humidity of

the inlet air. For the deterministic solution, it is insufficient to cool down the

inlet circulating water by only manipulating the variables of CWCT within

the specified variable space, unless the consumption of makeup water is

increased substantially. Instead, the stochastic solution is capable of reducing

the operational and economic risks of the whole cooling water system through

fully accommodating the uncertainty of environmental parameters and flexibly

increasing the capacity of the equipment.

FIG. 17 Contours of fluid pressure inside CWCTs obtained from (A) deterministic model and

(B) stochastic model [37].
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7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we developed a tailored framework based on model reduction

for multiscale stochastic optimization of the cooling water system with counter-

current CWCTs under the uncertainty on environmental parameters. The model

reduction methodology used for generating bi-level ROMs for CWCTs

included four statistical steps: optimal DoE, multisample CFD simulation,

reduced model construction, and model evaluation. In particular, based on rig-

orous CFD simulation, a fast data-driven and physics-based ROMs was con-

structed by utilizing HDMR and combined PCA-Kriging interpolation,

respectively, to closely approximate the high-fidelity CWCTs models. The

developed bi-level ROMs were embedded in a multiscale optimization model

for performing integrated design and management of the CWCTs and cooling

water system. This optimization model employed sampling-based stochastic

programming and the heterogeneous integration of unit-specific shortcut

models and detailed models of CWCTs.

Two examples were presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed

methodology. In Example I, the results showed that the developed bi-level

ROMs provided a good approximation of CWCTs and resulted in a significant

reduction in computational resources and time. In Example II, the developed bi-

level ROMs were used in a superstructure-based cooling water system for mul-

tiscale stochastic optimization. The results showed that the stochastic solution

can reduce makeup consumption and save costs as compared with the determin-

istic solution, though it properly increased the capital costs of CWCTs and other

auxiliary equipment. Besides, the stochastic solution can effectively reduce the

impact of the variability of weather conditions and avoid the abnormal running

of the cooling water systems in extreme scenarios. This indicated the impor-

tance of consideration of the stochastic approach and uncertainty in the robust

design of cooling water systems.
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South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, People’s Republic of China

1 Introduction

With the slowdown increasing of market demand, the manufacturing industry is

facing fierce competition in recent years. To enhance the competitiveness, most

of the manufacturing enterprises, especially the enterprises with flexible flow

shops, choose to increase the supply of customized and personalized products.

However, this will increase the complexity of the production process and rise

the production costs. To address this issue, production schedule should be opti-

mized to deal with the constraints such as the delivery term, on-hand inventory

control, technological conditions, resource and energy consumption and wast-

age, production costs, profits, etc., and optimally determine the processing time

or the sequence of the production jobs.

The conventional solution for flow shop scheduling process is to define the

flow shop by only one machine at each processing stage. The purpose is to

design a set of optimization schemes, reasonably arrange the processing sched-

ule of each job, and achieve the optimization of the final processing results.

Although the classic shop scheduling problem has made significant progress

in theory [1, 2], there is a substitute for research on how to allocate machines.

At present, internal manufacturing enterprises mainly rely on assembly line pro-

duction methods. That is a production method that processes continuously and

sequentially according to a certain process route and a unified production speed.

Therefore, as an important branch of flexible scheduling, the problem of flex-

ible flow shop production scheduling (flexible flow shop scheduling problem,

FFSP) has attracted extensive attention from scholars at home and abroad.
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FFSP is a generalization of flow shops and parallel machines. It is a sched-

uling problem aiming at optimizing a certain index and multiple indexes. It is

also called a hybrid FFSP. The problem of flexible flow shop scheduling widely

exists in chemical, metallurgy, textile, machinery, semiconductor, logistics,

construction, papermaking, and other fields. It was first proposed by Salvador

in 1973 based on the background of the petroleum industry [3]. In terms of the

FFSP model, Mousavi et al. established an FFSP mathematical model that min-

imized makespan and total delays [4]. Zandieh et al. studied the scheduling

problem of flexible flow shop groups with sequence-related preparation time

and established simultaneous minimization mathematical model of weighted

delay and makespan and use a multi-group genetic algorithm to find Pareto opti-

mal solution [5]. Defersha and Chen established a mathematical model for a

batch flexible flow shop that can skip a certain stage, and the results show that

parallel Genetic Algorithm (GA) has better computing efficiency [6]. Ying et al.

established a mathematical model for a flow shop that cannot wait for sequence-

related preparation time [7]. Bruzzone et al. established a MILP model of flex-

ible FFSP constrained by peak power load. Its goal is to minimize the weighted

sum of total delay and makespan [8]. Moon et al. proposed a discrete-time inte-

ger programming model and a hybrid genetic algorithm for unrelated parallel

machine problems to minimize the weighted sum of makespan and power

cost [9].

In terms of FFSP solution, the FFSP problem has been proved to be an NP-

hard problem. As the scale of production scheduling problems continues to

increase, the difficulty of solving them also increases [10]. Researchers have

conducted a lot of research on the solution of production scheduling problems

and applied various methods to solve the problem of production scheduling. The

details are as follows [11]: (1) Accurate solution method. Such as linear pro-

gramming, the solution to this kind of method is suitable for small-scale pro-

duction scheduling problems. When the scale of the problem gradually

increases, the solution time will increase exponentially. (2) Approximate solu-

tion method. The approximate solution methods can be divided into construc-

tive methods and iterative methods. The advantage of using constructive

methods (common constructive methods such as dispatch rules) to solve pro-

duction scheduling problems is that the solution speed is fast. But the optimality

of the solution is difficult to guarantee. Iterative methods include domain search

algorithms and intelligent algorithms. The advantage of this kind of method is

that the algorithm has a low dependence on the problem and strong versatility.

Commonly used intelligent optimization algorithms include GA, ant colony

optimization, and so on.

Although domestic and foreign scholars have made some achievements in

the theoretical research of FFSP, most of the relevant research has focused on

the problem of having the same processing equipment [12, 13]. In practice, it is

often found that machines with different efficiencies run side by side. Besides,

FFSP needs to consider not only the optimization of job sequencing, but also the
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allocation of machines, which increases the space of feasible solutions. When

the scale of the problem reaches a certain level, the scheduling problem of the

flexible flow shop is an NP problem. How to satisfy various constraints and effi-

ciently find the best feasible solution in algorithm decoding is an issue that must

be considered when studying FFSP. Therefore, how to construct fast intelligent

algorithm for FFSP to seek the optimal scheduling of flexible flow shop has

become the basis of agile manufacturing technology and an important compo-

nent of the modern advanced manufacturing systems. Because of this, this paper

studies the production scheduling problem of the flexible flow shop and estab-

lishes a classical mathematical model of production scheduling of flexible flow

shop. And built an intelligent optimization algorithm (GA) for solving FFSP

problem. Finally, part of the shops in the production process of ceramics and

cement (such as the ball mill shop, the production method of which is a flexible

flow shop scheduling) is selected as a research instance to verify the feasibility

and effectiveness of the production scheduling model of the flexible flow shop

and the GA’s performance in solving the production scheduling problem of the

flexible flow shop.

2 Literature review

There are many types of scheduling problems, which can be divided into single

machine scheduling problems, parallel machine scheduling problems, job shop

scheduling problems, and FFSPs. The flexible flow shop is one of the most

extensive manufacturing systems. The FFSP problem widely exists in the fields

of chemical industry, metallurgy, textile, machinery, semiconductor, logistics,

construction, papermaking, etc. To solve the FFSP problem, the researchers

conducted a lot of research on the solution of FFSP and applied various methods

to solve the problem of production scheduling. At present, the methods for solv-

ing the production scheduling problem of flexible flow shops are divided into

precise scheduling method and approximate scheduling method. When the

problem size is small, an accurate solution algorithm can be used. The mixed

linear programming and branch definition method is the most commonly used

accurate solution method for solving flexible flow shop [2]. As the scale of the

problem continues to increase, the solution time of the exact solution algorithm

will increase exponentially, making it difficult to find a solution to the problem

within an acceptable time frame.

Intelligent optimization algorithms are a type of optimization algorithms that

is inspired by artificial intelligence or the social or natural phenomena of biolog-

ical groups and simulates their laws. It can be roughly divided into evolutionary

algorithms and swarm intelligence algorithms. Because of its global optimization

performance, strong versatility, and suitability for parallel processing. At present,

the intelligent optimization algorithm that has been applied to the production

scheduling problem of the flexible flow shop mainly includes four categories.

(1) Evolutionary algorithms: genetic algorithm [14–16], differential evolution
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algorithm [17]. (2) swarm intelligence algorithm: ant colony algorithm [18], par-

ticle swarm [19, 20], artificial bee colony algorithm [21]. (3) neighborhood search

algorithm: simulated annealing [22], variable neighborhood search [23], tabu

search algorithm [11, 24], and (4) neural network [25].

The evolutionary algorithm is to simulate the collective learning process of a

group of individuals, and it is not easy to fall into local optimality in the search

process. Second, because of their inherent parallelism, the algorithm is very

suitable for massively parallel machines. However, evolutionary algorithms

often have problems such as large search space, long search time, and easy pre-

mature convergence when solving large combinatorial optimization problems.

The swarm intelligence optimization algorithm has the advantages of swarm

intelligence distribution, robustness, indirect communication, and simplicity.

The main disadvantage of swarm intelligence optimization algorithm is that

it is prone to premature convergence and poor local optimization ability [2].

The neighborhood search algorithm can obtain the local optimal solution. It

applies to various optimization problems and can be embedded in other intel-

ligent optimization algorithms. However, the search performance of the neigh-

borhood search algorithm depends entirely on the neighborhood structure and

the initial solution. The advantages of neural networks are large storage space,

strong storage capacity, strong self-learning ability, good fault tolerance, and

easy classification. It has problems such as low learning efficiency, slow learn-

ing speed, and difficulty in expressing knowledge. How to use intelligent opti-

mization algorithms to effectively solve the scheduling problem has always

been a challenging problem and a research hotspot.

3 Flexible flow shop production scheduling model

3.1 Problem description

TheFFSP is also called job schedulingproblemwith the samesequence. It is a sim-

plified model of many practical assembly line production scheduling problems.

The classic FFSP can be described as. There are n independent jobs processed

onmmachines according to the same process route. Each job needs to go through

n procedures. These processes require different machines, and the processing of

each process cannot be interrupted. The flexible flow shop model is a summary

of the classic flow shop model, which is more in line with the actual production

environment. The flexible flow shop model assumes that at least one stage must

have multiple machines. The optimization problem includes two, one is to assign

the job to themachine at each stage. The second is to sort jobs assigned to the same

machine to minimize certain optimization goals [11]. The limits of its jobs are as

follows: (1) Amachine can process atmost one job at a time. (2) A job can only be

processed by one machine at a time. (3) Preemption processing is not allowed.

(4) Jobsarenot allowed tobesplit. (5)Theoperationsof the jobsmustbeperformed

in sequence, and the processing stages must not overlap.
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3.2 Production scheduling model

In the production scheduling problem of flexible flow shop, the establishment

time can be divided into two types. One is related to the machine. That is, if the

start time of a job depends on the machine to which the job is assigned, the cre-

ation time of the job depends on the machine. The second is when the job cre-

ation time on the machine depends on the job just completed on the machine.

Then the establishment time of the job depends on the job sequence to be pro-

cessed on the machine. In addition, the objective function of FFSP is usually

determined according to its specific production environment and constraints.

The common objective functions include minimizing the makespan, the number

of delayed jobs, energy consumption, and so on. The classic model of flexible

flow shop scheduling is as follows:

MinimizeCmax (1)

Subject to :
Xn

i¼1
Ai, l ¼ 1, l¼ 1,2,…,n (2)

Xmj

k¼1
Bi, j,k ¼ 1, i¼ 1,2,…,n;j¼ 1,2,…,S (3)

Ai, l ¼ 1, if the ith job is scheduled at the position lth
0, if not

� �
(4)

Bi, j,k ¼ 1, if the jth operatioin of the ith job is assigned to the kthmachine
0, if not

� �

(5)

ei, j ¼ sti, j + pi, j, i¼ 1,2,…,n;j¼ 1,2,…,S (6)

ei, j � sti, j+ 1, i¼ 1,2,…,n;j¼ 1,2, ::,S�1 (7)Xn

i¼1
ei, jAi, l � sti, j, j¼ 1,2, ::,S;l¼ 1,2,…,n (8)

Xn

i¼1
sti, jBi, j,k � ei, jBi�1, j,k, j¼ 1,2, ::,S;k¼ 1,2,…,mj (9)

where i represents the ith job, j represents the jth process, mj represents the jth
process has m parallel machines, k represents the kth machine, l represents the
lth processing position, e represents the processing completion time of the job,

st represents the job start processing time, p represents the job processing time.

Eq. (1) represents the objective function that needs to be optimized. Eq. (2) indi-

cates that all jobs must be scheduled. Eq. (3) indicates that each job can only be

processed once in each process. Eqs. (4) and (5) are binary functions. Eq. (6)

shows that the completion time of the jth process of the ith job is equal to

the sum of the start time of the jth process of the ith job and the processing

time of the jth process of the ith job. Eq. (7) indicates that the end time of

the jth process of the ith job is not greater than the start time of the (j+1)th pro-
cess of the ith job. Eq. (8) indicates that the start time of the (i+1)th process
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is not less than the end time of the ith job. Eq. (9) indicates that on the kth
machine, the start time of the ith job is less than or equal to the end time of

the ith job.

3.3 GA method introduction

GAwas first proposed by Professor Holland in 1975 and is a method to simulate

the natural evolution of living things [26]. It selects, crosses, and mutates to

express the decoded problem as a “chromosome” population that evolves from

generation to generation until it reaches the stopping criterion set by the algo-

rithm. To find the optimal solution to the problem. GA has the advantages of

simple principle, strong versatility, unlimited constraints, and good global solu-

tion searchability. Therefore, GA has been widely used in combinatorial opti-

mization problems. Davis was the first scholar to apply the GA to solve

production scheduling [27]. At present, GA has been applied to the FFSP prob-

lem and has achieved good results. Kurz and Askin proposed a random key

encoding method, and the designed single-point cross genetic algorithm has sta-

ble performance [28]. Akrami et al. used GA to solve the batch FFSP problem

with limited buffers [29]. Bellkadi et al. designed a parallel genetic algorithm

and successfully solved the multi-stage FFSP problem [30]. They also designed

a variety of genetic algorithms for different machine allocation rules for the pro-

duction scheduling of ceramic tiles with constraints [31].

The GA process designed in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. It can be briefly

described as: (1) The input data part needs to preprocess the data (including the

elimination of outliers and the filling of missing values) and import the data into

the model. (2) Set some parameters of GA (such as crossover probability, muta-

tion probability, population size, number of iterations, etc.). (3) Initialize the

population according to the set job amount and size and use the input data to

calculate the fitness value. (4) Sort the individuals in the population according

to the fitness value and save the individuals with the largest fitness value. Then,

randomly select some individuals from the population to perform crossover

operation and mutation operation. Repeat this process until the set stopping cri-

terion is reached. (5) Update the population. And repeat steps (3) and (4) until

the maximum number of GA iterations is satisfied.

Monte Carlo method is used to initialize the population. According to the

size of the job and the size of the set population, a corresponding number of

populations is automatically generated. Then encode all jobs. The calculation

of fitness value can be summarized as follows: (1) Set related variables and

set intermediate variables for recording process data. (2) Select the earliest

available machine. Arrange the job to the machine for processing and update

the earliest available time of the machine. Repeat this process until all jobs

are scheduled. (3) According to the recorded intermediate data, the processing

route and processing time of each job are counted and calculated. In the
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FIG. 1 The flowchart of GA.



selection operation, four chromosomes are randomly selected from the popula-

tion (one chromosome represents a processing sequence for all jobs), and then

the two optimal ones are selected. In the crossover operation, first select two

chromosomes. Then select half of the chromosome length as the exchange gene

(a gene on the chromosome represents a processing job), and finally exchange

the exchange genes of the two chromosomes. In the mutation operation, a chro-

mosome is randomly selected, and then two genes are randomly selected to

exchange them.

4 Case study

A ball mill is a type of heavy mechanical equipment that relies on its own rota-

tion to drive the steel balls inside to impact and grind material loads with high

reliability. However, the ball mill has the disadvantages of low working effi-

ciency and high energy consumption [32]. The ball mill is a key equipment

for regrinding after industrial materials are crushed. The application fields of

the ball mill are very wide, such as cement, new building materials, refractory

materials, fertilizer and metal beneficiation, and glass ceramics. The production

process of the ball mill shop can be simplified to flexible flow shop scheduling,

which is an NP problem.

Model analysis and verification were carried out using data from a ball mill

shop of a ceramic factory in Guangdong. Three sets of experimental data have

been selected for a certain three-day production schedule of the ball mill shop of

the ceramic factory. Each set of experiments includes a production scheduling

problem with production cost minimization, which is solved using GA. Then

analyze and compare with the results of manual scheduling.

4.1 Production process of ball mill shop

The production process of the ball mill shop is shown in Fig. 2, which mainly

includes three stages, namely the feeding stage, feeding stage, and ball milling

stage. The equipment used includes forklifts, feeders, and ball mills. In general,

one feeding opportunity corresponds to multiple ball mills. But one feeder can

only feed one ball mill at a time. In the feeding stage, the forklift takes the mate-

rial from the warehouse and loads it into the feeder. In the feeding stage, the

feeder transports the material to the ball mill through a conveyor belt. After

the feeding is completed, enter the ball milling stage for ball milling. The crush-

ing effect of the ball mill on thematerial is mainly the impact and grinding of the

grinding body on the material. After the ball milling is finished, the ball milling

effect of the material needs to be inspected, that is, quality inspection. If the

quality inspection is qualified, proceed to the pulping step and cleaning step.

If the quality inspection fails, continue ball milling.

The production scheduling problem of the ball mill shop can be reduced to a

three-stage flexible flow workshop production scheduling model. Taking the
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three-stage flexible flow shop production scheduling problem as the research

object, the established production scheduling model is shown below:Xn

i¼1

Xm1

j¼1
Oi, j ¼ 1 (10)

Xn

i¼1

Xm2

j¼1
Oi, j ¼ 1 (11)

Xn

i¼1

Xm3

j¼1
Oi, j ¼ 1 (12)

Ii, j �Fj, l�1 + TSl, l�1, j8j�1,2,3…,m;8l�2,3,4…,Nj (13)

Bi,3 �Ei,2 + f STð Þ, (14)

f QT, FTð Þ¼QT +FT (15)

m1 +m2 +m3 ¼m (16)

FIG. 2 Production flow chart of ball mill shop.
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where m is the number of production lines, and n is the number of the jobs. Oi, j

indicates whether the ith job is produced on the jth production lines. When Oi, j

is equal to 1, it means that the ith job is produced on the jth production line.

When Oi, j is equal to 0, it means that the ith job is not produced on the jth pro-
duction line. Eq. (10) indicates that each job must be processed in the first stage

and can only be processed once. Eq. (11) indicates that each job must be pro-

cessed in the second stage and can only be processed once. Eq. (12) indicates

that each job must be processed in the third stage and can only be processed

once. Inequality (13) indicates that each production line can only process

one job at a time. Where Ii,j represents the start processing time of the ith
job on the jth production line. On the same production line, the start time of

the next job must be greater than or equal to the end time of the previous job

plus the set-up time. Inequality (14) shows the relationship between the end

time of each job in the second stage and the start processing time of the third

stage. There is a time interval between Ei,2 and Bi,3, and this time interval is

f(QT,FT). Eq. (15) shows the size of the time interval. Eq. (16) represents

the number of all machines.

4.2 Optimal object

Due to the pressure of the environment and energy prices, the manufacturing

industry is facing huge pressure for energy saving and emission reduction. Elec-

tricity is one of the most important energy sources in the manufacturing indus-

try. According to the difference in electricity demand, the electricity demand

can be divided into three time periods in 1 day, which are the electricity peak

period, the electricity valley period, and the electricity normal period. Due to

the imbalance of electricity consumption, it is easy to produce waste in the val-

ley of electricity consumption, and the supply and demand will be tight in the

peak section. The implementation of time-of-use electricity prices has given

enterprises the space to optimize production costs. In the ball mill shop, the

energy consumption in different processing stages is different. Under the

time-of-use electricity price mechanism, production scheduling that minimizes

production costs requires that high-energy-consumption ball mill stages be

arranged as much as possible within the electricity valley. And the feeding stage

and feeding stage are arranged in the peak period of electricity consumption.

Thereby reducing the total energy consumption cost. Among them, the proces-

sing energy consumption of the ball mill is the main energy consumption. Under

the mechanism of time-of-use electricity price, production can be reasonably

arranged through production scheduling to reduce the processing energy cost

of the ball mill shop. In the ball mill shop, when switching between different

types of jobs, the ball mill needs to be cleaned. In this process, the ball mill will

run at lower power and will consume part of the standby energy consumption.

Besides, cleaning the ball mill requires additional cleaning time. This may cause

the earliest available time of the ball mill to become longer, which may affect

the completion time of the job. In the process of production scheduling, reducing
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unnecessary production cleaning can reduce production costs for enterprises

and may also shorten the completion time. Similarly, under the mechanism of

time-of-use electricity prices, it is also an optimization problem at which period

the production cleaning is scheduled.

Many factors affect the processing energy consumption of the ball mill. The

type of job is one of the important factors that affect processing energy con-

sumption. When producing different types of jobs, the energy consumption

in the feeding stage, feeding stage, and ball milling stage is different. In addi-

tion, the energy consumption generated in different stages is also different, in

which the ball milling stage is the main energy consumption stage. In the pro-

duction schedule, the ball mill stage with large energy consumption is arranged

as much as possible in the valley period or the normal period. In the peak period,

the feeding stage and the ball washing stage with low energy consumption are

carried out as much as possible. In the ball mill shop, in the process of produc-

tion conversion (because the formula types of the two jobs are different, the ball

mill needs to be cleaned) not only consumes part of the power consumption, but

also prolongs the earliest available time of the ball mill, which may affect the

completion of the job time. When jobs of the same type are scheduled to be pro-

duced in sequence, there is no set-up power consumption. Therefore, this paper

regards set-up power consumption as one of the optimization goals.

4.3 Production cost model

To implement production scheduling based on the time-of-use electricity price

minimization of the production cost of the ball shop in the ceramic industry, it is

necessary to establish the power consumption model of the ball shop. This sec-

tion mainly considers two types of power consumption, which are the proces-

sing power consumption of the ball mill and the set-up power consumption.

Processing power consumption is related to equipment and product types, while

processing power consumption cost is related to processing power consumption

and electricity prices. Under the rules of time-of-use electricity prices, the price

of electricity is different for each period of the day. This section establishes pro-

duction cost based on time-of-use electricity prices, of which the specific cal-

culation formula for processing power consumption costs is as follows:

EP¼
Xm

j¼1

Xn

i¼1
EP1 +EP2 +EP3ð Þ�Oi, j (17)

EP1¼
Xm

j¼1

Xn

i¼1
Ui, j�P1�PTi, j,1 (18)

PTi, j,k ¼
XK

k¼1
Q STi, j, STi, j + Ti, j

� �
, k

� �
, (19)

EP2¼
Xm

j¼1

Xn

i¼1
Ui, j�P2�PTi, j,2 (20)

EP3¼
Xm

j¼1

Xn

i¼1
Ui, j�P3�PTi, j,3 (21)
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PTi, j,k ¼
Xk

k¼1

Xm

j¼1

Xn

i¼1
T sti, j, eti, j
� �

(22)

where EP is the processing power cost consumed by the machine, EP1 is the

processing power cost of all jobs in the peak period, EP2 is the processing

power cost of all jobs in the valley period, and EP3 is the processing power cost
of all jobs in the normal period. Ui, j represents the power consumption per unit

time of the ith job on the jth machine. P1, P2, and P3 are the electricity prices

during peak, valley, and normal periods, respectively. PTi, j, k represents the pro-
cessing time of the ith job on the jth machine. STi, j indicates the starting time of

the ith job on the jth machine. Ti, j represents the processing time of the ith job on
the jth machine. Eq. (22) indicates that the processing time of the job is counted

according to the peak period, valley period and normal period, where sti, j indi-
cates the start time of the ith job on the jth machine, eti, j represents the end time

of the ith job on the jth machine.

Set-up energy consumption is the energy consumed in the process of clean-

ing the ball mill when the types of two adjacent processing jobs are inconsistent.

In the context of time-of-use electricity prices, the cleaning stage of equipment

occurs at different times, and the energy price per unit time is different. When

the cleaning stage of the machine occurs at the peak period, and the energy con-

sumption cost of cleaning will be higher than the valley period or the normal

period. The formula for set-up the power consumption cost model is shown

below:

ES¼
Xm

j¼1

Xn

i¼1
ES1 +ES2 +ES3ð Þ�Oi, j (23)

ES1¼
Xm

j¼1

Xn

i¼1
Ui, j�P1�STi, j,1 (24)

ES2¼
Xm

j¼1

Xn

i¼1
Ui, j�P2�STi, j,2 (25)

ES3¼
Xm

j¼1

Xn

i¼1
Ui, j�P3�STi, j,3 (26)

where ES is the total set-up cost, ES1 is the production cost of cleaning the ball
mill that occurred during the peak period, ES2 is the set-up production cost that
occurred during the valley period, and ES3 is the set-up production cost that

occurred during the normal period. STi, j, 1 is the set-up time during the peak

period. STi, j, 2 is the set-up time in the valley period, and STi, j, 3 is the set-

up time in the normal period.

min EPCð Þ (27)

EPC¼
Xm

j¼1

Xn

i¼1
EP + SPð Þ�Oi, j (28)

where Eq. (27) represents the optimization goal, which is the cost of energy con-

sumption. Formula (28) represents the total production energy consumption,

including processing energy consumption and set-up energy consumption.
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4.4 Experimental data

The data used in this chapter is extracted from the database of a ball mill system

of a ceramic factory in Guangdong province. Data preprocessing is mainly to

eliminate outliers, fill in missing values according to the set values, and match

the data of daily production jobs according to the number of ball mills.

Fig. 3 shows the number of production tasks in a daily production plan of a

ball mill in a ceramic factory in Guangdong Province (No. 6 has no production

job data due to system abnormalities). As can be seen from Fig. 3, the number of

production jobs in a day is at least 20 and at most 28. To test the performance of

the GA algorithm on production scheduling problems with different numbers

of jobs, this paper selects a certain 3-day scheduling data for verification. Three

sets of experiments were designed, and each experiment included an example

of production scheduling with production cost minimization. The three produc-

tion costs minimize the name of the production scheduling instance and the

number of jobs, as shown in Table 1. Table 2 is the number of equipment in

the three stages of the ball mill shop, of which there is two forklift equipment

of the same specification in the first stage (feeding stage). The second stage
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FIG. 3 The number of jobs in a month.

TABLE 1 Names and number of jobs of three production scheduling

instances with minimum production cost.

Instances The number of jobs

Job1 21

Job2 24

Job3 28
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(feeding stage) has three feeders with the same specifications. Feeder No. 1 can

only feed the ball mills No. 1–6. No. 2 feeder can only feed 7–12 ball mills.

Feeder 3 can only feed the ball mills 13–18. The third stage (ball milling stage)

has 18 ball mills with the same capacity. Tables 3–5 correspond to the proces-

sing time of Job1, Job2, and Job3 in three stages, respectively.

Ball washing energy consumption is related to the ball washing time and the

energy consumption per unit time. The ball washing time is set to 60min (the

specifications of all ball mills in this ball mill are the same). The equipment

power of the ball mill during cleaning is shown in Table 6. In this chapter,

the quality inspection is set to 30min, and the slurry discharge time is set to

30min. Also, the time division of the time-of-use electricity price adopted in

this paper and the electricity price is shown in Table 7.

4.5 Parameter setting

In this paper, GA is used to solve the production cost minimization scheduling

problem. In GA algorithm, the important parameters include population size,

maximum iteration times, crossover probability, and mutation probability. To

find the optimal parameters, this chapter designs some comparative experi-

ments. First, the maximum number of iterations, crossover probability, and

mutation probability is set as fixed values to optimize the population size.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the corresponding objective function value and the running

time of GA algorithm when the population number is 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100,

110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160, 170, 180, 190, and 200. As can be seen from Fig. 4,

when the population size is 150, the production cost is the minimum. As can be

seen from Fig. 5, the running time of GA algorithm increases with the increase

of population. Considering the performance and efficiency of GA, 150 is the

optimal population size. Second, the population size is set to 150, and the cross-

over probability and mutation probability are set as fixed values to optimize the

iteration times. Fig. 6 shows the change in the value of the objective function as

the number of iterations increases from 10 to 80. It can be concluded that when

the number of iterations is set to 50, the production cost is the lowest. Fig. 7

shows how the run time of the algorithm varies with the number of iterations.

Then, the population size is set to 150, the number of iterations is set to 50, and

the mutation probability is set as a fixed value to optimize the crossover prob-

ability. As can be seen from Fig. 8, when the crossover probability is 0.85, the

TABLE 2 Number of equipment in ball mill shop.

Forklift Feeding machine Ball mill

2 3 18
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minimum value of the objective function is obtained. Finally, the population

size of 150, iteration times of 50, and crossover probability of 0.85 are set to

optimize the mutation probability. As shown in Fig. 9, when the mutation prob-

ability is 0.125, the objective function value is the minimum.

To sum up, the important parameters of GA in this experiment are set as

follows: the population size is set to 150, the maximum iteration number is

set to 50, the crossover probability is set to 0.85, and the mutation probability

is set to 0.125.

TABLE 3 Processing schedule of all jobs in case Job1 in three stages.

Job

number

First stage

processing time

(min)

Stage 2 processing

time (min)

Stage 3 processing

time (min)

1 106 14.4 443

2 104 14.4 656

3 83 14.4 180

4 92 14.4 633

5 86 14.4 640

6 137 14.4 642

7 76 14.4 640

8 61 14.4 180

9 131 14.4 651

10 83 14.4 645

11 188 14.4 1026

12 144 14.4 480

13 192 14.4 235

14 155 14.4 659

15 97 14.4 663

16 125 14.4 447

17 80 14.4 137

18 102 14.4 660

19 100 14.4 671

20 135 14.4 1023

21 145 14.4 444
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TABLE 4 Processing schedule of all jobs in case Job2 in three stages.

Job

number

First stage

processing time

(min)

Stage 2 processing

time (min)

Stage 3 processing

time (min)

1 79 14.4 658

2 74 14.4 175

3 131 14.4 792

4 82 14.4 637

5 185 14.4 389

6 119 14.4 154

7 103 14.4 660

8 100 14.4 645

9 192 14.4 750

10 175 14.4 438

11 149 14.4 432

12 151 14.4 449

13 171 14.4 1021

14 116 14.4 443

15 115 14.4 655

16 70 14.4 640

17 121 14.4 658

18 119 14.4 766

19 82 14.4 655

20 102 14.4 600

21 113 14.4 138

22 99 14.4 443

23 143 14.4 1011

24 131 14.4 435
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TABLE 5 Processing schedule of all jobs in case Job3 in three stages.

Job

number

First stage

processing time

(min)

Stage 2 processing

time (min)

Stage 3 processing

time (min)

1 97 14.4 655

2 101 14.4 673

3 98 14.4 554

4 86 14.4 444

5 96 14.4 443

6 136 14.4 783

7 127 14.4 446

8 92 14.4 647

9 95 14.4 645

10 121 14.4 653

11 154 14.4 438

12 146 14.4 462

13 226 14.4 1002

14 106 14.4 442

15 201 14.4 772

16 133 14.4 780

17 103 14.4 473

18 102 14.4 655

19 104 14.4 432

20 86 14.4 633

21 103 14.4 469

22 80 14.4 644

23 130 14.4 1012

24 117 14.4 482

25 94 14.4 482

26 135 14.4 662

27 98 14.4 639

28 87 14.4 644
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4.6 Result analysis

This section mainly solves the production scheduling problem of minimizing

the production cost under the time-of-use electricity price, and the optimization

goal is the production power cost.

To this end, this study designed three sets of production scheduling exam-

ples. Using GA to solve each group of electricity costs to minimize production

scheduling instances. It is compared with the results of manual scheduling to

verify the performance of GA in solving the production scheduling problem.

TABLE 6 Ball mill equipment power table.

Ball mill power during ball milling

(kW/h)

Power of ball mill when washing ball

(kW/h)

180 162

TABLE 7 Time-sharing of time-of-use electricity prices and electricity prices.

Stage Period Electricity price

Valley period 23:00–05:00 0.43351

Normal period 05:00–17:00 0.6193

Peak period 17:00–23:00 0.80509

FIG. 4 The graph of objective function changing with population size.
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Considering the randomness of the evolutionary algorithm, when GA is used to

solve each group of production scheduling job cases, it runs independently four

times. Figs. 10–12 show iterative graphs of the production cost using GA, where

the horizontal axis represents the number of iterations and the vertical axis rep-

resents the production cost. From the above three figures, it can be seen that the

GA has good optimization ability and fast convergence speed.

Table 8 shows the results of the three sets of production scheduling instances

running 4 times, respectively, and Table 9 shows the results of manual

FIG. 5 GA algorithm running time changes with population size.

FIG. 6 The graph of the objective function with the number of iterations.
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FIG. 7 GA running time changes with the number of iterations.

FIG. 8 The graph of the change of objective function value with cross probability.

FIG. 9 The graph of the change of objective function value with mutation probability.



scheduling. As can be seen from Tables 8 and 9, in each group of cases, the total

processing time of the scheduling plan obtained by GA is the same as that

obtained by manual scheduling. This illustrates the feasibility of using GA to

solve the production scheduling model with the production cost minimized.

It can also be seen from Tables 8 and 9 that the production cost value of each
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FIG. 10 Job1 iterative diagram.
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FIG. 11 Job2 iterative diagram.
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FIG. 12 Job3 iterative diagram.
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TABLE 8 The scheduling results solved by GA.

Instance

Processing time at

peak (min)

Processing time of valley

period (min)

Processing time of normal

period (min)

Total processing

time (min)

Production

cost (CNY)

Job1–1 2826.1 3187.7 5741.2 11,755 21,082

Job1–2 2659.2 3648.9 5446.9 11,755 21,099.4

Job1–3 2750.8 3240.6 5763.6 11,755 21,058.3

Job1–4 2607 3331.5 5816.5 11,755 20,832.7

Job2–1 2703.8 4236.2 6704 13,644 24,495.1

Job2–2 2662.8 3755 7226.2 13,644 24,740.4

Job2–3 2708.2 3508.2 7427.6 13,644 24,903.3

Job2–4 2630.8 4097.2 6916 13,644 24,531.9

Job3–1 3010.8 4266.2 9789 17,066 31,007.2

Job3–2 3072.4 3810.10 10,183.5 17,066 31,295.8

Job3–3 3120.6 4215.3 9730.1 17,066 31,096.8

Job3–4 3422.6 4422.7 9220.7 17,066 31,149.5



group obtained by GA is less than the result obtained by manual scheduling,

which shows that the GA has a good solution performance and further illustrates

the effectiveness of the GA solution.

Fig. 13 shows the results of the lowest production cost value, the highest

production cost value, the average production cost value in the instances

Job1–1, Job1–2, Job1–3, Job1–4 obtained by GA and the results of the manually

obtained instance Job1, where blue represents the result obtained by GA and

orange represents the result of manual scheduling. It can be obtained from

Fig. 13 that in the instance Job1 (the number of jobs is 21), the production cost

obtained by GA saves about 1083 CNY, 817 CNY the lowest, and 898 CNY on

average. Similarly, as can be seen from Fig. 14, in the instance Job2 (the number

of jobs is 24), the production cost obtained by GA is about 976.4 CNY higher

than manual scheduling, the lowest is 568.2 CNY, and the average can be 803.8

TABLE 9 Results of manual scheduling.

Instance

Processing

time at

peak (min)

Processing

time of

valley

period

(min)

Processing

time of

normal

period

(min)

Total

processing

time (min)

Production

cost (CNY)

Job1 2896.5 3341 5517.5 11,755 21,916

Job2 3456.6 3818.4 6339 13,644 25,471.5

Job3 4106.1 4848.9 8111 17,066 31,616.8

FIG. 13 Job1 solution obtained by GA and manual scheduling.
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CNY. It can be seen from Fig. 15 that in the instance Job3 (the number of jobs is

28), the production cost obtained by GA is about 609.6 CNY higher than manual

scheduling, the lowest is 321.1 CNY, and the average saving is 479.5 CNY. As

can be seen from Figs. 13–15, when the number of jobs in a day is small (such as

21 jobs in Job1), it can save more money. This is because there are only 24h in a

day, and the larger the number of production jobs, the longer the total time

required. The less time–space that can be optimized within 24h, the less space

is saved.

5 Conclusions

This chapter studies the production scheduling problem of the flexible flow

shop and establishes a classical mathematical model of the production

FIG. 14 Job2 solution obtained by GA and manual scheduling.

FIG. 15 Job3 solution obtained by GA and manual scheduling.
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scheduling problem of the flexible flow shop. The intelligent optimization algo-

rithm is used to solve the established production scheduling model. The results

show that GA has a good ability to seek optimization and a fast convergence

speed when solving the model. The ball mill shop of a ceramic factory in

Guangdong Province was used as an instance to verify the feasibility and effec-

tiveness of the model. The results show that the model established in this paper

can save up to 4.9% of the production cost compared with manual scheduling.

Finally, the analysis of the instance shows that the production scheduling model

of flexible flow shop based on GA can effectively improve production effi-

ciency and reduce production costs.
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Chapter 17

Machine learning-based
intermittent equipment
scheduling model for flexible
production process

Zifei Wang and Yi Man
State Key Laboratory of Pulp and Paper Engineering, School of Light Industry and Engineering,

South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, People’s Republic of China

1 Introduction

Production scheduling is one of the main factors affecting productivity and effi-

ciency [1]. Effective scheduling plans greatly improve the performance of

manufacturing systems and reduce the cost of production. Therefore, many

industrial engineers have recently focused on making effective and reasonable

scheduling schemes for different demands.

Scheduling is an important decision-making process in most manufacturing

and service industries [2]. Dynamic scheduling methods include traditional and

intelligent methods. Traditional methods include optimization (mathematical

programming, branch and bound, and elimination methods), simulation, heu-

ristic, and intelligent methods, including expert systems, artificial neural

networks, and intelligent search algorithms [3]. Zhang et al. [4] proposed a

schedule adjustment method combining fuzzy optimization theory and dynamic

programming. Johnson [5] and Panwalker [6] studied the scheduling rules sep-

arately. ISIS [7] is one of the earliest AI-based scheduling systems. When the

production environment changes or is in conflict, the scheduling mechanism of

this system selectively relaxes certain constraints and reschedules the affected

artifacts or orders. OPIS [8] is a workshop scheduling system based on ISIS that

uses dynamic scheduling strategies for scheduling according to production con-

ditions. SONIA [9] is a scheduling system that includes prediction and feedback

scheduling. OPAL [10] is a scheduling system that uses a heuristic method.

Numao et al. [11] designed an expert system for steel smelters using artificial

intelligence and human–computer interaction. Xi et al. [12] proposed a neural
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network FMS dynamic scheduling method based on a rule-based backpropaga-

tion learning algorithm. Lee et al. [13] solved the scheduling problem by using a

combination of a genetic algorithm and machine learning. Jian et al. [14] pro-

posed an FMS scheduling and rescheduling algorithm that can greatly shorten

the rescheduling time. Luo et al. [15] proposed a priority-based hybrid parallel

genetic algorithm with a fully rescheduling strategy that predicts reactivity.

Zhou and Yang [16] proposed four automatic design methods based on

multi-objective genetic programming that perform better than manual schedul-

ing. In summary, research on dynamic scheduling methods has become increas-

ingly mature and has laid the foundation for the establishment of an equipment

optimization scheduling model.

Nayak et al. [17] proposed a smart algorithm framework with manufacturing

plants as the research object. The framework aimed to minimize the total power

cost so that the total order delay can be controlled. Wu and Che [18] solved the

replacement flow workshop scheduling problem to minimize the maximum

completion time and total energy consumption. The results showed that the pro-

cessing speed of the machine can be dynamically adjusted according to different

jobs. Dorfeshan et al. [19] proposed a new flow shop job scheduling method

based on weighted distance approximation and verified the effectiveness of

the method. Shao et al. [20] studied distributed pipeline operation scheduling

to minimize the maximum completion time and proposed an improved hybrid

discrete fruit fly optimization algorithm. Experimental results showed that this

method is more effective than existing methods. Feng et al. [21] proposed a

comprehensive method of intelligent green scheduling for edge computing in

flexible workshops and verified that the method is effective. Kim et al. [22]

established a dynamic scheduling model for precast concrete machines and ver-

ified that the model is effective through simulation experiments.

In summary, scholars worldwide have conducted a great amount of research

on the dynamic scheduling method and its application, which have provided

many research ideas and methods. Therefore, this study establishes an opti-

mized scheduling model for intermittent production equipment that utilizes

these mature dynamic scheduling methods.

2 Problem description and solution

In this section, we first provide a description of the intermittent production

equipment scheduling problem. Then, an optimal scheduling model based on

the NSGA-II algorithm is proposed. Finally, an optimal scheduling model is

established.

2.1 Dispatching status of intermittent production equipment

After inspection, research, and study, it was found that workers have the follow-

ing disadvantages in the scheduling of intermittent production equipment:

(1) Workers cannot make the best use of the time when electricity prices are
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at their lowest or avoid the peak electricity price times and (2) workers are

unstable factors. If the factory needs to improve the effect of optimized sched-

uling, it needs to invest in more manpower. Therefore, production costs will

increase greatly, which will put pressure on the enterprise. (3) The manufactur-

ing shop is unstable. In the face of different working conditions, workers cannot

change the scheduling of intermittent production equipment in time; therefore,

workers miss the optimal scheduling times of machines.

2.2 NSGA-II algorithm overview

The essence of mathematical modeling is to transform a multi-objective opti-

mization problem into a single-objective optimization problem through a

weighting method [23–28]. A single-objective optimization theory is then used

to solve the problem; however, the single-objective optimization theory often

has shortcomings in practical applications. For example, subjectively setting

the weight of each goal cannot lead to the optimization of each goal. Multi-

objective optimization is a process of finding decision variables that satisfy con-

straints and assigning values to all objective functions [29]. In theory, such a

problem will produce a set of optimal solutions, called Pareto optimal sets,

rather than a single solution [30]. Different algorithms, such as the strength

Pareto evolutionary algorithm, nondominated sorting genetic algorithm

(NSGA), ant colony, and particle swarm optimization (PSO) are often used

to solve complex multi-objective problems [31–34]. The meta-heuristic algo-

rithm is prone to premature convergence, especially when dealing with complex

multi-peak search problems, and the local optimization ability is poor. NSGA-II

is one of the most popular multi-objective algorithms in meta-heuristic algo-

rithms. It not only has the advantages of a fast running speed and good conver-

gence to the solution set but also reduces the complexity of the NSGA algorithm

[35]. Because NSGA-II is more competitive in solving multi-objective optimi-

zation problems [36], the proposed scheduling model uses NSGA-II to find

solutions.

Zhang et al. [37] studied the configuration and operation of a hybrid pho-

tovoltaic power generation system using the NSGA-II algorithm. This study

utilized a solar-wind-storage hybrid power system model to determine the

optimal hybrid power system composition. Hu et al. [38] solved a multi-

objective optimization problem of gas and electricity combined network

expansion planning using the NSGA-II algorithm. Jain et al. [39] established

a multi-objective optimized vapor compression-absorption cascade refrigera-

tion system using the NSGA-II algorithm. The research results showed that

multi-objective optimization is better than a single-objective optimization

alone. Martı́nez et al. [40] proposed a multi-objective optimization model

using the NSGA-II algorithm to optimize the economic performance of

micro-generation systems.

Deb et al. [41] proposed the NSGA-II algorithm for the first time. The algo-

rithm can maximize the independence of each optimization goal, and it has a
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fast convergence speed and strong global optimization ability. The calculation

processes of both the traditional standard genetic and NSGA-II algorithms

have selection, crossover, and mutation operations. The NSGA-II algorithm

performs a nondominated sorting and stratification of individuals before

selection and judges the differences in each nondominated solution in the

same group through the crowding strategy. The main steps of the NSGA-II

algorithm are as follows: (1) The algorithm uses a fast nondominated sorting

method to find a set of equally optimal solutions that are closest to the Pareto

optimal frontier. (2) The algorithm maintains the diversity of the Pareto opti-

mal solutions by calculating the crowded distance. (3) The introduction of

elitism in the algorithm allows the parent and child groups to compete and

enhances the convergence of the optimization theory [42]. The NSGA-II

algorithm process is shown in Fig. 1.

The key steps of the NSGA-II algorithm are as follows:

(1) Decode and generate initial populations. The group size is set, and the num-

ber of individuals included in the group isN. The range of random numbers

is defined in advance, and the initial population P0 is randomly produced

by the program.

(2) Fast nondominated sorting. Zitzler et al. [43] proposed a fast nondominated

sorting method. This is a complex algorithm O(gN2), where g represents

the number of goals, and N represents the number of individuals in the pop-

ulation. The nondominant ranking is based on the dominant number of

solutions in the entire solution space, and the dominant number is finally

determined to be the first layer. Then, an individual is selected from the

first layer, its corresponding dominating set is traversed, and one is sub-

tracted from each individual’s dominating number. If the advantage num-

ber is 0, the second layer is obtained. In this way, the algorithm can obtain

all the layers. When the algorithm compares different results, it prefers a

low-ranked solution.

(3) Calculate the crowding distance. A congestion distance of∞ is assigned to

the boundary individuals. For the remaining individuals, the crowding

degree can be expressed as [44, 45]:

δd lð Þ¼
Xg
s¼1

|Es l+ 1ð Þ�Es l�1ð Þ|
Emax
s �Emin

s

, l � 2, 3,…, n�1f g, (1)

where d represents the number level of the lth individual. n represents the num-

ber of individuals with rank d. g represents the number of objective functions.

δd(l) represents the crowding distance of the lth individual. Es represents the

value of the sth objective function.

(4) Selection, crossover, and mutation. Each individual in the population has

two properties that are determined by calculating the crowding degree and
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FIG. 1 NSGA-II procedure.
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sorting: the crowding distance and nondominated order. When the nondo-

minated orders of two individuals are equal and the former has a higher

crowding degree than the latter, the former is considered to be better than

the latter.

a. A crossover is an operation in genetic algorithms that is also known as a

reorganization. It chooses a point between two randomly selected indi-

viduals and divides it into two parts. Then, the left (or right) parts of the

two individuals are swapped, and new individuals are created.

b. A mutation is an operation in genetic algorithms. New individuals are

generated by randomly selecting certain parts of individuals in the cur-

rent population and turning them over.

(5) Elitism operator. Elitism is a strategy to compare the parent population

with the offspring population. [46, 47] The steps of the elitism operator

are as follows:

a. The parent and offspring populations are combined to create a tempo-

rary population of 2N.
b. The temporary populations are sorted by a fast nondominant sorting

method, and the crowding distance is calculated.

c. The best N individuals are selected as the next parent population. In the

selection, if two individuals have different levels, the individual with the

smaller level is chosen; if two individuals have the same rank, the indi-

vidual with the larger crowded distance is selected.

2.3 Objective function and constraints

The optimal scheduling model of intermittent production equipment is designed

to reduce the cost of electricity by scheduling processing times. The objective

function of this model is the power cost and processing time of the equipment.

The power cost is used to describe the electricity consumption of intermit-

tent production equipment. The machine processing time is used to ensure that

the processing time can meet the order requirements. The objective function is

shown in Eqs. (2) and (3):

min function1¼
X

P� tK� fk, (2)

where P represents the power of the intermittent production equipment, kW.

k represents the different periods. fk represents the time-of-use price, yuan/

kWh. tk represents the working time of the equipment, min.

max function2¼ Tm,k, (3)

where T represents the cumulative processing time of the equipment (min).

The constraints are the processing conditions that need to be met in the pro-

duction process.
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3 Case study

In 2016, the energy costs of papermaking enterprises accounted for approxi-

mately 6% of the total plant costs, and electricity accounted for 51% of the

energy costs [48, 49]. According to data from the National Bureau of Statistics,

in 2018, there were 2657 paper enterprises above the designated size with a

main business revenue of 815.2 billion yuan, and tissue paper output accounted

for 6.61% of the total revenue. In 2018, 9.7 million tons of tissue were produced,

which was an increase of 1.04% over the previous year. In that same year, 9.01

million tons of tissue were consumed, which was an increase of 1.24% over the

previous year. In summary, the tissue overcapacity has led to fierce market com-

petition. To improve the competitiveness of enterprises, it is necessary to start

with the enterprises themselves and reduce the cost of production. According to

survey statistics, the power consumption cost of tissue pulping lines accounts

for 25%–29% of the entire production line, and the power consumption cost

in pulping lines for other paper production processes accounts for 15%–20%.

This is because the production line for tissue paper is shorter than that for other

paper products. A Yangke dryer is used in the tissue paper process, while other

paper production processes use multi-cylinder dryers. Therefore, the pulping

process of household paper was selected as the research object.

The papermaking process production equipment includes intermittent and

nonintermittent equipment. Intermittent production equipment includes primar-

ily pulpers, grinders, and pumps for moving pulp. Nonintermittent production

equipment includes equipment such as paper machines. The electricity con-

sumption in many industrially developed areas is charged based on peak and

valley times, and the price of industrial electricity in different regions varies

according to local conditions. Therefore, the period and peak and valley time

prices in different regions will differ. It is assumed that most paper mills have

no restrictions on the start and stop times of intermittent power equipment,

which leads to high electricity costs for enterprises. It is possible to reduce elec-

tricity costs by optimizing the scheduling of the above equipment and reason-

ably arranging its processing time.

In summary, the intermittent production equipment in the tissue pulping

workshop is taken as the research object and the analysis case of this paper.

3.1 The pulping process

The pulping line of a papermaking workshop is shown in Fig. 2. The pulp board

is transported to the pulper by the conveyor, and after the water and chemicals

are added, it is pumped into the pre-grinding tank. The slurry in the pre-grinding

FIG. 2 Pulping line of papermaking workshop.
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tank requires slag-removal and is then pumped into the grinder, after which the

processed slurry is pumped into the after-grinding tank for further processing.

The slurry in the after-grinding tank is then pumped into the mixing tank.

Throughout the pulping process, the liquid levels of the three slurry tanks must

be within the normal range; otherwise, the slurry overflows from the pulp pond

to cause waste, or an insufficient slurry production causes the paper machine to

stop, which causes economic losses.

Based on the current electricity prices for peak and valley periods, tissue

companies actively respond to the government’s call for equipment optimiza-

tion scheduling. The main scheduling object is the intermittent pulping produc-

tion equipment. Currently, the scheduling of pulpers and grinders by workers is

based on the liquid level of the pulp tank and the periodic electricity price.

3.2 Technical route

The technical route of the research includes the liquid level calculation and

scheduling plan models. The liquid level calculation model (Fig. 3A) refers

to the slurry flow velocity and tank liquid level established based on the paper-

making and pulping line data. The model includes data collection and prepro-

cessing such as outlier removal and missing value filling. The processed data is

used as the initial input of the slurry flow rate tank liquid level models. The

scheduling plan model (Fig. 3B) is established by using the NSGA-II algorithm

for the pulping equipment based on the pulp speed and slurry tank liquid level

models. The objective function of this model is the electricity cost and running

time of the equipment. Workers control the pulper and grinder according to the

optimal dispatch plan derived from the equipment dispatch plan model.

3.3 Data collection

Data collection is used to obtain the relevant data from the papermaking and

pulping lines. Data preprocessing is used to clean the collected real-time pro-

duction data and consists of deleting outliers and filling in missing values.

Deleting the outliers prevents abnormal data from affecting the model, and

by filling in the missing data from the equipment and slurry, data diversity is

guaranteed.

Table 1 presents the variable information from the collected data. These data

were all collected under real working conditions and include related data such

as pulp concentration and information from pulping process equipment and

paper machines.

3.4 Establishment of a liquid level calculation model

The research object of this study is the tissue paper pulping process equipment.

In this study, the purpose of cutting energy consumption at peak times and
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FIG. 3 (A) Liquid level calculation model and (B) scheduling plan model.

TABLE 1 Variable information from data collection.

Number Style Unit

1 Pulper power kW

2 Grinder power kW

3 Concentration of pre-grinding tank %

4 Concentration of after-grinding tank %

5 Concentration of mixing tank %

6 Flow of grinder outlet m3/h

7 Consumption of pulp board t

Continued
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increasing it when energy costs are lower is achieved by establishing an optimal

scheduling model for the equipment. The optimal scheduling model needs to be

established based on a quantitative model of the pulping process. The quanti-

tative model uses mathematical methods to describe the material flow process

of the pulping process. The level of the slurry tank is the key factor that deter-

mines the start and stop times of the pulping process equipment. Therefore,

quantifying the liquid level of the slurry tank is the basis for the optimal sched-

uling of equipment. In addition, the liquid level of the slurry tank depends on the

slurry inflow and outflow.

3.4.1 Slurry flow rate

Thereare three typesofpulpponds in thepulping line: pre-grinding, after-grinding,

andmixing ponds.Because the pumpbetween the after-grinding andmixing tanks

is a variable power device, this study considers the grinding and sizing tanks as

a whole.

The velocity of the slurry flowing into the pre-grinding pool is given by

Eqs. (4) and (5):

vss, j ¼Cpu�p

cq�T
(4)

p¼CS� JQL�F�D�1:05�0:97, (5)

where vss, j represents the production speed of the slurry before grinding in dif-

ferent time periods, t/h. p represents the consumption of the pulpboard, t. Cpu

represents the fiber content in the pulp board. T represents the time of slurry

extraction from the pulper, and cq represents the concentration in the pre-

grinding tank, %. CS represents the speed of the paper machine, m/min. JQL

TABLE 1 Variable information from data collection—cont’d

Number Style Unit

8 Paper machine speed m/min

9 Winder speed m/min

10 Crimp index %

11 Grammage g/m2

12 Breadth mm

13 Volume of pre-grinding tank m3

14 Volume of after-grinding tank m3

15 Volume of mixing tank m3
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represents the crimp index, %. F represents the breadth of the paper machine,

mm. D represents grammage, g/m2. 1.05 is the ratio of raw materials such as

pulp board to paper. 0.97 is the proportion of damaged paper.

The outflow speed of slurry in the pre-grinding pool, speed of slurry flowing

into the after-grinding pool, and outflow speed of slurry in the after-grinding

pool are shown in Eqs. (6) and (7):

vsx, j ¼ vos, j ¼ Lc (6)

vax, j ¼V�D�F�Cpa

cs
, (7)

where vsx, j represents the consumption rate of the pre-grinding slurry in

different periods, t/h. vos, j represents the speed of the slurry flowing into

the after-grinding tank in different periods, t/h. Lc represents the flow at the

grinder outlet, m3/h. vax, j represents the consumption rate of the slurry in

the tank after grinding, t/h. V represents the winder speed, m/min. cs represents
the concentration in the mixing tank, %. Cpa represents the fiber content in the

finished paper.

3.4.2 Slurry tank liquid level

The slurry tank consists of three parts: the bottom (cylinder), middle (pillar),

and top (cylinder). The level of the slurry tank refers to the position of the slurry

inside the tank. Therefore, this study represents the dynamic liquid level in the

slurry tank according to the height occupied by the slurry per unit time. The

quantitative model of the slurry tank liquid level is shown in Eqs. (8) and (9):

v¼ vin� tin� vout� tout (8)

h vð Þ¼

v

π� r12
, v� v1

v +
1

3π
� r1

3� tanα�π� r1
2�h1

1

3π
� r2

2

+ h1� r1� tanα, v2 � v� v1

v�v1�v2

π� r22
+ h1 + h2 , v� v2

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

(9)

where h represents the height of the slurry in the tank, %. v represents the vol-

ume of slurry in the tank, m3. vin represents the speed of the slurry flowing into
the tank, t/h. tin represents the time required for the slurry to flow into the tank,

min. vout represents the speed of slurry outflow from the tank, t/h. tout repre-
sents the time required for the slurry to flow out of the tank, min. v1 represents

the volume of the bottom of the tank, m3. v2 represents the volume of the mid-

dle of the tank, m3. r1 represents the radius of the bottom of the tank, m.

r2 represents the radius of the top of the tank, m. α represents the inclination
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angle of the middle of the pulp tank, (°). h1 represents the liquid level at the

bottom of the slurry tank, %. h2 represents the liquid level at the middle of the

slurry tank, %.

The papermaking workshop produces different types of paper according to

the order requirements and prepares different types of paper that require pulp.

Suppose that during the current shift, it is necessary to produce two different

types of paper, A and B. When the processing of type A slurry is completed,

a period of time needs to be set aside. The calculation method is shown in

Eqs. (10) and (11):

t¼ v hnowð Þ�v hminð Þ
vax, j

(10)

v hð Þ¼
h�π� r1

2 , h� h1
1

3π
� r2

2� r1� tanα + h�h1ð Þ� r1
3� tanα

� �
+ h1�π� r1

2, h2 � h� h1

h�h1�h2ð Þ�π� r2
2 + v1 + v2 , h� h2

8><
>:

(11)

where t represents the reserved time, min. v(hnow) represents the volume of

slurry in the slurry tank, m3. v(hmin) represents the corresponding volume of

slurry when the slurry tank liquid level is the lowest, m3. v(h) represents the
piecewise function of the slurry tank liquid level and slurry volume.

3.5 Schedule planning model of pulping equipment based
on the NSGA-II algorithm

The scheduling model is built on a quantitative model using the NSGA-II

algorithm. The result of the model is the optimal dispatch plan obtained by

using the electricity cost and running time of the pulping process equipment

as the objective function. Workers control the pulper and grinder according to

the optimal scheduling plan obtained by the model optimization.

The scheduling model includes two working conditions: normal and abnor-

mal paper machine speeds. The normal paper machine speed also includes

two working conditions: the new pulp is processed, or it is not processed and

unqualified paper is processed. Therefore, the scheduling plan model includes

four types of working conditions: (1) Condition 1: paper machine speed is

abnormal; (2) Condition 2: paper machine speed is normal, and no new pulp

is processed; (3) Condition 3: paper machine speed is normal, and new pulp

is processed; (4)Condition 4: speed of the paper machine is normal, and unqual-

ified paper is processed. Fig. 4 shows the technical route of the scheduling plan

model.

(1) Condition 1: Paper machine speed is abnormal

An abnormal speed indicates that the paper machine is in a shutdown

state; therefore, no slurry preparation is required. After the model is
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FIG. 4 Technical route of equipment scheduling plan model.
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triggered, the scheduling plan in the database that is greater than the current

time should be removed, and the scheduling plan is not displayed in the

workshop. When the speed of the paper machine increases, the worker

needs to input the slurry processing signal. When the model receives this

signal, it generates a new scheduling plan that is then displayed.

(2) Condition 2: Paper machine speed is normal, and no new pulp is processed

After the model is triggered, the model connects to a database to collect

production data for pulping and papermaking. Because there are a few out-

liers and null values in the production data, the collected data must first be

cleansed as discussed above. After the data are pre-processed, the quanti-

tative model calculates the liquid level of the pulp pond at the current

moment and every minute within the next 8h and finally iterates the opti-

mal scheduling plan of the pulping process equipment using the multi-

objective solution algorithm. After the model is triggered, the scheduling

plan in the database, which is greater than the current time, is removed. The

main reason for this is to avoid a duplication of scheduling results. Then,

according to the power of the equipment, the electricity cost generated by

the pulping process equipment under the dispatch plan is calculated.

(3) Condition 3: Paper machine speed is normal, and new pulp is processed

When the speed of the paper machine is normal and new pulp is pro-

cessed, the process of establishing the scheduling plan model is as follows.

After the model is triggered, the scheduling plan in the database, which is

greater than the current time, is removed. Next, the model calculates the

reserved time for the grinder and collects the production data from the

pulping and papermaking. Because there are a few outliers and null values

in the production data, the collected data must be cleansed of extreme and

missing values. After the data are pre-processed, the quantitative model

calculates the liquid level of the pulp pond at the current moment and every

minute during the next 8h and finally determines the optimal scheduling

plan for the pulping process equipment using the multi-objective solution

algorithm. The reserved time calculated by the model is the time that the

grinder needs to wait before being scheduled. The scheduling of the pulper

is not affected. Then, according to the power of the equipment, the electric-

ity cost generated by the pulping process equipment under the dispatch

plan is calculated.

(4) Condition 4: Paper machine speed is normal, and unqualified paper is

processed

The time and duration of unqualified paper processing are confirmed by

many indicators, such as onsite conditions and production needs. When the

speed of the paper machine is normal and unqualified paper is processed,

the process of establishing the scheduling plan model is as follows. After

the model is triggered, the scheduling plan in the database, which is greater

than the current time, is removed. Because there are a few outliers and nulls
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in the production data, the collected data must be cleansed of extreme and

missing values. After the data are pre-processed, the quantitative model

calculates the liquid level of the pulp pond at the current moment and every

minute during the next 8h and finally determines the optimal scheduling

plan for the pulping process equipment using the multi-objective solution

algorithm. The unqualified processing paper time is the time that the pulper

needs to work first. The grinder scheduling is not affected. Then, according

to the power of the equipment, the electricity cost generated by the pulping

process equipment under the dispatch plan is calculated.

3.6 Industrial verification

The scheduling plan model was deployed in a tissue company with an annual

output of 80,000 tons. The model used real-time data for industrial verifica-

tion. The electrovalence based on the time period is 1.0906yuan/kWh (10:00–
12:00 and 18:00–22:00), 0.9086yuan/kWh (08:00–10:00, 12:00–18:00, and
22:00–24:00), and 0.4246yuan/kWh (00:00–08:00) [50]. The model reason-

ably allocates the processing time of the intermittent production equipment

and calculates its electricity cost. The configuration of the pulping line is

as follows: a pulper, pre-grinding tank, grinder, after-grinding tank, and sizing

tank. The model collects the relevant data of the pulping line, and the fre-

quency of data collection was 1min.

3.6.1 Adjustment of scheduling plan model parameters

The parameters of the NSGA-II algorithm include population size, number of

iterations, crossover rate, and mutation rate. Determining the parameters of the

model and selecting the optimal parameters is the key to the scheduling model.

The process and results of the parameter adjustments are as follows:

First, we collect the relevant data during a shift (8h) to establish a scheduling

model. Next, values for the iteration number, crossover rate, and mutation rate

are fixed, and the population size is changed according to the electricity cost

under the optimal results of different population size models. The value range

of the population size is [30,350], which is incremented by one. When the pop-

ulation size is 100, the electricity cost is the lowest, and as the population size

increases, the electricity cost does not change; therefore, the optimal value of

the population size is 100, as shown in Fig. 5. Similarly, the number of iterations

is determined. The value range of the iteration number is [30,170], which

increases gradually. When the number of iterations is 70, the electricity cost

is the lowest, and as the number of iterations increases, the electricity cost does

not change; therefore, the optimal number of iterations is 70, as shown in Fig. 6.

The crossover rate is also determined in a similar manner. The value range of the

crossover rate is [0.05, 0.95], and 0.01 is added successively. When the
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crossover rate is 0.35, the electricity cost is the lowest, and as the crossover rate

increases, the electricity cost does not change; therefore, the best value for the

crossover rate is 0.35, as shown in Fig. 7. Then, the mutation rate is determined.

The value range of the mutation rate is [0.05, 0.1], and 0.01 is added succes-

sively. When the mutation rate is 0.75, the electricity cost is the lowest, and

as the value of the mutation rate increases, the electricity cost does not change.

Therefore, the optimal mutation rate is 0.75, as shown in Fig. 8. Finally, the

parameter settings of the model are listed in Table 2.

FIG. 6 Optimization of iteration number.

FIG. 5 Optimization of population size.
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3.6.2 Results of industrial verification

In this study, an offline verification was performed. The results are shown in

Fig. 9A and B. In these figures, PART represents the actual running time of

the pulper, PRRT represents the recommended running time of the pulper by

model, GART represents the actual running time of the pulp grinder and GRRT

represents the recommended running time of the pulp grinder by model.

FIG. 7 Optimization of crossover rate.

FIG. 8 Optimization of mutation rate.
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Fig. 9A is based on the data of a production line in the enterprise. Peak

period, flat period, and valley period represent the electricity price of that period

in the region. The peak price is the highest, the flat price is second, and the val-

ley price is the lowest. It can be seen from Fig. 9A that the electricity price of the

shift (08:00–16:00) experienced changes from the flat period to the valley

period and then to the flat period. The recommended running result of pulper

is better than the actual running result. The recommended running time of

the pulper is longer in the valley so the running cost of the pulper is lower.

Although the running time of the recommended running result and the actual

running result is same during the valley period. But the recommended running

result realizes fewer machine starts and stops.

It can be seen from 16 to 9(b) that the electricity price of this shift (16:00–
24:00) changes from the flat period, peak period, flat period, and valley period.

The results show that the running time of pulper is longer in the peak period and

shorter in the valley period. The recommended operation result of pulper opti-

mizes the problems existing in actual operation. The recommended running

results increase the running time in the valley period and decrease the running

time in the peak period. In the actual operation, the running time of the pulp

grinder in peak period is too long. This problem can be optimized by the recom-

mended running results.

The results of offline verification prove that the model is effective, so the

model is used to guide the actual production. Table 3 compares the unoptimized

results with those optimized using the model.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the total power cost of the day after model

optimization was reduced by 234yuan. The weighted electricity price has also

fallen from 0.64 to 0.60yuan/kWh. Since the enterprise is a high energy con-

sumption enterprise, every 0.01yuan/kWh reduction in the weighted electricity

price will have a great impact on the production cost of the enterprise. The

model proposed in this study can reduce the weighted electricity price by about

0.04yuan/kWh. This is a clear step forward, and it will have huge economic

benefits.

TABLE 2 Parameter settings for the pulping scheduling model.

Number Style Setting

1 Population size 100

2 Iterations number 70

3 Crossover rate 0.35

4 Mutation rate 0.75
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FIG. 9 (A) Equipment running time (08:00–16:00). (B) Equipment running time (16:00–24:00).



TABLE 3 Analysis of electricity consumption.

Period

Electricity consumption (kWh) Total power cost (yuan) Weighted electricity price (yuan/kWh)

Unoptimized Optimized Unoptimized Optimized Unoptimized Optimized

Valley period 2309.33 2617.33 2755.85 2521.03 0.64 0.60

Flat period 1734.67 1426

Peak period 214.67 136



4 Conclusion

The scheduling model is designed based on scientific and objective principles,

and the basis of the calculation is objective data from the production process.

The data guarantee the objectivity of the scheduling results and prevent the

influence of subjective human factors. The scheduling of this model is realized

by computer software, and the final scheduling result is accurate and scientific.

In this study, the decision objectives of the scheduling plan model were

determined by analyzing the current situation and existing problems of the pulp-

ing process equipment operation, and amulti-objective decisionmodel based on

the NSGA-II algorithm was established. To achieve the decision objective, the

model integrates two quantifiable objectives determined through the analysis of

influencing factors, so as to be suitable for actual factory operation and have

practical applicability. The equipment scheduling model of the pulping process

established in this study has a great practical value and economic benefit for

actual plant operations.

In summary, the dispatching model based on the NSGA-II algorithm has an

obvious effect of peak-shaving and valley-filling the power cost intervals, and it

can reasonably allocate the working time of equipment to reduce electricity

costs. In addition, the model maximizes the time workers spend on the produc-

tion line and reduces unnecessary operations, such as workers who constantly

monitor the liquid level of the pulp pond. The industrial verification shows that

the electricity cost generated by the scheduling plan can save 234 yuan per day

on average compared with the actual scheduling results. The dispatch generated

by this model can reduce the weighted electricity price by 0.04yuan/kWh.
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1 Introduction

The earliest work of vehicle routing problems can be dated from 1959 intro-

duced by Dantzig and Ramser [1] and expanding rapidly over the last two

decades. Many deterministic constraints have been added to make the issues

closer to real life. In recent decades, the Deterministic Vehicle Routing Problem

(DVRP) has been conducted under the assumption that all the information nec-

essary to formulate the problems is known and readily available in advance (i.e.,

one is in a deterministic setting). In practical applications, this assumption is

usually not verified given the presence of uncertainty affecting the parameters

of the problem. Uncertainty may come from different sources, both from

expected variations and unexpected events. Such variations can affect various

aspects of the problem under study, which may cause service time delays or

even service termination. Once such situations occur, the operation enterprises

could not give timely and appropriate responses. This may result in the decrease

of customer satisfaction and even customer churn, which is not conducive to the

development and progress of the enterprise. The same is true for the scheduling

of vehicle routing problems. If the distribution center cannot respond to and ser-

vice their customer in a reasonable time, customer satisfaction will be reduced.

However, temporary deliveries for small batches will increase vehicle

scheduling costs.

In this chapter, the proactive method can solve this problem to a certain

extent. Proactive Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem (PDVRP) is an extend

of the classical VRP, which is based on the analysis of the customers’
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multi-dimensional historical information and uses certain forecasting methods

to predict the possibility of customer demand in a certain period, which is an “ex

ante” optimization method before delivery. A cluster first–route second heuris-
tic is utilized to solve the PDVRP. First, all customers (e.g., stores) are divided

into static customers (with deterministic demand) and dynamic customers (with

uncertain demand); second, calculating the prospect value of each dynamic cus-

tomer in order to determine whether they need to be delivered according to a

threshold. Third, a clustering algorithm is performed to generate several clus-

tering sub-regions for static customers and dynamic customers that need to be

delivered in advance, and the center of each sub-region is proactive distribution

center. Finally, a hybrid heuristic algorithm is applied to solve the problem

within each cluster.

In order to enable an accurate mapping of vehicle tours on real roads and to

calculate the resulting travel time between customers accordingly, a real-world

urban road network is used. On this road network, we use the information

returned by the Baidu map API related to the best driving path from one cus-

tomer to its neighbor. The returned information includes travel time, travel dis-

tance, optional paths, and other formatted data, and may be varying during

different time intervals. In this chapter, this function is applied to obtain the dis-

tance matrix and time matrix of all customers and the final detailed distribution

scheme. Unfortunately, the number of queries is limited for free users per day.

At the same time, because of the different network conditions, it often takes

long time to query the required dada of large distance matrix and time matrix.

2 Main approaches for PDVRP

Proactive vehicle routing problem is relevant to the Dynamical demand Vehicle

Routing Problem (DVRP). Since the deterministic VRPmay not fit real-life sce-

narios when variables or parameters are uncertain, these problems can be solved

with DVRP, which can be divided into the following categories according to its

research objects: (1) dynamical demand VRP that serves a set of customers with

uncertain demand (Tillman [2], Stewart and Golden [3], Bertsimas [4]).

(2) VRP with dynamic customers, whom needs services or not is unknown

(Gendreau et al. [5], Azi et al. [6], Abdallah et al. [7]). (3) VRP with random

travel time (Tas et al.[8], Li and Tian [9], Lecluyse et al. [10]).

DVRPs are typically deal with requirements that randomly generated or real-

time update. Montemanni et al. [11] designed an open road network for updating

online orders so that vehicles can address new orders after leaving the distribution

center. Haghani and Jung [12] proposed a time-dependent dynamic vehicle rout-

ing problem and solved it by a genetic algorithm. Branchini et al. [13] designed a

structural heuristic algorithm based on the dynamic changes of customer location

and demand during vehicle service time. Wohlgemuth et al. [14] synthetically

analyzed the continuous travel time and short-term demand in dynamical VRP

and concluded that the dynamic scheduling strategy can improve vehicle
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utilization ratio. Bopardikar et al. [15] used a directed acyclic graph structure to

describe the vehicle routing problem with dynamic demand and designs a route

optimization strategy for vehicle operators.

There are little studies on proactive research. The earlier one applying pro-

active theory to vehicle routing problem is presented by Ferrucci et al. [16].

They proposed a new proactive real-time control method to solve the dynamic

vehicle routing problem centering on emergency distribution. This method uses

historical request information to predict future requirements. Combined with

tabu search algorithm, the vehicle can be guided to the possible area before

the request arrives. Several solutions of intelligent transportation system are

proposed to identify traffic congestion and change the road of vehicles after-

wards [17]. This work introduces a fully distributed, proactive intelligent traffic

information system GARUDA, which can avoid traffic congestion, reroute new

routes, and actively inform the driver to follow the new route. Congestion

reduces the efficiency of infrastructure and increases travel time, air pollution

and fuel consumption. Martuscelli et al. [18] proposed a protocol set that

adopted a packet routing strategy based on vehicle density and location to

improve the performance of packet routing. Furthermore, the advance predic-

tion time of Vehicular Ad Hoc networks (VANETs) for real-time road condi-

tions is increased. Due to the large number of red signalized intersections on the

road, frequent stops can lead to high fuel consumption. To solve this problem,

Soon et al. [19] proposed a proactive pheromone-based green vehicle routing

model, which makes full use of the information provided by the traffic informa-

tion system to guide vehicles to avoid congestion and reduce the number of

stops, thus reducing fuel consumption. At the same time, an improved dynamic

k-shortest path algorithm is introduced in the path allocation process to reduce

the time complexity of the algorithm.

In real case, the customer’s demands will show certain regularity in a time

cycle (such as 12 months) according to their consumption habits. Therefore,

the customer’s historical requests and shopping habitsmay be used to roughly pre-

dict their future needs. Here, we introduce a new hybrid Simulated Annealing—

Genetic Algorithm (SA-GA) instead of using the single one to solve the PDVRP.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3, we describe the

problem to be solved in detail. In Section 4, we propose a formulation of Time-

Dependent Vehicle Routing Problem with Soft Time Windows (TDVRPSTW)

based on proactive prediction. In addition, the detailed implementation of the

SA-GA for solving the model is described in Section 5. The computational

results are reported in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 contains a summary and

future works.

3 Problem description

Proactive vehicle routing problems can be described as: There are several cus-

tomers with constant or dynamic demands (referred as static customers and
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dynamic customers respectively) within a defined service range. We first use

prospect theory to calculate the prospect value of each dynamic customer as

the dynamic customer’s acceptance degree in future, and then combine the

dynamic customers possessing high prospect value and all static customers into

a new group of targeted customers.

The service area is parted by the proactive clustering method according

to the geographical location of the targeted customers. They are several non-

overlapping sub-regions and proactive distribution centers, as is shown in

Fig. 1. Finally, a proactive distribution model is adopted to serve all targeted

customers.

3.1 The vehicle speed of time-dependence

The road capacity is divided into different time intervals according to the char-

acteristics of urban traffic flow, and the average speed of vehicles in each time

period is predictable (regardless of the influence of natural factors, such as sud-

den traffic accidents, extreme weather, and so on). Fig. 2 shows the average

speed of vehicles in different time intervals within 24h of a day. We assume

that the travel time between customer i to customer j is denoted as tij.The time

FIG. 1 Proactive distribution network.
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tij¼ tij
m if the vehicle k arrives at the customer j from the customer i in a time

interval m; Otherwise, if the travel time of vehicle k span n time intervals,

the arrival time tij¼ tij
m+ tij

m+1+…+ tij
m+n.

3.2 Penalty cost of soft time windows

A penalty function is adopted separately according to the degree of violation of

the customer’s time windows. As is illustrated in Fig. 3, [e, l] is the time window

accepted by the customer, and the penalty coefficient is 0 if the service vehicle

arriving at that time interval. [e0,e] and [l, l0] is a time interval that the customer

can accept the extension of the time windows, and the penalty function is rel-

atively small on slope. During the rest time, violating the time windows is unac-

ceptable for customers every time. The penalty cost is so large that the vehicle

does not service as much as possible during the time interval.

FIG. 2 Average vehicle speed with time-dependent.

FIG. 3 Penalty function of soft time windows.
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The penalty function divides the time that the vehicle arrives at the customer

into five categories according to the time range and the length of the lateness:

P aið Þ¼

p1 e0i�ai
� �

+ p2 ei� e0i
� �

ai < e0i
p2 ei�aið Þ e0i < ai < ei
0 ei < ai < li
p3 l0i�ai
� �

li < ai < l0i
p3 l0i� li
� �

+ p4 ai� l0i
� �

l0 < ai

8>>>><
>>>>:

, (1)

where p1>p2, p4>p3, and pi(i�1,2,3,4) is four penalty coefficients of cost as

the vehicle violates a time window, that is, p1 denote the penalty coefficient that
the vehicle k reaches the customer node before ei

0; p2 denote that the vehicle

reaches the customer node at [ei
0,ei],and so on.

3.3 The conception of proactive distribution

In order to meet the dynamic customer demands, the conception of proactive

distribution is introduced, which is divided into three stages: (1) proactive

dynamic customer evaluation based on prospect theory [20], (2) proactive clus-

tering algorithm to determine cluster center, and (3) proactive distribution with

dynamic demands. The first stage is decomposing the dynamic customers’ his-

torical demand data and determine whether provide proactive services to cus-

tomers or not based on the customer’s prospect value. The second stage clusters

the targeted customers according to their geographic location and determines

their proactive distribution centers. The third stage is to plan routes for each

proactive distribution center based on the result of the previous two phases.

3.3.1 Calculating prospect value

We use the prospect theory to make a proactive evaluation of the dynamic cus-

tomer’s requests, and then judge whether serve a dynamic customer or not based

on the predicted valuepik, denote the customer’s demand, and aik denote the

mean of distance matrix for demand of the historical demand data.

Assuming that the customer’s historical demand data is m dimension, and

all customers n can be expressed as matrix A¼ (a11,a12,…,a1m;a21,a22,…,

a2m;an1,an2,…,anm, ). In order to describe the dynamic customer’s needs

more accurately, the deterministic attribute and the triangular fuzzy number

[21] are used to represent the certain and the uncertain attributes in the

demand matrix.

When the customer’s attributes can be represented by a certain value, the

logical distance between the predicted value of the customer’s demand and

the average historical data is:

dik ¼ pik�aikj j (2)

When a customer’s attributes need to be represented by a triangular fuzzy

number, the logical distance [22] is:
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dik ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p1ik�m1

ik

� �2��� ���+ p2ik�m2
ik

� �2��� ���+ p3ik�m3
ik

� �2��� ���
3

vuut
(3)

where (pik
1 ,pik

2 ,pik
3 ) is the customer demand predict value and (mik

1 ,mik
2 ,mik

3 ) is the

mean of customer’s historical data. The formula for calculating the triangular

fuzzy number is:

pik ¼ max
l�1

n
, 0

� �
,
l

n
, min

l+ 1

n
, 1

� �� �
, l � 1, n½ � (4)

where l is the value range of the customer’s attributes. A threshold is set to select

dynamic customers that meet preference of decision makers, and then we com-

bine the selected dynamic customers with static customers into a new group to

be served.

For dynamic customers, the distribution center determines whether to

deliver it or not according to their prospect value. Detailed calculation method

is shown in Section 6.2.

3.3.2 Proactive clustering algorithm

Since dynamic customers are derived from methods of proactive evaluation, it

is no guarantee that they will appear during the delivery process. Clustering

only with the actual demand as the constraint will lead to the invalid expansion

of the cluster from the boundary of the region. Therefore, the service radius

expansion factor μ and the load expansion factor υ are added in the clustering

algorithm. Cluster area demand (static customer demand and possible dynamic

customer demand) can exceed the vehicle load, but the vehicle is not allowed to

overload when leaving the distribution center. The specific steps of the proac-

tive partition clustering method designed in this chapter are as follows:

Step 1. Calculate the adjacency matrix between distribution center and its

customers according to known coordinate data.

Step 2. Choose some non-overlapping square, center is node i and radius R,
counting the client nodes falling within the range, and then select the area

covered by the square containing the most client nodes as the proactive ser-

vice sub-region.

Step 3. Generate a proactive service sub-region:

Step 3.1. Determine the proactive scheduling center of the sub-region using

gravity method.

Step 3.2. Determine whether the total customer demand QD(iter) in an ini-

tial service sub-region is greater than the vehicle capacity Q, if true, execute
Step 3.3, otherwise, execute Step 3.4.

Step 3.3. Calculate the distance between customers that fall within the sub-

region and their proactive distribution center, get the customer sequenceMD
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sorted in descending order, and remove the first element of sequence MD,
obtain QD(iter+1), execute Step 3.5.

Step 3.4. Expand the search radius to μR, if μR�Rmax is true, execute Step

3.2. Otherwise, go to step 4.

Step 3.5. If QD(iter)<Q<QD(iter+1) is true, execute Step 4, otherwise

execute Step 3.2.

Step 4. Remove the client included in the service sub-region generated in

Step 3.

Step 5. Go to Step 2 if each customer has a cluster. Otherwise, stop the

algorithm.

4 TDVRPSTW formulation

This study addresses a dynamic VRP with homogenous vehicles that have iden-

tical capacity Q and other parameters. The problem is defined as an undirected

graphG¼ (A,N), whereN¼{0,1,⋯n} is the set of nodes. Node 0 represents the
depot that serves customers, whereas nodes i�N\{0} correspond to the cus-

tomers. Each customer has a demand qi that need to be served at once by a vehi-
cle. Each vehicle route starts and ends in the depot.We also define the following

quantities (Table 1).

Therefore, our mathematical model can be presented as follows:

min z¼
X
k�K

X
i�N

fyik +
X
k�K

X
i�N

X
j�N

cdijxijk +
X
i�N

P aið Þ (5)

subject to: X
k�K

X
i�N

xijk � 1, 8j�N (6)

X
k�K

X
j�N

xijk � 1, 8i�N (7)

X
k�K

yik �K, 8i�N (8)

X
i, j�N

xijk � Nsj j�1, 2� Nsj j � n�1, 8k�K (9)

X
i�N

qiyik �Q, 8k�K (10)

X
i�N

x0ik ¼
X
j�N

xj0k � 1, 8k�K (11)

X
i�N

xipk�
X
j�N

xpjk ¼ 0, 8p�N, 8k�K (12)

aj ¼ ui + tij, 8i, j�N (13)
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ui ¼ ai + si, 8i�N (14)

xijk ¼ 0, 1, 8i, j�N, i 6¼ j, 8k�K (15)

yik ¼ 0, 1, 8i�N, 8k�K (16)

Eq. (5) indicates that the objective function of the model minimizes the total

cost, where the total cost includes the fixed cost of the vehicle, the distance cost,

and the penalty cost of violating the time windows. Eqs. (6) and (7) indicate that

each customer is visited and left no more than once because some dynamic cus-

tomers may not have requests to generate. Eq. (8) ensures that the number of

enabled vehicles does not exceed the total number of fleet vehicles. Eq. (9)

eliminates subtours in the solution, and Eq. (10) represents that the vehicle is

not overloaded. Eq. (11) means that each vehicle must depart from the distri-

bution center and eventually return to it. Eq. (12) ensures the flow balance of

TABLE 1 Notations used in this chapter.

Parameter Meaning

G¼ (A,N) Distribution network

0 Depot

C¼ {1,2,⋯,n} Customer’s set

N¼ {0,1,⋯n} Node’s set

A¼ {(i, j)j 8 i, j�N, i 6¼ j} Arc’s set

jNs j The number of nodes in 8S, S�N

Q The capacity of vehicle

K¼ {1,…,k} Vehicle ’s set

qi The demand of customer i

[ei, li] The time window of customer i

tij The travel time from i to j

si The service time of customer i

ai The arrival time of customer i

ui The depart time of customer i

dij The distance from customer i to customer j

c The cost of per unit distance

f The fixed cost of vehicle

P The penalty cost for validation time windows

dik The prospect value for predicting customer demand
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the incoming and outgoing customers. Eqs. (13) and (14) represent the time con-

straint that the vehicle arrives at the next customer and leaves the previous cus-

tomer. Binary variables xijk in Eq. (15) equal to 1 if and only if vehicle

k�K directly travels from customer i to customer j(i, j�C, i 6¼ j), and yik in
Eq. (16) also describe a set of binary variables, which equal to 1 if and only

if vehicle k�K visits customer i (i�C).

5 The algorithm

Although a large body of heuristic algorithms has been generated to solving

vehicle routing problems, TDVRPSTW considering four factors (real distance,

speed, time windows, and cost) has higher requirements on the efficiency and

solution quality. Therefore, a hybrid simulated annealing algorithm with

genetic operators is designed. The standard Simulated Annealing (SA) has

the ability of escaping local optimum, but its global search ability is inadequate.

Combined with the characteristics of genetic algorithm that has a good global

searching ability, it will make the SA-GA more efficient.

5.1 Coding structure

In this chapter, the natural number coding is used to represent the solution of the

route. The customer number is used as an initial solution which is generated by

the forward insertion algorithm that can be divided into three stages: (1) insert

the customer into one route, (2) update the vehicle capacity, and (3), insert the

customer into the next route if the vehicle is overloaded, otherwise, insert to

current route until all the customers are inserted into the route. The distribution

center between the routes is indicated by 0, as shown in Fig. 4.

5.2 Genetic operator design

5.2.1 Crossover operator

An improved position-based crossover approach is employed in the crossover

process. In order to improve the algorithm’s search ability, some better genic

segments are retained in the original solution when selecting an intersection

point and judging its quality according to the vehicle’s load rate in the route.

The details are as follows:

FIG. 4 Chromosome coding.
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Step 1 Random select two chromosomes as parent 1 and parent 2. Find the

path of the vehicle with the largest load in parent 1 and use it as the selected

gene in advance. Then select two other random genes on the chromosome

except the distribution center as the fixed gene.

Step 2 Exclude other genes in parent 1 and retain only the fixed gene.

Step 3 Exclude the same gene in the parent 2 from the parent 1 and insert the

remaining genes in the parent 2 into the parent 1 in turn except the

distribution center.

Step 4 Reinsert the distribution center 0 according to the constraints of the

vehicle load. The crossover operation is completed, as is shown in Fig. 5.

5.2.2 Mutation operator

In order to accelerate the convergence of the solution, new chromosomes are

obtained by exchanging genes in chromosomes. The steps are as follows:

Step 1 Select the parent chromosome for the mutation operation, and ran-

domly generates two numbers.

Step 2 Swap two genes at the two positions.

Step 3 Perform the decoding operation and insert 0 to update when it is over-

loaded. As is shown in Fig. 6.

FIG. 5 Crossover operator.

FIG. 6 Mutation operator.
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5.2.3 Pseudo code of the SA-GA

Pseudo-code for the SA-GA

1: Input: problem

2: Preprocessing

3: Set the parameters of the algorithm

4: Generate initial solution X by random

5: While Tcurr�Tmin

6: Initialize counter: iteration, stop

7: While iteration<MAXiter and stop<MAXstop

8: For i¼0 to M

9: Calculate objective value

10: Randomly select a move operator and generate a new solu-

tion X∗

11: Update the objective value

12: End For

13: Calculate fitness of X∗

14: Perform select, crossover, mutate operator

15: Find the best individuals and migrate the elites to each subpopulation

16: If objective value does not change Then

17: stop¼ stop +1

18: End If

19: iteration¼ iteration +1

20: End While

21: Tcurr¼Tcurr*Ci

22: End While

23: Output X∗

6 Numerical experiment

This section can be divided into two parts. The first part evaluates the algo-

rithm’s performance, and the second step is to verify the application of proac-

tive distribution scheme in a supermarket’s distribution system.

6.1 Evaluation of the algorithm’s performance

The well-known Solomon’s instances are selected as benchmark to test the

performance of the SA-GA. The travel speed of the path is based on the infor-

mation obtained by the Baidu map API and converts to the average speed per

unit time, 30min (Table 2). The remaining parameters are as follows: the

working time of the distribution center is 8:00–18:00 every day, the fixed cost
of the vehicle is 200, the cost per unit of distance is 5, and the vehicle max

capacity is 200. Unit penalty cost for violation of time windows is p1¼10,
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TABLE 2 Average velocity in each time interval (km/h).

t 8:00–
8:30

8:30–
9:00

9:00–
9:30

9:30–
10:00

10:00–
10:30

10:30–
11:00

11:00–
11:30

11:30–
12:00

12:00–
12:30

12:30–
13:00

v 12.7 7.8 11.8 18.8 21.1 22.5 22.8 38.1 44.5 46.0

t 13:00–
13:30

13:30–
14:00

14:00–
14:30

14:30–
15:00

15:00–
15:30

15:30–
16:00

16:00–
16:30

16:30–
17:00

17:00–
17:30

17:30–
18:00

v 43.1 41.9 41.9 39.5 35.9 29.7 31.7 41.9 40.7 30.3



p2¼5, p3¼8, p4¼16 respectively. Each instance is tested 10 times, and the

detailed results are shown in Table 3.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the results of the SA-GA proposed in this

chapter are better than other the two algorithms. The best optimal value (Task

R102) is 11.1% more efficient than GA, and 13.1% than SA. At the same time,

the best mean value (Task RC103) is 9.5% more cost saving than GA, and

14.4% than SA. Moreover, the solution quality for these tasks is relatively

stable.

The experiment done in this section is only to test that the SA-GA has the

ability to solve medium-scale instances. Because the algorithm adopts the

method of clustering first–route second heuristics, it can also deal with large-

scale instances. In addition, the Euclidean distance is employed for testing Sol-

omon instances in this section. At the same time, the travel time and distance

between customers are symmetric and customer requirements are stochastic

data without unit, which cannot be directly applied to solve practical problems.

The BD09 coordinate system is employed in the next section and a real case of

the supermarket is to be studied.

6.2 A real case study

We take a supermarket distribution as a case to validate the proactive distribu-

tion method. The supermarket includes one distribution center (DC) and 46 cus-

tomer points (i.e., stores, numbered C01-C46). Some properties, such as the

customer coordinates, time windows, and the penalty cost of violating the time

windows, are known in advance. The geographical location distribution of all

customers is shown in Fig. 7. Since we use the BD09 coordinate system, it may

cause subtle deviation to display the location information of all customers with

Google Map as the base.

6.2.1 Customer classification

All customers can be divided into two categories. One is static customers with

fixed needs each day, the other is dynamic customers with uncertain needs. That

is, the static customers here represent stores with fixed demands every day,

while the dynamic customers indicate stores with uncertain demands. Such

uncertainty of demand is often caused by online or offline promotion activities

of stores. We can use the historical demand data of these stores to predict their

future demand and carry out corresponding distribution in advance according to

the predicted results. Such operation makes the users who would go to the near-

est store to pick up their online order waiting shorter and increases their satis-

faction. In this case, the information of customer classification is shown in

Table 4.
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TABLE 3 The results of Solomon’s instances.

Task

GA SA SA-GA

Opt. Mean Opt. Mean Opt. Mean opt_diff_GA opt_diff_SA mean_diff_GA mean_diff_SA

C101 2061 2178 2116 2212 1911 2015 7.9% 10.8% 8.1% 9.8%

C102 2148 2224 2181 2280 2024 2194 6.1% 7.7% 1.4% 3.9%

C103 1983 2157 2038 2185 1904 1987 4.1% 7.0% 8.6% 10.0%

R101 2565 2892 2593 2917 2350 2651 9.2% 10.4% 9.1% 10.1%

R102 2489 2648 2532 2800 2240 2618 11.1% 13.1% 1.1% 7.0%

R103 2202 2494 2251 2530 2062 2350 6.8% 9.2% 6.1% 7.6%

RC101 2648 2697 2743 2796 2462 2524 7.6% 11.4% 6.9% 10.8%

RC102 2383 2564 2417 2648 2285 2480 4.3% 5.8% 3.4% 6.8%

RC103 2263 2376 2220 2481 2063 2169 9.7% 7.6% 9.5% 14.4%

The bold values are the biggest improvement of the results obtained by our SA-GA compared with the standard GA or SA.



Through the analysis of the large amount of historical data of the supermar-

ket, we get the average demand and standard deviation of each store in a deliv-

ery cycle (1 day). Detailed data are shown in Table 5.

Note that the above statistics do not include beverages, vegetables, meat,

etc., as these goods are regularly replenished by specific suppliers. The follow-

ing section predicts which dynamic customers need to be served using prospect

theory mentioned above.

 

FIG. 7 The geographical location of DC and customers.

TABLE 4 Customer category.

Type Customer no. Count

Static C01,C02,C03,C04,C05,C08,C09,C11,C12,C13,C15,C16,
C17,C18,C19,C20,C21,C23,C24,C26,C30,C31,C32,C33,
C35,C36,C38,C40,C41, C43

30

Dynamic C06,C07,C10,C14,C22,C25,C27,C28,C29,C34,C37,C39,
C42,C44,C45, C46

16
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6.2.2 Evaluation of dynamic customers

In order to make proactive evaluation of customer’s future demand, the four

parameters: average sales speed of goods a1, user’s dependence on the store

a2,waiting time between user ’s order conforming and pick up its goods in

the store a3, and customer’s historical demand a4 are used to calculate its pros-

pect value, each of them have a weight coefficient λi, i�{1,2,3,4} respectively.

TABLE 5 The analyzed result of customer demand, the unit of mean

and std. is kg.

No. Mean Std. No. Mean Std.

C01 206.0 46.4 C24 156.9 41.9

C02 102.1 38.3 C25 124.7 45.2

C03 204.0 54.0 C26 265.7 47.3

C04 152.7 52.1 C27 154.9 53.0

C05 169.0 32.9 C28 137.5 53.6

C06 178.0 55.6 C29 170.0 32.4

C07 161.7 47.3 C30 291.5 53.7

C08 163.0 64.2 C31 291.0 55.8

C09 250.0 39.3 C32 248.6 58.5

C10 141.0 67.8 C33 188.4 54.0

C11 109.0 46.0 C34 142.8 65.0

C12 248.0 63.2 C35 281.6 47.7

C13 274.0 31.6 C36 255.1 39.3

C14 134.3 58.8 C37 150.2 48.5

C15 121.0 67.3 C38 138.1 52.8

C16 286.0 37.0 C39 124.0 64.0

C17 160.0 31.2 C40 250.5 42.3

C18 138.4 45.9 C41 120.1 56.8

C19 152.5 43.4 C42 200.0 63.9

C20 192.0 52.5 C43 180.0 39.4

C21 228.0 58.7 C44 113.0 56.4

C22 133.0 55.4 C45 149.0 38.7

C23 238.0 55.2 C46 161.3 32.1
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The attributes of the first three fuzzy parameters are classified into five grades:

excellent, good, satisfactory, fair, and poor. The specific values are calculated

according to Eq. (17), which is the special case of Eq. (4).

ai ¼ max
l�1

5
, 0

� �
,
l

5
, min

l+ 1

5
, 0

� �� �
, l � 1, 5½ � (17)

With the customer evaluation indicator, the prospect value of each customer

can be calculated by Eq. 18:

pv¼
X4
i¼1

λiαi (18)

According to the above four indicators to calculate the prospect value of

dynamic customers to judge whether to choose it as target customers. The cal-

culated results are normalized in Table 6.

The four weight coefficients λ1¼λ2¼0.15, λ3¼0.1 and λ4¼0.6, which indi-

cates that the customers historical demand is the most important factor. It can be

seen from Table 5 that all the 11 customers (C10, C14, C25, C27, C28, C29,

C39, C42, C44, C45, C46) have a positive prospect value, respectively. Hence,

these customers are used in the next section for service targets.

6.2.3 Clustering for the targeted customers

The static customers and the dynamic customers with high prospect value are

put together; the proactive clustering algorithm is executed according to geo-

graphical location to generate several clustering sub-regions, that is, proactive

distribution areas. The result is present in Fig. 8.

The clustering algorithm divides all target customers into four sub-regions;

each of them is a proactive distribution region. Theoretically, selecting the cen-

ter point of each sub-region (DC1–DC4) as the proactive distribution center is

the best choice. However, considering the high cost of urban warehousing, we

select stores closest to each corresponding sub-regional center as proactive dis-

tribution centers. The details for each sub-region are shown in Table 7.

There are two scenarios that the prediction fails: (1) if a dynamic customer

with a positive prospect value, we will consider it as a target customer to serve,

but in fact it has no demand at all. (2) If a dynamic customer does not need ser-

vice according to its prospect value, but actually it does, in this case, the store

can be regarded as a static customer in the next distribution cycle. These two

conditions resulted in an average increase of about 3.5km per customer.

6.2.4 Proactive tour plan

The SA-GA proposed in this chapter is respectively performed within each sub-

region to generate a preliminary tour plan. The parameters used in this real case

are different from those used in the Solomon instance above. The biggest
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TABLE 6 Predict the prospect values for dynamic customers.

Customer

no.

a1 a2 a3 a4

Prospect

value
Expected
value

Past
mean

Expected
value

Past
mean

Expected
value

Past
mean

Expected
value

Past
mean

C06 4 4 4 5 4 4 187.0 178.0 �0.4546

C07 4 4 4 4 4 3 162.0 161.7 �0.3735

C10 4 4 2 1 4 5 151.0 141.0 0.3187

C14 4 3 4 4 4 5 123.0 134.3 0.0789

C22 5 4 5 5 4 4 136.0 133.0 �0.2026

C25 5 5 4 4 3 2 135.0 124.7 0.1587

C27 4 4 4 3 3 3 181.9 154.9 0.7556

C28 4 4 3 3 2 2 156.5 137.5 0.2896

C29 4 3 4 2 2 3 173.0 170.0 0.1618

C34 1 2 3 3 2 3 126.5 142.8 �0.5227

C37 4 4 3 4 4 3 151.0 150.2 �0.5902

C39 3 4 2 2 4 3 149.0 124.0 0.6098

C42 4 3 4 4 4 5 194.0 180.0 0.0407

C44 4 4 4 3 3 4 136.0 113.0 0.7672

C45 3 2 2 2 4 3 153.0 149.0 0.1449

C46 4 3 4 4 5 4 174.5 161.3 0.3485

The bold values represent the corresponding customers with positive prospect value, which means that the customers have a high probability of replenishment demand.



FIG. 8 Proactive clustering for targeting customers.

TABLE 7 The information of four sub-regions.

DC1 DC2 DC3 DC4

Clustering radius 0.03 0.035 0.035 0.03

Coordinates of
clustering center

29.587397 29.589027 29.5231 29.524271

106.50308 106.57899 106.50145 106.58977

Proactive distribution
center

C17 C40 C08 C20

Number of static
customers

10 7 6 7

Number of dynamic
customers

2 4 7 3

Number of invalid
customers

0 2 1 2

Number of targeted
customers

12 9 12 8
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change is the method of calculating the distance between two customers. The

Euclidean plane distance formula is adopted in the Solomon instance for eval-

uating the performance of SA-GA, while the Haversine formula is adopted here,

and the main parameters are shown in Table 8. Then, the results of SA-GA are

shown in Table 9.

As can be seen from Table 9, each sub-region can be served by one truck.

In effect, the route inside each region is a TSP tour that meets the time window

TABLE 8 Parameter settings of the SA-GA.

Type Parameters Description Values

Vehicle c Cost per kilometer 2 (¥)

f Fixed cost of each vehicle 300 (¥)

Q Maximum load 2.5 (t)

GA Pic Crossover probability 0.9

Pim Mutation probability 0.05

GGAP Generation gap 0.9

M Population size 300

SA Ti Initial temperature 100

Ci Annealing coefficient 0.9

Tmin Stop temperature 0.01

MAXstop The number that limits the objective without
improvement

20

TABLE 9 Tour plan of each sub-region.

Sub-regions Tour Cost (¥)

DC1 C17->C18->C41->C21->C14->C13->C09->
C19->C31->C30->C39->C36->C17

355

DC2 C40->C42->C44->C23->C16->C15->C24->
C28->C38->C12->C40

342

DC3 C08->C26->C35->C45->C10->C29->C27->
C46->C28->C32->C33->C11->C08

368

DC4 C20->C01->C43->C03->C02->C04->C05->
C25->C20

350
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and load constraints of its inner customers. During each delivery cycle, vehicles

start from the distribution center, reach the center of each sub-region, and then

serve customers one by one along with each TSP tour before returning to the

distribution center (see Fig. 9). If the total demand for each sub-region is very

high, it is possible to save costs by sending the goods to the center of each sub-

region via a larger van and then switching to a smaller vehicle to serve their

internal customer.

As can be seen from Fig. 9, the tour plan obtained by inserting the distribu-

tion center into each TSP tour in the central pointcut of each sub-region is not

optimal. Obviously, we need to choose the nearest and the second nearest cus-

tomer node from each TSP tour to the distribution center, disconnect the TSP

tour, insert the distribution center into it, and finally get the VRP tour (see

Fig. 10).

Therefore, the latter can save 50min in time, 34.5km in distance and 69¥

in cost.

FIG. 9 Preliminary tour plan.
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6.2.5 Route fitting

Although the routes shown in Fig. 10 may satisfy the needs of the supermarket

decision maker, it is not practical for the drivers, because they only have the

point order for customers. In order to solve this problem, we make additionally

route fitting for the distribution scheme (see Fig. 11).

Combined with the JavaScript technology, we put each route into a single

HTML file to precisely guide the corresponding driver for their delivery activity

(see Fig. 12).

7 Conclusions and future research directions

According to changing travel speed in time-varying road network, a mathemat-

ical model TDVRPSTWwith minimizing total cost is established. In addition, a

proactive distribution scheme is designed to meet dynamic customer’s needs in

advance, which reduces the waiting time of customers. At the same time, the

new hybrid heuristic algorithm is proposed and tested on Solomon benchmark,

FIG. 10 Improved tour plan.
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which evaluates the performance of the system. And then a real case of a super-

market in Chongqing is taken to verify the proactive distribution scheme.

Finally, a route fitting method is utilized to improve the display results for deci-

sion makers.

In this chapter, the time-dependent speed is a series of average speed within

30min queried from Baidu map API, and the speed between each time interval

is not smooth. In the future, time and distance data can be obtained from Baidu

at any time during the operation of the algorithm, so as to make full use of real-

time road information. However, if the customer nodes that you service is more

than 80, you may apply for a paid AK from Baidu, and the multithreading tech-

nology is also needed to speed up the queries. Moreover, the influence of cus-

tomer type and geographical distribution on clustering is not investigated when

considering the dynamic customers. These two aspects are valuable for future

research.

 

FIG. 11 Fitted routes.
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FIG. 12 Precise routes. (A) Route 1 for DC1. (B) Route 2 for DC2. (C) Route 3 for DC3. (D) Route

4 for DC4.
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